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Worldwide coverage on GRAPES-3 discovery in 119 countries in 1093 reports
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17
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21
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32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Country
Afghanistan
Albania
Algeria
Angola
Anguilla
Argentina
Armenia
Australia
Austria
Azerbaijan
Bangladesh
Belarus
Belgium
Bolivia
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Brazil
British Virgin Islands
Bulgaria
Cambodia
Canada
Central African Republic
Chile
China
Cocos Island
Colombia
Costa Rica
Croatia
Cuba
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Diego Garcia
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
Egypt
El Salvador
Estonia
Ethiopia
Finland
France

# Reports
4
1
4
1
1
9
1
11
1
3
3
3
2
3
2
12
1
8
1
20
1
7
25
2
2
1
3
2
2
9
1
1
4
1
2
1
2
1
2
24
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42
43
44
45
46
47
48
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53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80

Country
Gabon
Georgia
Germany
Ghana
Greece
Greenland
Guatemala
Hungary
Iceland
India
Indonesia
Iran
Israel
Italy
Japan
Jordan
Kazakhstan
Kenya
Kuwait
Kyrgyzstan
Latvia
Libya
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Macedonia
Madagascar
Malaysia
Malta
Mexico
Moldova
Mongolia
Montenegro
Morocco
Nepal
Netherlands
New Zealand
Nicaragua
Nigeria
Norway
Pakistan

# Reports
2
1
10
1
6
1
2
16
1
240
6
93
1
8
3
1
2
6
2
2
2
1
4
1
3
1
1
1
13
6
1
1
2
2
5
2
2
5
2
5

Worldwide coverage on GRAPES-3 discovery in 119 countries in 1093 reports
Sr No
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100

Country
Panama
Paraguay
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Puerto Rico
Qatar
Romania
Russia
Samoa
Saudi Arabia
Senegal
Serbia
Singapore
Slovakia
Slovenia
Somalia
South Africa
South Korea

# Reports
1
1
4
3
9
7
2
1
11
81
1
1
1
2
3
5
2
1
3
1

Sr No
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119

Country
Spain
Sri Lanka
Sweden
Switzerland
Taiwan
Thailand
Tonga
Trinidad and Tobago
Turkey
Tuvalu
UAE
UK
Ukraine
Uruguay
USA
Uzbekistan
Venezuela
Vietnam
Zimbabwe

# Reports
32
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
6
1
5
28
42
1
142
1
11
30
1

Worldwide coverage on GRAPES-3 discovery in 37 languages in 1093 reports
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5
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7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Language
Albanian
Arabic
Bosnian
Bulgarian
Chinese
Croatian
Czech
Dutch
English
Estonian
Finnish
French
Georgian
Greek
Hindi
Hungarian
Indonesian
Italian
Japanese

# Reports
1
6
2
8
23
2
9
1
545
2
1
23
1
5
6
19
3
4
1
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28
29
30
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35
36
37

Language
Lithuanian
Macedonian
Malayalam
Marathi
Odia
Pashto
Persian
Polish
Portuguese
Romanian
Russian
Slovak
Spanish
Tamil
Telugu
Turkish
Ukrainian
Vietnamese

# Reports
4
3
2
5
1
1
98
7
8
16
122
4
103
14
2
5
8
28
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Sr No
1

Title
Transient Weakening of Earth’s Magnetic Shield Probed by a Cosmic
Ray Burst

Page

Country

Language

1

USA

English

6

India

English

8

India

English

9

India

English

10

India

English

11

India

English

13

India

English

16

India

English

18

India

English

20

India

English

22

India

English

http://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.117.171101

2

Indian scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic shield
www.hyderabadmorningpost.com/health-care/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-earthsmagnetic-shield/

3

Small Crack In Earth Magnetic Shield: Indian Scientist
http://dereport.com/earth-magnetic-shield/

4

Indian scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic shield
http://www.newsmobile.in/articles/2016/11/15/indian-scientists-detect-crack-inearths-magnetic-shield/amp/

5

Crack in Earth’s Magnetic Shield Detected
http://www.realityviews.in/2016/11/crack-in-earths-magnetic-shielddetected.html?m=1

6

Scientists have detected a crack in Earth's magnetic shield
http://cyberog.blogspot.in/2016/11/scientists-have-detected-crack-in.html

7

SHOCK ALERT: Hole found in Earth's magnetic field - humanity at risk of cosmic
radiation
http://tradcatknight.blogspot.in/2017/02/shock-alert-hole-found-in-earths.html

8

MASSIVE BREACH IN EARTH’S MAGNETIC FIELD, RECORDS SCIENTISTS
http://publicistreport.com/life-science/massive-breach-earths-magnetic-field-recordsscientists.html

9

Indian scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic shield
http://outofline.co.in/indian-scientists-detect-crack-earths-magnetic-shield/

10

What an Ooty Based Telescope is Telling Us About the Earth’s Magnetic Field,
the Sun and the Universe
https://researchmatters.in/article/what-ooty-based-telescope-telling-us-aboutearth%E2%80%99s-magnetic-field-sun-and-universe

11

Crack in earth’s magnetic field detected by Indian Scientists
http://nationfirst.news/27-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield-detected-by-indianscientists/
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Sr No
12

Title
Crack discovered in Earth's magnetic shield by Indian Scientists

Page

Country

Language

23

India

English

24

India

English

26

India

English

28

India

English

29

India

English

30

India

English

31

India

English

33

India

English

35

India

English

37

India

English

38

India

English

39

India

English

http://cityhilights.news/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/14_Nov_2016_Compressed.pdf

13

Scientists detect a crack in Earths magnetic shield
http://techviralbd.com/2016/11/09/scientists-detect-a-crack-in-earths-magneticshield/

14

Indian Scientist’s detect a Crack in Earth’s Magnetic Field
http://www.b4blaze.in/indian-scientists-detect-a-crack-in-earthsmagnetic-field/

15

A recent cosmic burst cracked the Earth’s magnetic field wide
Open
http://carolinanaturally.blogspot.in/2016/11/a-recent-cosmic-burst-crackedearths.html

16

Earths Magnetic Shield Damaged Can Cause Super Solar Storms
https://www.newsaura.com/earths-magnetic-shield-damaged-super-solar-storms/3066

17

Scientists detect a crack in Earth’s magnetic shield – Techworm
http://infloria.com/india/scientists-detect-a-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shieldtechworm/

18

Solar Flare Burst Causes Crack In Earth’s Magnetic Field; How
Does It Affect The Human Life?
http://noisebreak.com/solar-flare-burst-causes-crack-earths-magnetic-field-affecthuman-life/

19

Indian scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic shield
http://orangenews9.com/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/

20

Crack in Earth's magnetic shield detected
https://www.ourncr.com/news/tech/crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield-detected-4559

21

Innovations
http://rnapoint.com/InnovationsView.aspx?INNID=6

22

Crack in Earth’s Magnetic Field
https://sweetnothingsinlife.wordpress.com/2016/11/05/339-crack-in-earths-magneticfield/

23

Cosmic Ray lab scientists track solar storm
http://www.v4vartha.com/english/cosmic-ray-lab-scientists-track-solar-storm/
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Sr No
24

Title
scientists detect crack in Earth's magnetic shield

Page

Country

Language

42

India

English

44

India

English

46

India

English

48

India

English

49

India

English

50

India

English

52

India

English

53

India

English

55

India

English

57

India

English

59

India

English

60

India

English

61

India

English

http://www.weearthling.com/2016/11/scientists-detect-crack-in-earth.html

25

Scientists Detect Crack In Earth's Magnetic Shield
http://www.newzlive360.com/2016/11/scientists-detect-crack-in-earths.html

26

Indian Researchers Detect Crack In Earth's Magnetic Shield
http://www.viralultimate.com/trending-topics/indian-researchers-detect-crack-inearth039s-magnetic-shield/

27

Shocking News – ISRO Indian Scientists Detect Crack in
Earths Magnetic Shield
http://youthgiri.com/latest-news/shocking-news-isro-indian-scientists-detect-crack-inearths-magnetic-shield/9465/.html/

28

There is a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield
http://technoingg.com/crack-earths-magnetic-shield/

29

Detected Crack In Earth Magnetosphere
https://jovorano.blogspot.in/2016/11/detected-crack-in-earth-magnetosphere.html

30

Telescope upgrade to snif out solar storms
http://hotgram1.filmiro.com/2017/03/19/675/6226480347471675398.pdf

31

Solar Flare Radiation burst ‘cracked’ Earth’s magnetic field, Caused Radio
Blackouts
https://globalwarming-arclein.blogspot.in/2016/11/solar-flare-radiation-burstcracked.html

32

Indian scientists detect crack in Earth's magnetic shield
http://www.visionexpressnews.com/tag/grapes-3/

33

Crack In Earth's Magnetic Shield Greater Than Expected
http://www.newsdogshare.com/a/article/581cfcb8129071315d3a737e/

34

Indian scientists detect crack in Earth's magnetic shield
http://gogreenindia-krish.blogspot.in/2016/12/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in.html

35

How India uses recycled pipes to detect ferocious solar storm
http://trusciencetrutechnolgy.blogspot.in/2017/03/1-15-march-2017-new-canyonformation.html

36

Indian Scientists Detect Crack in Earth’s Magnetic Shield
https://gurumavin.com/indian-scientists-detect-crack-earths-magnetic-shield/
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37

Title
Scientists detect crack in Earth's magnetic shield

Page

Country

Language

63

India

English

64

Indonesia

English

65

Indonesia

English

66

Indonesia

English

67

Iran

English

69

Italy

English

71

Italy

English

73

Italy

English

74

Japan

English

75

Japan

English

77

Jordan

English

79

Kazakhstan

English

http://www.snehasallapam.com/forum8/17790-monalisas-smiley-thread-1872.html

38

Crack In Earth\'s Magnetic Shield Detected
http://perbankan.wirausahaid.biz/news/Crack-in-Earth's-magnetic-shield-detected/

39

The Earth's Magnetic Field Is Cracked, So Are We In Any Danger?
http://www.tec.tecno.id/news/The-Earth%27s-Magnetic-Field-is-Cracked,-So-Are-Wein-Any-Danger?/

40

A Solar Flare Has Cracked The Earth’s Magnetic Field
http://www.tec.tecno.id/news/A-Solar-Flare-Has-Cracked-The-Earth%E2%80%99sMagnetic-Field/

41

Scientists record breach in magnetic field
http://iran-daily.com/News/176891.html?catid=3&title=Scientists-record-breach-inmagnetic-field

42

Crack in Earth's magnetic shield detected
http://solonews.net/620871/news/crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield-detected.html

43

Scientists Have Just Detected a Crack in Earths Magnetic Shield
http://sociallay.com/2016/11/scientists-have-just-detected-a-crack-in-earths-magneticshield/

44

A team at the GRAPES-3 muon telescope in India has detected a crack in
magnetic shield
https://it.pinterest.com/pin/346143921345662727/

45

Solar flare radiation burst 'cracked' Earth's magnetic field, caused radio
blackouts
http://inventsolitude.sblo.jp/article/177538861.html

46

How India uses recycled pipes to detect ferocious solar storms
http://readenglishnews.nomaki.jp/bbcnews/2017/201703/20170301/world-asia-india39100109_7_dic7r.html

47

Scientists record breach in magnetic field
http://alsiasi.com/en/studies/5905-scientists-record-breach-in-magnetic-field.html

48

Earth's magnetic shield vital for humanity cracked, Indian researchers discover
http://www.inform.kz/en/earth-s-magnetic-shield-vital-for-humanity-cracked-indianresearchers-discover_a2966555
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Sr No

Title

Page

49

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, at TIFR's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty, in
India, recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015

Country

Language

Kenya

English

Kenya

English

Kenya

English

Kenya

English

Kenya

English

Kenya

English

91

Kuwait

English

92

Kuwait

English

Luxembourg

English

Malaysia

English

80

http://biasharasacco.com/index.php/component/k2/itemlist/user/4245

50

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, at TIFR's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty, in
India, recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015

82

http://hscafrica.devs.mobi/index.php/component/k2/itemlist/user/92425

51

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, at TIFR's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty, in
India, recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015

84

http://servetechsystems.com/index.php?option=com_k2&view=itemlist&task=user&id
=175166

52

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, at TIFR's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty, in
India, recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015

86

http://servetechsystems.com/index.php?option=com_k2&view=itemlist&task=user&id
=174577

53

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, at TIFR's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty, in
India, recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015

88

http://felltech.co.ke/belle2/index.php/component/k2/itemlist/user/14436

54

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, at TIFR's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty, in
India, recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015

89

http://felltech.co.ke/belle2/index.php/component/k2/itemlist/user/14752

55

Indian scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic shield
http://sifkuwait.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/Discover-November-2016.pdf

56

Indian scientists detect crack in Earth's magnetic shield
http://www.indianfrontliners.com/article/26339-indian-scientists-detect-crack-inearths-magnetic-shield/82-notice-board

57

Crack Discovered in Earth's Magnetic Shield -- Still Could Be Unstable a Year
Later

93

http://sitsshow.blogspot.in/2016/11/Crack-Discovered-in-Earths-Magnetic-Shield-StillCould-Be-Unstable-a-Year-Later.html

58

India’s Telescope Detects Crack in the Earth’s Magnetic Shield
https://1newsmalaysia.com/indias-telescope-detects-crack-in-the-earths-magneticshield/

V

96

Sr No
59

Title
Sound Bites

Page

Country

Language

97

Malta

English

98

Mexico

English

Mongolia

English

101

Morocco

English

104

Nepal

English

105

Netherlands

English

106

Netherlands

English

108

Netherlands

English

110

Netherlands

English

112

New Zealand

English

114

Nigeria

English

117

Nigeria

English

http://www.timesofmalta.com/articles/view/20161113/life-features/Pharmaceuticalmirrors.630912

60

GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth's magnetic shield
http://sciencial.com.mx/sciencial/servicios-sciencial/noticias-y-avisos/espanol/12noticias-rss-ingles/5106-grapes-3-indicates-a-crack-in-earth-s-magnetic-shield

61

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, at TIFR's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in
Ooty, in India, recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays

99

http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:EK6IWZOCbyIJ:mongolvoyag
es.com/index.php/component/k2/itemlist/user/550455+&cd=12&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=in

62

Cosmic ray on 5 november 2016
http://hg2marrakech.com/p9smmtcaob/shronichka/cosmic-ray-on-5-november-2016

63

Recycled Telescope
http://www.contactmagazine.net/int-headlines/recycled-telescope/

64

DonationsNovember
http://lunaticoutpost.com/thread-705503.html

65

Life saved in a magical way despite Crack in Earth's magnetic Shield
http://larampadinapoli.com/2016/11/05/life-saved-in-a-magical-way-despite-crack-inearths/

66

Scientists record breach in magnetic field
https://etsuri.com/articles/scientists-record-breach-in-magnetic-field

67

GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth's magnetic shield
http://www.leefbewust.com/2016/nieuws/041116.html

68

Earth’s Magnetic Shield Vital for Humanity Cracked, Indian Researchers
Discover
http://thecontrail.com/forum/topics/earth-s-magnetic-shield-vital-for-humanitycracked-indian-researc

69

Cosmic Burst Cracked Earths Magnetic Field Wide Open
http://biglawnewsline.com/2016/11/cosmic-burst-cracked-earths-magnetic-field-wideopen.html

70

India’s Telescope Detects Crack in the Earth’s Magnetic Shield
https://1newsnigeria.com/indias-telescope-detects-crack-in-the-earths-magneticshield/
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Sr No
71

Title
Indian scientists’ Cosmic-ray detector finds possible crack in Earth’s magnetic
shield

Page

Country

Language

118

Nigeria

English

120

Nigeria

English

121

Nigeria

English

123

Norvey

English

124

Norway

English

125

Pakistan

English

126

Pakistan

English

128

Pakistan

English

141

Pakistan

English

142

Pakistan

English

144

Peru

English

147

Philippines

English

http://thetorrent.com.ng/2016/11/03/indian-scientists-cosmic-ray-detector-findspossible-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/

72

SHOCK ALERT: Earth’s magnetic field has CRACKED – humanity at risk of cosmic
radiation
http://www.chidiukwu.com/shock-alert-earths-magnetic-field-has-cracked-humanityat-risk-of-cosmic-radiation/

73

Massive Crack in Earth’s Magnetic Shield Discovered
http://engine.com.ng/index.php/en/component/content/article/21-mystery/1479massive-crack-in-earth-s-magnetic-shield-discovered

74

Cosmic-ray detector finds possible crack in Earth’s magnetic shield
http://stateofglobe.com/2016/11/05/cosmic-ray-detector-finds-possible-crack-inearths-magnetic-shield/

75

Scientists have detected a crack in Earth's magnetic shield
http://forum.hegnar.no/thread.asp?id=2214889

76

Indian Scientists Detect Crack in Earths Magnetic Shield
https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/162290-Indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-Earthsmagnetic-shield

77

Crack found in earth’s magnetic shield
http://nation.com.pk/snippets/06-Nov-2016/crack-found-in-earth-s-magnetic-shield

78

How India uses recycled pipes to detect ferocious solar storms
https://defence.pk/pdf/threads/how-india-uses-recycled-pipes-to-detect-ferocioussolar-storms.481050/

79

Indian scientists detect moment in Earth’s captivating shield
http://www.statestimes.net/news/2016/11/04/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-earthsmagnetic-shield

80

Scientists have detected a crack in Earth’s magnetic shield
http://impakistani.net/scientists-detected-crack-earths-magnetic-shield/

81

Hole found in Earth’s magnetic field – humanity at risk of cosmic radiation
http://marygreeley.com/?p=46734

82

Earth’s magnetic shield vital for humanity cracked, Indian researchers discover
http://news.mb.com.ph/2016/11/05/earths-magnetic-shield-vital-for-humanitycracked-indian-researchers-discover/

VII

Sr No
83

Title
Solar storm cracked Earth’s magnetic shield, says Indian scientists

Page

Country

Language

149

Philippines

English

150

Poland

English

151

Portugal

English

152

Portugal

English

154

Portugal

English

155

Puerto Rico

English

156

Russia

English

158

Russia

English

159

Serbia

English

161

Singapore

English

163

Slovenia

English

Slovenia

English

Somalia

English

http://conceptnewscentral.com/index.php/2016/11/06/solar-storm-cracked-earthsmagnetic-shield-says-indian-scientists/

84

Crack discovered in Earth's magnetic shield
http://en.opaa.pl/news/155/89/crack-discovered-in-earths-magnetic-shield.html

85

GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth's magnetic shield
https://www.pinterest.pt/pin/403424079105365169/

86

Scientists have just detected a crack in Earth’s magnetic shield
http://fullact.com/scientists-have-just-detected-a-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/

87

Earth's Magnetosphere and Plasmasheet
https://www.pinterest.pt/pin/233553930656036080/

88

GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in earth's magnetic shield
http://paquick.com/innovations-report.com.html

89

Scientists saw a “crack” magnetic shield of the Earth
http://sevendaynews.com/2016/11/03/scientists-saw-a-crack-magnetic-shield-of-theearth/

90

Earth’s Magnetic Shield Vital for Humanity Cracked, Indian
Researchers Discover
https://sputniknews.com/art_living/201611051047089607-earth-magnetic-shieldcracked/

91

Scientists Have Betected a Crack in Earth's Magnetic Shield
http://www.sci-techuniverse.com/2016/11/scientists-have-betected-crack-in.html

92

Indian scientists detect crack in Earth's magnetic shield
http://newsdog.today/a/article/581b11be1290713159c086d7/

93

Is Earth's Protective Shield Cracking?
http://www.trgopro.si/index.php/sl/?option=com_k2&view=itemlist&task=user&id=26
3336

94

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, at TIFR's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty, in
India, recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays

164

http://www.frizerskistudio.si/blog/Schroders-notched-up-net-inflows-of-2billion-in-thethird

95

GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth's magnetic shield

166

http://www.phy.so/commented/page26.html
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Sr No
96

Title

Page

Synopsis: A Crack in Earth’s Protective Shield

Country

Language

168 South Africa

English

169 South Africa

English

170

South Africa

English

173

South Korea

English

174

Sri Lanka

English

176

Sweden

English

177

Switzerland

English

178

Taiwan

English

179

Trinidad and
Tobago

English

180

UAE

English

182

UAE

English

183

UAE

English

http://mybroadband.co.za/vb/showthread.php/849778-Synopsis-A-Crack-inEarth%E2%80%99s-Protective-Shield

97

Hole found in Earth’s magnetic field – humanity at risk of cosmic radiation
http://www.endtimenews.tv/2017/02/15/hole-found-in-earths-magnetic-fieldhumanity-at-risk-of-cosmic-radiation/

98

A Recent Geomagnetic Storm Cracked Earth’s Magnetic Shield And Endangered
Life By Exposing Atmosphere To Deadly Cosmic Radiation
https://www.monteozlive.com/2016/11/a-recent-geomagnetic-storm-cracked-earthsmagnetic-shield-and-endangered-life-by-exposing-atmosphere-to-deadly-cosmicradiation/

99

Crack discovered in Earth's magnetic shield
http://67-20-98-232.unifiedlayer.com/science-and-technology/94-space/1083-crackdiscovered-in-earth-s-magnetic-shield

100

Scientists record breach in magnetic field
http://www.ceylontoday.lk/print20170101CT20170331.php?id=14471

101

Crack discovered in Earth's magnetic shield
http://rymdnyheter.se/index.php/show/news/5359/Astronomi/Uppt%C3%A4ckter/nov
ember-03-2016/Crack-discovered-in-Earths-magnetic-shield

102

Crack discovered in Earth's magnetic shield
http://stepsintospace.blogspot.in/2016/11/crack-discovered-in-earths-magnetic.html

103

Crack discovered in Earth's magnetic shield
https://yamol.tw/rlandmark-6-207429221.htm?countryid=1

104

GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth’s magnetic shield
http://healthmedicinet.com/news/grapes-3-indicates-a-crack-in-earths-magneticshield/

105

Indian scientists detect crack in Earth's magnetic shield
http://konkanuae.com/home/news.asp?id=11244

106

Scientists discovered Crack in Earth's magnetic shield
https://www.glbrain.com/index.php?r=tool/view&id=38324&toolType=1

107

Crack discovered in Earth's magnetic shield
https://www.dotemirates.com/en/details/2564489?from=dot
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English
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English
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English
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English
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English
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UK

English
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UK

English
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UK

English
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UK

English
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UK

English
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UK

English

http://www.scass.ae/en/Documents/Astronomy_Physics_News_Vol_6_Issue_45_Nov_
05_2016.pdf

109

A Solar Storm Put A Crack In Earth's Magnetic Field
http://www.iflscience.com/space/solar-storm-crack-earths-magnetic-field/

110

Telescope records magnetic breach of Earth
http://mancunion.com/2017/02/03/global-news-science-2/

111

Did a solar storm damage Earth’s magnetic field?
http://www.astronspace.com/2016/11/did-solar-storm-damage-earthsmagnetic.html?m=1

112

Scientists record breach in magnetic field
https://infinityhousemagazine.com/scientists-record-breach-magnetic-field/

113

Indian experiment detects weakening of Earth's magnetic field
@Shubawrite
https://www.tagthebird.com/in/tweet/10941992 Tweet

114

GRAPES-3 locates crack in magnetic field of Earth; Will it lead to doom?
https://1newsuk.com/grapes-3-locates-crack-in-magnetic-field-of-earth-will-it-lead-todoom/

115

GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth's magnetic shield
http://uk.anygator.com/article/grapes-3-indicates-a-crack-in-earth-s-magneticshield__5825663

116

Solar flare radiation burst ‘cracked’ Earth’s magnetic field, caused radio
blackouts
http://thelewinreport.org/uncategorized/solar-flare-radiation-burst-cracked-earthsmagnetic-field-caused-radio-blackouts/

117

COSMIC RAYS HAVE LEFT EARTH’S MAGNETIC SHIELD WEAKENED
https://anysource.co.uk/earths-magnetic-shield-is-weakening

118

Scientists record crack in captivating field
http://socialmag.org/science/scientists-record-breach-in-magnetic-field/

119

A Sneaky Solar Storm Put A Crack In Earth's Magnetic Field
http://www.republicofscience.co.uk/single-post/2016/11/07/A-Sneaky-Solar-StormPut-A-Crack-In-Earths-Magnetic-Field

120

Earth’s magnetic shield is ‘WEAKENING’ leaving us vulnerable to radiation
https://reportuk.org/2016/11/04/earths-magnetic-shield-is-weakening-leaving-usvulnerable-to-radiation/
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UK

English
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UK

English
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UK

English
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UK

English
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English
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English
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Ukraine

English
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USA

English
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English
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USA

English
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USA

English
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USA

English
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USA
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https://www.sparrho.com/item/transient-weakening-of-earths-magnetic-shieldprobed-by-a-cosmic-ray-burst/a02986/

122

The crack in space
http://www.open.edu/openlearn/whats-on/events/openlearn-live-16th-december2016

123

Solar Flare Caused a ‘Crack’ in Protective Field Around Earth
http://abcnewsinsider.com/solar-flare-caused-a-crack-in-protective-field-around-earthvideo.html

124

Scientists record breach in magnetic field
https://www.oneguyfrombarlick.co.uk/viewtopic.php?t=353&p=99785#p99113

125

Crack discovered in Earth's magnetic shield
http://en.vnews.agency/news/technologies/32056-crack-discovered-in-earthsmagnetic-shield.html

126

Crack discovered in Earth's magnetic shield
http://vectornews.eu/news/technologies/32056-crack-discovered-in-earths-magneticshield.html

127

In force field of Earth the scratch has been found
http://en.theoutlook.com.ua/news/6831/in-force-field-of-earth-the-scratch-has-beenfound.html

128

Earth’s magnetic shield has cracked
http://stocknewsusa.com/2016/11/07/earths-magnetic-shield-cracked/

129

Earth’s magnetosphere cracked under pressure
http://www.blastr.com/2016-11-28/earths-magnetosphere-cracked-under-pressure

130

Crack In Earth's Magnetic Shield Detected
http://ngadget.tech/news/Crack-in-Earth%27s-magnetic-shield-detected/

131

GRAPES-3 Indicates a Crack in Earth's Magnetic Shield
https://newscentral.exsees.com/item/ead6c262e3c15fdaaebd9a13a57ddf6c9eaaf0f84a2ec8bdba1a73463341156a

132

Indian scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic shield
https://www.asiabreakingnews.net/2016/11/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-earthsmagnetic-shield/

133

‘Pipe’lines that detect fiery solar storms
https://www.asianbreakingnews.net/2017/03/pipelines-that-detect-fiery-solar-storms/
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USA

English
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USA

English
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USA

English
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USA

English
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USA

English
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English
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USA

English
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USA

English
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USA

English

237

USA

English

239

USA

English
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USA

English

https://www.quora.com/What-will-be-the-consequences-of-a-crack-in-earthsmagnetic-field

135

Scientists Record Breach in Magnetic Field
http://www.technewsbase.com/sciencenature/scientists-record-breach-in-magneticfield/

136

GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth’s magnetic shield
https://esist.tech/2016/11/03/grapes-3-indicates-a-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/

137

GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth's magnetic shield
http://all.thug2life.com/grapes-3-indicates-a-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/

138

Scientists have just detected a crack in Earth’s magnetic Shield
http://www.ancient-code.com/scientists-have-just-detected-a-crack-in-earthsmagnetic-shield/

139

A Crack in the Earth’s Magnetic Shield
http://www.apextribune.com/crack-earths-magnetic-shield/216810/

140

Massive Crack In Earth’s Magnetic Shield
https://emeraldobserver.com/index.php/2016/11/04/massive-crack-earths-magneticshield/

141

Is The Earth’s Magnetic Field Gradually Deteriorating:
Something Dangerous Awaiting Us?
http://www.itechpost.com/articles/51066/20161107/earth-magnetic-field-graduallydeteriorating-something-dangerous-awaiting.htm

142

A recent cosmic burst cracked the Earth’s magnetic field wide Open
http://rawstory.com/2016/11/a-recent-cosmic-burst-cracked-the-earths-magneticfield-wide-open/

143

Indian scientists detect crack in Earth's magnetic shield : Worldnews
https://www.reddit.com/r/worldnews/comments/5b31b6/indian_scientists_detect_cra
ck_in_earths_magnetic/

144

GRAPES-3 Telescope Recorded A Crack in Earth’s Magnetic Shield
https://scienceisland.org/grapes-3-telescope-recorded-a-crack-in-earths-magneticshield/

145

GRAPES-3 Indicates a Crack in Earth's Magnetic Shield
http://www.sciencenewsline.com/news/2016110315440067.html
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USA

English
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USA

English
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English
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English
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English
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USA

English

257

USA

English
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USA

English
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USA

English
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USA

English

http://sciencevibe.com/2016/11/06/alarming-crack-detected-in-earths-magneticshield-what-does-the-future-hold/

147

Solar Flare Burst Cracked The Earth’s Magnetic Field, Caused
Radio Blackouts?
http://www.scienceworldreport.com/articles/51786/20161107/burst-solar-flarecracked-earth-s-magnetic-field-caused-radio.htm

148

Crack Discovered in Earth’s Magnetic Shield
http://sorendreier.com/crack-discovered-in-earths-magnetic-shield/

149

Cosmic-ray detector finds possible crack in Earth's magnetic Shield
https://www.sott.net/article/333056-Cosmic-ray-detector-finds-possible-crack-inEarths-magnetic-shield

150

Potentially Dangerous Cosmic Rays Are Leaking Into Earth’s
Atmosphere — Are We Safe?
http://worldtruth.tv/potentially-dangerous-cosmic-rays-are-leaking-into-earthsatmosphere-are-we-safe/

151

Scientists Record Breach In Earth’s Magnetic Field
http://principia-scientific.org/scientists-record-breach-magnetic-field/

152

Hole found in Earth’s magnetic field – humanity at risk of cosmic radiation
http://www.templeilluminatus.com/m/group/discussion?id=6363372%3ATopic%3A327
5411

153

The Earth's Magnetic Shield Cracked, Are We Doomed?
http://www.seeker.com/the-earths-magnetic-shield-cracked-are-we-doomed2149053960.html

154

THE EARTH’S MAGNETIC SHIELD CRACKED, ARE WE DOOMED?
http://ismokeit.net/the-earths-magnetic-shield-cracked-are-we-doomed/

155

Cosmic Rays Entering Earth: Dangerous Radiation Could Penetrate Cracked
Magnetic Field
http://www.itechpost.com/articles/70766/20170103/cosmic-rays-entering-earthdangerous-radiation-penetrate-cracked-magnetic-field.htm

156

As If We Don't Have Enough To Worry About, Now There's A Crack In Earth's
Magnetic Shield
http://www.i-am-bored.com/2016/11/dont-enough-worry-now-theres-crack-earthsmagnetic-shield.html
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USA

English
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English
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USA

English
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English
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USA

English
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English
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English
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English
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English
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English
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English
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English
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http://imagegalery.net/news/Indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-Earth%27s-magneticshield

158

Scientists Detect A Crack In Earth's Magnetic Field After A Severe Solar Storm
http://awarenessact.com/scientists-detect-a-crack-in-earths-magnetic-field-after-asevere-solar-storm/

159

Scientists Detect Crack in Earth's Magnetic Shield; Is our Planet's Magnetic Field
Disappearing?
http://www.telegiz.com/articles/10161/20161104/earth-magnetic-shield-crack.htm

160

Earth's Magnetic Shield Vital for Humanity Cracks, Indian Researchers Discover
https://repubhub.icopyright.net/freePost.act?tag=3.17995?icx_id=100411

161

Indian scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic shield
http://news.cmcm.com/detail/ke674727bof_us

162

India uses recycled pipes to detect solar storms (bbc.com)
https://news.ycombinator.com/item?id=13762079

163

Recycled pipes to detect cosmic solar storms?
http://trump24h.com/927945/recycled-pipes-detect-cosmic-solar-storms

164

Powerful geomagnetic storm cracks Earth’s magnetosphere
http://strangesounds.org/2016/11/powerful-geomagnetic-storm-cracks-earthsmagnetosphere-video.html

165

Holes in Earth's Magnetic Field
http://www.radmon.org/index.php/news/148-holes-in-earth-s-magnetic-field

166

GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth's magnetic shield
http://www.sassafras4u.com/2016/12/ss/12-12x.html

167

Could Earth’s Protective Shield Be Cracking?
https://ecomass.wordpress.com/2016/12/27/could-earths-protective-shield-becracking/

168

Crack In Earths Magnetic Shield
http://planetweknow.com/crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/

169

Crack in earth’s magnetic field detected in India
http://www.lilfacts.com/viral-news/crack-earths-magnetic-field-detected-india/
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USA
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English
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English
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English
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English
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http://www.disclose.tv/news/powerful_geomagnetic_storm_earths_magnetosphere_h
as_cracked/137413

171

The Planet’s Magnetic Field Was Cracked Open By A Solar Storm
http://happinesschronicles.com/index.php/2016/12/30/the-planets-magnetic-fieldwas-cracked-open-by-a-solar-storm/

172

Earth’s Magnetic Shield Almost Cracked by Massive Solar Storm
http://en.yibada.com/articles/171799/20161106/earth-s-magnetic-shield-crackedmassive-solar-storm-last-june.htm

173

The Planet’s Magnetic Field Was Cracked Open By A Solar Storm
http://dailyvibes.org/magnetic-field-crack-solar-storm/

174

Crack discovered in Earth's magnetic shield
http://doomjunkies.com/2016/11/

175

Study: Solar flare caused a 'crack' in protective field around Earth
https://www.aol.com/article/news/2016/11/13/study-solar-flare-caused-a-crack-inprotective-field-around-e/21604879/

176

A Solar Storm Put A Crack In Earth’s Magnetic Field
http://thecoolestscience.com/2016/11/solar-storm-put-crack-earths-magnetic-field/

177

GRAPES-3 Indicates a Crack in Earth’s Magnetic Shield
http://beforeitsnews.com/science-and-technology/2016/11/grapes-3-indicates-a-crackin-earths-magnetic-shield-2856655.html

178

Earths Magnetic Shield Crack Found
http://www.ultimatescience.org/earths-magnetic-shield-crack-found/

179

The Crack On Earths Magnetic Shield Edition
https://101hotnews.com/link25-218-the-crack-on-earths-magnetic-shield-edition/

180

Scientists have just detected a crack in Earth’s magnetic
Shield
http://czaal.com/scientists-have-just-detected-a-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/

181

The Crack On Earths Magnetic Shield Edition
http://www.viralsharer.com/2016/11/link25-218-crack-on-earths-magnetic.html
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English
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English
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English

http://www.newsgrio.com/articles/389447-is-earth-s-protective-shield-cracking.html

183

A Solar Storm Put A Crack In Earth’s Magnetic Field
http://www.fun-joke.com/archives/87322/a-solar-storm-put-a-crack-in-earthsmagnetic-field

184

Researchers Have Found Evidence of Cracking in the Magnetosphere
http://futurism.com/researchers-have-found-evidence-of-cracking-in-themagnetosphere/

185

Cosmic-ray detector finds possible crack in Earth’s magnetic Shield
http://gephardtdaily.com/national-international/cosmic-ray-detector-finds-possiblecrack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/

186

Massive Solar Flare Cracks Earths Magnetic Shield
http://globalrumblings.blogspot.in/2016/11/massive-solar-flare-cracks-earths.html

187

GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth’s magnetic shield
http://healthmedicinet.com/i/grapes-3-indicates-a-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/

188

Earth’s Magnetic Shield Weakened, Develops a Crack, Indian
telescope GRAPES-3 Detected
http://www.hngn.com/articles/215924/20161108/earth-s-magnetic-shield-weakeneddevelops-crack-indian-telescope-grapes-3-detected.htm

189

Thru world's largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India,
Scientists detect crack in Earth's magnetic Shield
http://hotrokhachhang.info/showthread.php?s=88b4573378cf129e0203dff2d7cc7691
&p=69283533#post69283533

190

Crack Found In Earth’s Magnetic Shield
http://www.i4u.com/2016/11/117077/crack-found-earth-s-magnetic-shield

191

GRAPES-3 Indicates a Crack in Earth's Magnetic Shield
http://www.ineffableisland.com/2016/11/grapes-3-indicates-crack-in-earths.html

192

A Recent Geomagnetic Storm Cracked Earth’s Magnetic Shield
And Endangered Life By Exposing Atmosphere To Deadly
Cosmic Radiation
http://www.inquisitr.com/3678479/a-recent-geomagnetic-storm-cracked-earthsmagnetic-shield-and-endangered-life-by-exposing-atmosphere-to-deadly-cosmicradiation/amp/
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English
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English
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English
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English
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USA

English
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English
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English
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http://www.jobsnhire.com/articles/47041/20161105/crack-in-earths-magnetic-fieldalerts-scientists.htm

194

Did a Solar Storm Damage Earth's Magnetic Field?
http://www.labroots.com/trending/space/4631/solar-storm-damage-earth-s-magneticfield

195

Cosmic rays leaking into earth’s atmosphere; High intensity
event may cause unexpected damage
http://www.latinoshealth.com/articles/19432/20161108/cosmic-rays-leaking-intoearth-s-atmosphere-high-intensity-event-may-cause-unexpected-damage.htm

196

Is Earth's protective shield cracking? Bursts of deadly cosmic
rays raises fears that our planet's magnetic field is
Disappearing
http://newsfeeds.pegitboard.com/news/is-earth-s-protective-shield-cracking-bursts-ofdeadly-cosmic-rays-raises-fears-that-our-planet-s-magnetic-field-isdisappearing?uid=70182

197

Earth’s Magnetic Shield Vital for Humanity Cracks, Indian
Researchers Discover
http://www.newsgram.com/earths-magnetic-shield-vital-for-humanity-cracks-indianresearchers-discover/

198

Crack discovered in Earth’s magnetic shield
http://nxtwire.com/crack-discovered-in-earths-magnetic-shield/

199

Crack In Earth's Magnetic Shield Greater Than Expected
http://www.opposingviews.com/i/world/indian-scientists-detect-crack-earthsmagnetic-shield

200

Scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic field, here is why
you should care
http://www.owzen.com/science/scientists-detect-crack-in-earth%E2%80%99smagnetic-field-here-is-why-you-should-care/

201

Cosmic-Ray Detector Finds Possible Crack in Earth’s Magnetic
Shield
https://www.pddnet.com/news/2016/11/cosmic-ray-detector-finds-possible-crackearths-magnetic-shield

202

Solar flare radiation burst ‘cracked’ Earth’s magnetic field,
caused radio blackouts
http://www.riseearth.com/2016/11/solar-flare-radiation-burst-cracked.html
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USA
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English
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USA

English
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English
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English
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English
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English
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English
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English
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English
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USA

English
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English

http://sparkonit.com/2016/11/05/crack-detected-earths-magnetic-shield-causingsupercharged-aurora-borealis-radio-signal-blackouts-high-latitude-countries/

204

Cosmic Burst Cracked Earth's Magnetic Field Wide Open
http://static.icopyright.net/user/view.act?p=MTY4MjM=&c=Mzg2MjYwMjg=&fuid=Mj
M4NTE1Njg=&showFirstImage=true&showDate=true

205

Cosmic Burst Cracked Earth’s Magnetic Field Wide Open
http://steamregister.com/cosmic-burst-cracked-earths-magnetic-field-wide-open/

206

A recent cosmic burst cracked the Earth’s magnetic field wide Open
http://usnewz.com/2016/11/05/recent-cosmic-burst-cracked-earths-magnetic-fieldwide-open

207

Crack in Earth's magnetic shield detected
http://vegassports-odds.com/2016/11/crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield-detected/

208

Solar flare radiation burst ‘cracked’ Earth’s magnetic field,
caused radio blackouts
http://www.verifiedsources.com/pin/18498/

209

GRAPES-3 Indicates a Crack in Earth's Magnetic Shield
http://w2.technobahn.com/articles/2016110315440067.html#

210

GRAPES-3 muon telescope indicates a crack in Earth’s
magnetic shield
http://yubanet.com/scitech/grapes-3-muon-telescope-indicates-a-crack-in-earthsmagnetic-shield/

211

Solar storms can weaken Earth’s magnetic field
http://www.zenexp.com/solar-storms-can-weaken-earths-magnetic-field-12945279/2

212

GRAPES-3 Telescope Records Cosmic Ray Burst, Highlights Crack In Earth’s
Magnetic Field
http://www.techtimes.com/articles/185158/20161108/grapes-3-telescope-recordscosmic-ray-burst-highlights-crack-in-earth-s-magnetic-field.htm

213

Cosmic Ray Detector Finds Possible Crack in Earth's Magnetic Shield
http://www.solarmaxnews.com/cosmic-ray-detector-finds-possible-crack-in-earthsmagnetic-shield/

214

India’s Telescope Detects Crack in the Earth’s Magnetic Shield
https://1newsamerica.com/indias-telescope-detects-crack-in-the-earths-magneticshield/
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Earth’s Magnetic Shield Weakened, Develops a Crack, Indian telescope GRAPES3 Detected

359

USA

English
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USA

English
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USA

English
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USA

English

365
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English
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English

367

USA

English

368
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English
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English
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USA

English
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Vietnam

English
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Vietnam

English

https://1newsamerica.com/earths-magnetic-shield-weakened-develops-a-crack-indiantelescope-grapes-3-detected/

216

Study: Solar Flare Caused A ‘Crack’ In Protective Field Around Earth
http://www.onenewspage.com/video/20161113/6027959/Study-Solar-Flare-CausedCrack-In-Protective.htm

217

Indian Scientists Have Detected a Crack in Earth’s Magnetic Shield
http://www.industrytap.com/indian-scientists-detected-crack-earths-magneticshield/39655

218

Giant Coronal Mass Ejection Created A Crack In Earth’s Magnetic Shield
http://www.messagetoeagle.com/giant-coronal-mass-ejection-created-a-crack-inearths-magnetic-shield/

219

TH-SUNDAY - GRAPES-3 facility - first to detect effect of solar storms on earth's
magnetic field, gets an upgrade
https://twitter.com/Shubawrite/status/843143126743158786

220

Hole found in Earth’s magnetic field – humanity at risk of cosmic radiation
http://endtimeheadlines.org/2017/02/hole-found-in-earths-magnetic-field-humanityat-risk-of-cosmic-radiation/

221

Earth's Magnetic Field Has A Crack
http://solarsystemdigest.com/earths-magnetic-field-crack/

222

GRAPES-3
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The GRAPES-3 tracking muon telescope in Ooty, India measures muon intensity at high cutoff rigidities
(15–24 GV) along nine independent directions covering 2.3 sr. The arrival of a coronal mass ejection on
22 June 2015 18:40 UT had triggered a severe G4-class geomagnetic storm (storm). Starting 19:00 UT, the
GRAPES-3 muon telescope recorded a 2 h high-energy (∼20 GeV) burst of galactic cosmic rays (GCRs)
that was strongly correlated with a 40 nT surge in the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF). Simulations have
shown that a large (17×) compression of the IMF to 680 nT, followed by reconnection with the
geomagnetic field (GMF) leading to lower cutoff rigidities could generate this burst. Here, 680 nT
represents a short-term change in GMF around Earth, averaged over 7 times its volume. The GCRs, due to
lowering of cutoff rigidities, were deflected from Earth’s day side by ∼210° in longitude, offering a natural
explanation of its night-time detection by the GRAPES-3. The simultaneous occurrence of the burst in all
nine directions suggests its origin close to Earth. It also indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic
shield, and may hold clues for a better understanding of future superstorms that could cripple modern
technological infrastructure on Earth, and endanger the lives of the astronauts in space.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.117.171101

survive the high radiation environment produced by a
Carrington-like event [6,7].
The reconfiguration of the magnetic field through
reconnection is the key to interpret the energy release in
coronal mass ejections (CMEs), and the generation of solar
magnetic field through dynamo action [8]. The magnetic
field, and associated turbulence in the CMEs causes slow
(∼days) reduction in the galactic cosmic ray (GCR)
intensity called Forbush decrease (FD) events [9–12].
The CMEs containing a southward directed IMF induce
reconnection, whereby, the magnetic field ahead of Earth’s
bow shock is “opened up” [13] producing storms [14,15].
The GMF shields Earth by deflecting GCRs away, resulting
in a threshold, termed “cutoff rigidity,” below which GCRs
cannot reach Earth [16]. Episodes of increase in the GCR
intensity due to decrease in the cutoff rigidity “Rc ” during
storms have also been reported earlier [2,17,18].

Introduction.—The geomagnetic field (GMF) [1] shields
Earth from energetic charged particles by deflecting them
away over several Earth radii (RE ) [2]. Eruptive solar
processes produce coronal mass ejections (CMEs) that are
large plasma structures with embedded turbulent magnetic
fields, that are ejected into the heliosphere from the solar
corona [3]. The space weather is driven by these CMEs that
can have profound societal impact by triggering severe
storms that disrupt space, and ground-based communication. The largest storm in recorded history was the famous
Carrington event of 1859 that disrupted a relatively robust
communication system of telegraph lines of that era for
several hours [4,5]. However, the occurrence of a similar
event today could cripple the suite of smart devices
including mobile phones, computer networks, etc., on
Earth, and satellites in space. This is due to the widespread
use of VLSI circuits in these devices, which may not
0031-9007=16=117(17)=171101(5)
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its near-equatorial location, experiences high cutoff rigidities (15–24 GV). It measures the muon intensity along nine
independent directions in the sky by detecting ≥ 1 GeV
muons produced by the GCRs in the atmosphere [22,23].
Thus, the muons serve as proxies for GCRs, and hence the
terms “muon rate,” and “GCR intensity” (GCRI) will be
used interchangeably. The nine muon directions are labeled
NE(northeast), N, NW, E, V(vertical), W, SE, S, SW
(southwest) in a 2.3 sr field of view, as listed in Fig. 3.
The GRAPES-3 detects 1.5 × 108 muons per hour, which
provides an accurate estimate of the GCRI variation
[23–25]. The muon rate is corrected for instrumental and
atmospheric pressure variations [26]. The corrected muon
rates are yet modulated by the solar diurnal anisotropy
(SDA) at a frequency of 1 cycle per day (cpd), and to a
lesser extent by two higher harmonics. By the use of a fast
Fourier transform (FFT) based filter, SDA can be largely
eliminated. However, the use of FFT requires observed data
to be converted into an uninterrupted time series of 2N
intervals, where N is a positive integer. Accordingly, the
muon rates measured every four min for 213 ¼ 8192
intervals spanning 23 days from 12 June 2015 18:28 UT
to 4 July 2015 12:36 UT were used here. To remove the
contribution of SDA on the muon rate, the FFT spectrum
was subjected to a smooth filter to reject frequencies from
0.5 to 3.5 cpd. The inverse FFT of the filtered spectrum
yielded a muon rate free from the influence of SDA as
shown in Fig. 1(d) [10,26].
As seen from Fig. 1(d), an FD was in progress 4.5 h after
the arrival of first CME on 21 June 16:45 UT. In the midst
of this FD, a 2 h muon burst (19:00–21:00 UT) correlated
with Bz is clearly seen from Fig. 1(d), and Fig. 1(c),
respectively, as indicated by the arrows. Another FFT filter
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FIG. 1. Top 3 panels show WIND data time shifted to the bowshock nose: (a) V SW , (b) jBj, (c) Bz , (d) GRAPES-3 muon-rate.
Vertical dashed lines indicate CME arrival times (UT).

On 21 June 2015, a symmetric full-halo CME erupted
from the sunspot region NOAA 2371 associated with a
double peaked M2-class solar flare. It appeared in the
SOHO/LASCO C2 images at 02:36 UT, and reached Earth
on 22 June 2015 18:40 UT, and triggered a severe G4-class
storm producing radio blackouts, and Aurore Borealis [19].
Two preceding CMEs had arrived on 21 June 2015 16:45
UT, and 22 June 2015 05:45 UT, respectively, and both had
originated from the same sunspot region. The CME
parameters, including the solar wind speed (V SW ), magnetic field jBj, and Bz its component perpendicular to the
ecliptic plane, measured by the WIND spacecraft (at L1,
1.5 × 106 km from Earth) are available on OMNIWeb [20].
The WIND data, time shifted to the bow-shock nose
already accounted for propagation delay from the spacecraft [21] available on OMNIWeb, were used here. In
Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) the arrival of the three CMEs are marked
by jumps in V SW , and jBj, respectively. For 2 h, the passage
of the third CME enhanced jBj to 44 nT (Fig. 1b), and Bz to
−40 nT [Fig. 1(c)].
Burst detection by GRAPES-3.—The large area (560 m2 )
GRAPES-3 tracking muon telescope in Ooty, India, due to
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FIG. 2. Muon-rate (solid line) and −Bz (broken line) on 22 June
2015, correlation coefficient R ¼ −0.94.
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was used to eliminate the frequencies < 0.5 cpd to remove
the slow FD contributions. The muon data now contain
only frequencies > 3.5 cpd. The muon rate, and −Bz , data
at 4 min resolution are shown in Fig. 2. Bz was delayed by
32 min which maximized its correlation with the muon data
to R ¼ −0.94, highlighting the intimate connection of the
GCRI on Earth, and the Bz in space. Every 4 min, ∼106
muons are detected in each of the nine directions, resulting
in a statistical error of ∼0.1%. Thus, an excess of 9.2 × 105
on a background of 2.9 × 108 muons during this 2 h
interval implies a significance in excess of 50σ.
The nine muon profiles obtained after inverse FFT are
shown by the solid lines in Fig. 3. The burst amplitudes
show a gradual decline from north (N ¼ 1.8%) to south
(SW ¼ 0.8%) directions. Each direction shows a simultaneous GCRI surge from 19∶00 UT, reaching a maximum at

20∶00 UT. For an interplanetary phenomenon, the expected
time offset between V, and directions NE, E, SE is
−100 min. Similarly, the offset between V, and NW, W,
SW is 100 min based on the 25° angle between them.
However, the observed offsets between V, and NE, E, SE,
NW, W, SW, measured via a cross correlation yielded a
mean of ð−3  4Þ min, consistent with a value of zero
within the 4 min time resolution. As expected, the time
offsets between V, and N, S were also zero. Thus, the near
simultaneity of the GCR burst in all directions strongly
suggests its origin close to Earth, possibly within the
magnetosphere.
Simulation of GCR burst.—We tested the hypothesis that
the burst was generated by a sudden lowering of the cutoff
rigidities by recalculating Rc for a GMF perturbed via
reconnection with the IMF. The telescope field of view was
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FIG. 3. Muon-rate variation in nine directions observed by GRAPES-3 on 22 June 2015 shown by the solid line. Simulation results
normalized to data by scaling the IMF 17 times are shown by the broken line. Cutoff rigidities (GV) and error bars are shown for each
direction.
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of 680 nT, was averaged over a volume of ð23 -1Þ ¼ 7V E
surrounding Earth where V E is the volume of Earth.
The GCRs near the cutoff experience a large deflection
in the GMF. To estimate this “deflection,” asymptotic
directions were calculated for 5 × 104 protons. Protons
of rigidities from Rci to Rci þ ΔRci GV for i ¼ 1, 9
directions were simulated. Here ΔRci , were the changes
in the respective cutoff rigidities (0.5–0.7 GV). Trajectories
for the most probable rigidity for the nine directions,
viewed from the north pole are shown in Fig. 4(a).
These trajectories are bending 195°–230°; thus, the asymptotic directions lie in the opposite hemisphere. In Fig. 4(b)
an equatorial view of these trajectories is shown. Thus, the
GCRs producing the muon burst detected on the night side
were deflected ∼210° from the day side.
Discussion.—The frozen-in, IMF component −Bz ¼
40 nT could be enhanced via compression of the CMEsheath region. During this storm, Earth’s bow-shock nose
was compressed from 11.4 to 4.6RE [20]. The implied
reduction in the area suggests that −Bz would have been
enhanced by a factor ð11.4=4.6Þ2 ¼ 6.14. Additionally,
assuming the CME shock to be quasiperpendicular, it
could further enhance Bz by a factor < 4 [29]. Thus, −Bz ¼
40 nT measured at L1, could, in principle, be enhanced by
a factor < 4 × 6.14 ¼ 24.6 to < 980 nT. Thus, the reduction of 680 nT possibly induced by reconnection with the
GMF, was ∼70% of its maximum possible value.
An examination of the worldwide neutron monitor data
showed that Almaty, and Nor-Amberd stations located on
the night side recorded increased rates coincident with
GRAPES-3. However, no significant increase was seen by
the instruments on the day side [30]. The 32 min delay of
the burst relative to the IMF could be due to the GCRs
diffusing across a turbulent IMF [11,12]. The long-term
changes in the GMF are typically measured from satellites
[1]; however, GCRs provide an inexpensive and yet reliable
probe of the short-term changes in the GMF over a large
volume (7V E ). The fortuitous location of GRAPES-3 on
the night side, opposite to the reconnection site on the day
side, enabled the detection of this burst. The burst had

divided into 360° × 60° grid, each 1° in azimuth and zenith
directions. In a magnetic field, the trajectory of protons
arriving at Earth is the same as that of antiprotons (p̄) of the
same rigidity leaving Earth. Thus, to simulate the proton
trajectories, p̄ of increasing rigidity moving away from
Earth were launched from each grid point. Their trajectories
were traced to a distance “D” [16] in a GMF modeled by
IGRF-11 [27], after adding the IMF (Bx , By , Bz averaged
every 4 min) to the respective GMF components. The
smallest rigidity p̄ escaping Earth defines the Rc for that
direction. Equivalently, a proton of Rc would be the lowest
rigidity particle to reach Earth from outer space along the
same trajectory. We varied D from 1.5 to 25RE , and found
that Rc gradually reduced and reached its asymptotic value
at D ¼ 2RE , which was used thereafter.
The production of muons in the atmosphere due to
interaction of GCRs above Rc was simulated by
Monte Carlo code CORSIKA [28]. The simulated muons
satisfying the trigger requirements of the muon telescope
were binned into the nine directions mentioned above. The
difference between the muon rates before, and after adding
the IMF was calculated for every 4 min. The interval
18:40–19:00 UT was used as the baseline to estimate the
change in rates both for the data, as well as simulations. The
simulated amplitudes were significantly smaller (∼0.05%)
than the measured (∼1.0%) ones. These simulations were
repeated after enhancing the IMF by a factor 2 < f < 20.
The results obtained showed that the amplitudes scaled
with f. A simultaneous minimization of χ 2 for the nine
pairs of observed, and simulated profiles yielded f ¼ 17.
The nine simulated profiles are shown in Fig. 3 by
broken lines. Very high correlations (−0.89  0.05)
between the measured, and simulated profiles are seen in
all nine cases. The reduction in Rc varied from 0.5 in the
south to 0.7 GV in the north. It is remarkable that a simple
model with a common compression factor f ¼ 17
(Bz ¼ −680 nT) reproduced the amplitude, and the shapes
of all nine profiles quite well. Since the burst was caused by
a decrease of the GMF out to D ¼ 2RE , thus, this decrease

FIG. 4. GCR trajectories near the cutoff rigidity responsible for the burst viewed from the (a) north pole and (b) the equator. NW, N,
NE shown in blue, W, V, E in green, SW, S, SE in red.
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occurred due to reduction of the cutoff rigidities from a
temporary reconnection-induced 680 nT decrease in the
GMF with a relatively high efficiency of 70%. The near
simultaneity of the burst in all nine directions indicates its
origin close to Earth. The N-S gradient in the amplitudes
(1.8∶1) of the burst was caused by the relative alignment of
−Bz with respective directions. Any alternative explanation
involving enhancement of the GCR intensity due to IMF is
not feasible due to the negative correlation between these
two variables. The occurrence of this burst also implies a 2 h
weakening of Earth’s protective magnetic shield during this
event. This burst allowed observation of the annihilation of
the magnetic field arising from reconnection in a large
volume surrounding Earth by the novel probe of GCRs.
Depending on the orbital variation of the cutoff rigidities,
the astronauts on the International Space Station (ISS)
would have received a high, and variable radiation dose
during the burst. The AMS detector on the ISS [31] is
ideally located to further investigate this burst, and its effects
on astronauts onboard. This event may also hold clues to the
impact of superstorms that may occur in the future.
Conclusions.—The GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty,
India detected a 2 h burst of GCRs starting 22 June 2015
19:00 UT that was strongly correlated with a 40 nT surge in
the IMF. Monte Carlo simulations showed compression of
IMF to 680 nT spread over 7 times Earth’s volume, and
subsequent reconnection with the GMF leading to lower
cutoff rigidities may have generated this burst. A ∼ 210°
bending of the GCRs due to lowering of cutoff rigidities
resulted in detection of this day-side burst on the night side by
the GRAPES-3. The occurrence of the burst indicates a 2 h
transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield, which may
hold clues for a better understanding of future superstorms.
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Indian scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic shield
hyderabadmorningpost.com/health-care/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/

admin

The world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of galactic
cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield, according to scientists.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed
causing massive compression of the Earth’s magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in
Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year lasting for two hours.
he burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of about
2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere from
11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.
It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high
latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this week.
Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of defence,
shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from
these high intensity energetic radiations.
Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that the
Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower
energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.
Earth’s magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth
where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015.
he data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core
computing
farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory
in Ooty.
6
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Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by crippling large electrical power grids, global
positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
Source From PTI
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DeReport | India News Portal
dereport.com/earth-magnetic-shield/

11/11/2016

Small Crack In Earth Magnetic Shield: Indian Scientist
Indian Scientists are playing the vital part in the various event in all over the world.

Credit Photo:Newscentre.IbI

Recently one of the Indian Scientist has tracked and stated that the world largest and powerful sensitive cosmic
ray has monitored and store the information about the earth in which there is the crack on the earth magnetic
shield .
This crack has occurred because of the particle called as giant plasma which is ejected from the solar corona
has struck the earth at very high speed which can cause the high level geomagnetic storm.
This issue has been fetched through the telescope located in Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s Cosmic
Rays Laboratory located in Ooty, Tamil Nadu.
The telescope named as GRAPES-3 muon has recorded this burst consecutively for more than 2 hours about
20 GeV. This huge destruction in magnetic shield has affected radio signals especially in the high latitude
countries, reported in physical reviews of International Journal.
Before the launch of GRAPE-3 Muon telescope, various research and simulation is undergone by the team of
Parvata K Mohanty. Magnetic shield bent has been detected during the 180 degree of circulation occur for day
and night. This was tracked exactly on 22 June 2015.
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Indian scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic shield
newsmobile.in/articles/2016/11/15/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/

The world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of galactic
cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield, according to scientists.
he burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed
causing massive compression of the Earth’s magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.
he GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in
Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year lasting for two hours.
he burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of about
2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere from
11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.
It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many highlatitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this week.
Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of defence,
shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from
these high-intensity energetic radiations.
Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that the
Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower
energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.
Earth’s magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degrees, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth
where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015.
he data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core
computing
farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory
in Ooty.
Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by crippling large electrical power grids, global
positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
All right reserved Copyright 2017. The World Mobile News Network
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Crack in Earth’s Magnetic Shield Detected
realityviews.in/2016/11/crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield-detected.html

Crack in Earth’s Magnetic Shield Detected
What is the importance of Earth’s Magnetic Shield?
In short Magnetic Shield protects animals and humans from harmful radiation, charged particles and meteorites
and causes the spectacular Northern Lights.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, at TIFR's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty, in India, recorded a burst of galactic
cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015, lasting for two hours.
A study published in Physical Review Letters has revealed the extent of the high-intensity event for the first time.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, struck our planet at a speed of
about 1.55 million miles (2.5 million kilometres) per hour.
on 22 June, 2015, particles from a giant cloud of fast-moving plasma penetrated the Earth’s atmosphere. The
particles, which originated from the surface of the Sun, were moving at about 2.5 million kilometres per hour
when they struck our planet’s atmosphere.
The magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degrees, where they were detected as a burst by the
GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015.
This high-speed strike caused the Earth’s magnetosphere – the area containing the planet’s magnetic field – to
shrink from 11 times to four times the Earth’s radius. The charged particles in Earth’s magnetosphere usually
deflect solar winds which would otherwise bring harmful ultraviolet radiation to the Earth’s surface.
Analysis carried out by researchers working on the GRAPES-3 telescope indicated that for a short while, the
Earth’s magnetosphere cracked, letting some low-energy galactic cosmic rays penetrate the atmosphere.
According to the study, the burst in cosmic activity indicated a “transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield”.
Further research into the chance event may “hold clues for a better understanding of future superstorms that
could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth,”
This would cause widespread havoc on Earth including black outs and exposure to harmful UV radiation
Many scientists claim that The Earth's magnetic field has weakened by 15 per cent over the last 200 years and
this could be a sign that the Earth’s poles are about to flip. We are currently due for flip but do not know when
that will happen
If switch happens we would get exposed to solar winds capable of punching holes into ozone layer. It will destroy
out power grids and there will be no electricity for many months, climate on earth will get changed and rate of
cancer will increase.
Friday, November 4, 2016
Tags – Earth Magnetic Field Crack India
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Scientists have detected a crack in Earth's magnetic shield
cyberog.blogspot.in/2016/11/scientists-have-detected-crack-in.html

Earth is such a habitable place, thanks in no small part to the vast magnetic field that surrounds our planet,
shielding us from harsh solar winds and cosmic radiation.
But scientists have been investigating one of the most powerful geomagnetic storms in recent history, and
they’ve discovered that our protective barrier isn’t as secure as we thought it was. Turns out, our magnetosphere
has been cracked.

Researchers have been analysing data from the GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India, which recorded a
massive burst of galactic cosmic rays on 22 June 2015.
For 2 hours, Earth’s magnetosphere was being bombarded by these particles, which emit immensely highenergy radiation, and travel through space at nearly the speed of light.
These things are so powerful, they can easily penetrate the hull of a spacecraft, and Earth’s magnetic shield is
our first line of defence against them.
About 40 hours before the June 22 event, a giant cloud of plasma was ejected from the Sun's corona (or outer
atmosphere), and eventually struck the magnetosphere at speeds of about 2.5 million kilometres per hour.
That’s not exactly news, because at the time, it triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that was responsible for
radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries in North and South America.
It also resulted in a supercharged aurora borealis - which is created when charged particles from outer space
reach Earth’s atmosphere.

But now researchers have finally realised the full extent of that relentless bombardment of cosmic rays.
A team from the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in India performed numerous simulations based on the
GRAPES-3 data from that day, and the results indicate that the magnetosphere had been temporarily cracked,
and that’s why things went so haywire in our radio systems.
In fact, the team says the bombardment was so relentless, it caused a severe compression of the
magnetosphere, forcing it to shrink from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.
The researchers suspect that the geomagnetic storm was powerful enough to actually 'reconfigure' our magnetic
shield, prising open weak spots to let radiation and cosmic rays slip through.
"This vulnerability can occur when magnetised plasma from the Sun deforms Earth’s magnetic field, stretching
its shape at the poles and diminishing its ability to deflect charged particles," Katherine Wright explains on the
American Physical Society website.
The fact that this happened at all is a concern, say the researchers, because it suggests that our magnetic field
is changing - or rather, weakening - in certain parts.
"The occurrence of this burst also implies a 2-hour weakening of Earth’s protective magnetic shield during this
11
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event," the researchers report.
"[This] indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield, and may hold clues for a better understanding
of future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth, and endanger the lives of
the astronauts in space."
So the good news is our magnetosphere was only temporarily cracked, but the bad news is that it can be
cracked at all.
There's not a whole lot we can do about that, but the researchers hope that by continuing to search for these
cracks as they happen - and in past events - we'll be better prepared to deal with the next time those cosmic rays
burst through and wreak havoc.
Source: Science Alert
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SHOCK ALERT: Hole found in Earth's magnetic field - humanity
at risk of cosmic radiation
tradcatknight.blogspot.in/2017/02/shock-alert-hole-found-in-earths.html

SHOCK ALERT: Hole found in Earth's magnetic field - humanity at risk of cosmic radiation
SOURCE

A HUGE hole has been detected in the Earth’s magnetic shield, leaving millions of human
beings vulnerable to deadly cosmic radiation, scientists have warned.

From analysing data from the GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India, experts have concluded that the
magnetosphere has come under such heavy bombardment in recent years that it weakening.
On June 22, 2015, there was a massive burst of galactic cosmic rays which traumatised the Earth’s magnetic
shield for two hours.

Roughly 40 hours before the Earth was bombarded by cosmic rays, the sun ejected a giant cloud of plasma
which caused high energy radiation to strike the Earth’s magnetosphere at 2.5 million kilometres per hour.
The storm wreaked havoc on technology with radio signal blackouts reported in North and South America.
However, it is not until now that scientists have been able to understand the full extent of the damage caused by
the storm.
Experts from the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in India ran several simulations based on the data from
the telescope and found that the magnetosphere had been cracked for a little while on the day.
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The magnetosphere protects Earth from cosmic rays
Worryingly, the bombardment was so intense the magnetosphere was forced to shrink from 11 to four times the
Earth’s radius.
While small amounts of radiation would have little effect on life on Earth, prolonged exposure to higher amounts
of radiation can lead to cancer.

An illustration of the magnetic shield
The team say in their research published in Physical Review Letters that the storm was so powerful that it
managed to “reconfigure” the magnetic shield and opening small cracks in Earth’s first line of defence.
This has dangerous implications for the future, the team says.
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A solar flare stemming from the sun
They write: "The occurrence of this burst also implies a two-hour weakening of Earth’s protective magnetic shield
during this event.
"[This] indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield, and may hold clues for a better understanding
of future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth, and endanger the lives of
the astronauts in space."
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Massive breach in Earth’s magnetic field, records scientists
publicistreport.com/life-science/massive-breach-earths-magnetic-field-records-scientists.html

2/3/2017

Scientists have recorded the events that spread out after the Earth’s
magnetic shield was breached.
Openings in the planet’s magnetic field is very common,
but it is not easy to collect the data while such event are in
progress.
A cosmic ray monitoring facility reported a burst of cosmic
rays connected with the opening.
The magnetic field breach was caused due to charged particles from Sun that struck the Earth at high
speed.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope situated at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory (CRL) in Ooty, southern India, reported
a burst of galactic cosmic rays close to 20 gigaelectronvolts (GeV) on 22 June 2015.
“In this case, the magnetic field was breached for two hours and then came back to normal. The magnetic field
strength decreased only by 2%,” Dr. Sunil Gupta, lead scientist at the CRL told the BBC.
Earth’s magnetic shield, or magnetosphere, spreads over a radius of a million kilometres. It protects the planet’s
biosphere from the constant flow of solar and other cosmic radiation.

The Sun periodically sends out large clouds of charged particles into space in
events known as coronal mass ejections (CMEs). Each particle can include a
billion tons of charged gas or plasma.
The vast cloud of plasma send out from the solar corona in 2015 caused huge compression of the Earth’s
magnetosphere and resulted in a terrible geomagnetic storm. In turn, this generated aurora borealis (northern
lights), and radio signal blackouts in many high-latitude countries.
Numerical simulations carried out by the GRAPES-3 team on this event shows that the Earth’s magnetic shield
temporarily opened up due to the incoming solar plasma. Due to this, the lower energy galactic cosmic ray
particles entered into our space.
The GRAPES-3 Muon telescope’s collection of a large area and directional measurement enabled the
accidental observations.
A major event could occur any time having a significant effect on human infrastructure. As such, there are
ongoing experiments carried out to improve the prediction of this so-called space weather.
“They can short circuit power supplies such as high voltage transformers which are the major power source for
our cities, interrupt communication satellites and will affect the internet, mobile phones and other devices that
use electricity,” said Dr. Harrison.
In addition, he said, a vast solar storm could also endanger humans in space, with the potential for damage to or
the loss of spacecraft. But, such events are rare.
Scientists at CRL thinks that a large amount of data available would enable them to predict such events and take
preventative measures. But the real challenging task is to devise proper electronic hardware that can give a
16
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reliable alert, Dr. Gupta said.
The study has been published in the journal Physical Review Letters.

Supriya Bhosale
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Indian scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic shield
outofline.co.i n/indian-scientists-detect-crack-earths-magnetic-shield /

12/30/2016

Indian scientists detect crack in Earth's magnetic shield
The world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of
galactic cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield, according to scientists.he burst
occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed
causing massive compression of the Earth’s magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray
Laboratory in Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year
lasting for two hours.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed
of about 2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s
magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.

It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in
many high latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters
this week.
Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of
defence, shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on
our planet from these high intensity energetic radiations.
Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty,
indicate that the Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic
reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.
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Earth’s magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the
Earth where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22
June 2015.
The data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the
1280-core computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers
at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty.
Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by crippling large electrical power
grids, global positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications. -PTI
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What an Ooty Based Telescope is Telling Us About the Earth’s
Magnetic Field, the Sun and the Universe
researchmatters.in/article/what-ooty-based-telescope-telling-us-about-earth%E2%80%99s-magnetic-field-sun-and-universe

12/22/2016
A protective sheath covering the earth, bombarding cosmic rays, violent storms in the upper atmosphere – these
are not figments of imagination from a sci-fi novel but are rather accurate descriptions of the space surrounding
the earth. In fact, the space around our planet is chock full of high energy particles whizzing around, like the solar
wind, a steady stream of charged particles emanating from the sun and Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCR), ultra high
energy particles of cosmic origins travelling at nearly the speed of light. Why then don’t we have to bother about
the effects of such high energy particles that can affect our electronic gadgets and damage our DNA? The
answer is the geomagnetic field, the magnetic field of the earth, extending from the core out into space a
distance of several earth radii, forming a region around the earth called the magnetosphere.The GMF acts as
our natural shield by deflecting high energy charged particles away from the earth.
However, an event of solar origin, called coronal mass ejection (CME) can interfere with the shielding ability of
the GMF. Once in a while, a blob of plasma is thrown off from the active regions on the sun’s surface and travel
outward through space. These ejections, called CMEshave significant magnetic fields of their own. If they
happen to pass through the vicinity of our planet, strong interactions take place between the GMF and the CME
field, just as two bar magnets brought close interact with each other, causing intense electromagnetic
disturbances in earth’s atmosphere – events termed as geomagnetic storms. During such events, entryways are
opened for cosmic rays to enter the atmosphere. These storms, apart from creating beautiful displays of light in
the sky, called auroras, can also be harmful to the earth and its inhabitants. The electromagnetic disturbances
caused in the ionosphere affect power grids on the ground, satellite hardware and radio and radar systems.
Navigation systems like the GPS and the simple magnetic compass are rendered useless, while astronauts,
devoid of the atmosphere’s protection, are at risk of radiation exposure.
Considering their impact, studying geomagnetic storms is undoubtedly imperative. Also important is the study of
cosmic rays entering our atmosphere. While studying galactic cosmic rays afford us a glimpse into their sources
outside our solar system and even beyond our galaxy, those of solar origin would let us learn more about our
own star and the impact of its behaviour and processes on our planet. It is with these precise objectives that a
state of the art research facility, the Gamma Ray Astronomy PeV Energies – phase 3 (GRAPES-3) was set up in
the Cosmic ray Laboratory at Ooty in 2000 as a collaboration of the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research,
Mumbai and the Osaka City University, Osaka, Japan. At present many institutions from India and Japan are in
collaboration in this experiment that has generated significant results over the course of the past few years.
GRAPES-3 is all eyes and ears for subatomic energetic particles called muons. Muons form when nuclei of
atoms in the upper atmosphere are bombarded by cosmic rays and can act as a proxy for the cosmic ray count.
The huge 560 m2 area tracking muon detector, housed underground to filter out low energy particles, is the
largest area tracking detector anywhere. The telescope measures muon intensity in nine independent directions
and has a count rate of ~108 per hour. Also detected by the facility are air showers, the multitude of secondary
particles formed due to the cosmic ray-nuclei collisions, cascading towards the earth. With 400 air shower
detectors spread over an area of 25,000 m², GRAPES-3 array is the highest density air shower array in the
world.
Recently, GRAPES-3 made news for having witnessed a breach in the magnetic shield of the earth. On the night
of 22nd June 2015, a statistically significant surge in muon count, a burst of galactic cosmic rays entering the
atmosphere, was observed for a duration of two hours, due to a transient weakening of the GMF. Earlier, on 21 st
June, the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) of NASA, positioned in space, photographed a CME
erupting from the sunspot region NOAA 2371. 40 hours later, the CME reached the earth and the resulting
interaction with the GMF caused a geomagnetic storm of severity 4 out of 5 on the National Oceanic and
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Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) scale.
The study by Prof. Sunil Gupta, senior professor at the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research (TIFR) and head
of the Cosmic Ray Laboratory, and his team, which appeared in the October issue of Physical Review
Lettersconcluded that a temporary reconfiguration of the earth’s magnetic field due to interaction with the
passing CME had caused the observed GCR burst. The simultaneous occurrence of the burst in all nine
directions suggested a source close to the earth, possibly inside the magnetosphere, marking the CME event as
the prime suspect. Furthermore, experimental data shows that the burst was neatly correlated with the surge in
the Interplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF) caused by the CME. Extensive simulations by the team have confirmed
that a weakening of the GMF caused the surge in galactic cosmic ray intensity. “Discovery of this burst
demonstrates that the weakening of earth’s magnetic field is an important condition in triggering a geomagnetic
storm, and thus provides a firmer basis for understanding this complex phenomenon”, says Prof. Gupta about
their discovery.
In the aftermath of this significant detection, apart from demonstrating the direct impact of space weather
phenomena on earth’s magnetic field and consequently life on the planet, scientists propose monitoring of GCR
intensity as an early warning system for an impending geomagnetic storm. “GCRs being high energy particles
move at nearly the speed of light and can in principle complement the existing early warning system consisting of
satellites located in space”, Prof. Gupta explained. Although implementation of this proposal would involve years
of observation, studies and testing, the fact that a few hours of early warning can help prevent many of the
debilitating effects of a storm is incentive enough for the scientists to further explore this possibility.
With these and more experiments in progress, The GRAPES-3 experiment continues being one of our most
effective tools to study our own star, our planet’s magnetic shield and to unwrap more mysteries of the universe
galactic cosmic rays bring with them.
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Crack in Earth’s Magnetic Shield Detected by Indian Scientists
nationfirst.new s/27-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield-detected-by-indian-scientists /

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located at Tata
Institute of Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of
galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year lasting for two hours. It indicates a crack in the Earth’s
magnetic shield, according to scientists.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a very high
speed of about 2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s
magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.
It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many
high latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this week.
Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of defence,
shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from
these high intensity energetic radiations.
The study indicate that the Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic
reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.
Earth’s magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth
where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015.
The data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280core computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic
Ray Laboratory in Ooty.
Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by crippling large electrical power grids,
global positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications. source: PTI
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Scientists detect a crack in Earth’s magnetic shield
techviralbd.com/2016/11/09/scientists-detect-a-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/

11/9/2016

GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth’s magnetic shield that reveal burst in
cosmic rays
According to scientists, the world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, recorded a
burst of galactic cosmic rays that indicated a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield. The GRAPES-3 muon
telescope recorded the burst when a giant cloud of plasma moving at a speed of 2.5 million kilometres per hour
struck Earth last year, causing a severe compression of its magnetosphere and activating a severe geomagnetic
storm.
Solar storms can cause major disturbance to human civilisation by affecting satellite operations and
communications, large electrical power grids and global positioning systems (GPS).
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in
Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV around midnight of 22 June 2015,
which lasted for two hours.
The magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, where they were detected as a burst by the GRAPES3 muon telescope last year.
“The simultaneous occurrence of the burst in all nine directions suggests its origin close to Earth,” the authors
wrote in the study, published in Physical Review Letters.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, struck our planet at a speed of
about 2.5 million kilometres per hour, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere – the region
around the planet which holds the magnetic field – from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.
The researchers suspect that the geomagnetic storm was powerful enough to actually ‘reconfigure’ our magnetic
shield, forcing open weak spots to allow radiation and cosmic rays slip through. It also brought down radio
signals and sparked vivid northern lights across many countries in the north of the world. It also resulted in a
supercharged aurora borealis, which is created when charged particles from outer space reach Earth’s
24
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atmosphere.
The researchers explained the fact that this happened at all is a concern, as it suggests that our magnetic field is
changing – or rather, weakening – in certain parts.
“The occurrence of this burst also implies a 2-hour weakening of Earth’s protective magnetic shield during this
event,” the researchers report.

“[This] indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield, and may hold clues for a better understanding
of future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth, and endanger the lives of
the astronauts in space.”
The data was examined and understood through comprehensive simulation over several weeks by using the
1280-core computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the
Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty.
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Indian Scientist’s detect a Crack in Earth’s Magnetic Field
b4blaze.in/indian-scientists-detect-a-crack-in-earthsmagnetic-field/

11/5/2016
The world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of galactic
cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield, according to scientists.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in
Ooty in Tamil Nadu, has recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year lasting for two hours.
According to scientists, the burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and
moving with a speed of about 2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of
Earth’s magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.
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It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high
latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this week.
Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of defence,
shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from
these high intensity energetic radiations.

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that the
Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower
energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.
Post your valuable comments
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A recent cosmic burst cracked the Earth’s magnetic field wide
open
carolinanaturally.blogspot.in/2016/11/a-recent-cosmic-burst-cracked-earths.html

A recent cosmic burst cracked the Earth’s magnetic field wide open
A burst of galactic cosmic rays was recorded by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at TIFR’s Cosmic Ray
Laboratory in Ooty. That burst of rays occurred when the sun let loose a giant cloud of plasma that struck our
planet at a speed of roughly 2.5 million kilometers.
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Earth’s magnetic shield damaged; can cause super solar
storms
newsaura.com/earths-magnetic-shield-damaged-super-solar-storms/3066

Megha Sharma

11/5/2016

As per a study, recently published in Physical Review Letters, a crack has been detected in the Earth’s magnetic
shield because of which enormous cosmic rays enter into the atmosphere and cause gigantic geomagnetic
storms.
It was GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute
of Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty,
India, which in June 2015 detected a rise in cosmic ray
levels. It was then concluded that our planet’s magnetic
shield must have got damaged.
This happened in 2015 when for two hours on June 22,
particles from a big cloud of fast-moving plasma entered into
the Earth’s atmosphere. The particles had originated from
the surface of the Sun and they were travelling at about 2.5 million kilometers per hour. These particles crashed
into Earth’s atmosphere with speed and caused the Earth’s magnetosphere to shrink from 11 times to four times
the Earth’s radius. The penetration of particles also resulted in a severe geomagnetic storm. The magnetic
storm brought down radio signals in many high latitude countries in the northern part of the world.
The Earth’s magnetosphere acts as the first line of defence, shielding the planet from the continuous flow of solar
and galactic cosmic rays. The role of the charged particles present in the Earth’s magnetosphere is to deflect
solar winds. This is how harmful ultraviolet radiation do not penetrate into the Earth’s surface.
It is a known fact that exposure to ultraviolet radiation can result in chronic harmful effects on the skin, eye, and
immune system. The rays also speed up aging of the skin and cause further damage. Ultraviolet radiation also
causes our skin to tan in the Sun. The worst it can do is cause cancer. The radiation is especially dangerous for
pilots flying at high altitudes.
The burst in cosmic activity lead to weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield because of which in future superstorms may occur. Such super solar storms can result in major devastation of modern technological
infrastructure on Earth like large electrical power grids, global positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations
and communications.
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Scientists detect a crack in Earth’s magnetic shield –
Techworm
infloria.co m /india/scientists-detect-a-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield-techworm /

11/5/2016

GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth’s magnetic shield that reveal burst in
cosmic rays
According to scientists, the world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, recorded a
burst of galactic cosmic rays that indicated a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield. The GRAPES-3 muon
telescope recorded the burst when a giant cloud of plasma moving at a speed of 2.5 million kilometres per
hour struck Earth last year, causing a severe compression of its magnetosphere and activating a severe
geomagnetic storm.
Solar storms can cause major disturbance to human civilisation by affecting satellite operations and
communications, large electrical power grids and global positioning systems (GPS).
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory
in Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV around midnight of 22 June
2015, which lasted for two hours.
The magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, where they were detected as a burst by the
GRAPES3 muon telescope last year.
“The simultaneous occurrence of the burst in all nine directions suggests its origin close to Earth,” the authors
wrote in the study, published in Physical Review Letters.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, struck our planet at a speed
of about 2.5 million kilometres per hour, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere – the
region around the planet which holds the magnetic field – from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.
The researchers suspect that the geomagnetic storm was powerful enough to actually ‘reconfigure’ our
magnetic shield, forcing open weak spots to allow radiation and cosmic rays slip through. It also brought
down radio signals and sparked vivid northern lights across many countries in the north of the world. It also
resulted in a supercharged aurora borealis, which is created when charged particles from outer space reach
Earth’s atmosphere.
The researchers explained the fact that this happened at all is a concern, as it suggests that our magnetic
field is changing – or rather, weakening – in certain parts.
“The occurrence of this burst also implies a 2-hour weakening of Earth’s protective magnetic shield during this
event,” the researchers report.
“[This] indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield, and may hold clues for a better
understanding of future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth, and
endanger the lives of the astronauts in space.”
The data was examined and understood through comprehensive simulation over several weeks by using the
1280-core computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the
Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty.
Source: Science Alert
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Solar Flare Burst Causes Crack In Earth’s Magnetic Field; How
Does It Affect The Human Life?
noisebreak.com/solar-flare-burst-causes-crack-earths-magnetic-field-affect-human-life/

Suchismita Biswas

11/7/2016

Scientists have found a crack in the Earth’s protective magnetic shield. The crack caused by the solar flare
which has exposed the planet to offensive radiation.
The largest and the most sensitive cosmic ray monitor in the world, the GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at
Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray laboratory in Ooty observed the crack.

It detected a burst of the galactic cosmic radiation. The breach on magnetic shield caused when a massive blast
of giant cloud of plasma which has been excluded by solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed. This
caused a massive geomagnetic storm.
The source of the cosmic ray was a huge solar plasma which can travel for 40 hours to reach the Earth from sun.
The giant plasma ran at more than 2.5 million kilometers miles per hour.
In a post, Science Alert stated that the storm was the powerful geomagnetic storms in recent history.

Effects on Earth
It causes radio blackouts in countries situated in the high altitudes.
It causes the magnetosphere to be reduced by 11 to 4 times the radius of the Earth.
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Though, the science based blog, Science Explorer stated that not to worry about this as solar storms will not
highly affect the human civilization. But when occurred it could damage infrastructures and interrupt technology.
It can paralyze lives on Earth by destructing important GPS systems, massive electrical power grids, satellite
functionalities and other communication systems.
The storm can change the climate on the Earth and increase the rate of cancer.
It could be more dangerous for the astronauts who are in space.

Importance of magnetosphere
The magnetosphere protects the lives on Earth from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays. It
prevents solar winds blowing directly into Earth’s atmosphere.
Harmful particles from space constantly head towards Earth. The magnetic field confronted them.
The magnetosphere ensures that the planet has an atmosphere of life-giving gases like oxygen.
In their report, the scientists said that they are unable to repair the crack. However, the scientists claimed that it
could “hold clues for a better understanding of future superstorms that could cripple modern technological
infrastructure on Earth, and endanger the lives of the astronauts in space.”
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Indian scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic shield
orangenews9.com/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/

OrangeNews9

11/6/2016

Washington: The world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst
of galactic cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield, according to scientists.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed
causing massive compression of the Earth’s magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in
Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year lasting for two hours.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of
about 2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere
from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.
It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high
latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this week.
Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of defence,
shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from
these high intensity energetic radiations.
Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that the
Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower
energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.
Earth’s magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth
where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015.
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The data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core
computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray
Laboratory in Ooty.
Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by crippling large electrical power grids, global
positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
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Crack in Earth's magnetic shield detected
ourncr.com/news/tech/crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield-detected-4559

The world's largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of galactic
cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield, according to scientists.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed
causing massive compression of the Earth's magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in
Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year lasting for two hours.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of
about 2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth's magnetosphere
from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.
It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high
latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this week.
Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of defence,
shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from
these high intensity energetic radiations.
Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that the
Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower
energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.
Earth's magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth
where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015.
The data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core
computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray
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Laboratory in Ooty.
Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by crippling large electrical power grids, global
positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
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Innovations
rnapoint.com/InnovationsView.aspx

Potentially Dangerous Cosmic Rays Are Leaking Into Earth s Atmosphere - Are We Safe?
Monday, November 07, 2016
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A crack in Earth's magnetic shield has been spotted by researchers at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research.
The researchers were able to identify the crack analyzing the data gathered by India's GRAPES-3 muon
telescope.
The news has caused panic among people, thinking that the protective layer of our earth is slowly vanishing. But
how true is this?
According to Wired, the fissure which was first discovered in 2015, has let galactic cosmic rays leak into the
Earth's atmosphere and caused huge geomagnetic storms in the northern hemisphere. The increased amount of
cosmic rays penetrating our atmosphere has led to disrupted communication signals and knocked out radio
signals.
The event, according to Science Alert is one of the most powerful geomagnetic storms in recent history.
In fact, results of the researchers' numerous simulations show that the cosmic bombardment, with speed of
about 2.5 million kilometers per hour, was so unyielding, it caused a severe compression of the magnetosphere,
forcing it to shrink from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.
"Earth's magnetic field deflects most cosmic rays, protecting living things from harmful radiation. But large
geomagnetic storms can reconfigure this protective shield, opening up weak spots that let radiation and cosmic
rays slip through. This vulnerability can occur when magnetized plasma from the Sun deforms Earth's magnetic
field, stretching its shape at the poles and diminishing its ability to deflect charged particles," Katherine Wright
explains on the American Physical Society website.
Science Explorer said that solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization because it will interrupt
technology and damage infrastructure. While, it is dangerous for the astronauts who are in space, there is no
direct threat for the people on earth, unless the radiation bombardment ensues in the long run which may result
to changing climate and drive up rates of cancer.
The researchers said there is nothing much we can do to repair the crack but we can study the crack to make us
more ready in case more of it will occur in the future.
courtesy: natureworldnews
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339. Crack in Earth’s Magnetic Field
sweetnothingsinlife.wordpress.com/2016/11/05/339-crack-in-earths-magnetic-field/

11/5/2016
The magnetic field surrounding the earth shield us from harsh solar winds and cosmic radiation. The scientists
have detected recently that our magnetosphere has been cracked.
Researchers have been analysing data from the GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India, which recorded a
massive burst of galactic cosmic rays on 22-06-2015. For 2 hours, Earth’s magnetosphere was being
bombarded by these particles, which emit immensely high-energy radiation, and travel through space at nearly
the speed of light. These things are so powerful, they can penetrate the hull of a spacecraft, and Earth’s
magnetic shield is our first line of defence against them.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed
causing massive compression of the Earth’s magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm. Earth’s
magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth where it
was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015.
Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by crippling large electrical power grids, global
positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications. The team were optimistic the knowledge
gained would have positive results though, claiming it could “hold clues for a better understanding of future
superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth, and endanger the lives of the
astronauts in space.”
About these ads
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Cosmic Ray lab scientists track solar storm
v4vartha.com/english/cosmic-ray-lab-scientists-track-solar-storm/

11/5/2016
Even as the recent publication of the findings of the Cosmic
Ray Laboratory (CRL) in Ooty on solar storm and its impact
on the earth’s magnetic shield in 2015 has created ripples,
here is a recapitulation of the extra terrestrial event that has
rocked the scientific world. The CRL of the Tata Institute of
Fundamental Research (TIFR) here recorded a
geomagnetic storm, otherwise known as solar storm, which
weakened the earth’s magnetic field, the shield which
protects the planet from the invasion of the cosmic rays.
When most parts of world was asleep on June 2, 2015, the
ever vigilant team of scientists at the CRL witnessed
showers of cosmic rays hitting the earth through the ‘muon
tracking telescope’.

‘Muons’ are sub-atomic particles that are produced when the cosmic rays travel through the atmosphere. The
CRL recorded a sudden burst of ‘muons’ indicating increase in cosmic ray intensity. With its state-of-the-art high
performance detectors, the ‘Grapes-3’ (Gamma Ray Astronomy at PeV Energies Phase-3), experiment at CRL
could observe this rare activity. Dr Sunil K. Gupta, head of the CRL stated that the earth’s magnetic field (EMF)
is aligned along north-south direction, and exerts its influence up to 50,000-km above the surface of the earth.
The EMF acts as a shield by preventing the entry of most of the low energy cosmic rays into the atmosphere.

Though the cosmic rays continuously travel down to the earth, the low energy cosmic ray particles are bent by
the EMF, and are sent back into space. But, the high energy cosmic ray particles which are small in number
enter the earth’s atmosphere and get detected by the cosmic ray observatories across the world, he noted. “At
the CRL in Ooty the scientists observed a sudden burst of cosmic ray activity on June 22, indicating that
something had changed in the EMF above. Further studies showed that the burst of magnetized plasma from the
sun, otherwise known as coronal mass ejection, which contains particles traveling with a high speed of thousand
kilometers in a second, and having a low strength magnetic field in it, had affected the EMF. It is known that
when the two magnets with their magnetic poles in opposite directions are brought close together, the magnetic
field around it becomes weak.

A very similar thing happened on June 22, 2015, causing a geomagnetic storm by opening up weak spots in the
EMF. This weakening of the EMF was about two per cent for two hours, as per the calculations of the CRL
scientists, which paved the way for the invasion of cosmic ray particles during those two hours. They also found
the margin of error to be below 0.1 per cent making it a very accurate study”, Dr Gupta explained.
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However, as the solar storm moved past the earth, the EMF got restored back to its normal value after the said
two hours. Only in the high altitude places on earth, nearer to the north and south poles, the disturbance to
power lines and radio communication was noticed. As the coronal mass ejection from the sun takes nearly two
days to reach the earth, the real ejection on sun had happened two days prior to the recording of cosmic ray
muons in CRL, Ooty, he pointed out.

However, in case of a bigger solar storm in future the weakening of EMF could be much more, which would then
adversely affect the functioning of the satellites, and other electrical and electronic devices on ground which can
cause a major disruption. The ‘GRAPES-3’ due its location near the equator is relatively immune from such
disruptions. The ‘Grapes-3’ offers the possibility to do ground-based studies of the same phenomenon from the
safety of its location in South India, Dr. Gupta said and added that it took little more than a year to completely
analyze and verify the data to publish a report on the said event.

The Cosmic Ray Laboratory (CRL) of the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research (TIFR) in Ooty is the ‘numero
uno” in its respective field in the world as its indigenous technology and related facilities along with large study
area make it the best standing example for ‘make in India” concept too, said Atul Jain, scientist-in-charge of the
CRL Ooty. He said that the ‘Grapes-3’ experiment was done in a world class lab designed to study cosmic rays.
‘Grapes-3’ is equipped with an array of 400 plastic scintillator detectors in a large area to detect the cosmic ray
showers. Its ‘muon tracking telescope’ is the world’s largest such telescope which is known for its accuracy and
superiority.

The cosmic ray detection process starts with plastic scintillator detectors, which receives the signals of cosmic
ray showers. They are then processed at the modern cutting edge technologies and further simulated at the
computing cluster. Finally, at the control room the signals are further analyzed to prepare the data, he explained.
Mr Jain said that instrumentation, equipment and the electronics involved in the ‘Grapes-3’ experiment, wherein
Japan is a collaboration partner, has been designed, developed and fabricated with indigenous in-house
technology that has made CRL self-reliant and keeps it flag flying high in this field of fundamental research.

B.Srinivasa Rao, chief engineer and scientific officer at CRL said that to detect ‘muon’, the CRL designed near
six meters hallow steel tubes, which are filled with inert gas and tungsten wires to receive ‘muonsignals’. As of
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now 3,200 such tubes have been placed in clusters in the CRL, which is protected by concrete slabs that filters
cosmic rays but allows ‘muons’ enter the tube, he explained. Stating that all the signals received from detectors
placed across the CRL premises in Ooty is finally analyzed and studied at the control room, P.Jagadeesan,
scientific officer at CRL said that the lab was functioning round the year without any break to record the cosmic
ray and ‘muon signals’ from the outer space and to prepare data and to arrive at the inference.

For more news visit:

www.v4vartha.com
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scientists detect crack in Earth's magnetic shield
weearthling.com/2016/11/scientists-detect-crack-in-earth.html

Indian scientists detect crack in Earth's magnetic shield
The world's largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of galactic
cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield, according to scientists.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed
causing massive compression of the Earth's magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in
Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year lasting for two hours.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of
about 2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth's magnetosphere
from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.
It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high
latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this week.
Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of defence,
shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from
these high intensity energetic radiations.
Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that the
Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower
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energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.
Earth's magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth
where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015.
The data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core
computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray
Laboratory in Ooty.
Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by crippling large electrical power grids, global
positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to Facebook
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SCIENTISTS DETECT CRACK IN EARTH’S MAGNETIC SHIELD
newzlive360.com/2016/11/scientists-detect-crack-in-earths.html

A giant cloud of plasma moving at a speed of 2.5 million kilometres per hour struck Earth last year, causing a
severe compression of its magnetosphere
The world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of galactic
cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield, according to scientists.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high
speed, causing massive compression of the Earth’s magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in
Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year lasting for two hours.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of
about 2.5 million kilometres per hour, struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere
from 11to 4 times the radius of Earth.

It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high
latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters.
Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of defence,
shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from
these high intensity energetic radiations.
Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that the
Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower
energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.
Earth’s magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the nightside of the Earth
where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around midnight on June 22, 2015.
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The data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core
computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray
Laboratory in Ooty.
Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by crippling large electrical power grids, global
positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
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Indian Researchers Detect Crack In Earth's Magnetic Shield
viralultimate.com/trending-topics/indian-researchers-detect-crack-in-earth039s-magnetic-shield/

Byadmin

Earth’s magnetic protect quickly cracked because of to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection.
Pune: The world’s major and most sensitive cosmic ray check, located in India, has recorded a burst of galactic
cosmic rays that suggests a crack in the Earth’s magnetic protect, according to researchers.
The burst happened when a huge cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a quite superior
pace leading to substantial compression of the Earth’s magnetosphere and triggering a critical geomagnetic
storm.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Elementary Research’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in
Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV previous 12 months lasting for two
hours.
The burst happened when a huge cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and transferring with a pace of
about 2.five million kilometres for every hour struck our earth, leading to a critical compression of Earth’s
magnetosphere from eleven to 4 periods the radius of Earth.
It induced a critical geomagnetic storm that created aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in lots of superior
latitude nations, according to the study revealed in the journal Actual physical Overview Letters this 7 days.
Earth’s magnetosphere extends above a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the initial line of defence,
shielding us from the ongoing flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, consequently safeguarding lifestyle on our
earth from these superior depth energetic radiations.
Numerical simulations done by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that the
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Earth’s magnetic protect quickly cracked because of to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, making it
possible for the decreased energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our ambiance.
Earth’s magnetic area bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-aspect to the night-aspect of the
Earth wherever it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope about mid-night on 22 June 2015.
The information was analysed and interpreted through substantial simulation above quite a few months by
utilizing the 1280-main computing farm that was created in-property by the GRAPES-3 crew of physicists and
engineers at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty.
Solar storms can cause key disruption to human civilisation by crippling large electrical electric power grids,
international positioning systems (GPS), satellite functions and communications.
(This tale has not been edited by NDTV employees and is auto-created from a syndicated feed.)
Resource hyperlink
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Shocking News – ISRO Indian Scientists Detect Crack in
Earths Magnetic Shield
youthgiri.co m/latest-news/shocking-news-isro-indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/9465/.html

/

Shocking News – ISRO Indian Scientists Detect Crack in Earths Magnetic Shield :ashington/Pune | The
world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of galactic
cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield, according to scientists.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high
speed causing massive compression of the Earth’s magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic
storm.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory
in Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year lasting for two
hours.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of
about 2.
5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere from
11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.
It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many
high latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this week.
Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of defence,
shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from
these high intensity energetic radiations.
Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that
the Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the
lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.
Earth’s magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth
where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015.
The data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280core computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the
Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty.
Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by crippling large electrical power grids, global
positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
Hope you enjoyed this article and gained information about Shocking News – ISRO Indian Scientists
Detect Crack in Earths Magnetic Shield
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There is a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield
technoingg.com/blog/crack-earths-magnetic-shield

Publisher
The world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor,
located in India, has recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays
that indicates a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield,
according to scientists.
he burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from
the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed causing
massive compression of the Earth’s magnetosphere and
triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.
he GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of
Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays
of about 20 GeV last year lasting for two hours.
he burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of about
2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere from
11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.
It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high
latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this week.
Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of defence,
shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from
these high intensity energetic radiations.
Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that the
Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower
energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.
Earth’s magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth
where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015.
he data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core
computing
farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory
in Ooty.
Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by crippling large electrical power grids, global
positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
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Detected Crack In Earth Magnetosphere
jovorano.blogspot.in /2016/11/detected-crack-in-earth-magnetosphere.html

Earth is our home planet, the only known planet which supports life. The third planet from the sun. Earth
supports life because it is the correct distance from the sun, it has just the right temperature not too hot or too
cold. Most importantly it has water and oxygen thanks to its atmosphere which protects us from the ultraviolet
rays from the sun.
The magnetosphere is the earths magnetic environment. The earth is a huge dipole (2 pole) magnet. The earth
magnetic field is caused by its molten iron--nickel core. This magnetic field is aligned with the north and south
poles, and has reversed many times during geologic history. The magnetosphere protects the earth from space
radiation, which is contributed mainly by our suns solar winds. These are highly charged particles blasted out of
the sun like steady winds. Nothing good can come from the destruction of our magnetosphere.
Scientist's have recently discovered that our magnetosphere is no longer as secure as it once was, a crack in
our magnetic field was discovered. The telescope and cosmic ray detector GRAPES-3 was used to publish
analysis of a solar stormed that occurred in June 2015 leaving the planet with no magnetic field for 2 hours. A
giant cloud of plasma originating from the suns corona ejected and 9 minutes later crashed into our
magnetosphere at 2.5 million kilometers per hour causing massive radio-signal blackouts in many countries in
North and South America, and fueling huge aurora's.
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A year after the storm has struck scientist are just staring to realize the amount of damage done to our
atmosphere and warn that the magnetic field has weaken which may cause a flip of the earths poles.
National University Bangladesh
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Solar Flare Radiation burst ‘cracked’ Earth’s magnetic
field, Caused Radio Blackouts
globalwarming-arclein.blogspot.in /2016/11/solar-flare-radiation-burst-cracked.html

This should have been anticipated. flares are directional jets and they must naturally have hot spots capable of
a deep penetration of Earth's magnetic field. so we have a crack.
At the same time we must have been many times over geological time of which we may have evidence, although
i am not too optimistic there. su[per strong events might cause real damage but most will not.
In fact the geologic record tells us that mass extinctions are exceedingly rare.
We still need to harden our electronic devices.

The magnetic field that protects Earth from deadly cosmic radiation may be more vulnerable than previously
thought. A crack in the shield caused by a solar flare which exposed the planet to a bombardment of radiation
has been detected.
Researchers from the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in India made the discovery when analyzing a
galactic cosmic ray burst that caused radio blackouts across North and South America and a supercharged
aurora borealis in 2015.
The cosmic ray source was a giant solar plasma cloud that travelled 40 hours from our sun to reach Earth,
where the researchers believe it caused a transient “weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield”, according to their
findings published in the journal Physical Review Letters.
The sun’s flare was so intense the team claim it would have shrunk the magnetic field from 11 times the radius of
Earth to four times its radius before it eased, allowing the shield to recover.
Researchers used data from the GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India, to simulate the burst. Results
indicated the effect on Earth would have required a crack in the magnetic field that lasted approximately two
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hours.
Unfortunately not a lot can be done to protect Earth from any future cracks in the shield, which could leave the
planet under constant exposure to radiation and could potentially lead to the eradication of our atmosphere.
The team were optimistic the knowledge gained would have positive results though, claiming it could “hold clues
for a better understanding of future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth,
and endanger the lives of the astronauts in space.”
Astronauts onboard the International Space Station (ISS) fall within the field’s 56,000km extension around Earth
but future voyagers to Mars would likely be exposed to the rays for long periods.
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Indian scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic shield
visionexpressnews.com /indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield-2/
11/30/2016

The world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of galactic
cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield, according to scientists.
he burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed
causing massive compression of the Earth’s magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.

he GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in
Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year lasting for two hours.
he burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of about
2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere from
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11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.
It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high
latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this week.
Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of defence,
shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from
these high intensity energetic radiations.
Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that the
Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower
energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.
Earth’s magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth
where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015.
he data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core
computing
farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory
in Ooty.
Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by crippling large electrical power grids, global
positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
Courtesy: PTInews
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Crack In Earth's Magnetic Shield Greater Than Expected
newsdogshare.com /a/article/581cfcb8129071315d3a737e/

Analysis of a cosmic event from June 2015 revealed Earth's
magnetic shield cracked, allowing cosmic rays to leak into
the atmosphere and causing geomagnetic storms in the
Northern Hemisphere.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India, detected a
spike in cosmic ray levels in June 2015, but the severity of
the event wasn’t revealed until November 2016 through a
study published in the scientific journal Physical Review
Letters.
The study reports for two hours on June 22, 2015, particles from a giant cloud of fast-moving plasma penetrated
the Earth’s atmosphere at approximately 1.6 million mph. The particles, originating from the surface of the sun,
caused the Earth’s magnetosphere to shrink from 11 times to 4 times the earth’s radius -- allowing harmful solar
winds to breach the Earth’s surface.
Earth’s magnetosphere acts as the first line of defense between the Earth and the flow of galactic cosmic rays,
which shield life on the planet from harmful ultraviolet radiation. It has a radius of over 620,000 miles, according
to Wired.
Numerical simulations of the event performed by the GRAPES-3 collaboration propose that the Earth’s magnetic
shield cracked due to magnetic reconnection, allowing low-energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter the
atmosphere.
"This vulnerability can occur when magnetized plasma from the Sun deforms Earth’s magnetic field, stretching
its shape at the poles and diminishing its ability to deflect charged particles," Katherine Wright explains on the
American Physical Society's website.
The solar wind triggered a severe geomagnetic storm at the time of the event, generating vivid aurora borealis -also known as "northern lights" -- and radio signal blackouts in many high-altitude countries.
The study reports the surge in cosmic activity indicates “transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield.”
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The study authors remain optimistic for Earth geomagnetic future, saying the research may “hold clues for a
better understanding of future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth.”
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Indian scientists detect crack in Earth's magnetic shield
gogreenindia-krish.blogspot.in /2016/12/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in.html
srinivasan krishnaswamy

The world's largest and most sensitive cosmic ray
monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of
galactic cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the
Earth's magnetic shield, according to scientists.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma
ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very
high speed causing massive compression of the
Earth's magnetosphere and triggering a severe
geomagnetic storm.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata
Institute of Fundamental Research's Cosmic Ray
Laboratory in Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of
galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year lasting for two hours.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with
a speed of about 2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression
of Earth's magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.
It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated
aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries, according to the study
published in the journal Physical Review Letters this week.
Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of
defence, shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting
life on our planet from these high intensity energetic radiations.
Earth's magnetic field bent these particles about 180
degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth where it was detected as a burst by the
GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015.
The data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using
the 1280-core computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and
engineers at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty.
Solar storms can cause major disruption to human
civilisation by crippling large electrical power grids, global positioning systems (GPS), satellite
operations and communications.
Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty,
indicate that the Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic
reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.
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1-15, March 2017: A new canyon formation off the coast of
Visakhapatnam and close to Kovvada, time crystals, Earth
Tremors in India, Indus Script identifications, Hailstorms
and thunder showers.
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The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the world's largest of its kind, at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty,
a hill station in the southern state of Tamil Nadu, the scientists recorded a two-hour burst of galactic
cosmic rays that invaded the atmosphere on 22 June 2015. The magnetic field breach was the result
of charged particles from the Sun striking the Earth at high speed.
How India uses recycled pipes to detect ferocious solar storm

9 hours ago at 15:15 on 01-03-2017: More than 3,700 such pipes are actually at the heart of a
most significant scientific finding. A team of Indian and Japanese scientists recently published an
internationally-feted paper which recorded the events that unfolded after a breach in the Earth's
magnetic shield. Using the GRAPES-3 muon (a sub-atomic particle) telescope, the world's largest of
its kind, at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty, a hill station in the southern state of Tamil Nadu, the
scientists recorded a two-hour burst of galactic cosmic rays that invaded the atmosphere on 22 June
2015. The magnetic field breach was the result of charged particles from the Sun striking the Earth at
high speed.
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Indian Scientists Detect Crack In Earth’s Magnetic Shield
gurumavin.com /indian-scientists-detect-crack-earths-magnetic-shield/
11/7/2016

The world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of galactic
cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield, according to scientists.
A team of Indian scientists in the southern Indian state of Tamil Nadu recorded an explosion of galactic cosmic
rays indicating a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield.
Moving at a speed of about 2.5 million kilometres per hour, the explosion caused a severe compression of the
magnetosphere.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed
causing massive compression of the Earth’s magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.
A similar burst of galactic cosmic rays was recorded last year by GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at the Tata
Institute of Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty, a town in the southern Indian state of Tamil
Nadu.
GRAPES-3 (Gamma Ray Astronomy PeV EnergieS phase-3) is a collaboration of Tata Institute of Fundamental
Research and several Indian and Japanese institutes.
It is designed to study cosmic rays with an array of air shower detectors and a large area muon detector; and it is
the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor operating on Earth.
The plasma which ejected from the solar corona moved at a speed of about 2.5 million km/hand struck Earth,
causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of the planet.
The burst triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in
many high latitude countries.
Earth’s magnetosphere is like a defence system protecting the Earth from the continuous flow of solar and
galactic cosmic rays.
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Extending over a radius of millions of kilometres, the magnetosphere protects life on Earth from the high intensity
energy radiations.
GRAPES-3 researches, including those by Pravata K Mohanty, performed numerical simulations, indicating that
the Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic re-connection, allowing the
lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.
Earth’s magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth
where it was detected as a burst by the telescope.
An in-house team of physicists and engineers at the laboratory in Ooty analysed and interpreted the data through
extensive simulation over several weeks.
Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by crippling large electrical power grids, global
positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
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Thru world's largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, Scientists
detect crack in Earth's magnetic shield The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, located in
Ooty, recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays that indicated a crack in the Earth's
magnetic shield
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The world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a
burst of galactic cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield, according to
scientists. The
burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar
corona struck Earth at a very high speed causing massive compression of the Earth’s
magnetosphere and triggering a severe
geomagnetic storm.
burst of galactic cosmic rays last year lasting for two hours.

Mentioned: The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving
62 Post(s) with a speed of about 2.5 million km per hour struck our planet, causing a severe
compression of Earth’s magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. It triggered a
Tagged: 16 severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many
Thread(s) high latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters
this week.
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Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first
Power:
line of defence, shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus
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protecting life on our planet from these high intensity energetic radiations.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s
Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty recorded a Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that the Earth’s magnetic shield
temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower
energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.
Earth’s magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the nightside of the Earth where it was detected as a burst by the telescope around midnight on June
22, 2015.PTI
The data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by
using the 1280-core computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of
physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty.
Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by crippling large electrical
power grids, global positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
Indian scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic shield
India’s Telescope Detects Crack in the Earth’s Magnetic Shield
______________________________
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Crack In Earth\'s Magnetic Shield Detected
perbankan.wirausahaid.biz/news/CrackinEarth'smagneticshielddetected/

A Huge hole has been detected in the Earth’s magnetic shield, leaving millions of human beings vulnerable to
deadly cosmic radiation, scientists have warned. From analysing data from the GRAPES3 muon telescope in
Ooty, India, experts have concluded that the magnetosphere has come under such heavy bombardment in recent
years that it weakening.
On June 22, 2015, there was a massive burst of galactic cosmic rays which traumatised the Earth’s magnetic
shield for two hours. Roughly 40 hours before the Earth was bombarded by cosmic rays, the sun ejected a giant
cloud of plasma which caused high energy radiation to strike the Earth’s magnetosphere at 2.5 million kilometres
per hour.> READ MORE

Source : http://endtimeheadlines.org/2017/02/holefoundinearthsmagneticfieldhumanityatriskofcosmic
radiation/
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The Earth's Magnetic Field Is Cracked, So Are We In Any
Danger?
tec.tecno.id /news/The-Earth%27s-Magnetic-Field-is-Cracked,-So-Are-We-in-Any-Danger
Source : https://www.labroots.com/videos/2310/the-earth-s-magnetic-field-is-cracked-so-are-we-in-any-danger
The Earth is protected by a powerful magnetic field that helps keep us and other life forms safe from ejections
from the Sun. These ejections launch charged particles and cosmic rays, but the magnetic field helps deflect a
vast majority of these to help us avoid radiation.
On the other hand, it was recently found that there was a crack in the Earth's magnetic field, which brings up the
question: are we still safe from the charged particles and cosmic rays that are always bombarding us from the
Sun?
The short answer is yes, but the reason why is a little more confusing. Although the cracked magnetic field was
still very much effective at repelling charged particles away from us, the trick it had to deal with were cosmic rays
leaking through the cracks.
Most of these were probably absorbed by the Earth's magnificent atmosphere before reaching us, but still, this
crack allowed more than usual to penetrate the planet, so it's definitely something experts will need to keep an
eye on.
Importantly, strong enough ejections from the Sun can knock out lots of electronics on Earth, including the
satellites that orbit the planet, airplanes that fly in the sky, and even the technology on the ground. Keeping
ourselves safe from these kinds of bombardments is essential to life, so understanding the magnetic field is
important in itself.
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Solar Flare Radiation Burst ‘cracked’ Earth’s Magnetic
Field, Caused Radio Blackouts
tec.tecno.id /news/Solar-flare-radiation-burst-%E2%80%98cracked%E2%80%99-Earth%E2%80%99smagnetic-field,-caused-radio-blackouts/
Source : https://www.rt.com/viral/365328-magnetic-field-cracked-solar/
Researchers from the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in India made the discovery when analyzing a
galactic cosmic ray burst that caused radio blackouts across North and South America and a supercharged
aurora borealis in 2015.
The cosmic ray source was a giant solar plasma cloud that travelled 40 hours from our sun to reach Earth,
where the researchers believe it caused a transient “weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield” , according to their
findings published in the journal Physical Review Letters.

The sun’s flare was so intense the team claim it would have shrunk the magnetic field from 11 times the radius of
Earth to four times its radius before it eased, allowing the shield to recover.
Researchers used data from the GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India, to simulate the burst. Results
indicated the effect on Earth would have required a crack in the magnetic field that lasted approximately two
hours.
Unfortunately not a lot can be done to protect Earth from any future cracks in the shield, which could leave the
planet under constant exposure to radiation and could potentially lead to the eradication of our atmosphere.
The team were optimistic the knowledge gained would have positive results though, claiming it could “hold clues
for a better understanding of future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth,
and endanger the lives of the astronauts in space.”
Astronauts onboard the International Space Station (ISS) fall within the field’s 56,000km extension around Earth
but future voyagers to Mars would likely be exposed to the rays for long periods.
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Scientists record breach in magnetic field
irandaily.com /News/176891.html

Scientists have recorded the events that unfolded after the Earth's magnetic shield
was breached.
Openings in the planet's magnetic field are not uncommon, but it is rarer to get the opportunity to gather data
while such an event is in progress, BBC reported.
A cosmic ray monitoring facility recorded a burst of cosmic rays associated with the opening.
The magnetic field breach was the result of charged particles from the Sun striking the Earth at high speed.
The GRAPES3 muon telescope located at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory (CRL) in Ooty, southern India, recorded a
burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 gigaelectronvolts (GeV) on June, 22, 2015.
"In this case the magnetic field was breached for only two hours and then returned back to normal. The magnetic
field strength reduced only by two percent," Dr Sunil Gupta, lead scientist at the CRL, said.
Earth's magnetic shield, or magnetosphere, extends over a radius of a million kilometres. It protects the planet's
biosphere from the continuous flow of solar and other cosmic radiation.
The Sun periodically ejects vast clouds of charged particles into space in events known as coronal mass ejections
(CMEs). Each one can contain a billion tonnes of charged gas, or plasma.
The giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona in 2015 caused massive compression of the Earth's
magnetosphere and triggered a severe geomagnetic storm. In turn, this generated aurora borealis (northern
lights), and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.
Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES3 team on this event indicate that the Earth's magnetic shield
temporarily opened up in response to the incoming solar plasma, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray
particles to enter our atmosphere.
Dr. Gupta said that the CRL's measurements of the twohour breach "gives us much more comprehensive
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information over a much larger region of space than the satellite
based instruments".

The GRAPES3 Muon telescope's combination of a large area and directional measurement enabled the
accidental observations.
"We have been aware of impacts on the Earth from solar activity for a long time through the discovery of CMEs,
but the Indian study adds a new element to this Endeavour, with detailed analysis of a major particle event during
the arrival of a particular cloud," Dr. Richard Harrison, head of space physics and chief scientist at the Rutherford
Appleton Laboratory in Oxfordshire, UK, said.
A major event could occur any time with potentially significant impacts on human infrastructure. As such, there are
ongoing efforts to improve the prediction of this socalled space weather.
"They can short circuit power supplies such as high voltage transformers which provide power to our cities,
disrupt communication satellites and therefore will affect, for example, the Internet, mobile phones and just about
anything that uses electricity," said Harrison.
In addition, he said, a major solar storm could also threaten humans in space, with the potential for damage to or
the loss of spacecraft — although such events are expected to be rare.
Scientists at CRL hope that the vast amount of data now available would enable them to better predict such
events and take preventative measures. But the real challenge is to devise appropriate electronic hardware that
can issue a reliable alert, Gupta said.
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Crack in Earth's magnetic shield detected
solonews.net/620871/news/crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield-detected.html

WIKICREATIVECOMMONS FEARS Scientists say Earth's magnetic shield is weakening

Subsequently a severe geomagnetic storm around the earth's shield was triggered which led to an aurora
borealis, which can be credited for radio signal blackouts in high latitude countries.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in
Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV previous year lasting for two hours.
The study reports for two hours on June 22, 2015, particles from a giant cloud of fast-moving plasma penetrated
the Earth's atmosphere at approximately 1.6 million mph.
The researchers explained the fact that this happened at all is a concern, as it suggests that our magnetic field is
changing - or rather, weakening - in certain parts.
GRAPES-3 (Gamma Ray Astronomy PeV EnergieS phase-3) is a collaboration of Tata Institute of Fundamental
Research and several Indian and Japanese institutes.
Scientists were able to obtain a precise estimation of the full extent of the weakening and damage to the
magnetosphere caused by the heavy cosmic ray bombardment after a recent analysis of data collected using the
GRAPE-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India.
The simulations revealed that the radiation caused multiple small cracks in the magnetosphere that exposed the
Earth to potentially harmful radiation. It causes the magnetosphere to be compressed by 11 to 4 times the radius
of the Earth.
"The simultaneous occurrence of the burst in all nine directions suggests its origin close to Earth", the authors
wrote in the study, published in Physical Review Letters.
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In this instance, the process was powerful enough to open a crack through which a burst of cosmic rays slipped
through.
The study reveals that the Earth's magnetosphere is more vulnerable than previously thought, the researchers
said.
Scientists hope to create a magnetosphere to protect Earth in the event of an incoming solar storm which could
wipe out humanity.
Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power grids, global
positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
This research can help us understand how future superstorms of cosmic rays could affect the planet and our
technological infrastructure, and even endanger the wellbeing of astronauts living on the International Space
Station.
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Scientists have just detected a crack in Earth’s magnetic
shield
webcache.googleusercontent.com/search

11/4/2016

by

Social November 4, 2016, 11:11 am

Experts have recently found that Earth’s magnetic shield cracked open due to a super-strong
geomagnetic storm that managed to reconfigure our planet’s magnetic shield. Our planet’s
magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, and acts as the ‘first line of defense’,
protecting us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays.
The magnetosphere is a large area that encompasses our planet. Its presence alone protects the planet from
charged particles of the solar wind and deflects them around Earth.
This enormous protective natural layer around our planet extends thousands of miles into space and its
magnetism is so important and influential that it affects technology, life forms on the planet and weather patterns
as well.
Scientists used the telescope and cosmic ray detector GRAPES-3 and published the analysis of a solar storm
that occurred in June of 2015, leaving us without a magnetic shield for TWO hours.
The giant cloud of plasma -which originated in the Sun’s corona- ejected in June 2015 and eventually crashed
into our planet magnetosphere at a speed of about 2.5 million kilometers per hour. The damage caused by
the collision was of epic proportions.
As this occurred, it caused massive radio-signal blackouts in many high-latitude countries in North and south
America. This supermassive storm also caused supercharged aurora borealis.
But over a year after the solar storm struck our magnetosphere, experts have been able to realize the extent of
damage caused by the bombardment of solar rays.
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According to experts from the Tata Institute of fundamental Research in India, after performing simulations
based on data gathered by the GRAPES-3 satellite from that day, the magnetosphere of Earth cracked open,
meaning that after all its not as secure as we thought it was.
Scientists concluded that the geomagnetic storm was so great that it actually managed to RECONFIGURE
our magnetic shield.
“This vulnerability can occur when magnetized plasma from the Sun deforms Earth’s magnetic field, stretching
its shape at the poles and diminishing its ability to deflect charged particles,” Katherine Wright explains on the
American Physical Society website. The research has been published in Physical Review Letters.
This is something we need to worry about. Experts say that the fact that this occurred means that our magnetic
field is changing and even weakening in certain parts.
“The occurrence of this burst also implies a 2-hour weakening of Earth’s protective magnetic shield during this
event,” the researchers report.
“[This] indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield, and may hold clues for a better understanding
of future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth, and endanger the lives of
the astronauts in space.”
In previous articles we reported about how our planet’s magnetic field is collapsing and our planet’s poles are
flipping. This could result in catastrophic events on our planet.
Scientists warn that in the last two centuries the magnetic field has weakened, suggesting that it could be a telltale sign that Earth’s poles are about the flip. While experts believe a flip is overdue, they still cannot tell when it
might occur. According to researchers, the Earth’s magnetic field is in constant movement and every 2-3
hundred thousand years or so the polarity of our planet flips.
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4/20/2017 A team at the GRAPES3 muon telescope in India has determined an unusually powerful burst from the Sun's corona in 2015 caused cracking in Ear…
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Solar flare radiation burst ‘cracked’ Earth’s magnetic field,
caused radio blackouts
inventsolitude.sblo.jp /article/177538861.html
RT12016/11/4
The magnetic field that protects Earth from deadly cosmic radiation may be more vulnerable than previously
thought. A crack in the shield caused by a solar flare which exposed the planet to a bombardment of radiation
has been detected.
Researchers from the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in India made the discovery when analyzing a
galactic cosmic ray burst that caused radio blackouts across North and South America and a supercharged
aurora borealis in 2015.
The cosmic ray source was a giant solar plasma cloud that travelled 40 hours from our sun to reach Earth,
where the researchers believe it caused a transient “weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield”, according to their
findings published in the journal Physical Review Letters.
The sun’s flare was so intense the team claim it would have shrunk the magnetic field from 11 times the radius of
Earth to four times its radius before it eased, allowing the shield to recover.
Researchers used data from the GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India, to simulate the burst. Results
indicated the effect on Earth would have required a crack in the magnetic field that lasted approximately two
hours.
Unfortunately not a lot can be done to protect Earth from any future cracks in the shield, which could leave the
planet under constant exposure to radiation and could potentially lead to the eradication of our atmosphere.
The team were optimistic the knowledge gained would have positive results though, claiming it could “hold clues
for a better understanding of future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth,
and endanger the lives of the astronauts in space.”
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英語ニュースを読んでみよう/ニュース記事
readenglishnews.nomaki.jp /bbcnews/2017/201703/20170301/world-asia-india-39100109_7_dic7r.html
英語ニュースを読んでみよう
1. ホーム
2. ニュースページ
すべて表示 １ 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
ニュースソースからのテキスト入手は1回だけとしています。オリジナルのニュースは更新されている可能性
がありますので、必ず確認してください。"ヘッドラインをクリック"で確認できます。

How India uses recycled pipes to detect ferocious solar storms
What does a sensational scientific discovery about a solar storm in the Earth's magnetic field have to do with
old, recycled steel pipes which lay buried for more than a decade under a now-defunct gold mine in India?
Almost everything.
More than 3,700 such pipes are actually at the heart of a most significant scientific finding.
A team of Indian and Japanese scientists recently published an internationally-feted paper which recorded the
events that unfolded after a breach in the Earth's magnetic shield.
Using the GRAPES-3 muon (a sub-atomic particle) telescope - the world's largest of its kind - at the Cosmic Ray
Laboratory in Ooty, a hill station in the southern state of Tamil Nadu, the scientists recorded a two-hour burst of
galactic cosmic rays that invaded the atmosphere on 22 June 2015.
The magnetic field breach was the result of charged particles from the Sun striking the Earth at high speed.
Solar storms of such high magnitudes can knock out satellites and aircraft autopilots, cause catastrophic power
outages, and take us, according to a lead scientist Dr Sunil Gupta, "back to the Stone Age".
according to 【null】 ～によると
Dr 【略語】 ＝Doctor
Sunil Gupta
The world's largest and most sensitive cosmic ray telescope located in Ooty is made up of four-decades old
recycled zinc-coated steel pipes.
"Necessity is the mother of invention. When you don't have the money to buy new, expensive stuff, you look
within the system to find out your own solutions to reduce costs. India's scientists have mastered the art of
recycling and coming up with their own inexpensive solutions," Pallava Bagla, India correspondent for Science
magazine, told me.
A notable example: India's 2014 operation mission to Mars, cost the exchequer 4.5bn rupees ($67m;£54m),
almost 10 times less than the American Maven orbiter. (This prompted Prime Minister Narendra Modi to quip that
India's real-life Martian adventure cost less than Hollywood film Gravity.) The Ooty laboratory's annual budget is
about $375,000.
The 6m (19.65 ft) long pipes, which acted as sensors in the telescope, lay in underground caverns below the
centuries-old Kolar Gold Fields in southern Karnataka state, home to one of the world's deepest gold mines, for
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nearly two-decades.
The pipes were imported from Japan - where they are normally used at building construction sites - to help a
team of Indian and Japanese scientists examine neutrinos, sub-atomic particles produced in high energy
interactions in the galaxy and beyond. The scientists had laid them 2km (1.24 miles) below the earth for their
experiment.
When gold prices fell to unprofitable levels and the fields began shutting down in the early 1990s, authorities
planned to remove the pipes and dispose them off as scrap. "We said we want to re-use them for our
experiments," Dr Gupta told me.
Eventually, some 7,500 of the pipes were transported by truck to a hilly 100-acre campus that the laboratory
shares with a radio astronomy centre. The place skirts a forest populated by deer, bison, tigers and wild boars.
Recently, CCTV cameras captured a tiger strolling past the sensors at night.
Work on recording cosmic rays in Ooty began in right earnest in 1998, when the scientists began making muon
sensors from the discarded pipes to research high energy cosmic rays.
Today, 3,712 steel tubes, stacked up against layers of concrete, are housed across 560 sq m in four squat
brown-and-white colour buildings, home to the world's largest such muon telescope. There are a couple of
dozen such telescopes in the world, but none as powerful as the one in Ooty.
At the laboratory, a small group of scientists and assorted helpers - local gardeners and carpenters, for example
- continue to recycle the old pipes, so that they can be used as cosmic ray detectors.
To do this, they open the pipes and clean them with high pressure water jets. They insert a 100 micron - as thick
as a strand of human hair - tungsten wire into the pipe and anchor it at both ends with hermetic seals. The pipes
are then filled with a gas comprising methane and argon and an electric potential run through it to enable it to
become an effective sensor.
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Scientists record breach in magnetic field
alsiasi.com /en/studies/5905-scientists-record-breach-in-magnetic-field.html
Alsiasi
Scientists have recorded the events that unfolded
after the Earth's magnetic shield was breached.
Openings in the planet's magnetic field are not
uncommon, but it is rarer to get the opportunity to
gather data while such an event is in progress.
A cosmic ray monitoring facility recorded a burst of
cosmic rays associated with the opening.
The magnetic field breach was the result of
charged particles from the Sun striking the Earth at
high speed.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory (CRL) in Ooty, southern India, recorded
a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 gigaelectronvolts (GeV) on 22 June 2015.
"In this case the magnetic field was breached for only two hours and then returned back to normal. The magnetic
field strength reduced only by 2%," Dr Sunil Gupta, lead scientist at the CRL said.
Earth's magnetic shield, or magnetosphere, extends over a radius of a million kilometres. It protects the planet's
biosphere from the continuous flow of solar and other cosmic radiation.
The Sun periodically ejects vast clouds of charged particles into space in events known as coronal mass
ejections (CMEs). Each one can contain a billion tonnes of charged gas, or plasma.
The giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona in 2015 caused massive compression of the Earth's
magnetosphere and triggered a severe geomagnetic storm. In turn, this generated aurora borealis (northern
lights), and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.
Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 team on this event indicate that the Earth's magnetic shield
temporarily opened up in response to the incoming solar plasma, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray
particles to enter our atmosphere.
Dr Gupta said that the CRL's measurements of the two-hour breach "gives us much more comprehensive
information over a much larger region of space than the satellite based instruments".
The GRAPES-3 Muon telescope's combination of a large area and directional measurement enabled the
accidental observations.
"We have been aware of impacts on the Earth from solar activity for a long time through the discovery of CMEs,
but the Indian study adds a new element to this endeavour, with detailed analysis of a major particle event
during the arrival of a particular cloud," Dr Richard Harrison, head of space physics and chief scientist at the
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory in Oxfordshire, UK, told BBC News.
A major event could occur any time with potentially significant impacts on human infrastructure. As such, there
are ongoing efforts to improve the prediction of this so-called space weather.
"They can short circuit power supplies such as high voltage transformers which provide power to our cities,
disrupt communication satellites and therefore will affect, for example, internet, mobile phones and just about
anything that uses electricity," said Dr Harrison.
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In addition, he said, a major solar storm could also threaten humans in space, with the potential for damage to or
the loss of spacecraft - although such events are expected to be rare.
Scientists at CRL hope that the vast amount of data now available would enable them to better predict such
events and take preventative measures. But the real challenge is to devise appropriate electronic hardware that
can issue a reliable alert, Dr Gupta said.
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Earth's magnetic shield vital for humanity cracked, Indian
researchers discover
inform.kz /en/earth-s-magnetic-shield-vital-for-humanity-cracked-indian-researchers-discover_a2966555

NEW DELHI. KAZINFORM - Earth's magnetosphere, an invisible and highly-charged atmospheric layer that
protects life on the planet from external radiation, was briefly cracked, Indian scientists have revealed, after
analyzing a powerful geomagnetic storm from last year that was caused by the Sun, Sputnik reports.
The blast was registered in June 2015 after a huge cloud of plasma released from the Sun struck the Earth at a
speed of some 2.5 million kph.
The report in Physical Review Letters states that the impact of the solar storm caused the Earth's magnetic
shield to compress, leading to massive geomagnetic atmospheric anomalies. Storm effects included aurora
borealis and radio signal interruptions across several continents.
At the time, India's GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the world's most sensitive cosmic-ray monitoring system,
recorded a powerful blast of solar energy that lasted for over two hours.
Having analyzed the data, a GRAPES-3 team of researchers from India and Japan performed simulations that
pointed to the possibility that the planet's magnetic shield opened for a brief period of time, allowing cosmic ray
particles to enter the Earth's atmosphere.
"It indicates a transient weakening of Earth's magnetic shield, and may hold clues for a better understanding of
future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth, and endanger the lives of the
astronauts in space," the report says. The magnetosphere, the Earth's energetic protecting shield, prevents the
highly-dangerous radiation of the Sun from destroying life on the planet. However, powerful geomagnetic storms
can deform the magnetosphere, allowing energetic particles to reach the surface.
Source: Sputnik
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Television personality who spends most of
biasharasacco.com /index.php/component/k2/itemlist/user/4245
A series of new security measures implemented after a car bombing killed more than 300 in July have been
largely successful, though fears of attacks remain. Suggested reading by book critics and editors at The New
York Times. - A South Carolina man suspected of chaining a woman inside a storage shed on his rural property
was charged with four murders and denied bail on Sunday based on his confession to a massacre at price of
curacne with insurance a motorcycle shop 13 years ago, South Carolina media reported. Once so close they
flirted with a anticol price in india merger, the software giants became archrivals when they realized the value of
the data amassed by social networks. Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump is rushed to safety when
a man rushes the ranitidine online shopping purchase stage while he was speaking in Reno, Nevada. Rough
Cut (no reporter narration). Mind-boggling lottery prizes are no accident; theyre the result of purchase cheapest
topamax shop canada skillful planning intended to lure players, who would almost always do better by investing
that money. The husband and wife, who are both Christians and 'highly educated people', have been fostering
the children for almost a year and started looking after them when they were order gynera online forum preschool age. Nov 4 - One of Whole Foods Market Inc's top ten shareholders has met potential activist investors to
discuss management changes at and explore a sale of the upscale grocery chain, Bloomberg reported, citing
people with knowledge of the matter. Prince Harry secretly dated a stunning English fashion model while he was
wooing American TV star Meghan Markle, The Mail on Sunday can reveal. The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, at
TIFR's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty, in India, recorded a average wholesale price for stendra burst of galactic
cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015, lasting for two hours. Convergex Chief Market Strategist Nick
Colas talks with Bobbi Rebell about the Fed, the markets, and how people's belief in aliens factors into the
financial markets. With six R.B.I. from canada ampicillin together Addison Russell, the Cubs forced a Game 7,
giving them a chance to become the first team to rally from a three-games-to-one World Series deficit since
1985. The 37-year-old flashed her taut tummy in a loose-fitting crop top designed to do exactly just that on
Saturday. She's accustomed to being costco pharmacy clarithromycin price the center of attention when she
takes to the catwalk. But on Thursday, it seems Rosie Huntington-Whitley wanted to keep a low profile as she
arrived in A female western lowland gorilla, a member of a critically endangered species, is born in San Diego,
California. England Rugby League head coach Wayne Bennett has come in for scathing criticism from former
super league players Iestyn Harris and Jon Wells following his recent comments. Recently introduced game
consoles are breaking the usual new-product cycle, while interest grows in virtual reality titles. At least five dead
coalition soldiers, 14 dead Taliban and 36 dead civilians after a battle near Kunduz and then there are the
unanswered questions. The Associated Press poll once determined the national champion, but now the playoff
selection committee, set to release its initial 2016 rankings on Tuesday, has the definitive list. Mr. Bryant, who
retired from basketball, has entered several other ventures. Thousands marched before an expected decision
from China that may prevent two young people elected to Hong Kongs legislature from formally taking office.
Baylor University fans have come under fire for selling t-shirts supporting sacked coach Art Briles outside the
school's football stadium on Saturday. LONDON/WASHINGTON - A landmark global accord to combat climate
change officially entered into force on Friday, putting pressure on countries to start executing plans best price on
100mg to slash greenhouse gas emissions to limit global warming. Power down the device immediately. Then
contact the wireless carrier or store where it was bought for details about a refund or exchange. LOS ANGELES,
Nov 4 - The Nielsen ratings agency on Friday reaffirmed a report about U.S. pay-television customers that was
challenged by Walt Disney Co's ESPN sports network. Children grow most during deep sleep, which is the only
time when the body releases plentiful quantities of Human Growth Hormone, says Dr Chris Idzikowski, a UKbased sleep expert. SANAA, Yemen (AP) An American citizen detained by Shiite Houthi rebels in Yemen for
more than a year and a half has been released, U.S. Secretary of State ... Rigged election? Not likely. But much
can go wrong, from hacking the voter rolls to slowing the internet on Nov. 8. And the N.S.A. has its eyes on
Russia. The company told the city that it was willing to create a registry of hosts so it could track individuals
renting out multiple homes. Seattle-based software firm Atlas Informatics - headed by co-founder of musicsharing platform Napster - says Recall runs in the background, keeping track of the activity on your machine. A
feisty chameleon forest dragon was forced to show its brave side after a venomous viper snake attacked it
during an intense battle on a narrow branch in Jakarta, Indonesia. PARRIS ISLAND, S.C. (AP) Officials say a
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Marine recruit at Parris Island has died just a week after another recruit was injured there. It's also the second...
A. L. Kennedys Serious Sweet considers whether two people with fexofenadine publix price crippling anxieties
can take any real comfort in each other. Fashion start-ups are purchase cheap pioglitazone online pharmacy
using technology like smartphones and 3-D printing to make custom clothing more affordable, and Silicon Valley
is taking notice.
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Hilary Duff Takes Jason Walsh To See Kanye West At
Celebrity-studded Show In LA.
hscafrica.devs.mobi /index.php/component/k2/itemlist/user/92425
Hilary Duff takes Jason Walsh to see Kanye West at celebrity-studded show in LA. Kanye
West was the main attraction in Los Angeles on Tuesday night. And Hilary Duff made sure to
take her handsome new beau Jason Walsh to see the rapper at the Forum in Los Angeles.
Michelle Dockery strips off for steamy sex scene in Good Behaviour. Michelle Dockery is
worlds away from her character in new US television drama Good Behaviour - which her conartist and all-around bad girl character is the very antithesis of. Whats on TV Sunday 100th
Episode of Elementary and Oasis Supersonic. Elementary celebrates a milestone by
exploring outer space. And Oasis Supersonic follows the squabbling brothers Liam and Noel Gallagher during
the 1990s. alfuzosin buy now shop uk mothers more productive than childless colleagues, study shows. Working
mothers are often said to be distracted. But a new study shows women with children are actually more
productive than their childless colleagues, especially if they have more than one child. Is Earth's protective shield
cracking? The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, at TIFR's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty, in India, recorded a burst
of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on amlodipine cheap buy online shopping 22 June 2015, lasting for two
hours. The Boss Margaret Minson When the Games on the Line. As an athlete, Margaret Minson of Student
Sponsor Partners learned how to take risks a generic tecta purchase payment canada quality that has helped
her in her career. Androids in the cockpit will be like flying with a 'co-pilot genius'. This week, the Aircrew Labor
In-Cockpit Automation System (ALIAS) tested zyvox mail order canada a robot co-pilot in a single engine plane
that took off from a small airport in Virginia. Teenager who starved herself after developing an extreme phobia of
being sick lost so much weight her teachers thought she was anorexic. Phoebe Dormand, 19, from Harrogate,
Yorkshire, was even scared of drinking water after developing emetophobia, a fear of being sick, cheapest
cabergoline buy pharmacy usa when she was 12. Simone Zaza's father set for London for talks over West Ham
star's future. West Ham will activate a clause in Zazas contract to make his loan from Juventus permanent for
25million once he plays a set amount of games.
From Knobbly Knees contests to exotic cocktails and whale blubber pies, holiday camps meant ordinary people
could enjoy a fun-packed break, whatever the weather... How Butlin's cheered up Britain! Billy Butlin, a Canadian
born in 1899 in South Africa, first had the idea for his holiday camps between the wars. He noticed that in Britain
it always rained and nobody had anything to do.
Feature Want to Know What Virtual Reality Might Become? Look to the Past. Nineteenth-century diversions
could offer some clues about the mediums potential. How a House of Cards actress made secret recordings that
unraveled Chandra Levy's murder case and set her convicted killer free. The Chandra Levy case unraveled from
seven hours of secret audio recordings that a House of Cards actress made of the prosecution's star witness in
the notorious murder case.
Wheels Let the Lessee Beware Car Leases Can Be the Most Binding of Contracts. An auto lease, a alternative
common alternative to buying a vehicle, is a three-party contract that can be hard to break. EFL QA Carlisle
defender Danny Grainger on facing Lionel Messi, scoring in the Cup final and getting his revenge on current
Hearts star. Grainger was acclaimed for his work in galvanising the Carlisle players to help out with the flood
relief effort when the city was submerged back in January, takes part in our QA. Prosecutor says Michael Slager
staged crime scene. A South Carolina prosecutor accuses former police officer Michael Slager of staging a crime
scene where he had just shot dead unarmed black motorist, Walter Scott in 2015. Jillian Kitchener reports.
Nonfiction New York Values How Immigrants Made the City. City of Dreams, Tyler Anbinders history of New
Yorks immigrant past and present, shows the citys rich heritage. Your Next Pair of Shoes Could Come From a
arirang.pknu.ac.kr 3-D Printer. Fashion start-ups are using technology like smartphones and 3-D printing to
make custom clothing more affordable, and Silicon Valley is taking notice. Jesse Lingard set to double wages to
60,000 per week with four-year at Manchester United deal. SAMI MOKBEL - EXCLUSIVE Jesse Lingard is set to
send his rapidly burgeoning profile soaring by penning new Manchester United and Adidas deals.
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Review Dog Eat Dog Is a Pulpy Tale With Nasty, Bumbling Crooks. Nicolas Cage, Willem Dafoe and Christopher
Matthew Cook star in this crime movie about some bad guys with hate in their hearts. Capturing iconic tennis
photographs. Clive Brunskill endometrin money order now mastercard is one of ils.konkuk.ac.kr the most
famous tennis and sport photographers in the world. Prince Harry's new girlfriend Meghan Markle shows off her
new fashion range. The 35-year-old Suits actress looks incredible as she showcases her new incredibly honed
figure modelling her new fashion range for Canadian retailer, Reitmans. Benedict Cumberbatch stares at
pregnant Sophie Hunter on red carpet at Doctor Strange. The 40-year-old actor stared adoringly at pregnant
wife Sophie Hunter on the red carpet of the Doctor Strange premiere in New York City on Tuesday night. RSPCA
launches probe into distressing video which shows a girl WHIPPING a horse. The RSPCA has launched an
investigation after the 35 second clip, shot in South Wales, was sent to inspectors. The footage shows a
companion horse, which is not meant to be ridden, throw off a girl. Barcelona star Luis Suarez in contract talks
following reports of Manchester United transfer. A report suggested that Jose Mourinho was willing to splash a
world record fee to bring Luis Suarez to Old Trafford, but Jose Luis Bartomeu is confident the striker is going
nowhere. Motive sought in Iowa cop killings. Des Moines police are still trying to establish the motive behind
Wednesday's killing of two police officers as they sat in their patrol cars. The suspect, Scott Michael Greene, 46,
is currently generic vistaril order store canada under guard in a Des Moines hospital. Jillian Kitchener reports.
Tax on atopex buy now payment europe -to-let and how to cut your bill. The taxman will want to know about any
generic diflucan buy now online-to-let returns you make. If you don't declare your income properly or capital
gains when you sell, you could be in trouble. Loss Haunts A Tribe Called Quests First Album in 18 Years.
Recorded just before the death of Phife Dawg in March, We Got It From Here, Thank You For Your Service is
heavy with his presence. Wall St. Closes Lower as Election Looms. Shares of Fitbit and Facebook were lower on
concerns about the companies growth outlooks. It Was 74-17 at Halftime. Then the Score Got Out of Hand.
Maryland, the No. 6 womens basketball team in the country, won its preseason game farmacia against Bluefield
State, 146-17. Kerber on US Open triumph. New world No. 1 Angelique Kerber tells CNN's James Blake about
beating Karolina Pliskova of Czech Republic to become the 2016 US Open champion. Maggots under
microscope for superbug-killing secretions. Researchers in Britain are investigating the antibacterial secretions
of maggots in the hope they could lead to the development of new antibiotics. Matthew Stock reports. Pop Rock
Listings for Nov. 4-10. A selected guide to concerts in the New York City area. Houston wife 'blackmails cheating
husband by sending sex tapes to his work'. Leslie Hippensteel is suspected of blackmailing her husband with a
sex tape he had made with his mistress, which she then allegedly sent to his employer, the Houston Christian
High School. Vienna Zoo says names for twin panda cubs chosen. VIENNA - Twin panda cubs born at Vienna's
Schoenbrunn Zoo this summer will be officially named at a ceremony this month after animal lovers in an
generic zestoretic money order online poll picked a name for the male cub, the park said on Thursday. Russia
and China in deal to develop long-range passenger jet to periactin order now store rival Boeing and Airbus.
China and Russia have announced the joint development of a long-range passenger plane. A mock-up of the jet
was on display at the Zhuhai Airshow in China on November 1.
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Their yields have plummeted That has made stock
servetechsystems.com /index.php
Russia's version of Nessie has made a new appearance in a remote lake in Siberia where it 'destroyed the
fishing nets of a monster-watcher'. Louise Cowe (pictured), 43, was talking to a man in the smoking area of the
Aruba nightclub, in Chesterfield, Derbyshire, when a woman yanked her off the stall and launched the attack.
The Foreign Secretary told the House of Commons today that Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi's call for fanatics to
continue fighting against Iraqi forces was 'cruelly ironic'. The earthquakes damaged buildings in several towns,
two months after a quake killed nearly 300 people in the country. Investor expectations will now present tough
questions for the former Tribune Publishing, owner of The Los Angeles Times and Chicago Tribune. The Gunners
ran up a comfortable 6-0 victory when they met at the Emirates Stadium less than a fortnight ago and can secure
safe passage out of Champions League Group A. Fifty-nine per cent of workers admitted that they have been
dishonestly insistent with their line manager that they must have certain dates approved to avoid losing money
on holidays. July 18 - Frugl founder Suzanne Noble takes the Reuters taxi to tell us about her new app that finds
free or low cost events for Londoners on a budget. The bronze sculptures, which he considered to be related to
his Iliam paintings already at the museum, are gifts of the Cy Twombly Foundation. VIENNA - Twin panda cubs
born at Vienna's Schoenbrunn Zoo this summer will be officially named at a ceremony this month after animal
lovers in an online poll picked a name for the male cub, the park said on Thursday. Steven Moerman, 44, is suing
the Michigan Department of Corrections for not protecting him from Susan Clingerman, a 44-year-old mother-ofthree (pictured) who he says raped him repeatedly. Toddler Charlie Mason has passed away after contracting
buy dismenol-formel-l 5mg online uk meningococcal B - a preventable disease in Adelaide. The disease has a
vaccine, however it is not freely available and in high demand. Wayne State University researchers report
Wednesday that they can capture enough fetal DNA from the cells that test extracts to check for genetic
abnormalities. Bastian Schweinsteigers exile at Manchester United ended on Monday when he joined his teammates for first-team training. The German World Cup winner had been training alone this season. Ms. Morgan
won the buy vivelle-dot germany award for her novel The Sport of Kings. Susan Faludi and Jason Reynolds also
took home prizes. North Carolina Governor Pat McCrory says the latest projections show Hurricane Matthew
turning away from the state, but that residents should still be prepared. Rough Cut (no reporter narration). The
time has finally come! The first trailer for Scandal season six just debuted on Good Morning America! on
Thursday. It looks as though the new season is nothing short of drama, destruction and lies. Wales captain Sam
Warburton is out of this weekend's home test against Australia as he continues to recover from a neck injury,
defence coach Shaun Edwards said on Monday. SIMON JONES Confronted by two motorcyclists brandishing a
gun demanding his watch, Andy Carroll average price of fluconazole turned and drove at speed clipping other
cars as he headed back to West Ham. The Dragons' Den star, 67, could not keep his eyes off his 36-year-old
love as they paddled in the sea arm-in-arm - before taking to their sunbeds to indulge in a romantic smooch. At
87,500 acres, the new Katahdin Woods and Waters National Monument offers hiking, fishing and solitude. A visit
to the area tests out its readiness for tourists. - Michelin said on Wednesday it awarded its coveted stars to 26
Chicago restaurants in the latest edition of its dining guide that will be launched on Dec. 7, up from best price
pyrantel otc 22 in last year's... Budweiser pulled together an epic video overnight commercial in honor of
legendary baseball announcer Harry Caray, simulating him as announcing the Cubs' World Series win. The 37year-old actress is buy now pantozol fda always one to hit a style home run. And Thursday was no exception as
the blonde beauty stepped out in a pretty pink gown for an appearance on Hollywood Today Live. According to
Radar, the 48-year-old Mob Wives favourite, who appeared on the UK's Celebrity Big Brother in the summer, will
likely continue with her program for 'probably another month or so'. Radamel Falcao wants to maintain his good
form with Monaco after ending his long wait for a Champions League goal. The Colombian helped his side to a
3-0 victory on Wednesday night. A mutated version of the virus was more effective buy lumigan adelaide at
entering human cells, scientists report. The finding may help explain the vast scope of the last outbreak. By
David Lawder WASHINGTON, Nov 3 - The Obama administration issued a purchase cozaar pills online shop
fresh warning on Thursday about the dangers of Congress failing to pass its A... Shocked office workers couldn't
believe what they were seeing. The amorous couple were naked and pressed against the glass having a good
time in their Motel One hotel room, east London. A woman in China was so distracted by her mobile phone that
she tumbled down 30 stone steps and cracked her head vistaril buy store europe - but was still more concerned
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about the state of her device. The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, at TIFR's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty, in
India, recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015, lasting for two hours. The
image of Meghan Markle in a wedding gown could be a look into the future for Prince Harry, who is rumoured to
be 'besotted' with the actress after being introduced by a mutual friend in June. Chris Mellor, 64, (pictured) from
Baldock, Hertfordshire, says he faces being turfed out of the plot because of his choice of vegetables, and for
leaving it 'messy'. CCTV captured the terrifying fight in a quiet street, believed to be in Bradford. It starts when a
Volkswagen and a Land Rover crash and two gangs buy revia starter pack online of men spill out of the cars
(pictured). In a new study, NYU Langone researchers found nerve cells dedicated to hearing order generic
mefloquine online usa also rely on surrounding context to properly interpret and react to familiar sounds. Travis
Simpkins, 19, who starred in Benefits Britain Life on the Dole, fled the shopin Rotherham, south Yorkshire, after
failing to pay walmart price for mysoline for a basket full of groceries in April. Troops launched an RS-18 ballistic
missile on Tuesday which is believed to have been a test of the advanced hypersonic glider warhead, according
to RT.com. The former governor of the Bank of England, Mervyn King, says the move to negative interest policy
by many central banks could cause as many people to save as spend. After 14 years, world No. 1 Serena
Williams returned to the tournament her family said she'd never play again. Open Court was there as she walked
back on court. As a growing scandal consumes the presidency, only an independent investigation may save it.
Recorded just before the death of Phife Dawg in March, We Got It From Here, Thank You For Your Service is
heavy with his presence. Just weeks ago she starred in the two-part television biopic Brock, playing the late
Peter Brock's mistress and last partner, Julie Bamford. A crop of tech start-ups is looking to capture a slice of the
funeral sector and end-of-life care. Many of them are founded by millennials, who have grown up online. The
boat, carrying 98 Indonesian migrant workers and three crew members, hit a reef after being caught up in strong
winds and big waves, and then sank. Slaven Bilic has revealed that Andy Carrolls dramatic escape from gunwielding bikers left him buy cephalexin online uk and his West Ham team shaken and shocked at the incident.
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We tend to put ambitious targets on our
servetechsystems.com /index.php
The Mountain View firm has rejected fresh accusations that it abuses its market dominance in order to crush
competition. The stakes are huge, with Google potentially facing a fine of billions. His banana sculpture is ready
for its close-up at the Parker Palm Springs. The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, at TIFR's Cosmic Ray Laboratory
in Ooty, in India, recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015, lasting for two
hours. It's been the biggest open secret in F1 but finally Williams have confirmed that Lance Stroll will make his
debut in the sport by driving for the team next season. Here is the lowdown on the Canadian. Former England
all-rounder Sir Ian Botham is set to be appointed as Durham's new chairman. Durham are looking to rebuild off
the field following buy 40 mg uk their recent relegation for financial problems. Shortly after the last crystal trophy
was handed out at the 50th Annual CMA Awards Jimmy Kimmel invited a handful of musicians to react to tweets
posted about them during the show's airing. In their own frank, entertaining and self-effacing words, JASON
KENNY and LAURA TROTT describe how love blossomed, and the haphazard planning leading up to their big
day. Ben Macintyres Rogue Heroes is a history of Britains and the worlds first special operations unit. The mass
brawl was filmed by a shocked passenger who described the fighters as 'Gyspy types' on a flight from Brussels
to Malta which had to land in Pisa, Italy where arrests were made. Charles and Camilla are in Oman as part of a
buy now pripsen shopping uk week long tour of the Middle East, where they will promote the UK's partnerships
with the region at the request of the British Government. The New York Philharmonic is performing Ravi
Shankars Raga-Mala, in which the soloist is an orchestral chameleon. NEW YORK - BlackRock Inc is launching
its first alternative mutual funds for retail investors. A report by the public protectors office fell short of providing
clear evidence of malfeasance by Mr. Zuma, the president, but is likely to raise pressure on him to resign. One of
the best things about Maho Beach, for many, was seeing where to buy meridia in dubai KLMs 747s roar
overhead to the airport nearby. The final jumbo landed on Friday (pictured). Nov 5 - General Electric Co is
seeking to remove an engine part from service after an American Airlines jet erupted in flames last week, it told
air carriers in a letter seen by Reuters on... President Park Geun-hye says shes willing to submit to questioning
by prosecutors looking into troubles that have engulfed her administration. Hundreds of Peruvians protest
against the Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement, arguing the deal will be bad for local businesses. Julie Noce
reports. The Upshots presidential price demadex work forecast, updated daily. The activist, Andy Hall, said he
would appeal an earlier, separate conviction and sue cheap crestor buy now otc the company he accused of
abusing migrant workers. LONDON, Nov 5 - Newcastle United and Brighton and Hove Albion posted convincing
wins on Saturday to move further away from their rivals at the top ... A series of druggy-style trips are buy
travatan houston enabled by an overdose of computer-generated imagery, but behind the flashy CGI is a
straightforward story that is mostly a blast, writes BRIAN VINER. The star appeared to be enjoying her first
cocktail as well as she hit Catch. Her younger sister Kylie shared a Snapchat video of the Vogue model with
what appeared to be a vodka tonic LibrerxED;a Barco de Papel, one of a dwindling number of Spanish-language
bookstores in New York, connects Latino immigrants to their roots. Youre not obligated to voice concerns when
you quit a terrible job, but if buy clamoxin from pharmacy you feel compelled to do so, look for a dispassionate,
constructive way to speak out. As fury mounted over Sir Philip Greens role in the demise of BHS, Minister Anna
Soubry sent an official invitation saying she was keen to hear his thoughts on high streets and growth. Her novel
Chanson Douce is loosely based on the real-life killing of two children in New York while in the care of their
nanny in 2012. Prince Harry secretly dated a stunning English fashion model while he was wooing American TV
star Meghan Markle, The Mail on Sunday can reveal. Todd Christopher Kohlhepp (pictured), 45, came back in an
orange jumpsuit to his 100-acre farmland in Woofruff, South Carolina. Investigators escorted him on Saturday
afternoon. Morgan Helfman, 21, (pictured) waived her anonymity at a press conference in Boston on Friday to
speak out against the institution she says deserves to pay for her alleged ordeal. The BBC handed staff buy
celebrex argentina 22 million in bonuses over the last year because their jobs may involve getting up early in the
morning or finishing late at night. Pictured is the BBC headquarters in London. Chelsea's style of play is better
suited to winning the Premier League than their rivals and they can win their next eight games, including a trip to
Manchester City, according to Paul Scholes. A new study points to a combination of personality, persistence and
luck as leading to success, and scientists say that those same forces are at play at all levels of a discipline.
Since 1979, purchase injectable baclofen Frank DePaolas store in Astoria, Queens, has built a loyal following
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with its pastas, sauces, cheeses, oils and charcuterie. The silver Vauxhall Corsa ploughed through the charity
shop window in Dorset. It is thought the 75-year-old driver's foot slipped onto the accelerator when he was trying
to park outside. The first Lego movie charmed critics and audiences alike, and delivered almost half a billion
dollars in box office back in 2014. And the latest trailer for The Lego current price of aygestin at walmart Batman
Movie seems to Google is threatened by the decline of web search, so its hydrochlorothiazide mail order
pharmacy australia making a bold bet on what comes next an all-knowing digital helper. Those who developed
breasts younger than their peers had a higher risk of depression, a new study found. Fifty-nine per cent of
workers admitted that they have been dishonestly insistent with their line manager that they must have certain
dates approved to avoid losing money on holidays. Going far beyond hummus and grilled meats, chefs in Israel
are showcasing modern Arabic cooking order real (kubbe made with grouper, crxE8;me brxFB;le with tahini).
Nov 5 (Gracenote) - Results and standings from the Argentine championship matches on Saturday Saturday,
November 5 Colon (Santa Fe) 1 Arsenal 0 Quilmes 1 God... Dave Ewers order canadian depakote marked his
return from injury with a powerful display but it was not enough to prevent Exeter Chiefs falling to a 29-15 defeat
to Harlequins in the Anglo-Welsh Cup at the Stoop.
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Diagnosed with meningitis when she was just six months
old
felltech.co.ke /belle2/index.php/component/k2/itemlist/user/14436
New Jersey couple Dylan and Angela Wolfe decided to reveal to family and friends the gender of their second
child as a Halloween surprise - but their first child, Lena, was not happy. The actress filmed herself hiding copies
of the novel - each with a handwritten note - along the escalator support beams at St John's Wood station,
shortly before she was also spotted carrying out the task at Oxford Circus. The 35-year-old Suits order bentyl
mastercard usa actress looks incredible as she showcases her new incredibly honed figure modelling her new
fashion range for Canadian retailer, Reitmans. Cubs catcher Ross, 39, began his career in 2002 with the
Dodgers and will end it after the Cubs attempt to end their 108-year championship drought. Stepping out in pink
cat ears as she enjoyed a meal at Au Fudge in Los Angeles, the pop star, 46, shrugged off any sadness as she
enjoyed an evening with her twins. All three judges who caused chaos purchase silibinin venezuela yesterday
were among a crowd who slow-handclapped Brexit campaigner Michael Gove earlier this year, ANDREW
PIERCE reveals. For centuries, the men of the Basque Country have hunted wild pigeon. Their weapons of
choice paddles and nets. The Sioux lands of Standing Rock, North Dakota, are at the center of a massive
protest which is drawing in trendy protesters who compare it to Burning Man, as well as Native Americans.
Colombia has had the second-biggest outbreak, behind Brazil. So why have relatively few babies been born with
brain damage? Womens decisions may be the key. RORY KEANE IN CHICAGO Defensive guru Andy Farrell
has challenged his troops to shut down the all-conquering world champions when they go head-to-head in
Chicago. Rock star Meat Loaf has said there are no words to describe the feeling of seeing the show based on
his musical legacy brought to the West End. He attended... The couple met in Jerusalem while they were both
graduate students at the Hebrew purchase doxylamine medication Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion.
Freddie Mercury, David Bowie and Alice Cooper send signals to a semi-closeted gay teen in condyline purchase
payment otc the 70s. An alleged member of the Evil 8 paedophile ring has pleaded not guilty to sexually abusing
a girl who was pimped out by her own father in Perth when she was aged between 11 and 13. Set in the Florida
panhandle, John Grishams The Whistler centers on an elaborate conspiracy. Analysts warn that even a
complete military victory over the Islamic State in Mosul will not change the reality that there is still no political
agreement in place. Sergio Aguero is the undisputed King of the Premier League. His phenomenal strike rate of
109 goals in 158 games exceeds even the greats like Thierry Henry and Alan Shearer. Southridge Cooperative
Section 1 in Queens is among the co-ops where upgrades have divided longtime residents and newer arrivals.
The New-York where can i buy motilium in south africa Historical Society is exhibiting memorabilia from four
presidential campaigns, including items that were watchable, wearable, drinkable and playable. ATMORE, Ala.
(AP) An Alabama man convicted of the 1982 shooting death of a woman's husband in a murder-for-hire
arrangement was set to be executed Thursday... The wannabe acnotin price uae rapper, 35, seemed pleased at
the prospect of being one step closer to the finale as she left rehearsals for the ITV talent show in London on
Wednesday. Surveillance footage released by police shows the group waiting for the elevator, moments before
the alleged attack, inside the Jane Hotel in the West Village around 12.50am Sunday. Vera Lucia da Silva, 44,
arranged to carry out her bizarre wish to lie in a coffin all day while family and friends pretended she was dead at
the ceremony held in a funeral home in Camocim, Brazil. Massie, 23, was arrested on suspicion of aggravated
assault Wednesday in Salt Lake City, Utah, after cops say he assaulted a customer with his Muay Thai moves.
Fox News obtained a copy of a casting notice which stated that an 'up-and-coming conservative media network'
was seeking hosts, reporters and panelists for their new slate of programs. Stocks fell on Friday with weakness
in financial stocks. But for the week, the major U.S. indexes posted gains. Bobbi Rebell reports. The bride works
for a private investment firm. The groom works for a commercial real estate services firm. The 43-year-old model
told People that won't be changing when she heads toward senior citizen status. 'Im probably going to be the girl
on the beach with no top on when Im 60 The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, at TIFR's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in
Ooty, in India, recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, cost epogen price on 22 June 2015,
lasting for two hours.
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In a Reuters Newsmaker event hosted by Reuters
editoratlarge Sir
felltech.co.ke /belle2/index.php/component/k2/itemlist/user/14752
Researchers at Washington University School of Medicine have developed a new chemical compound to use in
PET scans that easily attaches to diffuse plaques - even tiny clumps. The information contained in the chain in
2009 was later declared to be classified by the State Department. Periscope is taking cues from Facebook and
Snapchat with animated masks. The firm is testing Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump filters to raise awareness
around the election. For the chance to see their team in the World Series for the first time in 71 years, some fans
are prepared to dig deep, and others may get creative. So far this session, the pound has held steady at
$1.2460,despite the Government's immediate announcement that it would appeal against the decision at the
Supreme Court. Research points to both advantages and disadvantages. In the end, buy mezym brand its a
personal choice. A clever table put together by HSBC in a report called 'Is Brexit Getting purchase wikipedia
Harder?' cleaves some clarity from the murk. MEXICO CITY, Nov 4 - The Mexican government on Friday
disqualified one of the two consortia competing to build best price acticin online and run a long-delayed national
wholesale mobile network, leaving one group as... By Renee Maltezou and Lefteris Papadimas ATHENS, Nov 4
- Greek Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras reshuffled his cabinet late on Friday in a bid to spee... Scientists have
switched off several on-board instruments to halt rising temperatures inside India's first unmanned lunar
spacecraft. Iconic western Gunsmoke set the bar high with 635 shows aired from 1955 and 1975. But the
cartoon family from Springfield is set to smash that with 669 after the network ordered two more series. Today
solemn ceremonies were held in memory of a man who challenged the notion that his brother, Emperor Hirohito,
was divine, and called for his abdication after Japan's war defeat. Although they lack a headphone jack, where
buy betaderm canada the iPhone 7 and 7 Plus are fast, their cameras take superb photos and the batteries last
longer. Theres a lot going on. The election looms, Thanksgivings on the horizon. But one things certain Well be
cooking. Mei Lun and Mei Huan left Atlanta early on Thursday bound for a panda research center in Chengdu,
the zoo said. The nascent profession, just a few years old, handles everything from negotiating lower bills to
finding the best doctor. Isabell Tipper, five, from Walsall, suffers from four life-threatening heart defects that mean
if she gets sad her heart becomes starved of oxygen and could lead to a drop in blood pressure. Memphis
Depay's former PSV Eindhoven boss Dick Advocaat believes the Holland winger may have to leave Manchester
United to resurrect his flagging career elsewhere. A man jumps into a panda enclosure at a zoo in China only to
be wrestled to the ground by the black and white bear. Rough Cut (no reporter narration). Creation of the kind of
single-family townhouse with a wine cellar and a lap pool shrinks the New York rental market and can add to
homelessness. Black Lives Matter activists who brought chaos to the centre of Nottingham by lying in front of
trams mocked commuters after their convictions by telling them to 'get walking'. The 39-year-old Reddit user,
known vistaril to order no script as Stormwinder, believed to be from the US, said she was concerned her male
partner, 35, was holding back in their relationship. The landmarked Offerman House will soon house 121 rental
apartments, with retail on the ground floor. In Back To The Future Part 2, Michael's character, Marty McFly, time
travels to October 21, 2015, where he discovers to his bewilderment that the baseball team had finally won the
World Series. How a strange new class of media outlet has arisen to take over our news feeds. Small
manufacturers are vital if the United States is to narrow the nations class divide and build a society with
opportunities for everyone, regardless of race or education. The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, at TIFR's Cosmic
Ray Laboratory in Ooty, in India, recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015,
lasting for two hours. It is easy for starlets to turn heads on the red carpet when they are dressed to the nines.
For the 33-year-old waitress, athlete and single mother, running comes first brand norethisterone buy online
(before the sun rises) so she can fit in as many hours as possible with her daughter. Surf stars such as Nikki Van
Dijk, Alessa Quizon and Laura Enever will finish off their season by competing in the International Women's Pro
Surfing event in Sydney's south this weekend. A new report revealed the perils of airlines' 'tick box taxing'. The
report revealed a family of four can save up to AUD $871 by purchasing standalone policies and avoiding pricey
airlines' insurance. Critics have accused President Recep Tayyip Erdogan of using the failed coup as a pretext to
neutralize all opposition, notably the main pro-Kurdish party. The 40-year-old star looked the picture of relaxed
confidence as she took a trip to the shops in Los Angeles with her piracetam buy now visa australia 11-month89
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old son. The High Court just decided the EU Referendum on June 23, 2016, didn't really count. It was just to
make us feel better. To make us feel like we had a say, writes KATIE HOPKINS. Firefighters battle a massive fire
at a pallet yard in San Bernardino, California that witness Tom Thompson says had flames "probably 200 feet in
the air." Rough Cut (no reporter narration). The 2016 presidential campaign, with its unsavory issues and
unpopular candidates, has proved cheap curacne alternatives uk challenging to the staff of the satirical website
The Onion. The first major deal for Princes music has been reached, with stars songwriting rights going to the
Universal Music Publishing Group for an undisclosed sum. U.S. President Obama called on supporters at a rally
to respect a protester who disrupted the rally saying, "We live in a country nimodipine can i buy uk that respects
free speech." Rough Cut (no reporter narration).
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Indian scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic shield
The world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of
galactic cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield, according to scientists. The
GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in
Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year lasting for two hours.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of
about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s
magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.
It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated
aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude
countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical
Review Letters. Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a
million kilometers, which acts as the first line of defense,
shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic
rays, thus protecting life on our planet from these high
intensity energetic radiations.
Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty,
indicate that the Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection,
allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.
Earth’s magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the
Earth where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015.
The data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280core computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at Cosmic
Ray Laboratory in Ooty. Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by crippling large
electrical power grids, global positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.

S

cience and technology important in India-UK ties: PM Narendra Modi

Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Monday said science, technology and innovation has a significant role
in India’s bilateral engagement with the UK.
“To boost entrepreneurship, science and technology is very important. Science, technology and innovation has a
very significant role in our (India-UK) relationship,” Modi said in his speech at the India-UK Tech Summit in
New Delhi.
PM Modi also thanked British Prime Minister Theresa May for choosing India as her first bilateral visit outside
Europe.
“We must encourage greater mobility and participation of young people in education and research opportunities,” PM Modi said. “Our countries face economic challenges which directly affect trade and commerce. We together have to create new opportunities,” he added.

courtesy – www.thehindu.com

.
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Indian scientists detect crack in Earth's magnetic shield
indianfrontliners.com /article/26339-indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/82-noticeboard
The world's largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of galactic
cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield, according to scientists.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed
causing massive compression of the Earth's magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in
Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year lasting for two hours.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of
about 2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth's magnetosphere
from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.
It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high
latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this week.
Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of defence,
shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from
these high intensity energetic radiations.

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that the
Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower
energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.

Earth's magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth
where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015.
The data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core
computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray
Laboratory in Ooty.

Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by crippling large electrical power grids, global
positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
=============================================================================
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Crack Discovered in Earth's Magnetic Shield -- Still Could
Be Unstable a Year Later
sitsshow.blogspot.in /2016/11/Crack-Discovered-in-Earths-Magnetic-Shield-Still-Could-Be-Unstable-a-YearLater.html

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays that indicated a crack in
the Earth's magnetic shield. Credit: TIFR

Source - Science Daily
by Science Daily Staff Writer, November 3rd 2016
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015
lasting for two hours. The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and
moving with a speed of about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of
Earth's magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that
generated aurora borealis, and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.

Related The White House Just Issued An -Executive Order- officially Preparing For The “Event?" |
Geomagnetic "Collapse" and Storms 1 Day Later -- Commentary by Justin
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at TIFR's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty recorded a burst of galactic
cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015 lasting for two hours.
https://youtu.be/nvu7s7E6fm8
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of
about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth's magnetosphere
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from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis,
and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.
Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, which acts as the first line of defence,
shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from
these high intensity energetic radiations. Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 collaboration on
this event indicate that the Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic
reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere. Earth's magnetic
field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth where it was
detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015. The data was
analyzed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core computing
farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory
in Ooty.
This work has recently been published in Physical Review Letters.
Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power grids, global
positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor operating on Earth is playing
a very significant role in the study of such events. This recent finding has generated widespread excitement in
the international scientific community, as well as electronic and print media.
Source: Tata Institute of Fundamental Research
Journal Reference:
P. K. Mohanty, K. P. Arunbabu, T. Aziz, S. R. Dugad, S. K. Gupta, B. Hariharan, P. Jagadeesan, A. Jain, S. D.
Morris, B. S. Rao, Y. Hayashi, S. Kawakami, A. Oshima, S. Shibata, S. Raha, P. Subramanian, H. Kojima.
Transient Weakening of Earth’s Magnetic Shield Probed by a Cosmic Ray Burst. Physical Review Letters, 2016;
117 (17) DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.117.171101

Source - Mysterious Universe
Massive Crack in Earth’s Magnetic Shield Discovered
by Paul Seaburn, November 5th 2016
If you’re looking for something to take your mind off of the presidential election, this might do the trick. A giant
crack has been discovered in the Earth’s magnetosphere – our first line of defense against those pesky cosmic
rays that bring down electrical power grids, mess up global positioning systems, garble communications and
make your skin look like the last rotisserie chicken in the grocery store oven at closing time. What’s worse, the
crack opened over a year ago and we’re just learning about it now. Have you forgotten about who’s running yet?
The crack was discovered by researchers at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s (TIFR) Cosmic Ray
Laboratory in Ooty, India, using data recorded by the GRAPES-3muon telescope (Gamma Ray Astronomy PeV
EnergieS 3rd establishment), the world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray telescope. They noticed that data
from June 22, 2015, showed a two-hour-long burst of cosmic radiation ramming Earth at 2.5 million km (1.55
million miles) per hour. The burst measured 20 GeV – that’s 20 gigaelectronvolt or 20 billion electron volts.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope
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What happens when that kind of cosmic force meets Earth’s magnetosphere? According to the report published
recently in Physical Review Letters, the protective sphere surrounding the planet was severely dented from 11 to
four times the radius of the Earth. Simulations created by the GRAPES-3 researchers showed that the
magnetosphere cracked during the two-hour bombardment, allowing lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles
to enter the atmosphere.

Illustration of cosmic wind passing through a crack in the magnetosphere before hitting Earth
Didn’t anyone notice this on June 22nd, 2015? The data shows a strong geomagnetic storm occurred at the
time, causing an aurora borealis and radio blackouts in high-latitude countries near the poles, but nothing
disastrous. Did we take a cosmic bullet in an area that only caused a flesh wound? The study suggests this,
along with a warning.
The simultaneous occurrence of the burst in all nine directions suggests its origin close to Earth. It also indicates
a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield, and may hold clues for a better understanding of future
superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth, and endanger the lives of the
astronauts in space.
OK, we’re all concerned occasionally about astronauts on the ISS and Elon Musk doesn’t want the passengers
on his Mars ships to arrive at the Red Planet extra-crispy, but what about us on Earth? We all know what kind of
problems a loss of the electrical and communications grid can cause and none of us want to wake up to the smell
of frying skin. But what’s really disconcerting is that it’s taken over a year for the news of this crack in the
magnetosphere to come out. Why did it take so long? What else haven’t we been told about it?
Still worried about the election?

_________________________
Stillness in the Storm Editor's note: Did you find a spelling error or grammar mistake? Do you think this article
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India’s Telescope Detects Crack in the Earth’s Magnetic
Shield
1newsmalaysia.com/indias-telescope-detects-crack-in-the-earths-magnetic-shield/
1NewsMalaysia.com

11/4/2016

Short resume:
shield
90%
magnetic
90%
cosmic
80%
telescope
80%
Observations from India’s GRAPES-3 cosmic-ray telescope indicated a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield,
which was weakened by a geomagnetic storm in 2015.
Source Nature World News
– Read More…
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Pharmaceutical mirrors
timesofmalta.com/articles/view/20161113/life-features/Pharmaceutical-mirrors.630912

Sound bites
• The GRAPES-3 muon telescope recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on June 22, 2015,
lasting for two hours. The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and
moving with a speed of about 2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of
Earth’s magnetosphere from 11 to four times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that
generated aurora borealis, and radio signal blackouts in many high-latitude countries.
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/11/161103125930.htm
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GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth's magnetic shield
sciencial.com.mx /sciencial/servicios-sciencial/noticias-y-avisos/espanol/12-noticias-rss-ingles/5106-grapes3-indicates-a-crack-in-earth-s-magnetic-shield
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor recorded a burst of galactic
cosmic rays that indicated a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield. The burst occurred when a giant cloud of
plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed causing massive compression of the
Earth's magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.
Read more
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New class of media outlet has arisen to take over our
news
webcache.googleusercontent.com /search
Mr. Putman turned out hundreds of songs, many of them country chart-toppers, after moving to Nashville and
signing with Tree Publishing in the early 1960s. Tim Wus new book, subtitled The Epic Scramble to Get Inside
Our Heads, examines the history of mass media and marketing, not least on the internet. A California firm gives
you eyes in the skies with a new security system that uses drones. Sunflower Labs' 'Flying Camera' patrols your
walgreens price for celebrex home and sends owners live footage of a disturbance. Republican presidential
nominee Donald Trump tells supporters in Valley Forge, Pennsylvania price cleocin work that, "When we win on
November 8 and elect a Republican congress, we will be able to immediately repeal and replace Obamacare."
Rough Cut (no reporter narration). Mary Pierce is the last tennis player from France to win a Roland Garros
singles title. Open Court has secured a rare interview with the grand slam great. Bonds have risen sharply in
value, and their yields have plummeted. That has made stock prices look cheap and dividends seem generous,
driving up the market. Federal officials looking into how Penn State handled complaints about Sandusky hit the
school with the fine, saying it violated requirements about reporting campus crimes. The bride works for quinine
mail order visa europe a private investment firm. The groom works for a commercial real estate services firm. Dr.
Gene Brewer, Ph.D, a psychologist, memory expert and professor at University of Arizona, said that a number of
factors could have contributed to the hot car death of 22-month-old Cooper. Vinfusion lets wine lovers craft vino
as unique as their palate. Users can customize a glass of wine by selecting options in an accompanied app that
is linked to a sleek blending machine. The chef found her apartment with help from order chantix store usa her
76,600 followers. Undersize linemen, akin to baby grand pianos, appear to be a growing demographic thanks in
part to changing styles that require quicker players. Richard and Alicia Stephenson have been wrangling for
seven years over the amount of maintenance she is due, and over her possible stake in several other assets.
Researchers from the University of Cologne staged two types of littering offences at train stations - a small
violation, and a larger violation cheapest cyclophosphamide otc - and showed both had the same response. Alex
Thomas is all business with the ATP executive chairman and president Chris Kermode. The original surface was
exposed during the restoration work being done at the Church of cheap fludrocortisone online tablets the Holy
Sepulchre in the Old City of Jerusalem, GULFPORT, Miss. (AP) The Latest on a lawsuit filed by an attorney who
says he choked on Popeyes chicken (all times local) 745 p.m. A Mississippi attorney... SAO PAULO, Nov 3 Brazilian state-controlled lender Caixa Econmica Federal might have breached laws by booking anticipated
revenue from a low-income housing subsidy program over the last... The therapy, developed by a teaching
hospital in Berlin, teaches men to buy epoetin-alfa online overnight delivery develop strategies to stop
themselves from acting on their tendencies (stock image) and have compassion. Oct 24 - ATT Inc's plan to buy
Time Warner Inc for $85.4 billion in the biggest global acquisition of the year will bring the second-largest U.S.
bridge loan financing ever to a market hungry for mergers and acquisitions loans. Her message to the world
comes just two days after Lindsay told DailyMail.com that her new speech pattern is no big deal. Triggering a
stress response in mosquitoes by exposing them to chemicals emitted by one of their natural enemies makes
pesticide much more effective at lower concentrations, researchers in Belgium find. Matthew Stock reports.
SAMI MOKBEL John Terry will be offered a mega-deal to play in the Chinese Super League next season.
Guangzhou Evergrande are not giving up on their long-running mission to signing him. A slightly disappointing
outlook from Facebook is putting pressure on the stock. But long-term investors still love it, Amazon, Netflix and
Google owner Alphabet. These four big tech stocks are riding a wave of momentum. - Two prominent U.S.
lawmakers on Thursday called on federal antitrust regulators to probe whether Sanofi SA , Eli Lilly and Co ,
Merck Co Inc and Novo Nordisk A/S colluded to set prices for insulin and other diabetes drugs. Seattle-based
software firm Atlas Informatics - headed by co-founder of music-sharing platform Napster - says Recall runs in
the background, keeping track of the activity on your machine. Nicole Kidman and husband Keith Urban - both
49 - looked frozen in time with buy for impeccably line-free faces as they lit up the red carpet. Start-ups are trying
to break off pieces of the furniture market by offering custom sizes and colors, or more affordable prices, and
quicker turnaround. Heres the latest otomax price range news and analysis of the candidates and issues shaping
the presidential race. Recent commercial real estate transactions in New York City. France has completed the
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removal of more than 1, 600 child migrants from the site of the demolished 'Jungle' shanty town in Calais. Paul
Chapman reports. They've just returned from a romantic getaway in Dubai. Street cleaner Fatai Busari has been
accused of causing the death of his loverSadiat Adejuwon in the Nigerian city of Ibadan. The 32-year-old told
reporters as she sat alongside her husband, both with their faces covered 'Far more than rape, it was the police
threats and humiliation that was unbearable.' The Man buy with overnight delivery Booker Prize winner likes to
fill empty space with everything he loves. The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, at TIFR's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in
Ooty, in India, recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015, lasting for two hours.
Gary Sean O'Connor, 53, has been charged for stabbing his housemate Michael Barnicoat, 47, to death using an
ice pick at a share house in Springvale, south east of Melbourne. The worlds governments have committed to
slashing greenhouse emissions, but it is not clear the necessary technology exists yet. She's been an avid
supporter of Crohn's Colitis UK since being diagnosed with Crohn's disease herself in 2014. So Sam proved to
be the obvious choice tolaunch their new WALK IT venture A court decision leads to uncertainty about Britains
departure from the European Union, but it does add legal clarity to the nonbinding vote. Budweiser pulled
together an epic video overnight commercial in honor of legendary baseball announcer Harry Caray, simulating
him as announcing the Cubs' World Series win. The bartenders lucky walnut may not show up in the box score,
but. ... An alleged member of the Evil 8 paedophile ring has pleaded not guilty to sexually abusing a girl who was
pimped out by her own father in Perth when she was aged between 11 and 13. Showtime will be developing the
project in collaboration with Paramount, The Hollywood Reporter revealed on Wednesday. The project is set in
modern day. The plan would cover an estimated six million people and could make the state the first to require
companies to take part in such a system. The Everton manager and Ireland boss Martin O'Neill are feuding over
James McCarthy's fitness, with Koeman incensed over the way the midfielder was used by his country last
month. The fashion designer originally listed the luxurious duplex apartment for $80million in 2013. Hilfiger, 65,
and wife Dee Ocleppo, 46, bought apartments on the 18th and 19th floor for $25.5m in 2013. Can Maria buy
fucithalmic usa online Sharapova defend her title at Roland Garros? Or will Serena Williams win her 20th major?
A look at the hot favorites for this year's French Open. The deaths of cheap xyzal in dubai an elderly Queensland
father and his wife, who both suffered cancer, and their disabled daughter, 50, at the man's hands have been
labelled 'mercy killings' by a family friend. Property tycoon and millionaire Sammy Almahri, 45, from New York,
killed pretty Nadine Aburas, 28, in his hotel room in Cardiff, Wales, after the pair met on dating website
MuslimMatch.com. AUSTIN, Texas - Australian Formula One driver Daniel Ricciardo laughingly handed Scottish
film star Gerard Butler purchase aricept online mastercard uk a sweaty boot filled with Red Bull on the U.S.
Grand Prix podium on Sunday and demanded he drink.
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Recycled Telescope
contactmagazine.net /int-headlines/recycled-telescope/
A team of Indian and Japanese scientists in Tamil Nadu have published ground breaking research into the effects
of a breach in the Earth’s magnetic shield. They used the GRAPES-3 muon (a sub-atomic particle) telescope –
the world’s largest of its kind – which is made of 3,700 recycled zinc-coated steel pipes, more than four decades
old, which were used because the cost of buying new was prohibitive.
© 2017 Tibetan Magazine for Tibet News & Issues.
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A recent cosmic burst cracked the Earth’s magnetic field wide open
A recent cosmic burst cracked the Earth’s magnetic field wide open

Our magnetic field may not be all it's cracked up to be.
On June 22, 2015, a burst of galactic cosmic rays was recorded by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope
located at TIFR's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty.
That burst of rays occurred when the sun let loose a giant cloud of plasma that struck our planet at
a speed of roughly 2.5 million kilometers per hour, causing a severe compression of Earth's
magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.
As you can imagine, the cosmic bombardment triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that
generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.
http://www.rawstory.com/2016/11/a-recent...wide-open/
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Life saved in a magical way despite Crack in Earth's magnetic
shield
larampadinapoli.com/2016/11/05/life-saved-in-a-magical-way-despite-crack-in-earths/

Author: Addo Marchello ; Ultimo aggiornamento: 05 Novembre , 2016 02:37:39
"The occurrence of this burst also implies a two-hour weakening of Earth's protective magnetic shield during this
event", the study said. The impact triggered a strong geomagnetic storm that resulted in aurora borealis and
radio signal blackouts in many high-latitude countries.
The magnetic field is vital for deflecting cosmic rays and protecting earth's inhabitants from harmful radiation.
The Earth's magnetic shield cracked temporarily, exposing the Earth's atmosphere to deadly cosmic radiation.
A similar burst of galactic cosmic rays was recorded a year ago by GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at the
Tata Institute of Fundamental Research's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty, a town in the southern Indian state of
Tamil Nadu. It is available at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research's Cosmic Ray laboratory in Ooty,
Tamilnadu.
Earth's magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth
where it was detected as a burst by the telescope. The particles, originating from the surface of the sun, caused
the Earth's magnetosphere to shrink from 11 times to 4 times the earth's radius - allowing harmful solar winds to
breach the Earth's surface.

An artist’s depiction of the Earth’s magnetosphere deflecting solar wind and radiation
Scientists hope their continued work with GRAPES-3 will offer an improved understanding of the stresses put on
the magnetosphere by intense storms, to better predict vulnerabilities in the future.
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The weakness was revealed by a burst of galactic cosmic rays, detected by GRAPES-3 during a severe
geomagnetic storm in June 2015. Extending over a radius of millions of kilometres, the magnetosphere protects
life on Earth from the high intensity energy radiations.
Astronauts on deep space missions outside the Earth's protective magnetosphere - such as during a trip to Mars
- are particularly vulnerable to the effect of high-energy cosmic radiation.
Powerful solar storms can cause widespread disruption of modern civilization by tripping electrical power grids,
global positioning systems and satellite communications.
This analytical output was revealed post-rigorous simulations over many weeks through the 1280-core
computing farm that was developed by the native physicists and engineers of the GRAPES-3 team at the Cosmic
Ray Laboratory in Ooty.
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Scientists record breach in magnetic field
etsuri.com /articles/scientists-record-breach-in-magnetic-field
Scientists have recorded the events that unfolded after the Earth's magnetic shield was breached.
Openings in the planet's magnetic field are not uncommon, but it is rarer to get the opportunity to gather data
while such an event is in progress.
A cosmic ray monitoring facility recorded a burst of cosmic rays associated with the opening.
The magnetic field breach was the result of charged particles from the Sun striking the Earth at high speed.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory (CRL) in Ooty, southern India, recorded
a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 gigaelectronvolts (GeV) on 22 June 2015.
"In this case the magnetic field was breached for only two hours and then returned back to normal. The magnetic
field strength reduced only by 2%," Dr Sunil Gupta, lead scientist at the CRL told the BBC.
Earth's magnetic shield, or magnetosphere, extends over a radius of a million kilometres. It protects the planet's
biosphere from the continuous flow of solar and other cosmic radiation.
The Sun periodically ejects vast clouds of charged particles into space in events known as coronal mass
ejections (CMEs). Each one can contain a billion tonnes of charged gas, or plasma.
The giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona in 2015 caused massive compression of the Earth's
magnetosphere and triggered a severe geomagnetic storm. In turn, this generated aurora borealis (northern
lights), and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.
Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 team on this event indicate that the Earth's magnetic shield
temporarily opened up in response to the incoming solar plasma, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray
particles to enter our atmosphere.
Dr Gupta said that the CRL's measurements of the two-hour breach "gives us much more comprehensive
information over a much larger region of space than the satellite based instruments".
The GRAPES-3 Muon telescope's combination of a large area and directional measurement enabled the
accidental observations.
"We have been aware of impacts on the Earth from solar activity for a long time through the discovery of CMEs,
but the Indian study adds a new element to this endeavour, with detailed analysis of a major particle event
during the arrival of a particular cloud," Dr Richard Harrison, head of space physics and chief scientist at the
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory in Oxfordshire, UK, told BBC News.
A major event could occur any time with potentially significant impacts on human infrastructure. As such, there
are ongoing efforts to improve the prediction of this so-called space weather.
"They can short circuit power supplies such as high voltage transformers which provide power to our cities,
disrupt communication satellites and therefore will affect, for example, internet, mobile phones and just about
anything that uses electricity," said Dr Harrison.
In addition, he said, a major solar storm could also threaten humans in space, with the potential for damage to or
the loss of spacecraft - although such events are expected to be rare.
Scientists at CRL hope that the vast amount of data now available would enable them to better predict such
events and take preventative measures. But the real challenge is to devise appropriate electronic hardware that
can issue a reliable alert, Dr Gupta said.
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The findings have been published in the journal Physical Review Letters.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-38849147
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Nieuws periode 29 oktober - 4 november 2016
leefbewust.com /2016/nieuws/041116.html

Nieuws en videos 29 okt - 4 nov 2016 - 750+ nieuwtjes
Nationale media
NL - 'Idealistische' consultants maken GGZ gek met digitale prikklok
NL - 300 miljoen kinderen ademen giftige lucht in
NL - Aanbiedingsbrief bij antwoord op een brief van Eyes on Animals
NL - Aantal ouderen dat overlijdt door val stijgt fors
NL - Aantallen wilde dieren wereldwijd drastisch afgenomen
NL - Alleen al aanwezigheid telefoon of tablet verstoort nachtrust jongeren
NL - Amerika’s “Schaduw Regering” en hun stille Coup
NL - Andrea (46) verloor haar zoon aan een vaccinatie
NL - Antidepressieve werking omega 3-vetzuren bij ouderen
NL - Antidepressiva voor kinderen. Het blijft onthutsend.
NL - Arbeidsongeschiktheidsverzekering voor zzp'ers ver - Z TODAY
NL - Arjen Slijp - De Innerlijke Bevrijding
NL - Arts wil stap terug kunnen doen na maken medische fout
NL - Bankenconvenant moet bijdragen aan tegengaan mensenrechtenschendingen
NL - Beantwoording Kamervragen over noodkreet nieuwe contracteerronde fysiotherapie
NL - Beantwoording Kamervragen over de term landbouwgif
NL - Beantwoording Kamervragen over misstanden op Indiase theeplantages
NL - Beantwoording Kamervragen over de bureaucratie waar mantelzorgers mee te maken
hebben
NL - Beantwoording Kamervragen over uitzending over 'verwarde personen'
NL - Beantwoording schriftelijke vragen over een nieuw formaldehydelek
NL - Bedrijven onderschatten veiligheidsrisico slimme apparaten
NL - Besparingen in gezondheidszorg zorgen voor hogere eindfactuur
NL - Beste offshore, ga de Noordzee eens opruimen
NL - Bestrijdingsmiddel uit bliksem en water
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Fruit and vegetables consumption is directly associated to survival after prostate cancer
Fukushima - A Second Chernobyl?
Fukushima Cover Up
Generation zapped - the shadow side of wireless technologies
Genetically Modified Crops in U.S. Fail to Deliver on Promise of Greater Crop Yield and
Diminished Pesticide Use
Global change, ecosystem services and human well being
Global expert on sunlight and cancer highlights positive benefits of sun
Globalization new form of colonialism
GMO Yields Have Not Outpaced Conventional
Good nutrition can offset stress induced mental health problems
Good soil, good food
GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth's magnetic shield
Green roofs take root around the world
Gulf oil spill research featured in special issue
Gut microbiota and host metabolism in liver cirrhosis
Gut-to-Brain Axis in Autism Spectrum Disorders - Central Role for the Microbiome
Harvard Trained Immunologist Demolishes California Legislation That Terminates Vaccine
Exemptions
HDL Cholesterol Levels Associated With Mortality Risk
Health-promoting effects of the citrus flavanone hesperidin
Healthy eating key to managing diabetes
Here's why Australian dietary recommendations on fat need changing
Here’s How Big Companies Harnessed The 'Holy Trinity' Of Modern Agriculture To Grow
Here’s how big tobacco manipulates negotiations
Here’s What Happens When Marine Animals Eat Plastic – and Why You Should Care
High 25-hydroxyvitamin D is associated with unexpectedly high plasma inflammatory
markers in HIV patients
High Quality Evidence Suggests Vitamin D Can Reduce Asthma Attacks
High-protein diets reduce liver fat
Home enteral nutrition helps gastrointestinal cancer patients
How big pharma is using technology to get closer to patients
How cell phones wreak havoc on teen sleep patterns
How do the experts get their vitamin D?
How Does Daylight Savings Impact Your Health?
How global warming could actually make winters colder for some people
How Much Europe Do Europeans Need?
How Saudi Arabia Makes a Mockery of Human Rights and the UN
How slaughterhouses turned actress Jenna Dewan Tatum into a vegan
How the Food Lobby Affects Nutrition Advice
How the Tasmanian Devil Can Kill MRSA and Other Pathogens
How This Broccoli Enzyme Can Slow Aging
How to Make Herbal Vinegars
How Trees Make Cities Healthier
How you can soothe your painful scars by simply STROKING THEM
http://www.globalresearch.ca/big-pharma-and-the-causes-of-parkinsons-disease/5553260
Humans settled earlier in Australia's remote outback
IARC Scientists Defend Glyphosate Cancer Link; Surprised by Industry Assault
If You Remove Trade Secrets from Goldman Sachs You’re Prosecuted
If you support Hillary Clinton, you support big pharma and mandatory vaccinations
Increasing dietary oat fibre decreases the permeability of intestinal mucus
Indirect effects of rising CO2 levels on ecosystems more important than previously thought
Industry Watchdog - USDA Allowing Illegal “Organic” Produce Production
Inflammation May Link Schizophrenia and Type 2 Diabetes
Influence of Bisphenol A on Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus
Inside The Invisible Government - John Pilger On War, Propaganda, Clinton And Trump
Interactive map reveals 10% of US exposed to dangerous chemicals in drinking water
Intestinal cells 'remodel' in response to a fatty meal
Investigation Finds GMO Crops Show ‘No Discernible Advantage’
Investigation Reveals How Easy it is to Buy Exotic Animals Online – Why This NEEDS to
Stop
Ionizing radiation May Contribute to Development of Alzheimer’s
Is a marker of preclinical Alzheimer's disease associated with loneliness?
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Earth’s Magnetic Shield Vital for Humanity Cracked, Indian
Researchers Discover
thecontrail.com /forum/topics/earth-s-magnetic-shield-vital-for-humanity-cracked-indian-researc
Posted by rose on November 6, 2016 at 10:20 in Earth Changes View
Discussions

Earth’s Magnetic Shield Vital for Humanity Cracked, Indian Researchers Discover

Earth’s Magnetic Shield Vital for Humanity Cracked, Indian Researchers Discover © Photo: pixabay Life 03:22
05.11.2016(updated 03:24 05.11.2016) Get short URL 52965271 Earth’s magnetosphere, an invisible and highlycharged atmospheric layer that protects life on the planet from external radiation, was briefly cracked, Indian
scientists have revealed, after analyzing a powerful geomagnetic storm from last year that was caused by the
Sun.

The blast was registered in June 2015 after a huge cloud of plasma released from the Sun struck the Earth at a
speed of some 2.5 million kph.

The report in Physical Review Letters states that the impact of the solar storm caused the Earth’s
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magnetic shield to compress, leading to massive geomagnetic atmospheric anomalies. Storm
effects included aurora borealis and radio signal interruptions across several continents.

@osaublog2
#OSAUIA And the beautiful results we get from plasma in the solar winds, Van Allen belts and our
magnetosphere!
At the time, India’s GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the world’s most sensitive cosmic-ray monitoring system,
recorded a powerful blast of solar energy that lasted for over two hours. Moon Silhouettes by Mark Gee Mark
Gee. National Maritime Museum NASA Scientists Unravel Mystery of Moon's Surface Swirls Having analyzed the
data, a GRAPES-3 team of researchers from India and Japan performed simulations that pointed to the
possibility that the planet’s magnetic shield opened for a brief period of time, allowing cosmic ray particles to
enter the Earth’s atmosphere. "It indicates a transient weakening of Earth's magnetic shield, and may hold clues
for a better understanding of future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth,
and endanger the lives of the astronauts in space," the report says. The magnetosphere, the Earth’s energetic
protecting shield, prevents the highly-dangerous radiation of the Sun from destroying life on the planet. However,
powerful geomagnetic storms can deform the magnetosphere, allowing energetic particles to reach the surface.
Read more: https://sputniknews.com/art_living/201611051047089607-earth-magneti...
Favorite
Share
Views: 46
▶ Reply to This
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STEAM Register: Cosmic Burst Cracked Earth's Magnetic Field Wide Open

25/02/17, 18*18

November 5, 2016
Lola
Posted with permission from STEAM Register

Our magnetic field may not be all it's cracked up to be.
Republish
Reprint

Lola Gayle, STEAM Register

On June 22, 2015, a burst of galactic cosmic rays was recorded by the GRAPES-3 muon
telescope located at TIFR's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty.
That burst of rays occurred when the sun let loose a giant cloud of plasma that struck our
planet at a speed of roughly 2.5 million kilometers per hour, causing a severe compression
of Earth's magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.
As you can imagine, the cosmic bombardment triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that
generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.
Thankfully, we are protected by the Earth's magnetic field. This shield extends over a
radius of a million kilometers and is our first line of defense against the continuous flow of
solar and galactic cosmic radiation.
Note: Earth's magnetic field, also known as the geomagnetic field, is the
magnetic field that extends from the Earth's interior out into space, where it
meets the solar wind, a stream of charged particles emanating from the
Sun.

http://static.icopyright.net/user/view.act?p=MTY4MjM=&c=Mzg2MjYwMjg=&fuid=MjM4NTE1Njg=&showFirstImage=true&showDate=true
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STEAM Register: Cosmic Burst Cracked Earth's Magnetic Field Wide Open

25/02/17, 18*18

Schematic illustration of Earth's magnetic field. Credit: Peter Reid, The University of Edinburgh

See Also: Our Sun Could One Day Unleash A Deadly Superflare
If something should go wrong, we're really in for it. And during this particular two-hour 20
GeV blast, it almost did.
According to a statement from the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, "Numerical
simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 collaboration on this event indicate that the
Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic
reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our
atmosphere. Earth's magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the dayside to the night-side of the Earth where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3
muon telescope around midnight on June 22, 2015."
http://static.icopyright.net/user/view.act?p=MTY4MjM=&c=Mzg2MjYwMjg=&fuid=MjM4NTE1Njg=&showFirstImage=true&showDate=true
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25/02/17, 18*18

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor recorded a burst
of galactic cosmic rays that indicated a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield. Credit: TIFR

Phew! A near miss this time. But thankfully the GRAPES-3 muon team is keeping an eye to
the sky.
Results of this work are published in the journal Physical Review Letters.
See Also: The Changing Shape of the Van Allen Belts
Never miss a single story! Follow us on Facebook, Twitter and Pinterest.

Click here for reuse options!

2016 STEAM Register
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India’s Telescope Detects Crack in the Earth’s Magnetic
Shield
1newsnigeria.com /indias-telescope-detects-crack-in-the-earths-magnetic-shield/
11/4/2016

Short resume:
shield
90%
magnetic
90%
telescope
90%
cosmic
80%
Observations from India’s GRAPES-3 cosmic-ray telescope indicated a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield,
which was weakened by a geomagnetic storm in 2015.
Source Nature World News
– Read More…
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Indian scientists’ Cosmic-ray detector finds possible
crack in Earth’s magnetic shield
thetorrent.com.ng /2016/11/03/indian-scientists-cosmic-ray-detector-finds-possible-crack-in-earthsmagnetic-shield/
Admin

Geomagnetic storms can trigger incredible light shows. Here, charged particles can be seen
exciting the gas in the upper atmosphere of the northern
hemisphere.
The world’s largest, most sensitive cosmic-ray detector has
identified a potential crack in Earth’s magnetic field.

11/4/2016

The weakness was revealed by a burst of galactic cosmic
rays, detected by GRAPES-3 during a severe geomagnetic
storm in June 2015. The storm as triggered by a plasma
cloud ejected from the sun’s corona.
It was one of the largest geomagnetic storms in recent
history, generating an intense aurora borealis and thwarting
radio communication systems among the most northern
latitudes. The storm was strong enough to compress Earth’s
magnetosphere for several hours.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope is a massive array situated
in southern India, a joint effort among scientific institutes in
Japan and India. Data revealing the cosmic ray breach were
analyzed by scientists at Tata Institute of Fundamental
Research in Mumbai.
The world’s largest, most sensitive cosmic-ray detector has
identified a potential crack in Earth’s magnetic field.
The weakness was revealed by a burst of galactic cosmic
rays, detected by GRAPES-3 during a severe geomagnetic
storm in June 2015. The storm as triggered by a plasma
cloud ejected from the sun’s corona.
It was one of the largest geomagnetic storms in recent
history, generating an intense aurora borealis and thwarting
radio communication systems among the most northern latitudes. The storm was strong enough to compress
Earth’s magnetosphere for several hours.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope is a massive array situated in southern India, a joint effort among scientific
institutes in Japan and India. Data revealing the cosmic ray breach were analyzed by scientists at Tata Institute
of Fundamental Research in Mumbai.
Life itself has Earth’s magnetosphere to thank. Its ability to block out the harmful rays and particles flying through
space allowed life to flourish. But as the latest research suggests, it’s not a fail-safe shield.
High-intensity storms can reveal stress fractures, so to speak. Researchers suggest the 2015 storm triggered a
phenomenon called magnetic reconnection, whereby magnetic energy is simultaneously converted into kinetic
energy, thermal energy and particle acceleration.
In this instance, the process was powerful enough to open a crack through which a burst of cosmic rays slipped
through.
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Scientists hope their continued work with GRAPES-3 will offer an improved understanding of the stresses put on
the magnetosphere by intense storms, to better predict vulnerabilities in the future.
Researchers published their analysis of the potential magnetosphere crack this week in the journal Physical
Review Letters.
Life itself has Earth’s magnetosphere to thank. Its ability to block out the harmful rays and particles flying through
space allowed life to flourish. But as the latest research suggests, it’s not a fail-safe shield.
High-intensity storms can reveal stress fractures, so to speak. Researchers suggest the 2015 storm triggered a
phenomenon called magnetic reconnection, whereby magnetic energy is simultaneously converted into kinetic
energy, thermal energy and particle acceleration.
In this instance, the process was powerful enough to open a crack through which a burst of cosmic rays slipped
through.
Scientists hope their continued work with GRAPES-3 will offer an improved understanding of the stresses put on
the magnetosphere by intense storms, to better predict vulnerabilities in the future.
he world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of galactic
cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield, according to scientists.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed
causing massive compression of the Earth’s magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in
Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year lasting for two hours.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of
about 2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere
from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.
It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high
latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this week.
Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of defence,
shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from
these high intensity energetic radiations.
Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that the
Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower
energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.
Earth’s magnetic field bent these particles about 180° from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth where it
was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015.
The data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core
computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray
Laboratory in Ooty.
Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by crippling large electrical power grids, global
positioning systems, satellite operations and communications.
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SHOCK ALERT: Earth’s magnetic field has CRACKED –
humanity at risk of cosmic radiation
chidiukwu.com/shock-alert-earths-magnetic-field-has-cracked-humanity-at-risk-of-cosmic-radiation/
13/01/2017

January 13, 2017 by chidiukwu

A HUGE crack has been detected in the Earth’s magnetic shield, leaving the people of
Earth vulnerable to cosmic radiation, scientists have warned.
By SEAN MARTIN
From analysing data from the GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India, experts have concluded that the
magnetosphere has come under such heavy bombardment in recent years that it weakening.
On June 22, 2015, there was a massive burst of galactic cosmic rays which traumatised the Earth’s magnetic
shield for two hours.
Roughly 40 hours before the Earth was bombarded by cosmic rays, the sun ejected a giant cloud of plasma
which caused high energy radiation to strike the Earth’s magnetosphere at 2.5 million kilometres per hour.
The storm wreaked havoc on technology with radio signal blackouts reported in North and South America.

However, it is not until now that scientists have been able to understand the full extent of the damage caused
by the storm.
Experts from the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in India ran several simulations based on the data
from the telescope and found that the magnetosphere had been cracked for a little while on the day.
Worryingly, the bombardment was so intense the magnetosphere was forced to shrink from 11 to four times
the Earth’s radius.
While small amounts of radiation would have little effect on life on Earth, prolonged exposure to higher
amounts of radiation
Source: Jews News
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Articles
Massive Crack in Earth’s Magnetic Shield Discovered

Category: mystery
Published: Friday, 04 November 2016 09:03
Hits: 115
If you’re looking for something to take your mind off of the presidential election, this might do the trick. A
giant crack has been discovered in the Earth’s magnetosphere – our first line of defense against those
pesky cosmic rays that bring down electrical power grids, mess up global positioning systems, garble
communications and make your skin look like the last rotisserie chicken in the grocery store oven at
closing time. What’s worse, the crack opened over a year ago and we’re just learning about it now. Have
you forgotten about who’s running yet?
The crack was discovered by researchers at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s (TIFR) Cosmic Ray
Laboratory in Ooty, India, using data recorded by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope (Gamma Ray
Astronomy PeV EnergieS 3rd establishment), the world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray
telescope. They noticed that data from June 22, 2015, showed a two-hour-long burst of cosmic radiation
ramming Earth at 2.5 million km (1.55 million miles) per hour. The burst measured 20 GeV – that’s 20
gigaelectronvolt or 20 billion electron volts.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope
What happens when that kind of cosmic force meets Earth’s magnetosphere? According to the report
published recently in Physical Review Letters, the protective sphere surrounding the planet was
severely dented from 11 to four times the radius of the Earth. Simulations created by the GRAPES-3
researchers showed that the magnetosphere cracked during the two-hour bombardment, allowing lower
energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter the atmosphere.
Illustration of cosmic wind passing through a crack in the magnetosphere before hitting Earth
Didn’t anyone notice this on June 22nd, 2015? The data shows a strong geomagnetic storm occurred at
the time, causing an aurora borealis and radio blackouts in high-latitude countries near the poles, but
nothing disastrous. Did we take a cosmic bullet in an area that only caused a flesh wound? The study
suggests this, along with a warning.

The simultaneous occurrence of the burst in all nine directions suggests its origin close to
Earth. It also indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield, and may hold
clues for a better understanding of future superstorms that could cripple modern
technological infrastructure on Earth, and endanger the lives of the astronauts in space.

OK, we’re all concerned occasionally about astronauts on the ISS and Elon Musk doesn’t want the
passengers on his Mars ships to arrive at the Red Planet extra-crispy, but what about us on Earth? We
all know what kind of problems a loss of the electrical and communications grid can cause and none of
us want to wake up to the smell of frying skin. But what’s really disconcerting is that it’s taken over a
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year for the news of this crack in the magnetosphere to come out. Why did it take so long? What else
haven’t we been told about it?
Still worried about the election?
If you’re looking for something to take your mind off of the presidential election, this might do the trick. A
giant crack has been discovered in the Earth’s magnetosphere – our first line of defense against those
pesky cosmic rays that bring down electrical power grids, mess up global positioning systems, garble
communications and make your skin look like the last rotisserie chicken in the grocery store oven at
closing time. What’s worse, the crack opened over a year ago and we’re just learning about it now. Have
you forgotten about who’s running yet?
The crack was discovered by researchers at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s (TIFR) Cosmic Ray
Laboratory in Ooty, India, using data recorded by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope (Gamma Ray
Astronomy PeV EnergieS 3rd establishment), the world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray
telescope. They noticed that data from June 22, 2015, showed a two-hour-long burst of cosmic radiation
ramming Earth at 2.5 million km (1.55 million miles) per hour. The burst measured 20 GeV – that’s 20
gigaelectronvolt or 20 billion electron volts.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope
What happens when that kind of cosmic force meets Earth’s magnetosphere? According to the report
published recently in Physical Review Letters, the protective sphere surrounding the planet was
severely dented from 11 to four times the radius of the Earth. Simulations created by the GRAPES-3
researchers showed that the magnetosphere cracked during the two-hour bombardment, allowing lower
energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter the atmosphere.
Illustration of cosmic wind passing through a crack in the magnetosphere before hitting Earth
Didn’t anyone notice this on June 22nd, 2015? The data shows a strong geomagnetic storm occurred at
the time, causing an aurora borealis and radio blackouts in high-latitude countries near the poles, but
nothing disastrous. Did we take a cosmic bullet in an area that only caused a flesh wound? The study
suggests this, along with a warning.

The simultaneous occurrence of the burst in all nine directions suggests its origin close to
Earth. It also indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield, and may hold
clues for a better understanding of future superstorms that could cripple modern
technological infrastructure on Earth, and endanger the lives of the astronauts in space.

OK, we’re all concerned occasionally about astronauts on the ISS and Elon Musk doesn’t want the
passengers on his Mars ships to arrive at the Red Planet extra-crispy, but what about us on Earth? We
all know what kind of problems a loss of the electrical and communications grid can cause and none of
us want to wake up to the smell of frying skin. But what’s really disconcerting is that it’s taken over a
year for the news of this crack in the magnetosphere to come out. Why did it take so long? What else
haven’t we been told about it?
Still worried about the election?
engine http://mysteriousuniverse.org/2016/11/massive-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield-discovered/
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Cosmic-ray detector finds possible crack in Earth’s
magnetic shield
stateofglobe.com /2016/11/05/cosmic-ray-detector-finds-possible-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/
By Guest
Author

Source: Signs of the Times
Life itself has Earth’s magnetosphere to thank, but as the latest research suggests, it’s not a fail-

safe shield.
The world’s largest, most sensitive cosmic-ray detector has identified a potential crack in Earth’s magnetic field.
The weakness was revealed by a burst of galactic cosmic rays, detected by GRAPES-3 during a severe
geomagnetic
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RE^1: Dagens jord-, og rom-vær
Scientists have detected a crack in Earth's magnetic shield
Uh oh.
BEC CREW
4 NOV 2016
Earth is such a habitable place, thanks in no small part to the vast magnetic field that surrounds our planet, shielding us from harsh solar winds and cosmic radiation.
But scientists have been investigating one of the most powerful geomagnetic storms in recent history, and they’ve discovered that our protective barrier isn’t as secure as we thought it was.
Turns out, our magnetosphere has been cracked.
Researchers have been analysing data from the GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India, which recorded a massive burst of galactic cosmic rays on 22 June 2015.
For 2 hours, Earth’s magnetosphere was being bombarded by these particles, which emit immensely high-energy radiation, and travel through space at nearly the speed of light.
These things are so powerful, they can easily penetrate the hull of a spacecraft, and Earth’s magnetic shield is our first line of defence against them.
About 40 hours before the June 22 event, a giant cloud of plasma was ejected from the Sun's corona (or outer atmosphere), and eventually struck the magnetosphere at speeds of about
2.5 million kilometres per hour.
That’s not exactly news, because at the time, it triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that was responsible for radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries in North and South
America.
It also resulted in a supercharged aurora borealis - which is created when charged particles from outer space reach Earth’s atmosphere.
But now researchers have finally realised the full extent of that relentless bombardment of cosmic rays.
A team from the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in India performed numerous simulations based on the GRAPES-3 data from that day, and the results indicate that the
magnetosphere had been temporarily cracked, and that’s why things went so haywire in our radio systems.
In fact, the team says the bombardment was so relentless, it caused a severe compression of the magnetosphere, forcing it to shrink from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.
...
Resten av artikkelen finner du her:
http://www.sciencealert.com/scientists-have-detected-a-crack-in-earth-s-magnetic-shield
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Indian scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic shield
thenews.com.pk/print/162290-Indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-Earths-magnetic-shield

NEW DELHI: The world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of
galactic cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield, according to scientists.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed
causing massive compression of the Earth’s magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in
Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year lasting for two hours.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of
about 2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere
from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.
It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high
latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this week.
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Crack found in earth’s magnetic shield
nation.com.pk/snippets/06-Nov-2016/crack-found-in-earth-s-magnetic-shield

11/6/2016

OOTY - The suggested breach of the Earth’s line of defense from outer space was found by the GRAPES-3
experiment As we speak the Earth may be vulnerable to dangerous matter from outer space. It seems the Earth
magnetic shield may have cracked. The shield is the Earth’s first line of defense against outer space radiation.
How did we come to this conclusion of colossal proportions? We can credit the GRAPES-3 experiment with this
new proposition. The GRAPES-3 experiment is a study of different rays which affect the Earth. The study
consists of a Cosmic Ray Laboratory (CRL) in Ooty, India. The lab contains two components; an array of 400
plastic scintillator detectors along with a large area muon telescope. The GRAPES-3 experiment is led by
Professor Sunil K.Gupta, who oversees a team of 30 scientists from 7 different universities from all over India,
and 5 members are even from Japan. According to the GRAPES-3 team the muon telescope observed a burst of
galactic cosmic rays on the 22nd of June in 2015. The rays which recorded for about 20 GeV lasted for two
hours. The rays were shot from a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the Sun. The cloud originated from within
the solar corona and moved with a speed of about 2.5 million km/hours. The cloud of rays was then recorded to
have struck the Earth. The collision resulted in a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere.

The magnetosphere was cracked to such an extent its size went from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.
Subsequently a severe geomagnetic storm around the earth’s shield was triggered which led to an aurora
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borealis, which can be credited for radio signal blackouts in high latitude countries.
Basically the Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked and allowed lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles
to enter.

Published in The Nation newspaper on 06-Nov-2016
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How India uses recycled pipes to detect ferocious solar
storms
defence.pk /pdf/threads/how-india-uses-recycled-pipes-to-detect-ferocious-solar-storms.481050/
1. Mar 2, 2017 #1

Dragon4 FULL MEMBER

Image copyrightSCIENCE PHOTO LIBRARY
Image captionArtwork: The Earth's magnetosphere protects the planet from a continuous
flow of cosmic radiation
What does a sensational scientific discovery about a solar storm in the Earth's magnetic
field have to do with old, recycled steel pipes which lay buried for more than a decade
under a now-defunct gold mine in India?
Almost everything.
More than 3,700 such pipes are actually at the heart of a most significant scientific finding.
A team of Indian and Japanese scientists recently published an internationally-feted paper
which recorded the events that unfolded after a breach in the Earth's magnetic shield.
Using the GRAPES-3 muon (a sub-atomic particle) telescope - the world's largest of its
kind - at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty, a hill station in the southern state of Tamil
Nadu, the scientists recorded a two-hour burst of galactic cosmic rays that invaded the
atmosphere on 22 June 2015.
The magnetic field breach was the result of charged particles from the Sun striking the
Earth at high speed.
Solar storms of such high magnitudes can knock out satellites and aircraft autopilots,
cause catastrophic power outages, and take us, according to one of the scientists leading
the research, Dr Sunil Gupta, "back to the Stone Age".
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Solar storms

Image copyrightDR P. MARAZZI/SCIENCE PHOTO LIBRARY
Image captionAuroras are one of the consequences of geomagnetic storms
The sudden release of magnetic energy stored in the Sun's atmosphere can cause
a bright flare
This can also release bursts of charged particles into space
These solar "eruptions" are known as coronal mass ejections or CMEs
When headed in our direction, the charged gas collides with the magnetic "sheath"
around Earth
The subsequent disturbances in the Earth's magnetic envelope are called solar
storms
They can interfere with technology: satellites, electrical grids and communications
systems
They can also cause aurorae - Northern and Southern Lights - to be seen at lower
latitudes
The largest such solar storm in recorded history took place in 1859 and disrupted a
robust and new communication system involving telegraph lines
Scientists record breach in magnetic field

Low-cost telescope
The world's largest and most sensitive cosmic ray telescope located in Ooty is made up of
four-decades old recycled zinc-coated steel pipes.
"Necessity is the mother of invention. When you don't have the money to buy new,
expensive stuff, you look within the system to find out your own solutions to reduce costs.
India's scientists have mastered the art of recycling and coming up with their own
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inexpensive solutions," Pallava Bagla, India correspondent for Science magazine, told me.
A notable example: India's 2014 operation mission to Mars, cost the exchequer 4.5bn
rupees ($67m;£54m), almost 10 times less than the American Maven orbiter. (This
prompted Prime Minister Narendra Modi to quip that India's real-life Martian adventure cost
less than Hollywood film Gravity.) The Ooty laboratory's annual budget is about $375,000.

Image copyrightHARI ADIVAREKAR

Image copyrightHARI ADIVAREKAR
Image captionThe zinc-coated steel pipes once lay under one of the deepest gold mines in
the world
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The 6m (19.65 ft) long pipes, which acted as sensors in the telescope, lay in underground
caverns below the centuries-old Kolar Gold Fields in southern Karnataka state, home to
one of the world's deepest gold mines, for nearly two-decades.
The pipes were imported from Japan - where they are normally used at building
construction sites - to help a team of Indian and Japanese scientists examine neutrinos,
sub-atomic particles produced in high energy interactions in the galaxy and beyond. The
scientists had laid them 2km (1.24 miles) below the earth for their experiment.
Highly sensitive
When gold prices fell to unprofitable levels and the fields began shutting down in the early
1990s, authorities planned to remove the pipes and dispose them off as scrap. "We said
we want to re-use them for our experiments," Dr Gupta told me.
Eventually, some 7,500 of the pipes were transported by truck to a hilly 100-acre campus
that the laboratory shares with a radio astronomy centre. The place skirts a forest
populated by deer, bison, tigers and wild boars. Recently, CCTV cameras captured a tiger
strolling past the sensors at night.
Work on recording cosmic rays in Ooty began in right earnest in 1998, when the scientists
began making muon sensors from the discarded pipes to research high energy cosmic
rays.

Image copyrightNASA/SDO/AIA
Image captionThe Sun periodically ejects vast clouds of charged particles into space
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Image copyrightHARI ADIVAREKAR
Image captionMohammad Haroon, a gardener at the facility, has learnt to weld the old
pipes
Today, 3,712 steel tubes, stacked up against layers of concrete, are housed across 560 sq
m in four squat brown-and-white colour buildings, home to the world's largest such muon
telescope. There are a couple of dozen such telescopes in the world, but none as powerful
as the one in Ooty.
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At the laboratory, a small group of scientists and assorted helpers - local gardeners and
carpenters, for example - continue to recycle the old pipes, so that they can be used as
cosmic ray detectors.
Making the sensors
To do this, they open the pipes and clean them with high pressure water jets. They insert a
100 micron - as thick as a strand of human hair - tungsten wire into the pipe and anchor it
at both ends with hermetic seals. The pipes are then filled with a gas comprising methane
and argon and an electric potential run through it to enable it to become an effective
sensor.
Finally, they are laid out in rows - below two metres of concrete, which act as absorbers - to
become a muon telescope.
The fabled jugaad - an Indian colloquial word that means ingenious improvisation in the
face of scarce resources - extends to using the pipes as sensors.
When the scientists at the laboratory wanted to make doubly sure that the old pipes were
not leaking, they modified a helium spray gun by attaching a 7-cent injection syringe
needle to the nozzle of the gas jet to help them to carry out the precise leak tests.

Image copyrightHARI ADIVAREKAR
Image captionA cosmic ray signal captured on an oscilloscope at the laboratory
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Image copyrightTIFR
Image captionThe opening in the magnetic shield was detected with the GRAPES-3 muon
telescope
"Every day, we make 10 such recycled pipes ready for our experiments. The plan was to
make very sensitive sensors to detect the weakest of signals. We wanted to measure
cosmic rays with higher sensitivity than ever done before", says Atul Jain, a scientist at the
facility.
Home grown
The laboratory itself is a shining example of home-grown innovation. The majority of the
electronic equipment is designed, assembled and manufactured in-house. The software for
the computer programmes is locally made.
The 40GB of raw data from cosmic rays that it generates every day is stored and
processed by a cluster of computers which has been largely assembled in-house, cutting
costs and saving hefty maintenance fees. Old computers are stripped for parts. A locally
developed cooling system using fans saves electricity and protects the computers.
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Image copyrightHARI ADIVAREKAR
Image captionA spray gun modified in house for the precise locations of leaks by attaching
a syringe needle
At the moment, the scientists plan to pore over 17 years of data on cosmic rays recorded
by the lab's sensors to find out whether they offer more clues about forecasting space
weather and advance warnings about solar flares. They say there have been some 38
severe solar storms in the past 17 years.
"We should be able to sift through our data to find out more about them. For us, they are a
gift from the Sun, because they add to our knowledge on space weather," says Dr Gupta.
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-india-39100109
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Upagrah FULL MEMBER
Not a single line about caste, toilet or corruption. I could not believe the article is
by BBC.
...new directives to its editorial staff ?
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4. Mar 2, 2017 #4

anant_s SENIOR MEMBER
I've heard of a similar neutrino detection scheme for cosmic radiation detection
but this is really ingenious.
Just shows if you have right will, money isn't a constraint even in high end
science research.
@thesolar65 @Levina
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RISING SUN SENIOR MEMBER
Dragon4 said: ↑

Image copyrightSCIENCE PHOTO LIBRARY
Image captionArtwork: The
Earth's magnetosphere
protects the planet from a
continuous flow of cosmic
radiation
What does a sensational
scientific discovery about a
solar storm in the Earth's
magnetic field have to do
with old, recycled steel pipes which lay buried for more than a decade
under a now-defunct gold mine in India?
Almost everything.
More than 3,700 such pipes are actually at the heart of a most significant
scientific finding.
A team of Indian and Japanese scientists recently published an
internationally-feted paper which recorded the events that unfolded after a
breach in the Earth's magnetic shield.
Using the GRAPES-3 muon (a sub-atomic particle) telescope - the world's
largest of its kind - at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty, a hill station in the
southern state of Tamil Nadu, the scientists recorded a two-hour burst of
galactic cosmic rays that invaded the atmosphere on 22 June 2015.
The magnetic field breach was the result of charged particles from the Sun
striking the Earth at high speed.
Solar storms of such high magnitudes can knock out satellites and aircraft
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autopilots, cause catastrophic power outages, and take us, according to one
of the scientists leading the research, Dr Sunil Gupta, "back to the Stone
Age".

Solar storms
Image copyrightDR P.
MARAZZI/SCIENCE PHOTO
LIBRARY
Image captionAuroras are
one of the consequences of
geomagnetic storms
The sudden release of
magnetic energy stored
in the Sun's atmosphere
can cause a bright flare
This can also release bursts of charged particles into space
These solar "eruptions" are known as coronal mass ejections or
CMEs
When headed in our direction, the charged gas collides with the
magnetic "sheath" around Earth
The subsequent disturbances in the Earth's magnetic envelope are
called solar storms
They can interfere with technology: satellites, electrical grids and
communications systems
They can also cause aurorae - Northern and Southern Lights - to be
seen at lower latitudes
The largest such solar storm in recorded history took place in 1859
and disrupted a robust and new communication system involving
telegraph lines
Scientists record breach in magnetic field

Low-cost telescope
The world's largest and most sensitive cosmic ray telescope located in Ooty
is made up of four-decades old recycled zinc-coated steel pipes.
"Necessity is the mother of invention. When you don't have the money to
buy new, expensive stuff, you look within the system to find out your own
solutions to reduce costs. India's scientists have mastered the art of
recycling and coming up with their own inexpensive solutions," Pallava
Bagla, India correspondent for Science magazine, told me.
A notable example: India's 2014 operation mission to Mars, cost the
exchequer 4.5bn rupees ($67m;£54m), almost 10 times less than the
American Maven orbiter. (This prompted Prime Minister Narendra Modi to
quip that India's real-life Martian adventure cost less than Hollywood film
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Gravity.) The Ooty laboratory's annual budget is about $375,000.
Image copyrightHARI
ADIVAREKAR
Image copyrightHARI
ADIVAREKAR
Image captionThe zinc-coated steel
pipes once lay under one of the
deepest gold mines in the world
The 6m (19.65 ft) long pipes, which
acted as sensors in the telescope,
lay in underground caverns below
the centuries-old Kolar Gold Fields
in southern Karnataka state, home
to one of the world's deepest gold
mines, for nearly two-decades.
The pipes were imported from
Japan - where they are normally
used at building construction sites to help a team of Indian and
Japanese scientists examine neutrinos, sub-atomic particles produced in
high energy interactions in the galaxy and beyond. The scientists had laid
them 2km (1.24 miles) below the earth for their experiment.
Highly sensitive
When gold prices fell to unprofitable levels and the fields began shutting
down in the early 1990s, authorities planned to remove the pipes and
dispose them off as scrap. "We said we want to re-use them for our
experiments," Dr Gupta told me.
Eventually, some 7,500 of the pipes were transported by truck to a hilly 100acre campus that the laboratory shares with a radio astronomy centre. The
place skirts a forest populated by deer, bison, tigers and wild boars.
Recently, CCTV cameras captured a tiger strolling past the sensors at night.
Work on recording cosmic rays in Ooty began in right earnest in 1998, when
the scientists began making muon sensors from the discarded pipes to
research high energy cosmic rays.
Image
copyrightNASA/SDO/AIA
Image captionThe Sun
periodically ejects vast
clouds of charged particles
into space
Image copyrightHARI
ADIVAREKAR
Image captionMohammad
Haroon, a gardener at the
facility, has learnt to weld the old pipes
Today, 3,712 steel tubes, stacked up against layers of concrete, are housed
across 560 sq m in four squat brown-and-white colour buildings, home to
the world's largest such muon telescope. There are a couple of dozen such
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telescopes in the world, but none as powerful as the one in Ooty.
At the laboratory, a small group of scientists and assorted helpers - local
gardeners and carpenters, for example - continue to recycle the old pipes,
so that they can be used as cosmic ray detectors.
Making the sensors
To do this, they open the pipes and clean them with high
pressure water jets. They insert a 100 micron - as thick
as a strand of human hair - tungsten wire into the pipe
and anchor it at both ends with hermetic seals. The pipes are then filled with
a gas comprising methane and argon and an electric potential run through it
to enable it to become an effective sensor.
Finally, they are laid out in rows - below two metres of concrete, which act
as absorbers - to become a muon telescope.
The fabled jugaad - an Indian colloquial word that means ingenious
improvisation in the face of scarce resources - extends to using the pipes as
sensors.
When the scientists at the laboratory wanted to make doubly sure that the
old pipes were not leaking, they modified a helium spray gun by attaching a
7-cent injection syringe needle to the nozzle of the gas jet to help them to
carry out the precise leak tests.
Image copyrightHARI
ADIVAREKAR
Image captionA cosmic ray signal
captured on an oscilloscope at the
laboratory
Image copyrightTIFR
Image captionThe opening in the
magnetic shield was detected with
the GRAPES-3 muon telescope
"Every day, we make 10 such
recycled pipes ready for our
experiments. The plan was
to make very sensitive
sensors to detect the
weakest of signals. We
wanted to measure cosmic
rays with higher sensitivity
than ever done before", says
Atul Jain, a scientist at the
facility.
Home grown
The laboratory itself is a shining example of home-grown innovation. The
majority of the electronic equipment is designed, assembled and
manufactured in-house. The software for the computer programmes is
locally made.
The 40GB of raw data from cosmic rays that it generates every day is
stored and processed by a cluster of computers which has been largely
assembled in-house, cutting costs and saving hefty maintenance fees. Old
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computers are stripped for parts. A locally developed cooling system using
fans saves electricity and protects the computers.
Image copyrightHARI
ADIVAREKAR
Image captionA spray gun modified
in house for the precise locations of
leaks by attaching a syringe needle
At the moment, the scientists plan to
pore over 17 years of data on
cosmic rays recorded by the lab's
sensors to find out whether they
offer more clues about forecasting
space weather and advance warnings about solar flares. They say there
have been some 38 severe solar storms in the past 17 years.
"We should be able to sift through our data to find out more about them. For
us, they are a gift from the Sun, because they add to our knowledge on
space weather," says Dr Gupta.
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-india-39100109
Click to expand...

You beat me in posting this news. Actually while returning home in local, I saw this news
and wanted to share it once I finished dinner after reaching home. But alas you posted
first. I was just wondering how many more such kind of jugaad type of innovations are
happening in this country which have means of surpassing their foreign counterparts not
only in research but also value on the ground.

Thanks x 2
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Indian scientists detect moment in Earth’s captivating shield
statestimes.net/news/2016/11/04/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield

View all posts by States Times Monitoring Desk →

04/11/2016

Washington/Pune: The world’s largest and many supportive vast ray
monitor, located in India, has available a detonate of galactic vast rays
that indicates a moment in a Earth’s captivating shield, according to
scientists.
he detonate occurred when a hulk cloud of plasma ejected from a
solar halo struck Earth during a really high speed causing vast
application of a Earth’s magnetosphere and triggering a serious
geomagnetic storm.
he GRAPES-3 muon telescope located during Tata Institute of
Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty in Tamil
Nadu available a detonate of galactic vast rays of about 20 GeV final
year durability for dual hours.
he detonate occurred when a hulk cloud of plasma ejected from a solar corona, and relocating with a speed of
about 2.5 million kilometres per hour struck a planet, causing a serious application of Earth’s magnetosphere
from 11 to 4 times a radius of Earth.
It triggered a serious geomagnetic charge that generated halo borealis and radio vigilance blackouts in many
high embodiment countries, according to a investigate published in a biography Physical Review Letters this
week.
Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, that acts as a initial line of defence, helmet
us from a continual upsurge of solar and galactic vast rays, so safeguarding life on a world from these high
energy enterprising radiations.
Numerical simulations achieved by a GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, prove that a Earth’s
captivating defense temporarily detonate due to a occurrence of captivating reconnection, permitting a reduce
appetite galactic vast ray particles to enter a atmosphere.
Earth’s captivating margin focussed these particles about 180 degree, from a day-side to a night-side of a Earth
where it was rescued as a detonate by a GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 Jun 2015.
he information was analysed and interpreted by endless make-believe over several weeks by regulating a 1280core computing
farm that was built in-house by a GRAPES-3 group of physicists and engineers during a Cosmic Ray Laboratory
in Ooty.
Solar storms can means vital intrusion to tellurian civilisation by crippling vast electrical energy grids, tellurian
positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
PTI
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Scientists have detected a crack in Earth’s magnetic
shield
impakistani.net /scientists-detected-crack-earths-magnetic-shield/
published on November 4, 2016byAuthor M Atif Bangash

11/4/2016

Earth is such a habitable place, thanks in no small part to the vast magnetic field that surrounds our planet,
shielding us from harsh solar winds and cosmic radiation.
But scientists have been investigating one of the most powerful geomagnetic storms in recent history, and
they’ve discovered that our protective barrier isn’t as secure as we thought it was. Turns out, our magnetosphere
has been cracked.
Researchers have been analysing data from the GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India, which recorded a
massive burst of galactic cosmic rays on 22 June 2015.
For 2 hours, Earth’s magnetosphere was being bombarded by these particles, which emit immensely highenergy radiation, and travel through space at nearly the speed of light.
These things are so powerful, they can easily penetrate the hull of a spacecraft, and Earth’s magnetic shield is
our first line of defence against them.
About 40 hours before the June 22 event, a giant cloud of plasma was ejected from the Sun’s corona (or outer
atmosphere), and eventually struck the magnetosphere at speeds of about 2.5 million kilometres per hour.
That’s not exactly news, because at the time, it triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that was responsible for
radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries in North and South America.
It also resulted in a supercharged aurora borealis – which is created when charged particles from outer space
reach Earth’s atmosphere.
But now researchers have finally realised the full extent of that relentless bombardment of cosmic rays.
A team from the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in India performed numerous simulations based on the
GRAPES-3 data from that day, and the results indicate that the magnetosphere had been temporarily cracked,
and that’s why things went so haywire in our radio systems.
In fact, the team says the bombardment was so relentless, it caused a severe compression of the
magnetosphere, forcing it to shrink from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.
The researchers suspect that the geomagnetic storm was powerful enough to actually ‘reconfigure’ our magnetic
shield, prising open weak spots to let radiation and cosmic rays slip through.
“This vulnerability can occur when magnetised plasma from the Sun deforms Earth’s magnetic field, stretching
its shape at the poles and diminishing its ability to deflect charged particles,” Katherine Wright explains on the
American Physical Society website.
The fact that this happened at all is a concern, say the researchers, because it suggests that our magnetic field
is changing – or rather, weakening – in certain parts.
“The occurrence of this burst also implies a 2-hour weakening of Earth’s protective magnetic shield during this
event,” the researchers report.
“[This] indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield, and may hold clues for a better understanding
of future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth, and endanger the lives of
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the astronauts in space.”
So the good news is our magnetosphere was only temporarily cracked, but the bad news is that it can be
cracked at all.
There’s not a whole lot we can do about that, but the researchers hope that by continuing to search for these
cracks as they happen – and in past events – we’ll be better prepared to deal with the next time those cosmic
rays burst through and wreak havoc.
The research has been published in Physical Review Letters.
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Hole found in Earth’s magnetic field – humanity at risk of
cosmic radiation
marygreeley.co m /

11/02/2017
A HUGE hole has been detected in the Earth’s magnetic shield, leaving millions of human beings vulnerable
to deadly cosmic radiation, scientists have warned.

Analyzing data from the GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India, experts have concluded that the
magnetosphere has come under such heavy bombardment in recent years that it weakening.
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On June 22, 2015, there was a massive burst of galactic cosmic rays which traumatized the Earth’s magnetic
shield for two hours.
Roughly 40 hours before the Earth was bombarded by cosmic rays, the sun ejected a giant cloud of plasma.
This caused high energy radiation to strike the Earth’s magnetosphere at 2.5 million kilometres per hour.

The storm wreaked havoc on technology, with radio signal blackouts reported in North and South America.
However, it is not until now that scientists have been able to understand the full extent of the damage caused
by the storm.
Experts from the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in India ran several simulations based on the data
from the telescope. They found that the magnetosphere had been cracked, on the day. We had a hole in the
earth shield!
Worryingly, the bombardment was so intense the magnetosphere was forced to shrink from 11 to four times
the Earth’s radius.
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While small amounts of radiation would have little effect on life on Earth, prolonged exposure to higher
amounts of radiation can lead to cancer.
The team say in their research published in Physical Review Letters that the storm was so powerful that it
managed to “reconfigure” the magnetic shield and opening small cracks in Earth’s first line of defense.
This has dangerous implications for the future, the team says.
They write: “The occurrence of this burst also implies a two-hour weakening of Earth’s protective magnetic
shield during this event.
“[This] indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield, and may hold clues for a better
understanding of future super-storms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth, and
endanger the lives of the astronauts in space.”
Mary Greeley News
www.marygreeley.com

Credit http://www.express.co.uk/news/science/728799/Solar-storm-magnetic-shield-WEAKENING-radiation
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Earth’s magnetic shield vital for humanity cracked, Indian
researchers discover
news.mb.com.ph /2016/11/05/earths-magnetic-shield-vital-for-humanity-cracked-indian-researchers-discover/
1642
Published November 5, 2016, 12:54 PM
By Philippines News Agency
MOSCOW — Earth’s magnetosphere, an invisible and highly-charged atmospheric layer that protects life on the
planet from external radiation, was briefly cracked, Indian scientists have revealed, after analyzing a powerful
geomagnetic storm from last year that was caused by the Sun.

Earth’s Magnetic Shield | Sputnik News | Manila Bulletin

The blast was registered in June 2015 after a huge cloud of plasma released from the Sun struck the Earth at a
speed of some 2.5 million kph.
The report in Physical Review Letters states that the impact of the solar storm caused the Earth’s magnetic shield
to compress, leading to massive geomagnetic atmospheric anomalies. Storm effects included aurora borealis and
radio signal interruptions across several continents.
At the time, India’s GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the world’s most sensitive cosmic-ray monitoring system,
recorded a powerful blast of solar energy that lasted for more than two hours.
Having analyzed the data, a GRAPES-3 team of researchers from India and Japan performed simulations that
pointed to the possibility that the planet’s magnetic shield opened for a brief period of time, allowing cosmic ray
particles to enter the Earth’s atmosphere.
“It indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield, and may hold clues for a better understanding of
future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth, and endanger the lives of the
astronauts in space,” the report says.
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The magnetosphere, the Earth’s energetic protecting shield, prevents the highly-dangerous radiation of the Sun
from destroying life on the planet. However, powerful geomagnetic storms can deform the magnetosphere,
allowing energetic particles to reach the surface.
Tags: atmospheric anomaly, discovery, Earth, Earth’s magnetic shield vital for humanity cracked Indian
researchers discover, magnetic shield, magnetosphere, Manila Bulletin
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Solar storm cracked Earth’s magnetic shield, says Indian
scientists
conceptnewscentral.com /index.php/2016/11/06/solar-storm-cracked-earths-magnetic-shield-says-indianscientists/
Concept Central

11/6/2016

The Earth’s energetic protecting shield right), prevents the highly-dangerous radiation of the Sun
from destroying life on the planet. (NASA Photo)
MOSCOW, Nov. 5 (PNA/Sputnik) — Earth’s magnetosphere, an invisible and highly-charged atmospheric layer
that protects life on the planet from external radiation, was briefly cracked, Indian scientists have revealed, after
analyzing a powerful geomagnetic storm from last year that was caused by the Sun.
The blast was registered in June 2015 after a huge cloud of plasma released from the Sun struck the Earth at a
speed of some 2.5 million kph.
The report in Physical Review Letters states that the impact of the solar storm caused the Earth’s magnetic
shield to compress, leading to massive geomagnetic atmospheric anomalies. Storm effects included aurora
borealis and radio signal interruptions across several continents.
At the time, India’s GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the world’s most sensitive cosmic-ray monitoring system,
recorded a powerful blast of solar energy that lasted for more than two hours.
Having analyzed the data, a GRAPES-3 team of researchers from India and Japan performed simulations that
pointed to the possibility that the planet’s magnetic shield opened for a brief period of time, allowing cosmic ray
particles to enter the Earth’s atmosphere.
“It indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield, and may hold clues for a better understanding of
future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth, and endanger the lives of the
astronauts in space,” the report says.
The magnetosphere, the Earth’s energetic protecting shield, prevents the highly-dangerous radiation of the Sun
from destroying life on the planet. However, powerful geomagnetic storms can deform the magnetosphere,
allowing energetic particles to reach the surface. (PNA/Sputnik)
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http://en.opaa.pl/news/155/89/crack-discovered-in-earths-magnetic-shield.html

Crack discovered in Earth's magnetic shield - EN.OPaa.pl - News and
breaking news today for U.S., world, weather, entertainment, politics and
health
Monday, 24 April 2017

en.opaa.pl

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June
2015 lasting for two hours. The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona,
and moving with a speed of about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a severe
compression of Earth's magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe
geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis, and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude
countries.
Comments
�
Copyright © 2008 - 2017 EN.OPaa.pl - News and breaking news today for U.S., world, weather, entertainment, politics and health - all rights
reserved
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GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth's magnetic shield | Astronomy and Space |
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Scientists have just detected a crack in Earth’s magnetic
shield
fullact.com /scientists-have-just-detected-a-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/
fullact

11/4/2016

Experts have recently found that Earth’s magnetic shield cracked open due to a super-strong
geomagnetic storm that managed to reconfigure our planet’s magnetic shield. Our planet’s
magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, and acts as the ‘first line of defense’,
protecting us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays.
The magnetosphere is a large area that encompasses our planet. Its presence alone protects the planet from
charged particles of the solar wind and deflects them around Earth.
This enormous protective natural layer around our planet extends thousands of miles into space and its
magnetism is so important and influential that it affects technology, life forms on the planet and weather patterns
as well.
Scientists used the telescope and cosmic ray detector GRAPES-3 and published the analysis of a solar storm
that occurred in June of 2015, leaving us without a magnetic shield for TWO hours.
The giant cloud of plasma -which originated in the Sun’s corona- ejected in June 2015 and eventually crashed
into our planet magnetosphere at a speed of about 2.5 million kilometers per hour. The damage caused by
the collision was of epic proportions.
As this occurred, it caused massive radio-signal blackouts in many high-latitude countries in North and south
America. This supermassive storm also caused supercharged aurora borealis.
But over a year after the solar storm struck our magnetosphere, experts have been able to realize the extent of
damage caused by the bombardment of solar rays.
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According to experts from the Tata Institute of fundamental Research in India, after performing simulations
based on data gathered by the GRAPES-3 satellite from that day, the magnetosphere of Earth cracked open,
meaning that after all its not as secure as we thought it was.
Scientists concluded that the geomagnetic storm was so great that it actually managed to RECONFIGURE
our magnetic shield.
“This vulnerability can occur when magnetized plasma from the Sun deforms Earth’s magnetic field, stretching
its shape at the poles and diminishing its ability to deflect charged particles,” Katherine Wright explains on the
American Physical Society website. The research has been published in Physical Review Letters.
This is something we need to worry about. Experts say that the fact that this occurred means that our magnetic
field is changing and even weakening in certain parts.
“The occurrence of this burst also implies a 2-hour weakening of Earth’s protective magnetic shield during this
event,” the researchers report.
“[This] indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield, and may hold clues for a better understanding
of future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth, and endanger the lives of
the astronauts in space.”
In previous articles we reported about how our planet’s magnetic field is collapsing and our planet’s poles are
flipping. This could result in catastrophic events on our planet.
Scientists warn that in the last two centuries the magnetic field has weakened, suggesting that it could be a telltale sign that Earth’s poles are about the flip. While experts believe a flip is overdue, they still cannot tell when it
might occur. According to researchers, the Earth’s magnetic field is in constant movement and every 2-3
hundred thousand years or so the polarity of our planet flips.
The post Scientists have just detected a crack in Earth’s magnetic shield appeared first on EWAO.
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A magnetosphere is that area of space, around a planet, that is controlled by the
planet's magnetic field. The shape
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Scientists saw a “crack” magnetic shield of the Earth
sevendaynews.com/2016/11/03/scientists-saw-a-crack-magnetic-shield-of-the-earth/

trump

November 3, 2016

MOSCOW, 3 Dec – RIA Novosti . Indian physicists saw as the magnetic shield of Earth that protects us from
solar flares and cosmic rays, occasionally “crack” and skips through cosmic rays in cases when it cut emissions
of the Sun, according to a paper published in the journal Physical Review Letters.
The earth, unlike Venus and other planets in the Solar system, has its own magnetic field, which is generated by
the movement of the liquid streams of metal in its core. This magnetic field plays the role of a “shield”, which
reflects cosmic rays, charged particles of high energies, and protects the Earth from solar wind and coronal
mass ejections on the Sun.
Traces of its existence are the so-called van Allen belts — two regions at altitudes of about 6 thousand and 60
thousand kilometers from the Earth’s surface, where there are a large number of protons and electrons of high
energies, “caught” the Earth’s magnetic field and moving in a kind of a magnetic trap. Their interaction with the
atmosphere produces beautiful polar lights, and, in times of solar flares, caused radio interference and other
technical problems.
The Indian telescope of the GRAPES-3 revealed an unusual “gaps” in these protective zones, observing the
effects of solar flares at the end of June 2015. On this day the Sun in the sun, an outbreak of class M2, which
was shining threw to the Ground in a giant cloud of hot plasma, which collided with the planet magnetosphere at
about 4 p.m. Moscow time and caused her to shrink almost three times.
This process, as shown by the observations of Indian scientists, was accompanied by a sharp increase in the
number of muons of high energy charged particles, heavy “cousins” of electrons that occur in the atmosphere by
collisions of cosmic rays with air molecules. Increased concentration of muons, the researchers note, was
observed for two hours that caused them to explore what caused this process.
As noted by the authors, a similar outbreak in the rate of “bombardment” of the Earth by cosmic rays were
unusual for the reason that at that time in India it was midnight, and the point where the GRAPES-3 were located
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actually on the opposite side of the zone of a planet’s magnetosphere, where he hit the ejection from the Sun.
Using the data collected with this telescope, scientists have built a computer model of the magnetic shield of the
Earth and tried to understand for example what could cause such a sharp flash in the intensity of cosmic rays.
Their calculations showed that this is likely not to blame some outer factors, such as the explosions of
supernovae or gamma-ray burst, and the Earth itself.
Scientists believe that the collision of coronal mass ejections with magnetosphere has led to the fact that it is,
figuratively speaking, “hold” – in it there was a kind of hole in the collisions of magnetic field lines with each
other, their reconnection and explosive energy release.
These holes were closed immediately, and thus cosmic rays could actually freely bombard the Earth in the
regions over such a “crack” for two hours, and the very magnetic field “helped” particles to fall on the night side
of the planet, tightening their trajectory in a special way.
This fact, as according to Indian researchers, should be considered when building and sending satellites into
orbit, as the discovery of such “cracks” on them can bring the probe out of action or deprived of its connection
with the Earth. In addition, such phenomena can be dangerous for the ISS crew. Therefore, the authors
recommend to conduct a series of experiments with the AMS instrument aboard the station to evaluate the
potential hazard to astronauts and cosmonauts.
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Earth’s Magnetic Shield Vital for Humanity Cracked, Indian
Researchers Discover
sputniknews.com/art_living/201611051047089607-earth-magnetic-shield-cracked/

11/5/2016
Life
03:22 05.11.2016(updated 03:24 05.11.2016) Get short URL
3678292
The blast was registered in June 2015 after a huge cloud of plasma released from the Sun struck the Earth at a
speed of some 2.5 million kph.
The report in Physical Review Letters states that the impact of the solar storm caused the Earth’s magnetic
shield to compress, leading to massive geomagnetic atmospheric anomalies. Storm effects included aurora
borealis and radio signal interruptions across several continents.
At the time, India’s GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the world’s most sensitive cosmic-ray monitoring system,
recorded a powerful blast of solar energy that lasted for over two hours.
Mark Gee. National Maritime Museum
NASA Scientists Unravel Mystery of Moon's Surface
Swirls
Having analyzed the data, a GRAPES-3 team
of researchers from India and Japan performed
simulations that pointed to the possibility that the
planet’s magnetic shield opened for a brief period
of time, allowing cosmic ray particles to enter the
Earth’s atmosphere.
"It indicates a transient weakening of Earth's magnetic
shield, and may hold clues for a better understanding of future superstorms that could cripple modern
technological infrastructure on Earth, and endanger the lives of the astronauts in space," the report says.
The magnetosphere, the Earth’s energetic protecting shield, prevents the highly-dangerous radiation of the Sun
from destroying life on the planet. However, powerful geomagnetic storms can deform the magnetosphere,
allowing energetic particles to reach the surface.
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Scientists Have Betected a Crack in Earth's Magnetic
Shield
sci-techuniverse.com /2016/11/scientists-have-betected-crack-in.html
Earth is such a habitable place, thanks in no small part to the vast magnetic field that surrounds our planet,
shielding us from harsh solar winds and cosmic radiation.
But scientists have been investigating one of the most powerful geomagnetic storms in recent history, and
they’ve discovered that our protective barrier isn’t as secure as we thought it was. Turns out, our magnetosphere
has been cracked.

Researchers have been analysing data from the GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India, which recorded a
massive burst of galactic cosmic rays on 22 June 2015. For 2 hours, Earth’s magnetosphere was being
bombarded by these particles, which emit immensely high-energy radiation, and travel through space at nearly
the speed of light.
These things are so powerful, they can easily penetrate the hull of a spacecraft , and Earth’s magnetic shield is
our first line of defence against them. About 40 hours before the June 22 event, a giant cloud of plasma was
ejected from the Sun's corona (or outer atmosphere), and eventually struck the magnetosphere at speeds of
about 2.5 million kilometres per hour.
That’s not exactly news, because at the time, it triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that was responsible
for radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries in North and South America. It also resulted in a
supercharged aurora borealis - which is created when charged particles from outer space reach Earth’s
atmosphere.
But now researchers have finally realised the full extent of that relentless bombardment of cosmic rays. A team
from the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in India performed numerous simulations based on the
GRAPES-3 data from that day, and the results indicate that the magnetosphere had been temporarily cracked,
and that’s why things went so haywire in our radio systems.
In fact, the team says the bombardment was so relentless, it caused a severe compression of the
magnetosphere, forcing it to shrink from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. The researchers suspect that the
geomagnetic storm was powerful enough to actually 'reconfigure' our magnetic shield, prising open weak spots
to let radiation and cosmic rays slip through.
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"This vulnerability can occur when magnetised plasma from the Sun deforms Earth’s magnetic
field, stretching its shape at the poles and diminishing its ability to deflect charged particles,"
Katherine Wright explains on the American Physical Society website.

The fact that this happened at all is a concern, say the researchers, because it suggests that our magnetic field
is changing - or rather, weakening - in certain parts.

"The occurrence of this burst also implies a 2-hour weakening of Earth’s protective magnetic
shield during this event, this indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield, and may
hold clues for a better understanding of future superstorms that could cripple modern
technological infrastructure on Earth, and endanger the lives of the astronauts in space." the
researchers report.

So the good news is our magnetosphere was only temporarily cracked, but the bad news is that it can be
cracked at all. There's not a whole lot we can do about that, but the researchers hope that by continuing to
search for these cracks as they happen - and in past events - we'll be better prepared to deal with the next time
those cosmic rays burst through and wreak havoc.
The research has been published in Physical Review Letters.
This post was written by Usman Abrar. To contact the writer write to iamusamn93@gmail.com. Follow on
Facebook
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Indian scientists detect crack in Earth's magnetic shield
newsdog.today /a/article/581b11be1290713159c086d7/

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed
causing massive compression of the Earth's magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in
Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year lasting for two hours.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of
about 2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth's magnetosphere
from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.
It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high
latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this week.
Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of defence,
shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from
these high intensity energetic radiations.
Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that the
Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower
energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.
Earth's magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth
where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015.
The data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core
computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray
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Laboratory in Ooty.
Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by crippling large electrical power grids, global
positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
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Is Earth's Protective Shield Cracking?
trgopro.si /index.php/sl/
Is Earth's protective shield cracking? The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, at TIFR's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in
Ooty, in India, recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015, lasting for two hours.
Where Did My Supermarket Go? Corner markets and grocery stores are closing across the city, changing the
tenor of a neighborhood and forcing some to rethink their daily routines. Pro-Trump Militia members in Georgia
in hand-to-hand combat training. As the most divisive presidential election in recent memory nears its
conclusion, some armed militia groups are preparing for the possibility of a stolen election on November 8.
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Schroders notched up net inflows of 2billion in the third
frizerskistudio.si /blog/Schroders-notched-up-net-inflows-of-2billion-in-the-third
Beholder edged previously unbeaten favorite Songbird in a scintillating stretch duel to finish her career with a
victory in the $2 million Breeders' Cup buy zineryt high Dist... Brown announced his international return last
week. Strachan has cheap omeprazole for sale online no reservations in bringing the 31-year-old back into his
squad as Scotland look to boost their 2018 World Cup qualification bid. NEW YORK (AP) Jon Bon Jovi has been
waiting for a cue from Mick Jagger to know when it's time hang up his microphone. At least I know where the end
zone i... This is a great finger food dish if youre feeding a cheap lmx-4 canadian pharmacy crowd Ive spiced it up
with chilli and spring onions. The Liberty X star, 37, took part in a daring charity fundraiser on Friday night,
walking barefoot on hot coals in a bid to raise money for Haven House Children's Hospice. A look at whats next
in cutting greenhouse gases, from the search for new ideas to the growth of solar in the Middle East, and what to
expect at the climate summit in Morocco. White House spokesman Josh Earnest says residents in the path of
Hurricane Matthew should heed the warning to evacuate and take shelter. Rough Cut (no reporter narration).
For the holiday, selecting the wines is the easiest task of all. All bottles are good, though some are better. The
lineup for the 2017 edition of Performance Space 122s annual event includes virtual reality, multimedia theater
and robot-aided dance. A recording cheap venlafaxine sale studio in Virginia offers musicians battling cancer a
chance to leave behind a musical legacy for their friends and family. Rough Cut (no reporter narration). Goran
Ivanisevic talks about his "mysterious" Wimbledon victory in 2001. CNN's Pat Cash reports. Arsene Wenger has
a potential selection crisis ahead of the north London derby, with five players facing fitness tests ahead of the
clash with Tottenham. The candidate has a history of insulting or unwelcome conduct that goes back several
decades, The New York Times has found. Washington DC's royalty gather for the 30th annual high heels drag
queens race in Dupont Circle. Julie Noce reports. RIATH AL-SAMARRAI IN BELEK Andy order online forum
Sullivan has argued against controversial calls from Rory McIlroy and Lee Westwood who believe there should
be a Ryder Cup selection overhaul. Cory Richards, a 35-year-old Montana-based National Geographic
photographer, speaks to MailOnline about his brave expeditions to Mount Everest and Pakistan's Gashermbrum
II. The former TOWIE star, 29, has lost two stone after overhauling her health and fitness over the last year and
now stripped down for her sexiest shoot yet. Osama Hussain, 28, knifed his 32-year-old victim three times in the
arm and back, narrowly missing his spine, in a shocking attack in Birmingham in July this year. Hillary Clinton
campaigned in North Carolina Thursday night, and charged that Donald Trump's divisive rhetoric was causing
voters to suffer stomach problems and headaches. I have tried - without success - to teach our son to budget
and live within his means. He is 19, works full-time on a zero-hours contract and lives at home - and I'm worried
about him getting into debt. In a dramatic footage of the attempted attack in Russia, the man, identified only as
Kostya, was seen breaking a bottle and threatening the woman before dragging her around the store. As Iraqi
forces push deeper into Mosul, a bittersweet moment as some people reunite anyone order truvada online with
family members fleeing the violence. Deborah Lutterbeck reports. Entered into a credit agreement with Export
Development Canada for a five year, US$9 million term loan Researchers from the EpidStat Institute, US, also
found that eating up to one egg each day had no association with coronary heart disease - a leading killer. A toy
robot that can play soccer, dance, and generic endometrin order shopping usa walk, and is programmable by
young children, has earned inventor Alexander Enoch a prestigious Royal Academy of Engineering award. Jim
Drury reports. As it seeks a capital structure appropriate for business in current operating environment it
continues to discuss a range of options with a number of key stakeholders. The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, at
TIFR's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty, in India, recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22
June 2015, lasting for two hours. Going far beyond hummus and grilled meats, chefs in Israel are showcasing
modern Arabic cooking (kubbe made with grouper, crxE8;me brxFB;le with tahini). Naiyyar Mehdi Zaidi was
killed when two gunmen opened fire at a Shia Muslim gathering in Pakistan. His daughter-in-law told how
another relative was shot and laid low to avoid being killed. Nov 4 - Berkshire Hathaway Inc on Friday said thirdquarter profit dropped diltiazem-ointment buy now shop 24 percent from a year earlier, when it recorded a large
one-time gain, but acquisitions helped boost operating profit at the conglomerate run by billionaire Warren
Buffett. The international study, led by researchers from the Norwegian University of Science and Technology,
showed that both sexes feel strong negative emotions after sex. TOKYO - Spending a night between
destinations in a stopover city and need a place to stay? Online boutique hotel experts Mr Mrs Smith
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(www.mrandmrssmith.com) have come up with 10 hotels for a memorable stopover. Reuters has not endorsed
this list. The pop star provides a model for dealing with the pressure of oversharing. The disturbing footage, shot
on a commuter's mobile phone, shows the woman's expletive-ridden rant at a man on a train in Brisbane. The
Pixel, which uses Android software and Assistant, an A.I. virtual assistant, is, relatively speaking, mediocre, but
fans of Android wont regret buying one. Angelique Kerber returns home after winning the 2016 Australian Open,
where she became Germany's first grand slam champion since Steffi Graf in 1999. A man from Queens, New
York who sucker-punched a man in a senseless attack that left him dead at the side of the road, boasted about
the beating on social media just hours after the assault. The biggest names in the game have turned to legend
coaches in 2014 to advance their games. Christina Macfarlane reports. Michael Schumacher has shown some
'encouraging signs' in his recovery from the serious head injuries suffered in a skiing accident in 2013, former
Ferrari technical supremo Ross Brawn said. Polish model Krupa posed up a storm at the event in an off-theshoulder mini dress alongside the nonprofit FIDF co-chair Haim Saban at the Beverly Hilton Hotel. Gina Miller,
51, lives in London with her financier husband Alan, nicknamed 'Mr Hedge Fund' because he made 30 million
after starting one of the City's first in 1997. Though the brains of men and women are more alike than different,
there are small differences that may explain men's behavior. What looks like an innocent drawing could be
disguising a very dirty target brand generic donepezil secret. An image that could appear as two things as once one of them rather naughty - has been sweeping the web. Maisy Goulden, 12, was collecting tadpoles with a
group of friends in probenecid order online payment australia the River Darwen in Blackburn, Lancashire, but
ended up trapped in the water after the horrifying incident. Todd Kohlhepp, 45, made his first court appearance
in South Carolina after being arrested on suspicion of kidnapping. Rough Cut (no reporter narration). The 27year-old star looked effortlessly cool as ever where to buy uk when she touched down at LAX on Friday, sporting
a relaxing ensemble for her flight.
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GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth's magnetic shield
phys.org /news/2016-11-grapes-earth-magnetic-shield.html

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor recorded a
burst of galactic cosmic rays that indicated a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield Credit: TIFR
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor recorded a burst of galactic
cosmic rays that indicated a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield. The burst occurred when a giant cloud of
plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed causing massive compression of the
Earth's magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at TIFR's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty recorded a burst of galactic
cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015 lasting for two hours.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of
about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth's magnetosphere
from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis,
and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.
Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, which acts as the first line of defence,
shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from
these high intensity energetic radiations. Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 collaboration on
this event indicate that the Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic
reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere. Earth's magnetic
field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth where it was
detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015. The data was
analyzed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core computing
farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory
in Ooty.
This work has recently been published in Physical Review Letters
Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power grids, global
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positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor operating on Earth is playing
a very significant role in the study of such events. This recent finding has generated widespread excitement in
the international scientific community, as well as electronic and print media.
Explore further: The magnetosphere has a large intake of solar wind energy
More information: P. K. Mohanty et al, Transient Weakening of Earth's Magnetic Shield Probed by a Cosmic
Ray Burst, Physical Review Letters (2016). DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.117.171101
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Synopsis: A Crack in Earth’s Protective Shield
mybroadband.co.za/vb/showthread.php/849778-Synopsis-A-Crack-in-Earth%E2%80%99s-Protective-Shield%20South%20Afri

1. 21-10-2016 12:27 PM #1

In the early hours of June 21, 2015, a giant cloud of magnetised plasma was ejected
from the Sun in a solar flare. Forty hours later, those particles slammed into Earth’s
magnetosphere, triggering a severe geomagnetic storm that knocked out radio signals in
North and South America. New observational data from the GRAPES-3 cosmic-ray
telescope in India show that an unusually high flux of cosmic rays breached the
magnetosphere during this storm, resulting in a 2-hour-long cosmic-ray shower on Earth.
Simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 collaboration, which includes researchers from
India and Japan, suggest that the burst of cosmic rays was allowed to enter because the
geomagnetic storm temporarily weakened Earth’s polar magnetic field.
Earth’s magnetic field deflects most cosmic rays, protecting living things from harmful
radiation. But large geomagnetic storms can reconfigure this protective shield, opening
up weak spots that let radiation and cosmic rays slip through. This vulnerability can
occur when magnetised plasma from the Sun deforms Earth’s magnetic field, stretching
its shape at the poles and diminishing its ability to deflect charged particles. Numerical
simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers suggest that this is exactly what
happened following the June 21 solar flare, allowing the cosmic-ray breach that their
telescope detected.
Sorce

“Only in our dreams are we free. The rest of the time we need wages.”
― Terry Pratchett, Wyrd Sisters
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Hole found in Earth’s magnetic field – humanity at risk of
cosmic radiation
endtimenews.tv/2017/02/15/hole-found-in-earths-magnetic-field-humanity-at-risk-of-cosmic-radiation/

2/15/2017
February 15, 2017

A Huge hole has been detected in the Earth’s magnetic shield, leaving millions of human beings vulnerable to
deadly cosmic radiation, scientists have warned. From analysing data from the GRAPES-3 muon telescope in
Ooty, India, experts have concluded that the magnetosphere has come under such heavy bombardment in
recent years that it weakening. On June 22, 2015, there was a massive burst of galactic cosmic rays which
traumatised the Earth’s magnetic shield for two hours. Roughly 40 hours before the Earth was bombarded by
cosmic rays, the sun ejected a giant cloud of plasma which caused high energy radiation to strike the Earth’s
magnetosphere at 2.5 million kilometres per hour. FULL STORY
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A Recent Geomagnetic Storm Cracked Earth’s Magnetic Shield
And Endangered Life By Exposing Atmosphere To Deadly
Cosmic Radiation

monteozlive.com/2016/11/a-recent-geomagnetic-storm-cracked-earths-magnetic-shield-and-endangered-life-by-exposing-atmosphere-

Monte OZ

11/5/2016

A recent powerful geomagnetic storm cracked and shrunk the Earth’s magnetic field, leaving human populations
vulnerable and exposed to deadly cosmic radiations, scientists have revealed in a new study.
The recent transient cracking and weakening of the Earth’s magnetosphere was discovered in a new analysis of
data from the GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India.
According to research scientists, the weakening and cracking of the magnetosphere was caused by heavy
bombardment of the Earth’s magnetic field by high-energy cosmic rays following a massive coronal mass
ejection (CME) from the Sun.
The Sun released a massive cloud of plasma associated with a surge of high-energy radiation that hit the
magnetosphere at 2.5 million kilometers per hour, causing a dramatic compression of the Earth’s magnetic shield
from about 11 to four times the radius of Earth.
The impact triggered a violent geomagnetic storm that generated a supercharged aurora borealis and
widespread radio signal blackouts in North and South America.
The Earth’s magnetic shield cracked temporarily, exposing the Earth’s atmosphere to deadly cosmic radiation.
The GRAPE-3 muon telescope at the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research (TIFR) in Ooty, India, recorded the
burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV associated with the coronal mass ejection (CME) from the Sun on
June 22, 2015, according to Phys.org.
The storm was so powerful that it caused widespread radio signal blackouts in high latitude countries and North
and South America. The Earth’s magnetosphere reeled under the force of the assault and multiple cracks
appeared in the magnetic shield.
Scientists were able to obtain a precise estimation of the full extent of the weakening and damage to the
magnetosphere caused by the heavy cosmic ray bombardment after a recent analysis of data collected using the
GRAPE-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India.
The GRAPE-3 muon telescope is the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, according to Phys.org.
Analysis of data obtained from the telescope showed that the burst of cosmic rays disrupted the Earth’s magnetic
shield.
The analysis, conducted by experts at the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research (TIFR), involved using data
collected from the telescope to run multiple simulations of the impact of the cosmic ray bombardments on the
magnetosphere.
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An artist’s depiction of the Earth’s magnetosphere [Image by Marc Ward/Shutterstock]
The simulations revealed that the radiation caused multiple small cracks in the magnetosphere that exposed the
Earth to potentially harmful radiation. Scientists were also worried to discover that the intense bombardment
caused the magnetosphere to shrink from 11 times to four times the Earth’s radius.
But the magnetosphere recovered from the damage and weakening after the bombardment subsided, the
scientists said.
According to the researchers in a paper published in the Physical Review Letters, data analysis and simulations
showed that sufficiently intense cosmic ray bombardment of the magnetosphere could “reconfigure” and disrupt
the Earth’s magnetic shield.
The scientists noted that the results of their study has far-reaching implications because the Earth’s
magnetosphere is very vital to life on Earth as it shields the atmosphere from deadly cosmic rays.
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An artist’s depiction of the Earth’s magnetosphere deflecting solar wind and radiation [Image by
Koya979/Shutterstock]
The study reveals that the Earth’s magnetosphere is more vulnerable than previously thought, the researchers
said.
“The occurrence of this burst also implies a two-hour weakening of Earth’s protective magnetic shield during this
event,” the study said. “It indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield.”
Powerful solar storms can cause widespread disruption of modern civilization by tripping electrical power grids,
global positioning systems and satellite communications.
Scientists fear that sustained intense bombardment of the magnetosphere could damage it permanently and
expose Earth to powerful high-energy radiation that could strip Earth of its protective atmosphere and end life on
Earth.
Although there is nothing that modern science and technology can do to help in the event of such catastrophe,
scientists said the results of the new study and the knowledge obtained could “hold clues for a better
understanding of future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth, and
endanger the lives of the astronauts in space.”
Astronauts on deep space missions outside the Earth’s protective magnetosphere — such as during a trip to
Mars — are particularly vulnerable to the effect of high-energy cosmic radiation.
[Featured Image by Aaron Rutten/Shutterstock]
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Crack discovered in Earth's magnetic shield
67-20-98-232.unifiedlayer.com/science-and-technology/94-space/1083-crack-discovered-in-earth-smagnetic-shield
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at TIFR's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty recorded a burst of
galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015 lasting for two hours.

11/14/2016

0 Comments
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at TIFR's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty recorded a burst of galactic
cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015 lasting for two hours.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of
about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth's magnetosphere
from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis,
and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.
Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, which acts as the first line of defence,
shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from
these high intensity energetic radiations. Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 collaboration on
this event indicate that the Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic
reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere. Earth's magnetic
field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth where it was
detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015. The data was
analyzed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core computing
farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory
in Ooty.
This work has recently been published in Physical Review Letters.
Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power grids, global
positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor operating on Earth is playing
a very significant role in the study of such events. This recent finding has generated widespread excitement in
the international scientific community, as well as electronic and print media.
Story Source: via Science Daily
Materials provided by Tata Institute of Fundamental Research. Note: Content may be edited for style and length.
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Scientists record breach in magnetic field
ceylontoday.lk /print20170101CT20170331.php
BBC: Scientists have recorded the events that unfolded after the Earth's magnetic shield was breached.
Openings in the planet's magnetic field are not uncommon, but it is rarer to get the opportunity to gather data
while such an event is in progress.
A cosmic ray monitoring facility recorded a burst of cosmic rays associated with the opening. The magnetic field
breach was the result of charged particles from the Sun striking the Earth at high speed.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory (CRL) in Ooty, Southern India, recorded
a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 gigaelectronvolts (GeV) on 22 June 2015.
"In this case the magnetic field was breached for only two hours and then returned back to normal. The magnetic
field strength reduced only by 2%," Dr. Sunil Gupta, lead scientist at the CRL told the BBC.
Earth's magnetic shield, or magnetosphere, extends over a radius of a million kilometres. It protects the planet's
biosphere from the continuous flow of solar and other cosmic radiation.
The Sun periodically ejects vast clouds of charged particles into space in events known as coronal mass
ejections (CMEs). Each one can contain a billion tonnes of charged gas, or plasma.
The giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona in 2015 caused massive compression of the Earth's
magnetosphere and triggered a severe geomagnetic storm. In turn, this generated aurora borealis (northern
lights), and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.
Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 team on this event indicate that the Earth's magnetic shield
temporarily opened up in response to the incoming solar plasma, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray
particles to enter our atmosphere.
Dr Gupta said that the CRL's measurements of the two-hour breach "gives us much more comprehensive
information over a much larger region of space than the satellite based instruments".
The GRAPES-3 Muon telescope's combination of a large area and directional measurement enabled the
accidental observations.
"We have been aware of impacts on the Earth from solar activity for a long time through the discovery of CMEs,
but the Indian study adds a new element to this endeavour, with detailed analysis of a major particle event
during the arrival of a particular cloud," Dr Richard Harrison, head of space physics and chief scientist at the
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory in Oxfordshire, UK, told BBC News.
A major event could occur any time with potentially significant impacts on human infrastructure. As such, there
are ongoing efforts to improve the prediction of this so-called space weather.
"They can short circuit power supplies such as high voltage transformers which provide power to our cities,
disrupt communication satellites and therefore will affect, for example, internet, mobile phones and just about
anything that uses electricity," said Dr Harrison.
In addition, he said, a major solar storm could also threaten humans in space, with the potential for damage to or
the loss of spacecraft - although such events are expected to be rare.
Scientists at CRL hope that the vast amount of data now available would enable them to better predict such
events and take preventative measures. But the real challenge is to devise appropriate electronic hardware that
can issue a reliable alert, Dr Gupta said.
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The findings have been published in the journal Physical Review Letters.
AddThis Sharing Buttons
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Crack discovered in Earth's magnetic shield
rymdnyheter.se/index.php/show/news/5359/Astronomi/Uppt%C3%A4ckter/november-03-2016/Crack-discovered-in-Earths-mag

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at TIFR's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty recorded a burst of galactic
cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015 lasting for two hours.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of
about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth's
magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated
aurora borealis, and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.
Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, which acts as the first line of defence,
shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from
these high intensity energetic radiations. Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 collaboration on
this event indicate that the Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic
reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere. Earth's
magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth where it
was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015. The data was
analyzed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core computing
farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray
Laboratory in Ooty.
This work has recently been published in Physical Review Letters.
Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power grids, global
positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor operating on Earth is
playing a very significant role in the study of such events. This recent finding has generated widespread
excitement in the international scientific community, as well as electronic and print media.
Story Source: Materials provided by Tata Institute of Fundamental Research. Note: Content may be edited
for style and length.
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Crack discovered in Earth's magnetic shield
stepsintospace.blogspot.in /2016/11/crack-discovered-in-earths-magnetic.html
more »
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015
lasting for two hours. The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and
moving with a speed of about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of
Earth's magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that
generated aurora borealis, and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.
via Science Daily
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Study: Solar Flare Caused A ‘’ In Protective Field Around
Earth-阿摩線上測驗
yamol.tw/rlandmark-6-207429221.htm

A new study led by a team out of India has found that Earth’s protective magnetic field cracked after an
intense geomagnetic storm observed by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope on...............
看詳細全文｜檢舉此篇文章
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GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth’s magnetic shield
healthmedicinet.com /news/grapes-3-indicates-a-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at TIFR’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty recorded a burst of galactic
cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015 lasting for two hours.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of
about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere
from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis,
and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.
Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, which acts as the first line of defence,
shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from
these high intensity energetic radiations. Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 collaboration on
this event indicate that the Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic
reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere. Earth’s magnetic
field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth where it was
detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015. The data was
analyzed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core computing
farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory
in Ooty.
This work has recently been published in Physical Review Letters
Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power grids, global
positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor operating on Earth is playing
a very significant role in the study of such events. This recent finding has generated widespread excitement in
the international scientific community, as well as electronic and print media.
Links to articles
Research paper: P. K. Mohanty et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 117, 171101 (2016),
APS Physics highlight: http://physics.aps.org/synopsis-for/10.1103/PhysRevLett.117.171101
http://physicsworld.com/cws/article/news/2016/oct/21/flash-physics-physicists-call-for-food-strategy-lhc-trio-bagprize-cosmic-rays-elude-geomagnetic-field
Article source: http://healthmedicinet.com/i/grapes-3-indicates-a-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/
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According to NASA in an article from 2003 they made
observations from NASA''s IMAGE spacecraft and the joint
NASA/European Space Agency Cluster satellites, immense
cracks sometimes develop in Earth''... Read MoreSinjin
Mitchell
konkanuae.com/home/news.asp

Indian scientists detect crack in Earth's magnetic shield

The world's largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of
galactic cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield, according to scientists.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very
high speed causing massive compression of the Earth's magnetosphere and triggering a severe
geomagnetic storm.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research's Cosmic Ray
Laboratory in Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year
lasting for two hours.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a
speed of about 2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of
Earth's magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.
It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in
many high latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters
this week.
Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of
defence, shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on
our planet from these high intensity energetic radiations.
Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty,
indicate that the Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic
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reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.
Earth's magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the
Earth where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22
June 2015.
The data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the
1280-core computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers
at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty.
Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by crippling large electrical power grids,
global positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications
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Scientists discovered Crack in Earth's magnetic shield
glbrain.com /index.php
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV. Burst was lasting for
two hours.

The burst happened when a cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona and struck our planet with a speed of
about 2.5 million kilometers per hour, causing a severe compression of Earth's magnetosphere from 11 to 4
times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis, and radio
signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.
Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, which acts as the first line of defence,
shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from
these high intensity energetic radiations. Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 collaboration on
this event indicate that the Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic
reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere. Earth's magnetic
field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth where it was
detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015. The data was
analyzed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core computing
farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory
in Ooty.
This work has recently been published in Physical Review Letters.
Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power grids, global
positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor operating on Earth is playing
a very significant role in the study of such events. This recent finding has generated widespread excitement in
the international scientific community, as well as electronic and print media.
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Crack discovered in Earth's magnetic shield
dotemirates.com /en/details/2564489
ScienceDaily 5 month
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of
about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth's magnetosphere
from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis,
and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.
Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, which acts as the first line of defence,
shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from
these high intensity energetic radiations. Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 collaboration on
this event indicate that the Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic
reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere. Earth's magnetic
field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth where it was
detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015. The data was
analyzed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core computing
farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory
in Ooty.
This work has recently been published in Physical Review Letters.
Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power grids, global
positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor operating on Earth is playing
a very significant role in the study of such events. This recent finding has generated widespread excitement in
the international scientific community, as well as electronic and print media.
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A Solar Storm Put A Crack In Earth's Magnetic Field
iflscience.com/space/solar-storm-crack-earths-magnetic-field/

By Robin Andrews
04/11/2016, 18:17
A particularly potent aurora appearing over Iceland. Pigprox/Shutterstock
Earth’s magnetic field is partly responsible for a couple of things that all humans
enjoy. Firstly, it conspires with the solar wind to create those beautiful, ephemeral
aurorae. Secondly, by preventing so much damaging radiation making it to the
surface, it stops us all dying – that, inarguably, is rather wonderful.
As a new study in Physical Review Letters has revealed, though, there was recently a “crack” in it.
Back in June 2015, the GRAPES-3 muon telescope based in India – one which is designed to pick up on highly
energetic interactions – spotted an increase in the flow of galactic cosmic rays (GCRs) permeating through our
atmosphere. This type of radiation originates from outside our Solar System, although in this case, its source
appeared to be relatively close by in our stellar neighborhood.
A detailed analysis led by researchers at the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research (TIFR) found that the
plasma cloud got through an unusual, temporary gap in Earth’s magnetic field.
This GCR invasion coincided with a coronal mass ejection moving at 2.5 million kilometers per hour (1.6 million
miles per hour), one that was so energetic that it caused the entire planet’s magnetic field to shrink from being 11
times the radius of Earth to just four times that. As reported by Wired, this triggered a geomagnetic storm that
both boosted the dramatic iridescence of the Northern Lights, but also brought down radio networks for some
time.
This storm was ranked as a G4 on the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) scale, which
means it was rated as “severe”. It is highly likely that this powerful storm caused the crack to appear.
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A powerful coronal mass ejection seen emerging from the Sun on August 31, 2012. NASA

These storms have the potential to cause trillions of dollars of damage to communications networks and
electrical grids, and even endanger the lives of astronauts onboard the International Space Station. In fact, the
team note in their study that “depending on the orbital variation of the cutoff rigidities, the astronauts on the
International Space Station would have received a high, and variable radiation dose during the burst.” This would
have included NASA astronaut Scott Kelly, who spent 340 days in low-Earth orbit.
Fortunately, the crack lasted for just a few hours, and the magnetic field returned to its original size and strength
shortly afterwards. There’s a good chance that this astrophysical injury would have occurred in Earth’s past, but
this particular phenomenon just hasn’t been detected until now. Of course, it’s almost certain that it will happen
again.
If anything, this study is a powerful reminder of how frighteningly energetic our local star actually is. There’s
pretty much nothing we can do about its violent outbursts, but a better understanding of their behavior can allow
us to prepare for future geomagnetic storms.
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Global News: Science
mancunion.com/2017/02/03/global-news-science-2/

Posted 3 February , 2017 in News , Science & Technology by Megan Harvey and Iqra Choudhry

2/3/2017

Telescope records magnetic breach of Earth
Scientists in India have managed to capture elusive data from a breach of the Earth’s magnetic field. Scientists
at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty, Southern India used a telescope called the GRAPES-3 muon telescope
to record a giant cloud of plasma from the sun breaching the Earth’s magnetic field for a couple of hours. They
found that the Earth’s shield opened up and allowed low-energy cosmic rays into our atmosphere. The
observations were made completely by chance but have given scientists insight into what happens during a
magnetic breach and prepared them to observe future breaches with the same telescope.
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Did a solar storm damage Earth’s magnetic field?
astronspace.com/2016/11/did-solar-storm-damage-earths-magnetic.html

A review of data, relating to the summer of 2015, suggests
a solar storm struck the Earth’s magnetic field. This
unprecedented event lasted a couple of hours, and it could
have shrunk the Earth’s magnetosphere.
The collected data, reported this month by astrophysicists and
highlighted by Wired, indicated that a giant cloud of fast-moving
plasma from the Sun struck the Earth’s magnetic field (or
‘magnetosphere’) shrunk from 11 times the Earth’s radius to just
four for the two hour period.
The magnetosphere is the region of space surrounding an astronomical object (in this case, our planet) where
charged particles are controlled by that object's magnetic field. To give an idea of the strength of the field, NASA
scientists have suggested the Earth's magneto tail may cause "dust storms" on the Moon. The storms are
created through the potential magnetic difference between the day side and the night side of the moon.
The review of the 2015 event suggests a solar storm of such intensity passed Earth’s magnetosphere (which
provides a natural defence against cosmic radiation). The impact of this storm was to hit technology in several
regions of the Northern hemisphere through electromagnetic pulses. A solar storm (or solar flare) is a sudden
flash of brightness observed near the Sun's surface. It involves a very broad spectrum of energy emissions.

You have been
temporarily
blocked
Pardon the inconvenience, but our
servers have detected a high number
of errors from your connection. To
continue, please verify that you are a
human:
Scientists, Laboratory Roots reports, are concerned the event has put a permanent dent in the Earth’s magnetic
field. This is concerning should further events of this magnitude occur in the future, since the magnetic field is our
main protection against solar radiation. This doesn’t mean immediate harm to life but such events could further
damage electrical equipment and there is a risk, in some areas, of increased skin cancer. And this is all
dependent upon future solar storms of a similar magnitude.
The research indicates humanity must be mindful of our magnetic field and the role it plays. However, there isn’t
much we can do to protect the planet other than continue to monitor.
The event has been described in the journal Physical Review Letters. The paper is titled “Transient Weakening
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of Earth’s Magnetic Shield Probed by a Cosmic Ray Burst.”
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The GRAPES-3 tracking muon telescope in Ooty, India measures muon intensity at high cutoff rigidities (15–24
GV) along nine independent directions covering 2.3 sr. The arrival of a coronal mass ejection on 22 June 2015
18:40 UT had triggered a severe G4-class geomagnetic storm (storm). Starting 19:00 UT, the GRAPES-3 muon
telescope recorded a 2 h high-energy ( ) burst of galactic cosmic rays (GCRs) that was strongly correlated with
a 40 nT surge in the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF). Simulations have shown that a large ( ) compression of
the IMF to 680 nT, followed by reconnection with the geomagnetic field (GMF) leading to lower cutoff rigidities
could generate this burst. Here, 680 nT represents a short-term change in GMF around Earth, averaged over 7
times its volume. The GCRs, due to lowering of cutoff rigidities, were deflected from Earth’s day side by in
longitude, offering a natural explanation of its night-time detection by the GRAPES-3. The simultaneous
occurrence of the burst in all nine directions suggests its origin close to Earth. It also indicates a transient
weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield, and may hold clues for a better understanding of future superstorms that
could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth, and endanger the lives of the astronauts in space.
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Scientists record breach in magnetic field
infinityhousemagazine.com/scientists-record-breach-magnetic-field/

By Bayzid

2/14/2017

The Earth’s magnetosphere protects the planet from a continuous flow of
cosmic radiation
Scientists have recorded the events that unfolded after the Earth’s magnetic shield was breached.
Openings in the planet’s magnetic field are not uncommon, but it is rarer to get the opportunity to gather data
while such an event is in progress.
A cosmic ray monitoring facility recorded a burst of cosmic rays associated with the opening.
The magnetic field breach was the result of charged particles from the Sun striking the Earth at high speed.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory (CRL) in Ooty, southern India, recorded
a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 gigaelectronvolts (GeV) on 22 June 2015.
The opening in the magnetic shield was detected with the GRAPES-3 muon telescope
“In this case the magnetic field was breached for only two hours and then returned back to normal. The magnetic
field strength reduced only by 2%,” Dr Sunil Gupta, lead scientist at the CRL told the BBC.
Earth’s magnetic shield, or magnetosphere, extends over a radius of a million kilometres. It protects the planet’s
biosphere from the continuous flow of solar and other cosmic radiation.
The Sun periodically ejects vast clouds of charged particles into space in events known as coronal mass
ejections (CMEs). Each one can contain a billion tonnes of charged gas, or plasma.
The giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona in 2015 caused massive compression of the Earth’s
magnetosphere and triggered a severe geomagnetic storm. In turn, this generated aurora borealis (northern
lights), and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.
The Sun periodically ejects vast clouds of charged particles into space
Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 team on this event indicate that the Earth’s magnetic shield
temporarily opened up in response to the incoming solar plasma, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray
particles to enter our atmosphere.
Dr Gupta said that the CRL’s measurements of the two-hour breach “gives us much more comprehensive
information over a much larger region of space than the satellite based instruments”.
The GRAPES-3 Muon telescope’s combination of a large area and directional measurement enabled the
accidental observations.
Auroras are one of the consequences of geomagnetic storms
“We have been aware of impacts on the Earth from solar activity for a long time through the discovery of CMEs,
but the Indian study adds a new element to this endeavour, with detailed analysis of a major particle event
during the arrival of a particular cloud,” Dr Richard Harrison, head of space physics and chief scientist at the
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory in Oxfordshire, UK, told BBC News.
A major event could occur any time with potentially significant impacts on human infrastructure. As such, there
are ongoing efforts to improve the prediction of this so-called space weather.
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“They can short circuit power supplies such as high voltage transformers which provide power to our cities,
disrupt communication satellites and therefore will affect, for example, internet, mobile phones and just about
anything that uses electricity,” said Dr Harrison.
In addition, he said, a major solar storm could also threaten humans in space, with the potential for damage to or
the loss of spacecraft – although such events are expected to be rare.
Scientists at CRL hope that the vast amount of data now available would enable them to better predict such
events and take preventative measures. But the real challenge is to devise appropriate electronic hardware that
can issue a reliable alert, Dr Gupta said.
The findings have been published in the journal Physical Review Letters.
Siva Paraeswaran
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Indian experiment detects weakening of Earth's magnetic field
@Shubawrite
tagthebird.co m /in/tweet/10941992%20Twee t

India Trends: #SniffTeaser More trends...

The Hindu
@the_hindu
6 days

Indian experiment detects weakening of Earth's magnetic field @Shubawrite

Indian muon trackers get a handle on solar storms
The GRAPES-3 experiment is a special telescope-array established in Ooty to detect muons from cosmic
ray showers. The experiment has detected a surge in muon intensity correlated with a weakening of t
Read more

Narendra Modi
@narendramodi
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GRAPES-3 locates crack in magnetic field of Earth; Will it
lead to doom?
1newsuk.com /grapes-3-locates-crack-in-magnetic-field-of-earth-will-it-lead-to-doom/
1NewsUK.com

11/6/2016
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Home News Science GRAPES-3 locates crack in magnetic field of Earth; Will it lead to… Science. GRAPES-3
locates crack in magnetic field of Earth; Will it lead to doom?
Source The TeCake
– Read More…
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GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth's magnetic shield
uk.anygator.com /article/grapes-3-indicates-a-crack-in-earth-s-magnetic-shield__5825663
Other 168 Days Phys.org

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor recorded a burst of galactic
cosmic rays that indicated a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield. The burst occurred when a giant cloud of
plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed causing massive compression of the
Earth's...
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Solar flare radiation burst ‘cracked’ Earth’s magnetic field,
caused radio blackouts
thelewinreport.org/uncategorized/solar-flare-radiation-burst-cracked-earths-magnetic-field-causedradioblackouts/
11/8/2016

4 Nov, 2016
By RT

The magnetic field that protects Earth from deadly cosmic radiation may be more vulnerable than previously
thought. A crack in the shield caused by a solar flare which exposed the planet to a bombardment of radiation
has been detected.
Researchers from the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in India made the discovery when analyzing a
galactic cosmic ray burst that caused radio blackouts across North and South America and a supercharged
aurora borealis in 2015.
The cosmic ray source was a giant solar plasma cloud that travelled 40 hours from our sun to reach Earth,
where the researchers believe it caused a transient “weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield”, according to their
findings published in the journal Physical Review Letters.
The sun’s flare was so intense the team claim it would have shrunk the magnetic field from 11 times the radius
of Earth to four times its radius before it eased, allowing the shield to recover.
Researchers used data from the GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India, to simulate the burst. Results
indicated the effect on Earth would have required a crack in the magnetic field that lasted approximately two
hours.
Unfortunately not a lot can be done to protect Earth from any future cracks in the shield, which could leave the
planet under constant exposure to radiation and could potentially lead to the eradication of our atmosphere.
Continue reading: https://www.rt.com/viral/365328-magnetic-field-cracked-solar/
Further reading: http://m.phys.org/news/2016-11-grapes-earth-magnetic-shield.html
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Cosmic Rays Have Left Earth’s Magnetic Shield
Weakened
anysource.co.uk /earths-magnetic-shield-is-weakening
by Ryan
Keenan

11/13/2016

The magnetic shield surrounding earth is the real protector for earth, shielding us from
the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from these
high intensity energetic radiations coming from the sun and space in general. If these happened to reach Earth
with their full potential they would likely wreak havoc on our environment, atmosphere and the overall climate of
Earth. Another major affect would be an increase of EMP bursts reaching earth with enough power to severely
impact our technology.

The technology that managed to find the leak in our magnetic field is the GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty.
What it managed to find is a significant spike in cosmic ray levels, showing that earth’s magnetic shield may
have been weekend by this massive burst. This was first discovered back in June 2015, however it has taken
more than a year for a full report of the incident to be drawn up, the study published in Physical Review Letters
gives a full analysis of the incident showing us all the important data.
The strike that managed to penetrate through the earth’s atmosphere looks to have lasted for around 2 hours in
which time it managed to shrink the earths magnetosphere from 11 times to four times the Earth’s radius. Our
layer of protection from spaces deadly radiation has now been massively shrunk.
As well as the solar winds shrinking the earth’s atmosphere it’s also reported a sever magnetic storm brought
down radio signals towards the norther regions of earth as well as magnificent northern light displays. The worry
for many in their respective fields is now that earth will become much more prone to solar storms that were
experienced on such a high scale here. To show that radiation from the sun can have an impact on earth all you
have to look at is the increasing incidences of pilots flying at high altitude developing cancer .
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For the future, what does this mean you might ask. Well this might be the first sign that these solar storms can do
damage to us, although this was a big blast from the sun it’s not something that can’t happen again and most
importantly it’s not as bad as it can get. It does pose the question of how much our earth can take, everyone’s
read the stories of a super ejection of energy from the sun knocking out all our electrical systems, sending us
back a thousand years, you could be experiencing the first signs that it is an inevitability for the future.
All in all, we can do is hope for the best, without being able to control how the sun works, yet, so for us it’s a case
of just studying and hoping for the best. So, what do you guys thinks, does this shows that the earth truly is
fragile and that we may have an inevitable scary future, or is this a freak event that doesn’t pose any threat to
earth in the future.
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Scientists record crack in captivating field
socialmag.org/science/scientists-record-breach-in-magnetic-field/
2/3/2017

Image copyright
Science Photo Library
Image caption
Artwork: The Earth’s magnetosphere protects a world from a continual upsurge of immeasurable
radiation

Scientists have accessible a events that unfolded after a Earth’s captivating defense was breached.
Openings in a planet’s captivating margin are not uncommon, though it is rarer to get a eventuality to
accumulate information while such an eventuality is in progress.
A immeasurable ray monitoring trickery accessible a detonate of immeasurable rays compared with a
opening.
The captivating margin crack was a outcome of charged particles from a Sun distinguished a Earth during
high speed.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located during a Cosmic Ray Laboratory (CRL) in Ooty, southern India,
accessible a detonate of galactic immeasurable rays of about 20 gigaelectronvolts (GeV) on 22 Jun 2015.
“In this box a captivating margin was breached for usually dual hours and afterwards returned behind to
normal.
The captivating margin strength reduced usually by 2%,” Dr Sunil Gupta, lead scientist during a CRL told a
BBC.
Earth’s captivating shield, or magnetosphere, extends over a radius of a million kilometres. It protects a
planet’s stratosphere from a continual upsurge of solar and other immeasurable radiation.
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The Sun intermittently ejects immeasurable clouds of charged particles into space in events famous as
coronal mass ejections (CMEs). Each one can enclose a billion tonnes of charged gas, or plasma.
The hulk cloud of plasma ejected from a solar halo in 2015 caused immeasurable application of a Earth’s
magnetosphere and triggered a serious geomagnetic storm. In turn, this generated halo borealis (northern
lights), and radio vigilance blackouts in many high embodiment countries.
Numerical simulations achieved by a GRAPES-3 group on this eventuality prove that a Earth’s captivating
defense temporarily non-stop adult in response to a incoming solar plasma, permitting a reduce appetite
galactic immeasurable ray particles to enter a atmosphere.
Dr Gupta pronounced that a CRL’s measurements of a two-hour crack “gives us most some-more extensive
information over a most incomparable segment of space than a satellite formed instruments”.
The GRAPES-3 Muon telescope’s multiple of a immeasurable area and directional dimensions enabled a
random observations.
“We have been wakeful of impacts on a Earth from solar activity for a prolonged time by a find of CMEs,
though a Indian investigate adds a new component to this endeavour, with minute research of a vital
molecule eventuality during a attainment of a sold cloud,” Dr Richard Harrison, conduct of space production
and arch scientist during a Rutherford Appleton Laboratory in Oxfordshire, UK, told BBC News.
A vital eventuality could start any time with potentially poignant impacts on tellurian infrastructure. As such,
there are ongoing efforts to urge a prophecy of this supposed space weather.
“They can brief circuit energy reserve such as high voltage transformers that yield energy to a cities, interrupt
communication satellites and therefore will affect, for example, internet, mobile phones and only about
anything that uses electricity,” pronounced Dr Harrison.
In addition, he said, a vital solar charge could also bluster humans in space, with a intensity for repairs to or a
detriment of booster – nonetheless such events are approaching to be rare.
Scientists during CRL wish that a immeasurable volume of information now accessible would capacitate them
to improved envision such events and take medicine measures. But a genuine plea is to digest suitable
electronic hardware that can emanate a arguable alert, Dr Gupta said.
The commentary have been published in a journal Physical Review Letters.
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A Sneaky Solar Storm Put A Crack In Earth's Magnetic
Field
republicofscience.co.uk /single-post/2016/11/07/A-Sneaky-Solar-Storm-Put-A-Crack-In-Earths-MagneticField

It may come as no shock to you that the sun releases an enormous amount of radiation, but did you know that in
some cases it can release an unusually large amount of radiation and charged particles known as a solar storm.
Thankfully however the Earth has something called a magnetic field, a sort of invincible barrier that surrounds
the Earth preventing the damaging radiation from reaching the surface and killing us. Not only that but in doing
so, it creates those beautiful, ephemeral aurorae.

But what if I told you that last year the Earth was hit by such a large solar storm that it caused a “crack” in its
magnetic field. Well a new study in Physics Review Letters has revealed just that. Back in June of 2015, the
Indian based GRAPES-3 muon telescope – one which is designed to pick up highly energetic interactions –
spotted an increase in the flow of galactic cosmic rays (GCRs) permeating through our atmosphere. This type of
radiation originates from outside our Solar System, although in this case, the radiation seemed to be coming
from somewhere close to our stellar hood.

After a detailed analysis led by researchers at the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research (TIFR), they found
that the plasma cloud had gotten through an unusually and thankfully temporary gap in Earth’s magnetic field.

This GCR bombardment coincided with a coronal mass ejection moving at 2.5 million kilometres per hour (1.6
miles per hours), one that was so energetic that it caused the entire planets magnetic field to shrink from eleven
times the radius of the Earth to about four. This triggered a geomagnetic storm that was ranked G4 on the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) scale, or in other words “severe”. Resulting in both
the enhancement of the Northern Lights and bringing down radio networks. It is highly likely that this powerful
storm was the cause of the crack.

These solar storms have the potential to cause trillions of dollars of damage as communication networks, electric
grids and even astronauts on board the International Space Station can be shut down and/or immobilised. In fact,
the team of researchers noted in their study that “depending on the orbital variation of the cutoff rigidities, the
astronauts on the International Space Station would have received a high, and variable radiation dose during the
burst.” This would have included NASA astronaut Scott Kelly, who spent 340 days in low-Earth orbit.
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Fortunately for us, the crack only lasted a few hours and the Earth’s magnetic field returned to its original size
and strength. But it just goes as a powerful reminder of how frighteningly energetic our neighbouring stars and
even our own sun is. Although there is pretty much nothing we can do about these cosmic blasts. We are getting
better at understanding their behaviour and once we know that, we can better prepare for future geomagnetic
storms.

What do you think of these findings? Let us know what you think in the comments below.
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Earth’s magnetic shield is ‘WEAKENING’ leaving us
vulnerable to radiation
reportuk.org /2016/11/04/earths-magnetic-shield-is-weakening-leaving-us-vulnerable-to-radiation/
Daily
Express

Home news Earth’s magnetic shield is ‘WEAKENING’ leaving us vulnerable to radiation

11/4/2016

By Daily Express November 4, 2016
32
From analysing data from the GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India, experts have concluded that the
magnetosphere has come under such heavy bombardment in recent years that it weakening.
On June 22, 2015, there was a massive burst of galactic cosmic rays which traumatised the Earth’s magnetic
shield for two hours.
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Transient Weakening of Earth's Magnetic Shield Probed
by a Cosmic Ray Burst.
sparrho.com /item/transient-weakening-of-earths-magnetic-shield-probed-by-a-cosmic-ray-burst/a02986/
11/9/2016

Imported: 10 Nov '16 | Published: 09 Nov '16

P K PK Mohanty, K P KP Arunbabu, T T Aziz, S R SR Dugad, S K SK Gupta, B B Hariharan, P P Jagadeesan, A
A Jain, S D SD Morris, B S BS Rao, Y Y Hayashi, S S Kawakami, A A Oshima, S S Shibata, S S Raha, et al.
Physical review letters
Abstract: The GRAPES-3 tracking muon telescope in Ooty, India measures muon intensity at high cutoff
rigidities (15-24 GV) along nine independent directions covering 2.3 sr. The arrival of a coronal mass ejection on
22 June 2015 18:40 UT had triggered a severe G4-class geomagnetic storm (storm). Starting 19:00 UT, the
GRAPES-3 muon telescope recorded a 2 h high-energy (∼20 GeV) burst of galactic cosmic rays (GCRs) that
was strongly correlated with a 40 nT surge in the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF). Simulations have shown
that a large (17×) compression of the IMF to 680 nT, followed by reconnection with the geomagnetic field (GMF)
leading to lower cutoff rigidities could generate... Read More
Read Article
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OpenLearn Live: 16th December 2016
open.edu/openlearn/whats-on/events/openlearn-live-16th-december-2016
OpenLearn Live bites into the chocolates in box of online learning and research to find the strawberry creams.
(Your favourite chocolate might make the metaphor work better). This page will be updated across the day.

The crack in space
As if 2016 wasn't packed full enough of things to worry about, scientists have found a crack in the magnetic
shield which protects us from cosmic rays. Wired reports:

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India, detected a spike in cosmic ray levels, indicating
that the Earth’s magnetic shield may be damaged. Though the burst of rays was recorded back
in June 2015, a study just published in Physical Review Letters has revealed the extent of the
highintensity event for the first time.
For two hours on 22 June, 2015, particles from a giant cloud of fast-moving plasma penetrated
the Earth’s atmosphere. The particles, which originated from the surface of the Sun, were
moving at about 2.5 million kilometres per hour when they struck our planet’s atmosphere.
This high-speed strike caused the Earth’s magnetosphere – the area containing the planet’s
magnetic field – to shrink from 11 times to four times the Earth’s radius. The charged particles in
Earth’s magnetosphere usually deflect solar winds which would otherwise bring harmful
ultraviolet radiation to the Earth’s surface.
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Solar Flare Caused a ‘Crack’ in Protective Field Around
Earth (Video)
abcnewsinsider.com /solar-flare-caused-a-crack-in-protective-field-around-earth-video.html
11/14/2016

News
THE Epoch Times
November 14, 2016
38
A team of scientists suspects that Earth’s magnetic field cracked due to a solar flare.

A news release by the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in India reports that the two-hour event was
spotted by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope on June 22, 2015.
The release goes on to state that “The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar
corona, and…struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the
radius of Earth.”
This area is considered to be a shield from strong radiation. A geomagnetic storm is believed to have resulted
from the activity, as The Wire reports, which “allowed an unusually high flux of cosmic ray particles to arrive on
Earth.”
According to the institute, consequent simulations indicated that “the Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked
due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter
our atmosphere.”
While such damage can’t necessarily be avoided in the future, the team believes the research could help to
enable “a better understanding of future superstorms.”
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OneGuyFromBarlick
oneguyfrombarlick.co.uk /viewtopic.php

Re: TIZER'S SCIENCE NEWS
Quote
Post by Tizer » 03 Feb 2017, 10:08
`Scientists record breach in magnetic field' LINK
"Scientists have recorded the events that unfolded after the Earth's magnetic shield was breached.
Openings in the planet's magnetic field are not uncommon, but it is rarer to get the opportunity to gather data
while such an event is in progress. A cosmic ray monitoring facility recorded a burst of cosmic rays
associated with the opening. The magnetic field breach was the result of charged particles from the Sun
striking the Earth at high speed. The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory
(CRL) in Ooty, southern India, recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 gigaelectronvolts (GeV)
on 22 June 2015." Top
Stanley
Global Moderator
Posts: 34936
Joined: 23 Jan 2012, 12:01
Location: Barnoldswick. Nearer to Heaven than Gloria.
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Crack discovered in Earth's magnetic shield
en.vnews.agency/news/technologies/32056-crack-discovered-in-earths-magnetic-shield.html
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Odnoklassniki

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a
speed of about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of
Earth's magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm
that generated aurora borealis, and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.
Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, which acts as the first line of defence,
shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from
these high intensity energetic radiations. Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 collaboration on
this event indicate that the Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic
reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere. Earth's magnetic
field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth where it was
detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015. The data was
analyzed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core computing
farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory
in Ooty.
This work has recently been published in Physical Review Letters.
Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power grids, global
positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor operating on Earth is playing
a very significant role in the study of such events. This recent finding has generated widespread excitement in
the international scientific community, as well as electronic and print media.
See also:
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Crack discovered in Earth's magnetic shield
vectornews.eu /news/technologies/32056-crack-discovered-in-earths-magnetic-shield.html

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a
speed of about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of
Earth's magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm
that generated aurora borealis, and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.
Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, which acts as the first line of defence,
shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from
these high intensity energetic radiations. Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 collaboration on
this event indicate that the Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic
reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere. Earth's magnetic
field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth where it was
detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015. The data was
analyzed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core computing
farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory
in Ooty.
This work has recently been published in Physical Review Letters.
Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power grids, global
positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor operating on Earth is playing
a very significant role in the study of such events. This recent finding has generated widespread excitement in
the international scientific community, as well as electronic and print media.
See also:
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In force field of Earth the scratch has been found
en.theoutlook.com.ua/news/6831/in-force-field-of-earth-the-scratch-has-been-found.html
11/16/2016

Author: OUTLOOK 16.11.2016 | science

Astrophysics from Institute of fundamental investigations Tata found out scratch in the earth’s magnetosphere
maintaining the protection of the planet from the cosmic rays and solar irradiation.
It appeared because of the giant cloud of blood plasma that was excluded from the outer layers of the
atmosphere of the Sun (crown). In the article published in the magazine Physical Review Letters scientists
reported about the discovery.
On the 22-nd of June 2015 muonic telescope GRAPES-3 situated in the city Udhagamandalam in India the
explosion of galactic cosmic rays (GCR) with the energy of nearly twenty gigaelectronvolt (twenty billion
electronvolt). The activity of GCR has continued during two hours and matched the encountering of
magnetosphere with the coronal mass ejection.
The encountering caused the compression of magnetosphere almost thrice. It led to the capable geomagnetic
storm which encouraged polar lights and hindrances in the radio signals in the countries located in the high
latitudes.
Computer modeling showed that explosion of GCR happened because of the appearance of the temporary
scratch in the force field of the Earth which, in its turn, created because of the magnet re-joining. The latest
represents the process of magnetic field lines re-building, as a result of what in the atmosphere of the Earth
the particles of cosmic rays penetrated.
Galactic cosmic rays are called elementary particles and cores of atoms that are moving with the high energies
in cosmic space. They appear while explosions of superstars as well as exclude active pulsars.
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Earth’s magnetic shield has cracked
stocknewsusa.com/2016/11/07/earths-magnetic-shield-cracked/

Jeanette Walsh

07/11/2016

Earth is habitable because of the magnetic field that surrounds the planet and which defends it from solar storms
and cosmic radiation.
However, scientists have investigated one of the strongest geomagnetic storms in the recent history and found
that the protective barrier is not as safe as we think. Specifically, the Earth’s magnetic shield is cracked.
They analyzed data from the telescope GRAPES-3 located in Ooty, India, which has seen a massive explosion
of cosmic rays on 22 June 2015. During 2 hours, the magnetosphere of the Earth was attacked by particles
derived from this phenomenon, radiant energy and space travel speed of light and the first line of defense of
Earth against them is this magnetic shield.
About 40 hours before the event from June 22, a giant cloud of plasma was issued by the solar corona and
probably hit the magnetosphere at a speed of 2.5 km / h. At the same time, it has triggered a strong geomagnetic
storm.
Following these events, scientists at the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research have realized the true risk of
these cosmic rays, saying that their force was so powerful that it caused a compression of the magnetosphere.
Moreover, they believe that the geomagnetic storm was so strong that it reconfigured the magnetic shielding,
radiation and sunlight passing through its vulnerabilities. This phenomenon should worry us, because of Earth’s
magnetic field changes, or, in the worst cases, is weaker.
There is no reliable method by which we can stop this process, but the researchers hope that future studies will
lead to better management and defense against this danger.
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Earth’s magnetosphere cracked under pressure
blastr.com/2016-11-28/earths-magnetosphere-cracked-under-pressure

07/12/2016

Elizabeth Rayne
Wed, Dec 07, 2016 11:19am

Plasma bursts. Total radio blackouts. Auroras flashing in space like cosmic Christmas lights. If all this galactic
chaos sounds eerily enough like a studio brainstorming session for the next Ridley Scott movie, it could be—but
it actually happened.
The most epic disaster movie that never existed was captured by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope at the Tata
Institute of Fundamental Research in Ooty, India. The opening scene was a coronal mass ejection. Plasma
spewing from the solar corona, that glowing halo of ionic violence surrounding the sun, zoomed toward Earth at
over 2,000 times the speed of sound. When the force of the impact on our magnetosphere compressed it to less
than half its million-kilometer radius, it literally cracked under pressure. This phenomenon roused a beast of a
geomagnetic storm so monstrous, it splashed the northern sky with rainbows of aurora borealis and made sure
no one in the the uppermost latitudes would be tuning in to the radio anytime soon.
“The simultaneous occurrence of the burst in all nine directions suggests its origin close to Earth,” says
Dr. Pravata K. Mohanty, who studied this phenomenon at the Tata Institute with his astrophysicist colleagues . “It
also indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield.”
Inside the GRAPES-3 muon telescope, aka the most massive and sensitive cosmic monitor ever.
Think of the magnetosphere as an invisible shield that defends our planet from showers of harmful cosmic rays
issuing from the sun and other stars. It is an expanse of space surrounding our planet in which charged particles
are manipulated by Earth’s magnetic field (generated by electrical currents around its liquid metal core), and
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usually deflects these death rays. Unfortunately, even such a superpowered line of defense isn’t invincible. Data
from GRAPES-3 indicates that the fissure which set off all sorts of pseudo-apocalyptic phenomena is the result
of magnetic reconnection. When electrically conductive plasmas warp the magnetosphere and convert magnetic
energy into thermal and kinetic energy, it’s about as close to anarchy as you can get at the molecular level.
Geomagnetic storms can do much worse than disconnect the classic rock station. They wreak havoc on
anything electrical even if you don’t see sparks flying from the phone lines like they would in some epic sci-fi
catastrophe scene. These storms can also mess with pipelines and throw planes, ships, satellites and even your
car’s GPS off course. While this means migraines for astronomers and air traffic controllers, can it really suck
your Caribbean cruise into the gaping chasm of the Bermuda Triangle? Probably not. Humans are also at risk for
radiation poisoning from a disruption in the magnetic field, though this potentially lethal threat to astronauts is
highly unlikely for those of us who are earthbound.
While the magnetosphere did self-heal like something out of science fiction, this wasn’t before a sprinkling of
particles from cosmic rays (hardly as glittery as it sounds) floated through the crack into our atmosphere.
GRAPES-3 interpreted these particles as evidence of a solar burst when Earth’s magnetic field started acting
strange and bent them across every time zone. Mohanty and his colleagues remain excited about and what this
phenomenon can tell us, hinting that “[it] may hold clues for a better understanding of future superstorms that
could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth, and endanger the lives of the astronauts in space.”
Meaning, the analysis of data from cosmic monitors like GRAPES-3 could influence more advanced protection
measures in the face of an impending solar storm, and keep disaster movies where they belong—on DVD.
(Via Science Daily)
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Crack In Earth's Magnetic Shield Detected
ngadget.tech/news/Crack-in-Earth%27s-magnetic-shield-detected/

The world's largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of galactic
cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield, according to scientists.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed
causing massive compression of the Earth's magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in
Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year lasting for two hours.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of
about 2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth's magnetosphere
from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.
It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high
latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this week.
Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of defence,
shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from
these high intensity energetic radiations.
Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that the
Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower
energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.
Earth's magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth
where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015.
The data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core
computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray
Laboratory in Ooty.
Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by crippling large electrical power grids, global
positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
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SEE ALSO
newscentral.exsees.com/item/ead6c262e3c15fdaaebd9a13a57ddf6c-9eaaf0f84a2ec8bdba1a73463341156a

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research's (TIFR's) Cosmic Ray
Laboratory in Ooty recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015 lasting for two
hours.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of
about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth's magnetosphere
from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis,
and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor recorded a burst of galactic
cosmic rays that indicated a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield

Credit: TIFR

Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, which acts as the first line of defence,
shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from
these high intensity energetic radiations. Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 collaboration on
this event indicate that the Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic
reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.
Earth's magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth
where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015. The
data was analyzed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core
computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray
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Laboratory in Ooty.
This work has recently been published in Physical Review Letters
Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power grids, global
positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor operating on Earth is playing
a very significant role in the study of such events. This recent finding has generated widespread excitement in
the international scientific community, as well as electronic and print media.
Contacts and sources:
Pravata K Mohanty
Tata Institute of Fundamental Research
Citation: Transient Weakening of Earth’s Magnetic Shield Probed by a Cosmic Ray Burst
P. K. Mohanty, K. P. Arunbabu, T. Aziz, S. R. Dugad, S. K. Gupta, B. Hariharan, P. Jagadeesan, A. Jain, S. D.
Morris, B. S. Rao, Y. Hayashi, S. Kawakami, A. Oshima, S. Shibata, S. Raha, P. Subramanian, and H.
Kojima Phys. Rev. Lett. 117, 171101 – Published 20 October 2016APS Physics highlight:
http://physics.aps.org/synopsis-for/10.1103/PhysRevLett.117.171101
http://physicsworld.com/cws/article/news/2016/oct/21/flash-physics-physicists-call-for-food-strategy-lhc-trio-bagprize-cosmic-rays-elude-geomagnetic-field
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Indian scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic shield
asiabreakingnews.net/2016/11/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/

03/11/2016
The world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of galactic
cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield, according to scientists. The burst occurred
when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed causing massive
compression of the Earth’s magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm. The GRAPES-3 muon
telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty in Tamil Nadu
recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year lasting for two hours. The burst occurred
when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of about 2.5 million
kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere from 11 to 4
times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio
signal blackouts in many high latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review
Letters this week. Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first
line of defence, shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our
planet from these high intensity energetic radiations. Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3
researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that the Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to
the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower…more detail
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‘Pipe’lines that detect fiery solar storms
asianbreakingnews.net/2017/03/pipelines-that-detect-fiery-solar-storms/

3/13/2017
What does a sensational scientific discovery about a solar storm in the Earth’s magnetic field have to do with
old, recycled steel pipes which lay buried for more than a decade under a now-defunct gold mine in India?
Almost everything. More than 3,700 such pipes are actually at the heart of a most significant scientific finding. A
team of Indian and Japanese scientists recently published an internationally-feted paper which recorded the
events that unfolded after a breach in the Earth’s magnetic shield. Using the GRAPES-3 muon (a sub-atomic
particle) telescope — the world’s largest of its kind — at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Udhagamandalam, Tamil
Nadu, the scientists recorded a two-hour burst of galactic cosmic rays that invaded the atmosphere on June 22,
2015. The magnetic field breach was the result of charged particles from the Sun striking the Earth at high
speed. Solar storms of such high magnitudes can knock out satellites and aircraft autopilots, cause catastrophic
power outages, and take us, according to one of the scientists leading the research, Dr Sunil Gupta, “back to the
Stone Age”. The world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray telescope located in Udhagamandalam is made
up of four-decades old recycled zinc-coated steel pipes. “Necessity is the mother of invention. When you don’t
have the money to buy new, expensive stuff, you look within the system to find out your own solutions to reduce
costs. India’s scientists have mastered the art of recycling and coming up with their own inexpensive
solutions,”…
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(1) What will be the consequences of a crack in earth's magnetic field? - Quora
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What will be the consequences of a crack in earth's magnetic
field?
India’s Telescope Detects Crack in the Earth’s Magnetic Shield
If a part of magnetic field disappears over arctic or around equator, will other parts(China or
Australia) be affected ?
Answer

Request

Follow 1 Comment

Share Downvote

4 Answers
Bob Singer, Degreed in Digital Electronics Technology and has been a science enthusiast
since getting his first Microsc...
Written Nov 9

As others have already said, you can’t “crack” a magnetic field any more than you can crack a water
balloon. The Earth’s magnetic field is stronger in some areas and weaker in others, but it is more
than strong enough to deflect solar radiation to the poles where it strikes atmospheric gasses and
creates auroras. Even there, there is no increased radiation on the surface. So there is no need to
worry.
121 Views · View Upvotes
Upvote

2

Downvote Comment

Written Nov 5

“Crack”?? Magnetic fields don’t “crack”. Whoever wrote that headline is an idiot.
Distortions of the Earth’s magnetic field by coronal mass ejections from the Sun are not new, nor are
they usually worrisome; sometimes “solar flares” do generate large electromagnetic pulses (EMP)
that can mess up electronics and even (as happened early in the last century) light forest fires by
induction on telegraph wires; but such events are rare. We probably won’t see the collapse of
technological civilization due to a solar flare for decades! ;-)
348 Views · View Upvotes
Upvote

8

Downvote Comment

Wade Schmaltz, works at Here and There
Written Nov 9

What will be the consequences of a crack in earth's magnetic field?
India’s Telescope Detects Crack in the Earth’s Magnetic Shield
If a part of magnetic field disappears over arctic or around equator, will other parts(China or
Australia) be affected ?
That author was quoting the source, and the source was using colourful language, perhaps to draw
attention. A crack in a magnetic field is virtually impossible. That’s like trying to find a cold spot
over a fire.
The original paper on the subject, which was published recently, doesn’t mention a crack. The
review letter publication, however, does mention a crack. It’s just a meaningless superlative in this
context.
The study speaks of a solar storm which hit us on June 22, 2015. Did you feel it?
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Ask or Search Quora

on Phys.org - News and
Here’s the abstract:
Transient Weakening of Earth's Magnetic Shield Probed by a Cosmic Ray
Burst submitted by P. K. Mohanty, et. al. - Phys. Rev. Lett. 117, 171101 –
Published 20 October 2016 Issue Vol. 117, Iss. 17 — 21 October 2016 Other
publications, all paraphrasing the same headline:
GRAPES-3 Telescope Records Cosmic Ray Burst, Highlights Crack In Earth’s
Magnetic Field

- Tech Times November 8, 2016

The impact triggered a strong geomagnetic storm that resulted in aurora borealis and radio
signal blackouts in many high-latitude countries.
India’s Telescope Detects Crack in the Earth’s Magnetic Shield

- Nature

World November 4, 2016
We had some pretty good auroras up north here, but nobody lost any power over it. I didn’t know
there was a solar storm accompanied with the recent aurora displays. There are the odd warnings,
but I didn’t hear a peep.

Geomagnetic Storms
- the NOAA Space Weather Prediction Center NOAA /
NWS Space Weather Prediction Center
- the home page
In 1989 there was some trouble from a geomagnetic storm.
The Day the Sun Brought Darkness

- a recap of the old news from NASA (report dated

20 years after the fact, which is 7 years ago now)
A Scary 13th: 20 Years Ago, Earth Was Blasted with a Massive Plume of Solar Plasma
[Slide Show]
I can’t find anything more recent than that anywhere else. I guess that “crack” wasn’t so big after all.
If we get a big Coronal Mass Ejection (CME) and it’s geoeffective (ie. - aimed right at us), it could
knock out the power in far northern and southern latitudes like it did in Quebec 27 years ago. That
only lasted a day, but it effected the whole province and there were minor ripples felt further south
in neighbouring states due to the loss of power in Quebec. Our grids are connected, but there was
ample power for our southern neighbours, with some minor tweeking by the power distribution
facilities down there.
It’s not quite spring yet in March, and it would have been cold without power. People don’t do so
well without heat in Quebec in March. There’s nothing like a warm fire and a cup of hot chocolate
on a cold winter’s night.
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If that happened in India, you would be up and running without batting an eye. China in the winter
could have more trouble. Equatorial latitudes are at lower risk.
According to this archive site, there was a peek activity period from 18–21h UTC on
June 22, 2015 and another on June 25, 2015 from 03–06h UTC.Ask or Search Quora

I understand Norway upgraded their power distribution equipment after the Quebec incident. I don’t
know what equipment India and China are using right now.
281 Views · View Upvotes
Upvote

1

Downvote Comment

Written Nov 5

Oversimplified non-technical language.
You can't have a crack in a magnetic field. It is a continuous (although not necessarily uniform)
surface. You can have peaks and troughs, but those don't sound so dramatic or headline worthy.
Localised weakening will allow some increase in ionising radiation, in much the way the ozone
home let's in more UV. That's not going to ricochet around once 'inside' and flood the planet more
generally.
The other point to consider is that the magnetic field has been there for billions of years, in much the
same form, so there is nowt unusual going on.
And we can't do much about it anyway.
There are much larger threats looming that we can do summat about.
40 Views · View Upvotes
Upvote

1

Downvote Comment
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Scientists record breach in magnetic field
technewsbase.co m/sciencenature/scientists-record-breach-in-magnetic-field /

admin

February 2, 2017

Image copyright
Science Photo Library
Image caption
Artwork: The Earth’s magnetosphere protects the planet from a continuous flow of cosmic radiation

Scientists have recorded the events that unfolded after the Earth’s magnetic shield was breached.
Openings in the planet’s magnetic field are not uncommon, but it is rarer to get the opportunity to gather data
while such an event is in progress.
A cosmic ray monitoring facility recorded a burst of cosmic rays associated with the opening.
The magnetic field breach was the result of charged particles from the Sun striking the Earth at high speed.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory (CRL) in Ooty, southern India,
recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 gigaelectronvolts (GeV) on 22 June 2015.
“In this case the magnetic field was breached for only two hours and then returned back to normal. The
magnetic field strength reduced only by 2%,” Dr Sunil Gupta, lead scientist at the CRL told the BBC.
Earth’s magnetic shield, or magnetosphere, extends over a radius of a million kilometres. It protects the
planet’s biosphere from the continuous flow of solar and other cosmic radiation.
The Sun periodically ejects vast clouds of charged particles into space in events known as coronal mass
ejections (CMEs). Each one can contain a billion tonnes of charged gas, or plasma.
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The giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona in 2015 caused massive compression of the Earth’s
magnetosphere and triggered a severe geomagnetic storm. In turn, this generated aurora borealis (northern
lights), and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.
Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 team on this event indicate that the Earth’s magnetic
shield temporarily opened up in response to the incoming solar plasma, allowing the lower energy galactic
cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.
Dr Gupta said that the CRL’s measurements of the two-hour breach “gives us much more comprehensive
information over a much larger region of space than the satellite based instruments”.
The GRAPES-3 Muon telescope’s combination of a large area and directional measurement enabled the
accidental observations.
“We have been aware of impacts on the Earth from solar activity for a long time through the discovery of
CMEs, but the Indian study adds a new element to this endeavour, with detailed analysis of a major particle
event during the arrival of a particular cloud,” Dr Richard Harrison, head of space physics and chief scientist at
the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory in Oxfordshire, UK, told BBC News.
A major event could occur any time with potentially significant impacts on human infrastructure. As such, there
are ongoing efforts to improve the prediction of this so-called space weather.
“They can short circuit power supplies such as high voltage transformers which provide power to our cities,
disrupt communication satellites and therefore will affect, for example, internet, mobile phones and just about
anything that uses electricity,” said Dr Harrison.
In addition, he said, a major solar storm could also threaten humans in space, with the potential for damage to
or the loss of spacecraft – although such events are expected to be rare.
Scientists at CRL hope that the vast amount of data now available would enable them to better predict such
events and take preventative measures. But the real challenge is to devise appropriate electronic hardware
that can issue a reliable alert, Dr Gupta said.
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GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth’s magnetic shield
esist.tech/2016/11/03/grapes-3-indicates-a-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/

ESIST

04/11/2016

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor recorded a
burst of galactic cosmic rays that indicated a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield Credit: TIFR

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor recorded a burst of galactic
cosmic rays that indicated a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield. The burst occurred when a giant cloud of
plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed causing massive compression of the
Earth’s magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at TIFR’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty recorded a burst of galactic
cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015 lasting for two hours.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of
about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere
from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis,
and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.
Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, which acts as the first line of defence,
shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from
these high intensity energetic radiations. Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 collaboration on
this event indicate that the Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic
reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere. Earth’s magnetic
field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth where it was
detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015. The data was
analyzed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core computing
farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory
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in Ooty.
This work has recently been published in Physical Review Letters
Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power grids, global
positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor operating on Earth is playing
a very significant role in the study of such events. This recent finding has generated widespread excitement in
the international scientific community, as well as electronic and print media.
More information: P. K. Mohanty et al, Transient Weakening of Earth’s Magnetic Shield Probed by a Cosmic
Ray Burst, Physical Review Letters (2016). DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.117.171101
Journal reference: Physical Review Letters
Provided by: Tata Institute of Fundamental Research
—
Join our fans by liking us on Facebook, or follow us on Twitter, Google+, feedly, flipboardand Instagram.
Check out our Flipboard magazine ESIST If you enjoy reading our posts. All of our handpicked articles will
be delivered to the flipboard magazine every day.
Original article on phys.org
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GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth's magnetic shield
all.thug2life.com/grapes-3-indicates-a-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/

09/11/2016
288
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The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at TIFR’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty recorded a burst of galactic
cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015 lasting for two hours.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of
about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere
from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.
It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis, and radio signal blackouts in many high
latitude countries.
Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, which acts as the first line of defence,
shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from
these high intensity energetic radiations.
Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 collaboration on this event indicate that the Earth’s
magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower energy
galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.
Earth’s magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth
where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015.
The data was analyzed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core
computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray
Laboratory in Ooty.
This work has recently been published in Physical Review Letters
Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power grids, global
positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor operating on Earth is playing
a very significant role in the study of such events. This recent finding has generated widespread excitement in
the international scientific community, as well as electronic and print media.
Research paper:
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Scientists have just detected a crack in Earth’s magnetic
shield
ancient-code.com/scientists-have-just-detected-a-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/

11/4/2016

Experts have recently found that Earth’s magnetic shield cracked open due to a super-strong
geomagnetic storm that managed to reconfigure our planet’s magnetic shield. Our planet’s
magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, and acts as the ‘first line of defense’,
protecting us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays.
The magnetosphere is a large area that encompasses our planet. Its presence alone protects the planet from
charged particles of the solar wind and deflects them around Earth.
This enormous protective natural layer around our planet extends thousands of miles into space and its
magnetism is so important and influential that it affects technology, life forms on the planet and weather patterns
as well.
Scientists used the telescope and cosmic ray detector GRAPES-3 and published the analysis of a solar storm
that occurred in June of 2015, leaving us without a magnetic shield for TWO hours.
The giant cloud of plasma -which originated in the Sun’s corona- ejected in June 2015 and eventually crashed
into our planet magnetosphere at a speed of about 2.5 million kilometers per hour. The damage caused by
the collision was of epic proportions.
As this occurred, it caused massive radio-signal blackouts in many high-latitude countries in North and south
America. This supermassive storm also caused supercharged aurora borealis.
But over a year after the solar storm struck our magnetosphere, experts have been able to realize the extent of
damage caused by the bombardment of solar rays.
According to experts from the Tata Institute of fundamental Research in India, after performing simulations
based on data gathered by the GRAPES-3 satellite from that day, the magnetosphere of Earth cracked open,
meaning that after all its not as secure as we thought it was.
Scientists concluded that the geomagnetic storm was so great that it actually managed to RECONFIGURE
our magnetic shield.
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“This vulnerability can occur when magnetized plasma from the Sun deforms Earth’s magnetic field, stretching
its shape at the poles and diminishing its ability to deflect charged particles,” Katherine Wright explains on the
American Physical Society website. The research has been published in Physical Review Letters.
This is something we need to worry about. Experts say that the fact that this occurred means that our magnetic
field is changing and even weakening in certain parts.
“The occurrence of this burst also implies a 2-hour weakening of Earth’s protective magnetic shield during this
event,” the researchers report.
“[This] indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield, and may hold clues for a better understanding
of future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth, and endanger the lives of
the astronauts in space.”
In previous articles we reported about how our planet’s magnetic field is collapsing and our planet’s poles are
flipping. This could result in catastrophic events on our planet.
Scientists warn that in the last two centuries the magnetic field has weakened, suggesting that it could be a telltale sign that Earth’s poles are about the flip. While experts believe a flip is overdue, they still cannot tell when it
might occur. According to researchers, the Earth’s magnetic field is in constant movement and every 2-3
hundred thousand years or so the polarity of our planet flips.
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A Crack in the Earth’s Magnetic Shield
apextribune.com/crack-earths-magnetic-shield/216810/

Jenna Lewis

11/8/2016

GRAPES-3 telescope has detected a crack in the magnetic shield of our planet.

The muon telescope known as GRAPES registered a crack of the magnetic shield of our planet. The telescope
is situated at TIFR’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty. The burst of rays was enrolled to appear on June 22 and
measured approximately 20 GeV. The phenomenon happened due to a mass of plasma which was spurted from
the solar corona.
Scientists revealed a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield.
GRAPES-3 telescope helped them detect the cause to fix try to fix it.
This moved at a speed of 2.5million kilometers per hour, hitting Terra. The results were devastating. It caused a
critical compression of the magnetosphere up to four times the radius of our planet. The phenomenon triggered a
geomagnetic storm powerful enough to produce aurora borealis. Other effects registered were the radio
blackouts that affected so many countries located at high latitude.
The radius of our planet’s magnetosphere extends up to a million kilometers, performing acts of defense meant
to protect us from cosmic rays and solar flows. Due to these features of auto-protection which were developed,
life on this planet is safe, being kept at a great distance from the increased intensity of energetic radiations.
The simulations which were generated with the help of the GRAPES-3 suggested that the magnetic shield of the
Earth is temporarily damaged. The factor which determined this remarkable phenomenon is the magnetic
reconnection.
This event made possible the incursion of the particles of lower intensity from the galactic cosmic rays into our
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atmosphere. These particles were bent at approximately 180 degrees by the force of the magnetic field around
our planet. This process of deterioration of the particles had started when the telescope discovered the crack in
the magnetic shield and started a combat against the cosmic rays.
The team of engineers and physicists at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty have examined and interpreted the
data offered by the GRAPES-3 telescope, using extensive simulation. This was based on the development of a
1280-core computing station which was built inside, during the research. The study which was conducted by
such a knowledgeable team of scientists was recently published in the Physical Review Letters magazine.
There can appear significant turmoil in the human civilization when massive electrical power grids are damaged,
being generated by solar storms. Other causes contributing to the civilization’s disruption are creating
deficiencies in satellite operations and communications, but also in global positioning systems.
Image courtesy of: wikipedia
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Massive Crack In Earth’s Magnetic Shield
emeraldobserver.com/index.php/2016/11/04/massive-crack-earths-magnetic-shield/

05/11/2016

November 4, 2016

We owe a lot of credit for our survival as a species to the magnetic field surrounding our pale blue space marble,
making it just habitable enough of a place for us to reside.
Recently, we have been experiencing one of the most powerful geomagnetic storms in history. Unfortunately for
us, scientists have found out that the all-powerful protective barrier that we rely on really isn’t as safe and secure
as we once believed.
Data from the GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India has recorded massive bursts of cosmic rays on June
22, 2015. For a few hours, the Earth’s magnetosphere was beaten by the bursts, which give off insanely highenergy radiation levels, not to mention they travel fairly close to the speed of light. These bursts are so
immensely powerful, that they’re easily able to pierce through the hull of a spaceship.
Almost two days before the event on June 22, massive plasma cloud exploded from the Sun’s corona and struck
the Earth’s magnetic shield at roughly 2.5 million kilometers per hour – that’s quite a powerful punch. So much
so, in fact, that it was the cause of a very severe geomagnetic storm which was responsible for radio blackouts
almost entirely throughout the northern hemisphere.
After all this time, scientists have recently discovered the extent of the damage, and it most certainly isn’t pretty.
Essentially, there’s a crack in the magnetosphere, which explains why radio systems went completely haywire.
The blast was so strong, that it caused the magnetosphere to shrink down to only 4 times the radius of Earth,
compared to its normally health 11-fold size. With such massive amounts of damage, it’s quite possible there are
more weak spots littering the magnetosphere, potentially allowing radiation and cosmic rays to leak through into
our atmosphere.
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Fortunately, the crack was only temporary, and our magnetosphere is well on its way to becoming completely
healthy again. However, the fact that this even happened is quite unsettling – if it’s happened once, it could most
certainly happen twice. And if it were to happen again, then who knows what sort of damage would be caused? It
could potentially be enough to completely eliminate our entire technological infrastructure and wreak havoc for
years to come.
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Is The Earth’s Magnetic Field Gradually Deteriorating:
Something Dangerous Awaiting Us?
itechpost.com/articles/51066/20161107/earth-magnetic-field-gradually-deteriorating-something-dangerous-awaiting.htm

07/11/2016
Sai
First Posted: Nov 07, 2016 02:23 PM EST

Is the Earth’s magnetic field really fading out? Could this mean that something dangerous involving death await
us?
(NOAA/National Weather Service's Space Weather Prediction Center via Getty Images)
It might just be something that we regularly take for granted but we have a lot to be thankful for the Earth's
magnetic field such as being protected from the sun's harmful radiation and as well as the very spectacular
Northern Lights. However, a new study has recently revealed that there is an apparent temporary crack in
Earth's magnetic field that would likely allow dangerous galactic cosmic ray particles to get through our
atmosphere.
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Researchers said this is a possible sign that our magnetic shield is deteriorating. In return, experts warn that this
phenomenon would likely cause a massive widespread destruction on Earth such as power disruption and a
prolonged exposure to the harmful UV radiation. It has also been revealed that a sudden collapse of the earth's
magnetic field could mean that billions of people across the globe are likely to be exposed to dangerous solar
winds and radiation.
According to the authors of the study as revealed in the Physical Review Letters, the GRAPES-3 muon
telescope at the TIFR's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty, India, has apparently recorded a sudden bursting of
galactic cosmic rays about 20 GeV last year in June which experts claim to have lasted for two hours. Muons are
said to make up much of the cosmic radiation reaching the earth's surface.
Additionally, Daily Mail has also revealed that the earth's magnetic field plays a vital part in everybody's life in the
planet but has already weakened by 15 percent in over the last 200 years. Furthermore, scientists believe that
this is a probable sign that the earth's poles are bound for a big switch.
Experts believe that we are already way past the switch, but they have emphasized that they are just not certain
yet when is this going to happen. If this switch would take place, our planet earth is allegedly about to be
exposed to a more powerful solar winds that are capable of creating bigger holes into the ozone layer and of
course, causing the thinning of the earth's magnetic field.
© 2016 iTech Post All rights reserved. Do not reproduce without permission.
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A recent cosmic burst cracked the Earth’s magnetic field wide open
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Our magnetic field may not be all it's cracked up to be.

L

ola Gayle, STEAM Register

RepublishReprint

On June 22, 2015, a burst of galactic cosmic rays was recorded by the GRAPES-3 muon
telescope located at TIFR's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty.
That burst of rays occurred when the sun let loose a giant cloud of plasma that struck our
planet at a speed of roughly 2.5 million kilometers per hour, causing a severe compression of
Earth's magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.
As you can imagine, the cosmic bombardment triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that
generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.
Thankfully, we are protected by the Earth's magnetic field. This shield extends over a radius
of a million kilometers and is our first line of defense against the continuous flow of solar
and galactic cosmic radiation.
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Note: Earth's magnetic field, also known as the geomagnetic field, is the
magnetic field that extends from the Earth's interior out into space, where
it meets the solar wind, a stream of charged particles emanating from the

Schematic illustration of Earth's magnetic field. Credit: Peter Reid, The University of Edinburgh

See Also: Our Sun Could One Day Unleash A Deadly Superflare
If something should go wrong, we're really in for it. And during this particular two-hour 20
GeV blast, it almost did.
According to a statement from the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, "Numerical
simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 collaboration on this event indicate that the Earth's
magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection,
allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere. Earth's
magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of
the Earth where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around
midnight on June 22, 2015."
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A recent cosmic burst cracked the Earth’s magnetic field wide open

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor recorded a burst of
galactic cosmic rays that indicated a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield. Credit: TIFR

Phew! A near miss this time. But thankfully the GRAPES-3 muon team is keeping an eye to
the sky.
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[–] DSMB 732 points 5 months ago

So basically a huge plume of plasma was ejected towards Earth, which sort of overpowered the
magnetic field, penetrating it and causing a teensy bit of interference.
And when the plasma impact ended, the magnetic field returned to its normal state because,
well, a bit of plasma ain't gonna stop the Earth's iron core rotating.
That's the gist of it as far as I can tell.
permalink

embed

[–] ZerexTheCool 488 points 5 months ago

So, are you saying that we need to plant a bomb in the Earth's core to restart the spinning
process? Because I am pretty sure you are.
permalink

embed

parent

[–] Silidistani 13 points 5 months ago

Would the interference have produced a braking force on the core by a teensy little bit if it
was enough to disrupt the magnetic field?
permalink

embed

parent

[–] scotchirish 11 points 5 months ago

I can't see how it would have any impact on the core whatsoever. (To the best of my
knowledge) the magnetosphere is a byproduct of the swirling molten iron outer core,
they're not symbiotic. It would be like putting a shade in front of a light bulb just
disrupts the radiance, but doesn't affect the filament.
permalink

embed

parent

[–] TheCorinthianMan 14 points 5 months ago

Actually, having charged objects move through a magnetic field moves them, and
the "equal and opposite reaction" is effected onto the source of the field. So it would
have an effect on the core.
That being said, minuscule and therefore negligible.
permalink

embed

parent

[–] Shotzo 3 points 5 months ago

If something creates a magnetic field, and another object is affected by said field,
then the original object which created the field is also affected.
You can't have a magnet pull something without physics equaling out the forces in
some way.
permalink

embed

parent

[–] missingdogchitown 3 points 5 months ago

yes but think of the mass necessary to project a magnetic field so far. it would take a
significant amount of time at a constant plasma ejection to apply any real braking force
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on the core.
permalink
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parent

[–] citizennsnipps 3 points 5 months ago

Figured. A crack is by far the wrong term for the situation. Cracks don't go away unless
fixed. But, if there's a day with a wicked high chance for an aurora, don't fly in a plane.
permalink

embed

parent

load more comments (5 replies)
[–] autotldr 236 points 5 months ago

This is the best tl;dr I could make, original reduced by 70%. (I'm a bot)
The world's largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a
burst of galactic cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield, according
to scientists.
Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES3 researchers, including Pravata K
Mohanty, indicate that the Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the
occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles
to enter our atmosphere.
Earth's magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the dayside to the
nightside of the Earth where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES3 muon telescope
around midnight on 22 June 2015.
Extended Summary | FAQ | Theory | Feedback | Top keywords: Earth#1 ray#2 cosmic#3
burst#4 GRAPES3#5
permalink

embed

[–] LastDawnOfMan 2 points 5 months ago

I didn't see anything from the scientists in the article about a "crack" and the concept of a
crack makes no sense in real life or on the context of the scientist's statements.
So I'm writing off the whole "crack" idea as typical dumbshit journalist shoveling bullshit every
time they touch an article that's science related.
If you want to think about holes in the magnetosphere think north and south poles and why we
have aurorae.
permalink
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GRAPES-3 Telescope Recorded A Crack in Earth’s Magnetic
Shield
scienceisland.org/grapes-3-telescope-recorded-a-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/

edfromct

11/4/2016

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most
sensitive cosmic ray monitor recorded a burst of galactic
cosmic rays that indicated a crack in the Earth’s magnetic
shield. The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma
ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high
speed causing massive compression of the Earth’s
magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.
Reported in Phys.org
http://phys.org/news/2016-11-grapes-earth-magneticshield.html
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at TIFR’s Cosmic
Ray Laboratory in Ooty recorded a burst of galactic cosmic
rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015 lasting for two hours.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of
about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere
from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis,
and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.
Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, which acts as the first line of defence,
shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from
these high intensity energetic radiations. Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 collaboration on
this event indicate that the Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic
reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere. Earth’s magnetic
field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth where it was
detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015. The data was
analyzed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core computing
farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory
in Ooty.
This work has recently been published in Physical Review Letters
Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power grids, global
positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor operating on Earth is playing
a very significant role in the study of such events. This recent finding has generated widespread excitement in
the international scientific community, as well as electronic and print media.
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GRAPES-3 Indicates a Crack in Earth's Magnetic Shield
sciencenewsline.com /news/2016110315440067.html
Published: November 3, 2016.
Released by Tata Institute of Fundamental Research

Go to mobile page.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at TIFR's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty recorded a burst of
galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015 lasting for two hours.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of
about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth's
magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated
aurora borealis, and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.
Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, which acts as the first line of defence,
shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from
these high intensity energetic radiations. Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 collaboration on
this event indicate that the Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic
reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere. Earth's
magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth where it
was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015. The data was
analyzed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core computing
farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray
Laboratory in Ooty.
This work has recently been published in Physical Review Letters
Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power grids, global
positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor operating on Earth is
playing a very significant role in the study of such events. This recent finding has generated widespread
excitement in the international scientific community, as well as electronic and print media.
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Journal reference: dx.doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.117.171101
The above story is based on materials provided by Tata Institute of Fundamental Research.
Translate this page: Chinese French German Italian Japanese Korean Portuguese Russian Spanish
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Alarming Crack Detected in Earth’s Magnetic Shield – What
Does the Future Hold?
sciencevibe.com/2016/11/06/alarming-crack-detected-in-earths-magnetic-shield-what-does-the-future-hold/

Science

11/6/2016

To say that Earth depends on its magnetic field to protect our planet, shielding us from harsh solar winds and
cosmic radiation is an understatement! That’s why it caught the attention of scientists using the GRAPES-3
telescope sound a crack in Earth’s magnetic shield during one of the most powerful geomagnetic storms in
Earth’s history, and they’ve concluded that our protective barrier isn’t as secure as previously thought. And as
it turns out that our magnetosphere has been cracked – as this specific incident illustrates. The GRAPES-3
experiment located at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory (CRL) in Ooty consists of two major components, first an
array of 400 plastic scintillator detectors, and second a large area muon telescope. The GRAPES-3 led by
Prof. Sunil K.Gupta, has the participation of about 30 scientists from 7 universities in India, and from 5 in
Japan. An Abstract in Physical Review Letter sees this as an alarming situation that could endanger earth and
astronauts! As they put it, “The simultaneous occurrence of the burst in all nine directions suggests its origin
close to Earth. It also indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield, and may hold clues for a
better understanding of future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth,
and endanger the lives of the astronauts in space.”
. The GRAPES-3 muon telescope recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015
lasting for two hours. The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and
moving with a speed of about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression
of Earth’s magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that
generated aurora borealis, and radio signal blackouts in many high-latitude countries.
Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, which acts as the first line of defense,
shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from
these high-intensity energetic radiations. Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 collaboration on
this event indicate that the Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic
reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere. Earth’s
magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degrees, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth where it
was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015. The data was
analyzed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core computing
farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray
Laboratory in Ooty.
This work has recently been published in Physical Review Letters.
Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power grids, global
positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor operating on Earth is
playing a very significant role in the study of such events. This recent finding has generated widespread
excitement in the international scientific community, as well as electronic and print media.

Story Source:
Materials provided by Tata Institute of Fundamental Research. Note: Content may be edited for style and
length.
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Solar Flare Burst Cracked The Earth’s Magnetic Field, Caused
Radio Blackouts?
scienceworldreport.com/articles/51786/20161107/burst-solar-flare-cracked-earth-s-magnetic-field-caused-radio.htm

11/7/2016
Meera V Nair
First Posted: Nov 07, 2016 02:55 AM EST

Solar Flare created a crack in the magnetic field of the Earth.
(Photo : NOAA/National Weather Service's Space Weather Prediction Center via Getty Images)
A recent study detected that a crack in the magnetic shield of the Earth caused by a solar flare has exposed
the planet to offensive radiation. The magnetic field which protects the Earth from hazardous cosmic radiation
may be more vulnerable, than ever thought before.
As per a report published in Weather.com, a study was published about the event which stated that the flare
triggered a geomagnetic storm that emitted a burst of cosmic rays. These cosmic rays have weakened the
Earth's magnetic shield. The source of the cosmic ray was huge solar plasma which traveled for 40 hours
from the Sun to reach the Earth. The study was published in a journal named Physical Review Letters.
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According to RT.com, researchers from Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in India made a discovery
while analyzing a galactic cosmic ray burst that caused radio blackouts across North and South America. The
intensity of the sun's flare was so deep that the researchers claimed it would have reduced the magnetic field
from 11 times the radius of the Earth to four times its radius, thus, allowing the shield to recover.
Researchers utilized the data from the GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India, in order to kindle the burst.
This telescope is the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor. The result directed towards the effect on
Earth would have required a crack in the magnetic field which lasted for nearly two hours. Nothing more can
be done to protect the Earth from any future cracks. It can leave the planet under steady exposure to
radiation and it can also lead to the eradication of our atmosphere.
It is described as one of the most powerful geomagnetic storms in the history. Scientists believe that the rays
temporarily weakened the polar magnetic field, thus, allowing the cosmic rays to enter the field. The magnetic
field of the Earth generally averts the most cosmic rays, protecting us from harmful radiation.
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Crack Discovered in Earth’s Magnetic Shield
sorendreier.com/crack-discovered-in-earths-magnetic-shield/

By Soren Dreier

November 5, 2016

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of
about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere
from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis,
and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.
Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, which acts as the first line of defence,
shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from
these high intensity energetic radiations.
Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 collaboration on this event indicate that the Earth’s
magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower energy
galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.
Earth’s magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth
where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015. The
data was analyzed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core
computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray
Laboratory in Ooty.
This work has recently been published in Physical Review Letters.
Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power grids, global
positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
Read More
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Cosmic-ray detector finds possible crack in Earth's magnetic
shield
sott.net/article/333056-Cosmic-ray-detector-finds-possible-crack-in-Earths-magnetic-shield

Life itself has Earth's magnetosphere to thank, but as the latest research suggests, it's not a fail-safe shield.

© NASA/UPI
Geomagnetic storms can trigger incredible light shows. Here, charged particles can be seen exciting the gas in
the upper atmosphere of the northern hemisphere.
The world's largest, most sensitive cosmic-ray detector has identified a potential crack in Earth's magnetic field.
The weakness was revealed by a burst of galactic cosmic rays, detected by GRAPES-3 during a severe
geomagnetic storm in June 2015. The storm as triggered by a plasma cloud ejected from the sun's corona.
It was one of the largest geomagnetic storms in recent history, generating an intense aurora borealis and
thwarting radio communication systems among the most northern latitudes. The storm was strong enough to
compress Earth's magnetosphere for several hours.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope is a massive array situated in southern India, a joint effort among scientific
institutes in Japan and India. Data revealing the cosmic ray breach were analyzed by scientists at Tata Institute
of Fundamental Research in Mumbai.
Researchers published their analysis of the potential magnetosphere crack this week in the journal Physical
Review Letters.
Life itself has Earth's magnetosphere to thank. Its ability to block out the harmful rays and particles flying through
space allowed life to flourish. But as the latest research suggests, it's not a fail-safe shield.
High-intensity storms can reveal stress fractures, so to speak. Researchers suggest the 2015 storm triggered a
phenomenon called magnetic reconnection, whereby magnetic energy is simultaneously converted into kinetic
energy, thermal energy and particle acceleration.
In this instance, the process was powerful enough to open a crack through which a burst of cosmic rays slipped
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through.
Scientists hope their continued work with GRAPES-3 will offer an improved understanding of the stresses put on
the magnetosphere by intense storms, to better predict vulnerabilities in the future.
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Potentially Dangerous Cosmic Rays Are Leaking Into Earth’s
Atmosphere — Are We Safe?
worldtruth.tv/potentially-dangerous-cosmic-rays-are-leaking-into-earths-atmosphere-are-we-safe/

11/6/2016

BLOG

A crack in Earth’s magnetic shield has been spotted by researchers at Tata Institute of Fundamental
Research. The researchers were able to identify the crack analyzing the data gathered by India’s GRAPES-3
muon telescope.
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The news has caused panic among people, thinking that the protective layer of our earth is slowly vanishing.
But how true is this?
According to Wired, the fissure which was first discovered in 2015, has let galactic cosmic rays leak into the
Earth’s atmosphere and caused huge geomagnetic storms in the northern hemisphere. The increased amount
of cosmic rays penetrating our atmosphere has led to disrupted communication signals and knocked out radio
signals.
The event, according to Science Alert is one of the most powerful geomagnetic storms in recent history.

In fact, results of the researchers’ numerous simulations show that the cosmic bombardment, with speed of
about 2.5 million kilometers per hour, was so unyielding, it caused a severe compression of the
magnetosphere, forcing it to shrink from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.
“Earth’s magnetic field deflects most cosmic rays, protecting living things from harmful radiation. But large
geomagnetic storms can reconfigure this protective shield, opening up weak spots that let radiation and
cosmic rays slip through. This vulnerability can occur when magnetized plasma from the Sun deforms Earth’s
magnetic field, stretching its shape at the poles and diminishing its ability to deflect charged particles,”
Katherine Wright explains on the American Physical Society website.
Science Explorer said that solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization because it will
interrupt technology and damage infrastructure. While, it is dangerous for the astronauts who are in space,
there is no direct threat for the people on earth, unless the radiation bombardment ensues in the long run
which may result to changing climate and drive up rates of cancer.
The researchers said there is nothing much we can do to repair the crack but we can study the crack to make
us more ready in case more of it will occur in the future.
The research has been published in Physical Review Letters.
Source:
natureworldnews.com
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Scientists record breach in Earth’s magnetic field
principia-scientific.org/scientists-record-breach-magnetic-field/

06/02/2017
Published on February 5, 2017
Written by Siva Parameswaran

Image copyright: SCIENCE PHOTO LIBRARY
Artwork: The Earth’s magnetosphere protects the planet from a continuous flow of cosmic radiation
Scientists have recorded the events that unfolded after the Earth’s magnetic shield was breached. Openings in
the planet’s magnetic field are not uncommon, but it is rarer to get the opportunity to gather data while such an
event is in progress.
A cosmic ray monitoring facility recorded a burst of cosmic rays associated with the opening. The magnetic field
breach was the result of charged particles from the Sun striking the Earth at high speed.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory (CRL) in Ooty, southern India, recorded
a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 gigaelectronvolts (GeV) on 22 June 2015.
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Image copyright: TIFR
Image caption: The opening in the magnetic shield was detected with the GRAPES-3 muon
telescope
“In this case the magnetic field was breached for only two hours and then returned back to normal. The magnetic
field strength reduced only by 2%,” Dr Sunil Gupta, lead scientist at the CRL told the BBC.
Earth’s magnetic shield, or magnetosphere, extends over a radius of a million kilometres. It protects the planet’s
biosphere from the continuous flow of solar and other cosmic radiation.
The Sun periodically ejects vast clouds of charged particles into space in events known as coronal mass
ejections (CMEs). Each one can contain a billion tonnes of charged gas, or plasma.
The giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona in 2015 caused massive compression of the Earth’s
magnetosphere and triggered a severe geomagnetic storm. In turn, this generated aurora borealis (northern
lights), and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.
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Image copyright: NASA/SDO/AIA
Image caption: The Sun periodically ejects vast clouds of charged particles into space
Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 team on this event indicate that the Earth’s magnetic shield
temporarily opened up in response to the incoming solar plasma, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray
particles to enter our atmosphere.
Dr Gupta said that the CRL’s measurements of the two-hour breach “gives us much more comprehensive
information over a much larger region of space than the satellite based instruments”.
The GRAPES-3 Muon telescope’s combination of a large area and directional measurement enabled the
accidental observations.

Image copyright: DR P. MARAZZI/SCIENCE PHOTO LIBRARY
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Image caption: Auroras are one of the consequences of geomagnetic storms
“We have been aware of impacts on the Earth from solar activity for a long time through the discovery of CMEs,
but the Indian study adds a new element to this endeavour, with detailed analysis of a major particle event
during the arrival of a particular cloud,” Dr Richard Harrison, head of space physics and chief scientist at the
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory in Oxfordshire, UK, told BBC News.
A major event could occur any time with potentially significant impacts on human infrastructure. As such, there
are ongoing efforts to improve the prediction of this so-called space weather.
“They can short circuit power supplies such as high voltage transformers which provide power to our cities,
disrupt communication satellites and therefore will affect, for example, internet, mobile phones and just about
anything that uses electricity,” said Dr Harrison.
In addition, he said, a major solar storm could also threaten humans in space, with the potential for damage to or
the loss of spacecraft – although such events are expected to be rare.
Scientists at CRL hope that the vast amount of data now available would enable them to better predict such
events and take preventative measures. But the real challenge is to devise appropriate electronic hardware that
can issue a reliable alert, Dr Gupta said.
The findings have been published in the journal Physical Review Letters.
Read more at www.bbc.co.uk
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Trackback from your site.
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Hole found in Earth’s magnetic field – humanity at risk of
cosmic radiation
t e m p l e i l l u m i n a tu s . c o m / m / g ro u p / d i s c u s s i o n

luckyfinds54
A HUGE hole has been detected in the Earth’s magnetic shield, leaving millions of human beings vulnerable to
deadly cosmic radiation, scientists have warned.

Analyzing data from the GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India, experts have concluded that the
magnetosphere has come under such heavy bombardment in recent years that it weakening.
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On June 22, 2015, there was a massive burst of galactic cosmic rays which traumatized the Earth’s magnetic
shield for two hours.
Roughly 40 hours before the Earth was bombarded by cosmic rays, the sun ejected a giant cloud of plasma.
This caused high energy radiation to strike the Earth’s magnetosphere at 2.5 million kilometres per hour.

The storm wreaked havoc on technology, with radio signal blackouts reported in North and South America.
However, it is not until now that scientists have been able to understand the full extent of the damage caused
by the storm.
Experts from the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in India ran several simulations based on the data
from the telescope. They found that the magnetosphere had been cracked, on the day. We had a hole in the
earth shield!
Worryingly, the bombardment was so intense the magnetosphere was forced to shrink from 11 to four times
the Earth’s radius.
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While small amounts of radiation would have little effect on life on Earth, prolonged exposure to higher
amounts of radiation can lead to cancer.
The team say in their research published in Physical Review Letters that the storm was so powerful that it
managed to “reconfigure” the magnetic shield and opening small cracks in Earth’s first line of defense.
This has dangerous implications for the future, the team says.
They write: “The occurrence of this burst also implies a two-hour weakening of Earth’s protective magnetic
shield during this event.
“[This] indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield, and may hold clues for a better
understanding of future super-storms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth, and
endanger the lives of the astronauts in space.”
Mary Greeley News
www.marygreeley.com

Credit http://www.express.co.uk/news/science/728799/Solar-storm-magnetic-s...

LINK: http://marygreeley.com/?p=46734
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The Earth's Magnetic Shield Cracked, Are We Doomed?
seeker.com/the-earths-magnetic-shield-cracked-are-we-doomed-2149053960.html

15/12/2016
Space
Dec 15, 2016 04:00 AM ET
Earth's magnetosphere protects us from harmful radiation in space, but scientists have just found a crack in it.
Are we doomed?
BY TRACE DOMINGUEZ
We have good news and bad news, Earthlings: First the bad news: According to recently disclosed data from the
GRAPES-3 muon telescope in India, the Sun spit out a ginormous mass coronal ejection in June of last year
that essentially cracked the Earth's magnetic field. As a result, some cosmic radiation leaked through.
The good news is that the crack was temporary, the cosmic radiation was (mostly) absorbed by particles in the
atmosphere, and everything should be fine down here in the troposphere. However, a similar solar storm could
be trouble for astronauts in orbit - on the International Space Station, say. Intrepid explorers Trace
Dominguez and Julian Huguet have the details in today's DNews report.
Read More:
ScienceAlert: Scientists have detected a crack in Earth's magnetic shield
Universe Today: Can Solar Flares Hurt Astronauts?
Space.com: What Are Cosmic Rays?
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The Earth’s Magnetic Shield Cracked, Are We Doomed?
ismokeit.net/the-earths-magnetic-shield-cracked-are-we-doomed/

15/12/2016

Earth’s magnetosphere protects us from harmful radiation in space, but scientists have just found a crack in it.
Are we doomed?
How Radiation Changes Your DNA – https://youtu.be/PQjL4ZDuq2o
Sign Up For The Seeker Newsletter Here – http://bit.ly/1UO1PxI
Read More:
Scientists have detected a crack in Earth’s magnetic shield
http://www.sciencealert.com/scientists-have-detected-a-crack-in-earth-s-magnetic-shield
“Scientists have been investigating one of the most powerful geomagnetic storms in recent history, and they’ve
discovered that our protective barrier isn’t as secure as we thought it was. Turns out, our magnetosphere has
been cracked.”
Can Solar Flares Hurt Astronauts?
http://www.universetoday.com/92897/can-solar-flares-hurt-astronauts/
“In a nutshell, cosmic rays are bad. Especially in large, long-term doses. Now the astronauts aboard the ISS are
still well within Earth’s protective magnetic field and so are shielded from much of the cosmic radiation that
passes through our solar system daily. And, strangely enough, when solar flares occur – such as today’s – the
amount of cosmic radiation the ISS encounters actually decreases.”
What Are Cosmic Rays?
http://www.space.com/32644-cosmic-rays.html
“Cosmic rays are atom fragments that rain down on the Earth from outside of the solar system. They blaze at the
speed of light and have been blamed for electronics problems in satellites and other machinery. First discovered
in 1912, many things about cosmic rays remain a mystery more than a century later.”
____________________
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DNews is dedicated to satisfying your curiosity and to bringing you mind-bending stories & perspectives you
won’t find anywhere else! New videos daily.
Watch More DNews on Seeker http://www.seeker.com/show/dnews/
Subscribe now! http://www.youtube.com/subscription_center?add_user=dnewschannel
Seeker on Twitter http://twitter.com/seeker
Trace Dominguez on Twitter https://twitter.com/tracedominguez
DNews on Facebook https://facebook.com/DiscoveryNews
DNews on Google+ https://plus.google.com/u/0/+dnews
Seeker http://www.seeker.com/
Sign Up For The Seeker Newsletter Here: http://bit.ly/1UO1PxI
Special thanks to Julian Huguet for co-hosting DNews!
Check Julian out on Twitter: https://twitter.com/jhug00
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Cosmic Rays Entering Earth: Dangerous Radiation Could
Penetrate Cracked Magnetic Field
itechpost.com/articles/70766/20170103/cosmic-rays-entering-earth-dangerous-radiation-penetrate-cracked-magnetic-field.htm

03/01/2017

Science
By Mandy Adams , Jan 03, 2017 09:52 AM EST

IN SPACE - OCTOBER 28: In this handout photo from the Solar & Heliospheric Observatory, a major solar
eruption is shown in progress October 29, 2003. This X18 flare is the strongest flare since August 16, 1989 when
an X20 flare occurred. A large coronal mass ejection has been hurled towards the Earth and could hit the Earth's
magnetosphere by October 30. <br /> (Photo : Solar & Heliospheric Observatory/NASA via Getty Images)
Dangerous cosmic rays seen through India's monitors reveal that there is a crack in the magnetic field protecting
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the earth from high energy radiation. The galactic rays ejected by the sun's corona resulted to a colorful display
of aurora borealis in high latitude countries.
The Cosmic Ray Laboratory at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research located in Ooty, Tamil Nadu. The
GRAPES-3 muon telescope recorded a two-hour surge in the number of cosmic rays with energies amounting to
20 GeV.
Cosmic Rays Entering Earth
Cosmic rays come from a cloud of plasma from the sun's corona. The rays which were traveling at the speed of
2.5 kilometers per hour resulted in a geomagnetic storm. The magnetosphere, a layer of the Earth's
atmosphere, protects the planet by diffusing cosmic rays. This first line of defense from the sun's high-energy
rays might have a major problem.
Physical Review, a journal covering the same phenomenon, detailed the result of the cosmic rays. This surge in
energy hitting the earth's atmosphere could put lives in jeopardy if not addressed properly. According to the
GRAPES-3 team, which included Dr. Pravata K. Mohanty, there was a temporary crack in the magnetic shield.
This crack was the result of magnetic reconnection. As a result, cosmic rays entering Earth made is past the
atmosphere.
Catastrophic Solar Storms
As noted in Tech2, solar storms could cause major disruptions in satellite and global communications and in
power grids. Although the aurorae borealis is a regular sight in countries near the magnetic poles, a major solar
storm can cause a lot of damage.
A report by Macedonia Online noted that US President Barack Obama was also concerned of a major disruption.
In October 2016, he issued an executive order calling for greater accuracy in space weather forecasts. The
same ruling called for proper preparation in case a major geomagnetic disturbance threatens the electrical
power grid.
The biggest solar storm recorded was the Carrington Event in 1859. It disrupted the communication between
two continents. Predictive Science senior researcher Pete Riley projected a 12 percent chance that the same
event will happen in 2020. Given the threats posed by cosmic rays entering Earth, proper preparation is
definitely warranted.
Get the Most Popular iTechPost Stories in a Weekly Newsletter
© 2016 ITECHPOST, All rights reserved. Do not reproduce without permission..
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As If We Don't Have Enough To Worry About, Now There's A
Crack In Earth's Magnetic Shield
i-am-bored.com/2016/11/dont-enough-worry-now-theres-crack-earths-magnetic-shield.html

The best in arts & entertainment, news, pop culture, and your mom since 2002. Login Register
Submitted by: trimble⚫ 3 months ago Science

This is probably all for the better -- let's get this over with.
An excerpt from Space Daily:
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and
moving with a speed of about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a
severe compression of Earth's magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.
It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis, and radio signal
blackouts in many high latitude countries.
Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, which acts as the
first line of defence, shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic
rays, thus protecting life on our p6lanet from these high intensity energetic radiations.
Log in or sign up to leave a comment
The Trending 10
© 2016 I Am Bored - All Rights Reserved
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Indian Scientists Detect Crack In Earth's Magnetic Shield
imagegalery.net/news/Indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-Earth%27s-magnetic-shield

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed
causing massive compression of the Earth's magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in
Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year lasting for two hours.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of
about 2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth's magnetosphere
from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.
It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high
latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this week.
Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of defence,
shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from
these high intensity energetic radiations.
Source : http://www.ndtv.com/india-news/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield-1621169
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Scientists Detect a Crack in Earth’s Magnetic Field After a
Severe Solar Storm
awarenessact.com/scientists-detect-a-crack-in-earths-magnetic-field-after-a-severe-solar-storm/

22/12/2016
Earth’s magnetic shield creates a barrier between that which makes our world a habitable place, and those
elements which would destroy our planet. Unfortunately, due to a powerful geomagnetic storm, this barrier now
contains a crack.
Since a massive burst of galactic cosmic rays occurred on June 22, 2015, researchers have been studying the
data from the GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty, Italy. According to the telescope, the Earth’s magnetosphere
was attacked by particles which emit a massive amount of high-energy radiation and travel through space at
about the same velocity as the speed of light.
Around 40 hours before the event took place, the Sun’s corona ejected a gigantic cloud of plasma, which made
its way to the Earth’s magnetosphere at speeds of around 2.5 million kilometers per hour.
In a detailed analysis led by the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research (TIFR), it was discovered that the
plasma particles found their way through a strange and temporary gap in the magnetic field of planet Earth.
Due to the plasma’s entry into the field, it caused the size of the field itself to shrink from being 11 times the
radius of Earth to a mere four times. The result was a geomagnetic storm that boosted the illumination of the
Northern Lights, but also devastated various radio networks for quite a bit of time.
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration rated the storm as a G4, or as a severe storm. Many
researchers believe that his storm was the likely culprit of the crack. Thankfully, the crack was only temporary,
however, this incident went to show scientists worldwide that the magnetic field can indeed become cracked.
Unfortunately, there isn’t much that can be done to prevent that from happening again either. What can be said
for the occurrence is that scientists and researchers will become better prepared for such an event if it were to
happen again in the near future.
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NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti: Early March Release to Compete
With AMD Vega 10
telegiz.com/articles/10161/20161104/earth-magnetic-shield-crack.htm

04/11/2016
Scientists Detect Crack in Earth's Magnetic Shield; Is our Planet's Magnetic Field Disappearing?
By Iesha Javed, | November 04, 2016

Scientists have revealed that the Earth's magnetic shield is getting weaker. (YouTube)
The world's largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor has identified a burst of galactic cosmic rays indicating
a potential crack in the Earth's magnetic shield, a new study revealed.
Like Us on Facebook
According to scientists, the cosmic-ray detector located in India revealed weakness in the Earth's magnetic
shield after a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the sun's corona hit Earth at a speed of about 2.5 million
kilometers per hour.
It caused heavy compression of the Earth's magnetosphere, from 11 to four times the radius of Earth, allowing
dangerous lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere and triggering a severe
geomagnetic storm on 22 June 2015.
It was one of the largest geomagnetic storms in recent past, creating an intense aurora borealis and radio signal
blackouts among the most northern latitude countries, according to the research study published in the journal
Physical Review Letters this week
The burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, which lasted for about two hours, was detected by GRAPES3 muon telescope situated in southern India at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research's Cosmic Ray Laboratory
in Ooty in Tamil Nadu. The GRAPES-3 is a collective effort among scientific institutes from Japan and India.
Mathematical simulations conducted by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, showed that
the Earth's magnetic protection fractured briefly due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection.
It might not be something we take too seriously. However, we should be thankful of the Earth's magnetosphere
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which stretches over a radius of a million kilometers. It acts as the primary line of defense, shielding us from the
constant flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, harmful high-intensity energetic radiation, charged particles, and
meteorites thus protecting life on our planet.
The crack indicates that Earth's magnetic shield is weakening. If this continues, it could cause widespread havoc
on Earth including thwarting power systems and leaving plant and animal life vulnerable to ultraviolet radiation.
©2017 Telegiz All rights reserved. Do not reproduce without permission
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Indian scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic shield
news.cmcm.com/detail/ke674727bof_us

Washington/Pune: The world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a
burst of galactic cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield, according to scientists.
he burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed
causing massive compression of the Earth’s magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.
he GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in
Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year lasting for two hours.
he burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of about
2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere from
11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.
It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high
latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this week.
Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of defence,
shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from
these high intensity energetic radiations.
Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that the
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Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower
energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.
Earth’s magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth
where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015.
he data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core
computing
farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory
in Ooty.
Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by crippling large electrical power grids, global
positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
PTI
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India uses recycled pipes to detect solar storms
news.ycombinator.com/item

With humble materials you can do some pretty amazing science.
I'm surprised that given the stingy budgets of many American labs that this isn't more typical.
reply

It's difficult to imagine an article like this about the US. "MIT researchers study solar storms
using cheap recycled materials." It doesn't sound right.
reply

It's a bit illogical though. All of us owe our current prosperity and standard of living due to
people in the past finding cheaper ways to do things.
reply

We owe our current prosperity to companies aggressively cutting costs to make
more profit.
Labs generally don't care about unit economics. They're more concerned with
cutting edge proof of concept
reply

Bro, I don't care what this article is trying to sell you. Science is never cheap. It is awesome
that these scientist figure out some creative way to cut cost. If everyone is starting to do this on
the large scale, the human civilization will stop developing.
reply
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> Science is never cheap.
History disagrees. Some of the most fundamental discoveries were made using little more
than junk laying around the scientist's laboratory.
You don't need a billion dollar budget to do important work. If you think you do, human
civilization will stop developing because it's too busy applying for grants.
reply

> Science is never cheap
I mean we got penicillin from moldy bread. "Never" is a strong word.
EDIT: It was from a moldy petri dish. The basic point still stands.
reply

macgyver
"he MacGyvered a makeshift jack with a log" Origin 1990s: from Angus MacGyver, the lead
character in the television series MacGyver (1985–1992), who often made or repaired objects in
an improvised way.
reply
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Recycled pipes to detect cosmic solar storms?
trump24h.com/927945/recycled-pipes-detect-cosmic-solar-storms

BBC News Wed, 2017-03-01 09:35
Engineering level: India
bbc.co.uk
Activity from BBC News
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Powerful geomagnetic storm cracks Earth’s magnetosphere
strangesounds.org/2016/11/powerful-geomagnetic-storm-cracks-earths-magnetosphere-video.html

05/11/2016

Earth’s magnetosphere was briefly cracked after a powerful geomagnetic storm
propagated from the sun last year.
The blast was registered in June 2015 after a huge cloud of plasma released from the Sun
struck the Earth at a speed of some 2.5 million kph.

Our protection from external radiation shortly disappeared in 2015, based on the analysis of data from India’s
GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the world’s most sensitive cosmic-ray monitoring system.
The impact of the solar storm caused the Earth’s magnetic shield to compress, leading to massive geomagnetic
atmospheric anomalies.
The powerful blast of solar energy lasted for over two hours. Storm effects included aurora borealis and radio
signal interruptions across several continents.
The new data indicate a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield, and may hold clues for a better
understanding of future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth,
and endanger the lives of the astronauts in space.
Here a video about this imprecedent storm:
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The magnetosphere, the Earth’s energetic protecting shield, prevents the highly-dangerous radiation of the Sun
from destroying life on the planet. However, powerful geomagnetic storms can deform the magnetosphere,
allowing energetic particles to reach the surface.

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter
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Holes in Earth's Magnetic Field
radmon.org/index.php/news/148-holes-in-earth-s-magnetic-field

Written by Bob Meyers
A hole has been detected in the Earth’s magnetic shield. Data from the GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty,
India shows the magnetosphere has come under such heavy bombardment in recent years that it weakening.
Researchers in India made the discovery when analyzing a galactic cosmic ray burst that caused radio
blackouts across North and South America and a supercharged aurora borealis in 2015. The magnetic field that
protects Earth from deadly cosmic radiation may be more vulnerable than previously thought. A crack in the
shield caused by a solar flare which exposed the planet to a bombardment of radiation has been detected.

The cosmic ray source was a giant solar plasma cloud that travelled 40 hours from our sun to reach Earth,
where the researchers believe it caused a transient “weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield” , according to their
findings published in the journal Physical Review Letters.

Unfortunately not a lot can be done to protect Earth from any future cracks in the shield, which could leave the
planet under constant exposure to radiation and could potentially lead to the eradication of our atmosphere.
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Cosmic-ray detector finds possible crack in Earth's magnetic
shield
spacedaily.com/reports/Cosmic-ray_detector_finds_possible_crack_in_Earths_magnetic_shield_999.html

The world's largest, most sensitive cosmic-ray detector
has identified a potential crack in Earth's magnetic field.
The weakness was revealed by a burst of galactic
cosmic rays, detected by GRAPES-3 during a severe
geomagnetic storm in June 2015. The storm as triggered
by a plasma cloud ejected from the sun's corona.
It was one of the largest geomagnetic storms in recent
history, generating an intense aurora borealis and
thwarting radio communication systems among the most
northern latitudes. The storm was strong enough to
compress Earth's magnetosphere for several hours.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope is a massive array
disclaimer: image is for illustration purposes only
situated in southern India, a joint effort among scientific
institutes in Japan and India. Data revealing the cosmic
ray breach were analyzed by scientists at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in Mumbai.
Researchers published their analysis of the potential magnetosphere crack this week in the journal Physical
Review Letters.
Life itself has Earth's magnetosphere to thank. Its ability to block out the harmful rays and particles flying through
space allowed life to flourish. But as the latest research suggests, it's not a fail-safe shield.
High-intensity storms can reveal stress fractures, so to speak. Researchers suggest the 2015 storm triggered a
phenomenon called magnetic reconnection, whereby magnetic energy is simultaneously converted into kinetic
energy, thermal energy and particle acceleration.
In this instance, the process was powerful enough to open a crack through which a burst of cosmic rays slipped
through.
Scientists hope their continued work with GRAPES-3 will offer an improved understanding of the stresses put on
the magnetosphere by intense storms, to better predict vulnerabilities in the future.
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Could Earth’s Protective Shield Be Cracking?
ecomass.wordpress.com/2016/12/27/could-earths-protective-shield-be-cracking/

Steven J Stanek

12/27/2016

The earth’s magnetic shield is responsible for protecting us against meteorites and charged particles and
offering radiation shielding capabilities. It is also responsible for the stunning Northern Lights. But you don’t think
about this everyday do you? After all, it’s one of those things that we simply take for granted. But as it turns out,
a temporary crack has developed in the earth’s magnetic shield, which is allowing damaging cosmic ray particles
to enter the earth’s atmosphere.

What is Magnetic Reconnection?
We don’t see magnetic reconnection on earth. The plasma that makes up 99% of the universe contains
magnetic fields which affect the way charged particles in its vicinity move. Usually, the magnetic fields inside
these plasmas don’t merge with others or break pattern. However, there are times when the entire pattern
changes to something new as these field lines get close to one another. Magnetic reconnection simply taps into
the energy stored in the magnetic field and transforms it into kinetic and heat energy, sending particles all along
the field lines. Sounds simple enough, but the amount of energy released can actually be devastating. It is this
energy that could be responsible for causing UV radiation as well as widespread blackouts.
The Burst That Was
A GRAPES-3 muon telescope in India recorded a burst of cosmic rays that lasted for 2 hours. The fact that the
burst happened in all 9 directions suggests that the origin was close to our planet. This also shows the
weakening of the planet’s magnetic shield and could hold clues about future storms that have the potential to
cripple technological infrastructure here and damage the shield’s radiation shielding capabilities. The burst took
place when a cloud of plasma struck earth at a speed of 2.5 million kms/ hr. It caused a compression in the
magnetosphere, reducing it from 11 times to 4 times the radius of the planet.
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Solar Winds and their Role
The sun’s atmosphere is also made up of plasma, where negative and positively charged particles are separated
at immense temperatures. These particles streams out from the corona, filling solar wind in the solar system.
However, the sun’s control reduces as the plasma travels further away. Think of this as a squirt gun spraying
water. The initial sprays are smooth, but it slowly begins to break into droplets and eventually into a mist.
A Flip in the Poles
Geomagnetic storms are becoming more and more disruptive due to our increasing dependence on technical
systems that can be affected by electrical currents. The planet’s magnetic shield has already weakened by as
much as 15% within the last 200 years, and this could mean that the poles are about to flip. Some experts
believe that a flip is long overdue, but when this occurs, is anybody’s guess. And once that happens, the planet
would get exposed to solar winds which could punch a hole in the ozone layer, destroying existing radiation
shielding capabilities, knocking out power grids, devastating earth as we know it forever.
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Crack in Earth’s magnetic shield
planetweknow.com/crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/

By admin

Earth is such a habitable place, thanks in no small part to the vast magnetic field that surrounds our planet,
shielding us from harsh solar winds and cosmic radiation. But scientists have been investigating one of the most
powerful geomagnetic storms in recent history, and they’ve discovered that our protective barrier isn’t as secure
as we thought it was. Turns out, our magnetosphere has been cracked.
Researchers have been analysing data from the GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India, which recorded a
massive burst of galactic cosmic rays on 22 June 2015. For 2 hours, Earth’s magnetosphere was being
bombarded by these particles, which emit immensely high-energy radiation, and travel through space at nearly
the speed of light. These things are so powerful, they can easily penetrate the hull of a spacecraft, and Earth’s
magnetic shield is our first line of defence against them.
About 40 hours before the June 22 event, a giant cloud of plasma was ejected from the Sun’s corona (or outer
atmosphere), and eventually struck the magnetosphere at speeds of about 2.5 million kilometres per hour. That’s
not exactly news, because at the time, it triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that was responsible for radio
signal blackouts in many high latitude countries in North and South America. It also resulted in a supercharged
aurora borealis – which is created when charged particles from outer space reach Earth’s atmosphere.
But now researchers have finally realised the full extent of that relentless bombardment of cosmic rays. A team
from the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in India performed numerous simulations based on the
GRAPES-3 data from that day, and the results indicate that the magnetosphere had been temporarily cracked,
and that’s why things went so haywire in our radio systems. In fact, the team says the bombardment was so
relentless, it caused a severe compression of the magnetosphere, forcing it to shrink from 11 to 4 times the
radius of Earth. The researchers suspect that the geomagnetic storm was powerful enough to actually
‘reconfigure’ our magnetic shield, prising open weak spots to let radiation and cosmic rays slip through.
“This vulnerability can occur when magnetised plasma from the Sun deforms Earth’s magnetic field, stretching
its shape at the poles and diminishing its ability to deflect charged particles,” Katherine Wright explains on the
American Physical Society website. The fact that this happened at all is a concern, say the researchers,
because it suggests that our magnetic field is changing – or rather, weakening – in certain parts. The occurrence
of this burst also implies a 2-hour weakening of Earth’s protective magnetic shield during this event,” the
researchers report. This indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield, and may hold clues for a
better understanding of future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth, and
endanger the lives of the astronauts in space.”
So the good news is our magnetosphere was only temporarily cracked, but the bad news is that it can be
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cracked at all. There’s not a whole lot we can do about that, but the researchers hope that by continuing to
search for these cracks as they happen – and in past events – we’ll be better prepared to deal with the next time
those cosmic rays burst through and wreak havoc.
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Crack in earth’s magnetic field detected in India
lilfacts.com/viral-news/crack-earths-magnetic-field-detected-india/

2/3/2017
February 3, 2017 by admin

The world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor is the GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at the Tata
Institute of Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty, Tamil Nadu. The monitor detected a burst
of galactic cosmic rays that suggested a break in the earth’s magnetic field. The crack triggered aurora borealis
and radio signal blackouts in several high latitude countries
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http://www.disclose.tv/news/powerful_geomagnetic_storm_earths_magnetosphere_has_cracked/137413

Powerful Geomagnetic Storm: Earth's Magnetosphere Has Cracked! –
Disclose.tv

disclose.tv

Powerful Geomagnetic Storm: Earth's Magnetosphere has cracked!
enigmas
Surrounded by a bubble in space
tens of thousands thousands of
miles wide called the
magnetosphere Earth should be
well protected. This magnetic force
field serves as a shield protecting
us from solar storms.
However, according to new
observations and data from
NASA's IMAGE spacecraft and
the joint NASA/European Space Agency, cracks can develop in the magnetosphere and remain open for
hours.
Researchers investigating one of the most powerful geomagnetic storms in recent history, have found that
our magnetosphere has been cracked, and warn that this could leave the people of Earth vulnerable to
cosmic radiation.
Analysing data from the GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India, they performed numerous simulations
based on the GRAPES-3 data from that day. In addition to the fact that the magnetosphere had been
temporarily cracked, the team found that the bombardment had been so relentless, it caused a severe
compression of the magnetosphere, forcing it to shrink from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.
Researchers suspect that the geomagnetic storm was powerful enough to actually 'reconfigure' our
magnetic shield, opening up weak spots to let radiation and cosmic rays slip through.
The fact that this happened is a concern, because it suggests that our magnetic field is changing or rather,
weakening in certain parts.
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The Planet’s Magnetic Field Was Cracked Open By A Solar
Storm
happinesschronicles.com/index.php/2016/12/30/the-planets-magnetic-field-was-cracked-open-by-a-solar-storm/

Admin

12/31/2016

On August 31, 2012 a long filament of solar material that had been hovering in the sun's
atmosphere, the corona, erupted out into space at 4:36 p.m. EDT. The coronal mass ejection, or
CME, traveled at over 900 miles per second. The CME did not travel directly toward Earth, but did
connect with Earth's magnetic environment, or magnetosphere, causing aurora to appear on the
night of Monday, September 3. Picuted here is a lighten blended version of the 304 and 171
angstrom wavelengths. Cropped Credit: NASA/GSFC/SDO NASA image use policy. NASA
Goddard Space Flight Center enables NASA’s mission through four scientific endeavors: Earth
Science, Heliophysics, Solar System Exploration, and Astrophysics. Goddard plays a leading role in
NASA’s accomplishments by contributing compelling scientific knowledge to advance the Agency’s
mission.
The Earth’s magnetic field is important. Not only does it work in conjunction with solar wind to create beautiful
aurorae, but it also keeps us all alive. Personally, I think the second reason is the most important, but then again,
I’ve never seen the aurorae in person. The magnetic field actually prevents radiation from making it to the
surface of our planet, which in turn, keeps us from dying. Needless to say, when something goes wrong with our
magnetic field, it’s kind of a big deal.
This is why the new study in Physical Review Letters that revealed the recent “crack” in Earth’s magnetic field
has come as quite a shock.
In June of 2015, the GRAPES-3 muon telescope located in India spotted an increase in flow of galactic cosmic
rays, or GCRs, infiltrating our atmosphere. The telescope is designed to pick up on highly energetic interactions,
like the ones the GCRs create. Although this specific type of radiation comes from a source outside of our Solar
System, it still appeared to be fairly close, at least from somewhere in our stellar neighborhood.
After further analysis, researchers at the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research found that the rays got through
an unusual, and thankfully temporary gap in our planet’s magnetic field. The invasion of GCRs occurred around
the same time as a coronal mass ejection, which moved about 1.6 million miles per hour.
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This highly energetic ejection caused the entire magnetic field of the Earth to shrink from being 11 times the
radius of the planet, to just four times larger. Not only did this trigger a geometric storm that added to the beauty
of the famous Northern Lights, but it’s also responsible for bringing down radio networks for some time.
The geometric storm was ranked by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration as a G4, which simply
means severe. It’s incredibly likely that this severe storm was to blame for the crack in the magnetic field to
appear.
These storms are powerful, and they don’t have be to ranked as severe in order to cause immense damage here
on Earth. They have the potential to cost communication and electrical companies trillions of dollars’ worth of
damage, as well as put the lives of astronauts aboard the International Space Station in danger.
It’s actually noted in the study that depending on the orbital variation of the cutoff rigidities, the astronauts aboard
the space station at the time would have received a large dose of radiation during the burst.
Fortunately, enough for the planet, and for all of human life, the crack lasted only a few hours before the
magnetic field was able to return to its original size. This could be a normal occurrence that the Earth has
experienced several times during its orbit, but until now, something like this has never been recorded. However,
it could happen again and most likely will.
What makes this phenomenon so scary is that it gives us some perspective in regards to how powerful our own
star really is. There’s absolutely nothing we can do about random and violent bursts of energy that come from
the sun.
All we can do is study in the hopes that we can be better prepared when the next one strikes.
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Earth’s Magnetic Shield Almost Cracked by Massive Solar
Storm
en.yibada.com/articles/171799/20161106/earth-s-magnetic-shield-cracked-massive-solar-storm-last-june.htm

11/6/2016
Arthur Dominic Villasanta | Nov 06, 2016 10:06 PM EST

GRAPES-3 detectors. (Photo : GRAPES-3 Experiment )
The Earth's magnetosphere or magnetic shield temporarily cracked and has weakened since being hit by a
powerful solar storm on June 22, 2015. This penetration of the magnetic shield left us temporarily vulnerable and
exposed to deadly cosmic radiation, said scientists in a new study.
Like Us on Facebook
Scientists studying this fierce coronal mass ejection (CME) from the Sun came to this conclusion after carefully
studying data from the GRAPES-3 Experiment's tracking muon telescope in the city of Ooty in India. GRAPES 3
is an acronym for "Gamma Ray Astronomy at PeV EnergyS 3rd establishment ."
ADVERTISING
inRead invented by Teads
The GRAPES-3 tracking muon telescope measures muon intensity at high cutoff rigidities (15 GV to 24 GV)
along nine independent directions covering 2.3 sr. A muon is an unstable subatomic particle.
GRAPES-3 data also shows the magnetosphere came under such heavy CME bombardment in recent years
that it weakening. But on June 22, 2015, a massive burst of galactic cosmic rays from a CME battered the
magnetic shield for two hours.
Scientists discovered the weakening and cracking of the magnetosphere were caused by heavy bombardment of
the Earth's magnetic field by high-energy cosmic rays after a massive CME.
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The Sun unleashed a massive cloud of plasma associated with a surge of high-energy radiation that hit the
magnetosphere at 2.5 million kilometers per hour. The impact also triggered a violent geomagnetic storm that
generated a supercharged aurora borealis and widespread radio signal blackouts in North and South America.
The analysis, conducted by experts at the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research (TIFR), used data from
GRAPES-3 to run multiple simulations of the impact of the cosmic ray bombardments on the magnetosphere.
The simulations revealed the radiation caused multiple small cracks in the magnetosphere that exposed the
Earth to potentially harmful radiation. Scientists were also worried to discover the intense bombardment caused
the magnetosphere to shrink from 11 times to four times the Earth's radius.
"The occurrence of this burst also implies a two-hour weakening of Earth's protective magnetic shield during this
event," said the study. "It indicates a transient weakening of Earth's magnetic shield."
But the magnetosphere has since recovered from the damage and weakening after the bombardment subsided,
scientists said.
Sufficiently powerful cosmic ray bombardments of the magnetosphere might "reconfigure" and disrupt the
Earth's magnetic shield based on data analysis and simulations.
Scientists noted the results of their study have far-reaching implications because the Earth's magnetosphere is
very vital to life on Earth since it shields the atmosphere from deadly cosmic rays.

Copyright 2015 en.yibada.com All rights reserved. Do not reproduce without permission.
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The Planet’s Magnetic Field Was Cracked Open By A Solar
Storm
dailyvibes.org/magnetic-field-crack-solar-storm/

11/16/2016

The Earth’s magnetic field is important. Not only does it work in conjunction with solar wind to create beautiful
aurorae, but it also keeps us all alive. Personally, I think the second reason is the most important, but then again,
I’ve never seen the aurorae in person. The magnetic field actually prevents radiation from making it to the
surface of our planet, which in turn, keeps us from dying. Needless to say, when something goes wrong with our
magnetic field, it’s kind of a big deal.
This is why the new study in Physical Review Letters that revealed the recent “crack” in Earth’s magnetic field
has come as quite a shock.
In June of 2015, the GRAPES-3 muon telescope located in India spotted an increase in flow of galactic cosmic
rays, or GCRs, infiltrating our atmosphere. The telescope is designed to pick up on highly energetic interactions,
like the ones the GCRs create. Although this specific type of radiation comes from a source outside of our Solar
System, it still appeared to be fairly close, at least from somewhere in our stellar neighborhood.
After further analysis, researchers at the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research found that the rays got through
an unusual, and thankfully temporary gap in our planet’s magnetic field. The invasion of GCRs occurred around
the same time as a coronal mass ejection, which moved about 1.6 million miles per hour.
This highly energetic ejection caused the entire magnetic field of the Earth to shrink from being 11 times the
radius of the planet, to just four times larger. Not only did this trigger a geometric storm that added to the beauty
of the famous Northern Lights, but it’s also responsible for bringing down radio networks for some time.
The geometric storm was ranked by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration as a G4, which simply
means severe. It’s incredibly likely that this severe storm was to blame for the crack in the magnetic field to
appear.
These storms are powerful, and they don’t have be to ranked as severe in order to cause immense damage here
on Earth. They have the potential to cost communication and electrical companies trillions of dollars’ worth of
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damage, as well as put the lives of astronauts aboard the International Space Station in danger.
It’s actually noted in the study that depending on the orbital variation of the cutoff rigidities, the astronauts aboard
the space station at the time would have received a large dose of radiation during the burst.
Fortunately, enough for the planet, and for all of human life, the crack lasted only a few hours before the
magnetic field was able to return to its original size. This could be a normal occurrence that the Earth has
experienced several times during its orbit, but until now, something like this has never been recorded. However,
it could happen again and most likely will.
What makes this phenomenon so scary is that it gives us some perspective in regards to how powerful our own
star really is. There’s absolutely nothing we can do about random and violent bursts of energy that come from
the sun.
All we can do is study in the hopes that we can be better prepared when the next one strikes.
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Archives for November 2016 | Doom Junkies
doomjunkies.com/2016/11/

Crack discovered in Earth's magnetic shield
November 3, 2016

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015
lasting for two hours. The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and
moving with a speed of about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of
Earth’s magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that
generated aurora borealis, and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.
Source:: Crack discovered in Earth’s magnetic shield
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Study: Solar flare caused a 'crack' in protective field around
Earth
aol.com/article/news/2016/11/13/study-solar-flare-caused-a-crack-in-protective-field-around-e/21604879/

A news release by the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in India reports that the two-hour event was
spotted by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope on June 22, 2015.
The release goes on to state that "The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar
corona, and ... struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth's magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the
radius of Earth."
This area is considered to be a shield from strong radiation.
A geomagnetic storm is believed to have resulted from the activity, as The Wire reports, which "allowed an
unusually high flux of cosmic ray particles to arrive on Earth."
According to the institute, consequent simulations indicated that "the Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked
due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter
our atmosphere."
While such damage can't necessarily be avoided in the future, the team believes the research could help to
enable "a better understanding of future superstorms."
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A Solar Storm Put A Crack In Earth’s Magnetic Field
thecoolestscience.com/2016/11/solar-storm-put-crack-earths-magnetic-field/

11/11/2016
This is absolutely astounding…
By
thecoolestscience
Published on November 10, 2016
Earth’s magnetic field is partly responsible for a couple of things that all humans enjoy. Firstly, it conspires with
the solar wind to create those beautiful, ephemeral aurorae. Secondly, by preventing so much damaging
radiation making it to the surface, it stops us all dying – that, inarguably, is rather wonderful.
As a new study in Physical Review Letters has revealed, though, there was recently a “crack” in it.
Back in June 2015, the GRAPES-3 muon telescope based in India – one which is designed to pick up on highly
energetic interactions – spotted an increase in the flow of galactic cosmic rays (GCRs) permeating through our
atmosphere. This type of radiation originates from outside our Solar System, although in this case, its source
appeared to be relatively close by in our stellar neighborhood.
A detailed analysis led by researchers at the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research (TIFR) found that the
plasma cloud got through an unusual, temporary gap in Earth’s magnetic field.
This GCR invasion coincided with a coronal mass ejection moving at 2.5 million kilometers per hour (1.6 million
miles per hour), one that was so energetic that it caused the entire planet’s magnetic field to shrink from being 11
times the radius of Earth to just four times that. As reported by Wired, this triggered a geomagnetic storm that
both boosted the dramatic iridescence of the Northern Lights, but also brought down radio networks for some
time.
This storm was ranked as a G4 on the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) scale, which
means it was rated as “severe”. It is highly likely that this powerful storm caused the crack to appear.
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A powerful coronal mass ejection seen emerging from the Sun on August 31, 2012. NASA
These storms have the potential to cause trillions of dollars of damage to communications networks and
electrical grids, and even endanger the lives of astronauts onboard the International Space Station. In fact, the
team note in their study that “depending on the orbital variation of the cutoff rigidities, the astronauts on the
International Space Station would have received a high, and variable radiation dose during the burst.” This would
have included NASA astronaut Scott Kelly, who spent 340 days in low-Earth orbit.
Fortunately, the crack lasted for just a few hours, and the magnetic field returned to its original size and strength
shortly afterwards. There’s a good chance that this astrophysical injury would have occurred in Earth’s past, but
this particular phenomenon just hasn’t been detected until now. Of course, it’s almost certain that it will happen
again.
If anything, this study is a powerful reminder of how frighteningly energetic our local star actually is. There’s
pretty much nothing we can do about its violent outbursts, but a better understanding of their behavior can allow
us to prepare for future geomagnetic storms.
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GRAPES-3 Indicates a Crack in Earth’s Magnetic Shield
beforeitsnews.com/science-and-technology/2016/11/grapes-3-indicates-a-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield-2856655.html

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s (TIFR’s) Cosmic Ray
Laboratory in Ooty recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015 lasting for two
hours.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of
about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere
from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis,
and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor recorded a burst of galactic
cosmic rays that indicated a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield

Credit: TIFR

Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, which acts as the first line of defence,
shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from
these high intensity energetic radiations. Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 collaboration on
this event indicate that the Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic
reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.
Earth’s magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth
where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015. The
data was analyzed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core
computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray
Laboratory in Ooty.
This work has recently been published in Physical Review Letters
Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power grids, global
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positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor operating on Earth is playing
a very significant role in the study of such events. This recent finding has generated widespread excitement in
the international scientific community, as well as electronic and print media.
Contacts and sources:
Pravata K Mohanty
Tata Institute of Fundamental Research
Citation: Transient Weakening of Earth’s Magnetic Shield Probed by a Cosmic Ray Burst
P. K. Mohanty, K. P. Arunbabu, T. Aziz, S. R. Dugad, S. K. Gupta, B. Hariharan, P. Jagadeesan, A. Jain, S. D.
Morris, B. S. Rao, Y. Hayashi, S. Kawakami, A. Oshima, S. Shibata, S. Raha, P. Subramanian, and H.
Kojima Phys. Rev. Lett. 117, 171101 – Published 20 October 2016APS Physics highlight:
http://physics.aps.org/synopsis-for/10.1103/PhysRevLett.117.171101
http://physicsworld.com/cws/article/news/2016/oct/21/flash-physics-physicists-call-for-food-strategy-lhc-trio-bagprize-cosmic-rays-elude-geomagnetic-field
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Earth’s magnetic shield crack found
ultimatescience.org/earths-magnetic-shield-crack-found/

krazytrs

11/5/2016

It’s pretty much common sense that Earth’s magnetic shield plays an important role in protecting the planet from
bad things like solar winds and cosmic radiation, making it a habitable place, but while scientists were
investigating one of the most powerful geomagnetic storms from the last times, have found out that our
protective layer isn’t as safe as we previously thought.
While examining the data from the GRAPES-3 moun telescopy in Ooty, India, in specific the galactic cosmic rays
from 22 June 2015, they noticed that 40 hours before the event, a giant cloud of plasma was ejected from the
Sun’s corona (Sun’s outer atmosphere), and struck the magnetosphere at speeds of about 2.5 million kilometers
per hour, which we already knew about because of the massive radio signal blackouts in many high latitude
countries. Just now, the researches have gotten a full picture of the consequences of that event, and have
detected that the magnetosphere had been temporarily cracked, which lead to the problems in the radio
systems.
Although this was only a temporary crack in the magnetosphere, it has proven that the magnetosphere can be
cracked, which is bad, but at least now, will be more alert during this events.
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Link25 (218) – The Crack On Earth’s Magnetic Shield Edition
101hotnews.com/link25-218-the-crack-on-earths-magnetic-shield-edition/

11/6/2016

Indiaâ€™s Telescope Detects Crack in the Earthâ€™s Magnetic Shield

A crack has been detected in the Earth’s magnetic shield, which allowed deadly cosmic ray particles to seep
through into the atmosphere.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitoring system on Earth located
at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s (TIFR) Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty, India, had recorded (click on
the title to see the full article).
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Scientists have just detected a crack in Earth’s magnetic
shield
czaal.com/scientists-have-just-detected-a-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/

czaal

11/4/2016

Experts have recently found that Earth’s magnetic shield cracked open due to a super-strong
geomagnetic storm that managed to reconfigure our planet’s magnetic shield. Our planet’s
magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, and acts as the ‘first line of defense’,
protecting us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays.
The magnetosphere is a large area that encompasses our planet. Its presence alone protects the planet from
charged particles of the solar wind and deflects them around Earth.
This enormous protective natural layer around our planet extends thousands of miles into space and its
magnetism is so important and influential that it affects technology, life forms on the planet and weather patterns
as well.
Scientists used the telescope and cosmic ray detector GRAPES-3 and published the analysis of a solar storm
that occurred in June of 2015, leaving us without a magnetic shield for TWO hours.
The giant cloud of plasma -which originated in the Sun’s corona- ejected in June 2015 and eventually crashed
into our planet magnetosphere at a speed of about 2.5 million kilometers per hour. The damage caused by
the collision was of epic proportions.
As this occurred, it caused massive radio-signal blackouts in many high-latitude countries in North and south
America. This supermassive storm also caused supercharged aurora borealis.
But over a year after the solar storm struck our magnetosphere, experts have been able to realize the extent of
damage caused by the bombardment of solar rays.
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According to experts from the Tata Institute of fundamental Research in India, after performing simulations
based on data gathered by the GRAPES-3 satellite from that day, the magnetosphere of Earth cracked open,
meaning that after all its not as secure as we thought it was.
Scientists concluded that the geomagnetic storm was so great that it actually managed to RECONFIGURE
our magnetic shield.
“This vulnerability can occur when magnetized plasma from the Sun deforms Earth’s magnetic field, stretching
its shape at the poles and diminishing its ability to deflect charged particles,” Katherine Wright explains on the
American Physical Society website. The research has been published in Physical Review Letters.
This is something we need to worry about. Experts say that the fact that this occurred means that our magnetic
field is changing and even weakening in certain parts.
“The occurrence of this burst also implies a 2-hour weakening of Earth’s protective magnetic shield during this
event,” the researchers report.
“[This] indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield, and may hold clues for a better understanding
of future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth, and endanger the lives of
the astronauts in space.”
In previous articles we reported about how our planet’s magnetic field is collapsing and our planet’s poles are
flipping. This could result in catastrophic events on our planet.
Scientists warn that in the last two centuries the magnetic field has weakened, suggesting that it could be a telltale sign that Earth’s poles are about the flip. While experts believe a flip is overdue, they still cannot tell when it
might occur. According to researchers, the Earth’s magnetic field is in constant movement and every 2-3
hundred thousand years or so the polarity of our planet flips.
The post Scientists have just detected a crack in Earth’s magnetic shield appeared first on EWAO.
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Link25 (218) – The Crack On Earth’s Magnetic Shield Edition
viralsharer.com/2016/11/link25-218-crack-on-earths-magnetic.html

India’s Telescope Detects Crack in the Earth’s Magnetic Shield

A crack has been detected in the Earth’s magnetic shield, which allowed deadly cosmic ray particles to seep
through into the atmosphere.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitoring system on Earth located
at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s (TIFR) Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty, India, had recorded (click on
the title to see the full article).
We’ve seen leaked images before, but now you can get your first proper look at Dan Stevens in action as
Disney’s titular Beast in the live-action Beauty and the Beast remake. (Click on the title to see the full article).
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Is Earth's protective shield cracking?
newsgrio.com/articles/389447-is-earth-s-protective-shield-cracking.html

3/11/2016
Simulations indicate the Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked
This was caused by magnetic reconnection of our magnetic field lines
This allowed lower energy galactic cosmic rays to enter our atmosphere
It could also be a sign our magnetic shield is weakening, researchers said
This would cause widespread havoc on Earth including black outs and exposure to harmful UV
radiation
By Abigail Beall For Mailonline
Published: 08:36 EDT, 3 November 2016 | Updated: 09:01 EDT, 3 November 2016
It might not be something you think about every day, but you should be grateful for the Earth’s magnetic field.
It protects you from harmful radiation, charged particles and meteorites and causes the spectacular Northern
Lights.
But a new study has indicated there was a temporary 'crack' in the magnetic field, that allowed dangerous
galactic cosmic ray particles into our atmosphere.

A new study has indicated there was a temporary 'crack' in the magnetic field, that allowed dangerous galactic
cosmic ray particles into our atmosphere. This was caused by the process of magnetic reconnection, which is
visualised above
The crack indicates that Earth's magnetic shield is weakening.

MAGNETIC RECONNECTION
Magnetic reconnection occurs wherever charged gases, called plasma, are present.
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It's rare on Earth, but plasma makes up 99 per cent of the visible universe, fueling stars and filling the nearvacuum of space.
This plasma contains magnetic fields that affects the way charged particles it encounters move.
Under normal conditions, the magnetic field lines inside plasmas don't break or merge with other field lines.
But sometimes, as field lines get close to each other, the entire pattern changes and everything realign into a
new configuration.
As they come together, the field lines will cancel and re-form, each performing a sort of U-turn and curving to
move off in a perpendicular direction.
Magnetic reconnection taps into the stored energy of the magnetic field, converting it into heat and kinetic energy
that sends particles streaming out along the field lines.
The amount of energy released can be formidable.
If this continues, it could cause widespread havoc on Earth including power black outs and exposure to harmful
UV radiation
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, at TIFR's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty, in India, recorded a burst of galactic
cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015, lasting for two hours.
'The simultaneous occurrence of the burst in all nine directions suggests its origin close to Earth,' the authors
wrote in the study, published in Physical Review Letters.
'It also indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield, and may hold clues for a better understanding
of future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth, and endanger the lives of
the astronauts in space.'
Numerical simulations indicate the Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of
magnetic reconnection.
Magnetic reconnection can occur anywhere there are powerful magnetic fields, such as in the sun's magnetic
environment.
As field lines get close to each other, the entire pattern changes and everything realign into a new configuration.
This allowed the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, struck our planet at a speed of
about 1.55 million miles (2.5 million kilometres) per hour.
This caused a severe compression of Earth's magnetosphere - the region around the planet which holds the
magnetic field - from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.
Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of defence,
shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays and protecting life on our planet from
these high intensity energetic radiation.
The magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, where they were detected as a burst by the GRAPES3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015.
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The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, pictured, is the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor. In June last year
it recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays that indicated a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield

Solar flares (pictured) and coronal mass ejections explode in the sun's atmosphere, the corona, sending light
and high energy particles out into space, along with a stream of charged particles known as the solar wind. Solar
wind is a plasma
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Views of the solar wind from NASA's STEREO spacecraft (left) and after computer processing (right). Scientists
used an algorithm to dim the appearance of bright stars and dust in images of the faint solar wind

There is a solar storm facing Earth at the moment, The severe geomagnetic storm has generated stunning
displays of Northern Lights, like this one pictured on Skye, in Scotland, and radio signal blackouts in many high
latitude countries

HOW THE SOLAR WIND IS FORMED
The sun and its atmosphere are made of plasma – a mix of positively and negatively charged particles which
have separated at extremely high temperatures, that both carries and travels along magnetic field lines.
Material from the corona streams out into space, filling the solar system with the solar wind.
But scientists found that as the plasma travels further away from the sun, things change. The sun begins to lose
magnetic control, forming the boundary that defines the outer corona – the very edge of the sun.
The breakup of the rays is similar to the way water shoots out from a squirt gun.
First, the water is a smooth and unified stream, but it eventually breaks up into droplets, then smaller drops and
eventually a fine, misty spray.
The images in a Nasa study capture the plasma at the same stage where a stream of water gradually
disintegrates into droplets.
If charged particles from solar winds hit Earth's magnectic field, this can cause problems for satellite and
communication equipment.
The data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core
computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray
Laboratory in Ooty.
Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power grids, global
positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
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There is a solar storm facing Earth at the moment.
The severe geomagnetic storm has generated stunning displays of Northern Lights, and radio signal blackouts in
many high latitude countries.
Geomagnetic storms are more disruptive now than in the past because of our greater dependence on technical
systems that can be affected by electric currents.
The Earth's magnetic field, so important to life on the planet, has weakened by 15 per cent over the last 200
years and this, scientists claim, could be a sign that the Earth’s poles are about to flip.
Experts believe we are currently overdue a flip, but they are unsure when this could occur.
If a switch happens, we would be exposed to solar winds capable of punching holes into the ozone layer.
The impact could be devastating for mankind, knocking out power grids, radically changing Earth’s climate and
driving up rates of cancer.
‘This is serious business’, Richard Holme, Professor of Earth, Ocean and Ecological Sciences at Liverpool
University told MailOnline.
‘Imagine for a moment your electrical power supply was knocked out for a few months – very little works without
electricity these days.’

HOW DOES A LIQUID IRON CORE CREATE A MAGNETIC FIELD?
Our planet’s magnetic field is believed to be generated deep down in the Earth’s core.
Nobody has ever journeyed to the centre of the Earth, but by studying shockwaves from earthquakes, physicists
have been able to work out its likely structure.
At the heart of the Earth is a solid inner core, two thirds of the size of the moon, made mainly of iron.
At 5,700°C, this iron is as hot as the Sun’s surface, but the crushing pressure caused by gravity prevents it from
becoming liquid.
Surrounding this is the outer core there is a 1,242 mile (2,000 km) thick layer of iron, nickel, and small quantities
of other metals. The metal here is fluid, because of the lower pressure than the inner core.
Differences in temperature, pressure and composition in the outer core cause convection currents in the molten
metal as cool, dense matter sinks and warm matter rises.
The 'Coriolis' force, caused by the Earth’s spin, also causes swirling whirlpools.
This flow of liquid iron generates electric currents, which in turn create magnetic fields.
Charged metals passing through these fields go on to create electric currents of their own, and so the cycle
continues. This self-sustaining loop is known as the geodynamo.
The spiralling caused by the Coriolis force means the separate magnetic fields are roughly aligned in the same
direction, their combined effect adding up to produce one vast magnetic field engulfing the planet.
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At the heart of the Earth is a solid inner core, two thirds of the size of the moon, made mainly of iron. At 5,700°C,
this iron is as hot as the sun’s surface, but the crushing pressure caused by gravity prevents it from becoming
liquid
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A Solar Storm Put A Crack In Earth’s Magnetic Field
fun-joke.com/archives/87322/a-solar-storm-put-a-crack-in-earths-magnetic-field

FUN 編輯

11/6/2016

Earth’s magnetic field is partly responsible for a couple of things that all humans enjoy. Firstly, it conspires with
the solar wind to create those beautiful, ephemeral aurorae. Secondly, by preventing so much damaging
radiation making it to the surface, it stops us all dying – that, inarguably, is rather wonderful.
As a new study in Physical Review Letters has revealed, though, there was recently a “crack” in it.
Back in June 2015, the GRAPES-3 muon telescope based in India – one which is designed to pick up on highly
energetic interactions – spotted an increase in the flow of galactic cosmic rays (GCRs) permeating through our
atmosphere. This type of radiation originates from outside our Solar System, although in this case, its source
appeared to be relatively close by in our stellar neighborhood.
A detailed analysis led by researchers at the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research (TIFR) found that the
plasma cloud got through an unusual, temporary gap in Earth’s magnetic field.
This GCR invasion coincided with a coronal mass ejection moving at 2.5 million kilometers per hour (1.6 million
miles per hour), one that was so energetic that it caused the entire planet’s magnetic field to shrink from being 11
times the radius of Earth to just four times that. As reported by Wired, this triggered a geomagnetic storm that
both boosted the dramatic iridescence of the Northern Lights, but also brought down radio networks for some
time.
This storm was ranked as a G4 on the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) scale, which
means it was rated as “severe”. It is highly likely that this powerful storm caused the crack to appear.
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A powerful coronal mass ejection seen emerging from the Sun on August 31, 2012. NASA

These storms have the potential to cause trillions of dollars of damage to communications networks and
electrical grids, and even endanger the lives of astronauts onboard the International Space Station. In fact, the
team note in their study that “depending on the orbital variation of the cutoff rigidities, the astronauts on the
International Space Station would have received a high, and variable radiation dose during the burst.” This would
have included NASA astronaut Scott Kelly, who spent 340 days in low-Earth orbit.
Fortunately, the crack lasted for just a few hours, and the magnetic field returned to its original size and strength
shortly afterwards. There’s a good chance that this astrophysical injury would have occurred in Earth’s past, but
this particular phenomenon just hasn’t been detected until now. Of course, it’s almost certain that it will happen
again.
If anything, this study is a powerful reminder of how frighteningly energetic our local star actually is. There’s
pretty much nothing we can do about its violent outbursts, but a better understanding of their behavior can allow
us to prepare for future geomagnetic storms.
文章轉載來源
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Researchers Have Found Evidence of Cracking in the
Magnetosphere
futurism.com/researchers-have-found-evidence-of-cracking-in-the-magnetosphere/

In Brief
A team at the GRAPES-3 muon telescope in India has determined an unusually powerful burst from the
Sun's corona in 2015 caused cracking in Earth's magnetosphere, allowing more radiation than normal to
seep into Earth.
The research underscores the need for spacecraft and aircraft makers to design better systems to
accommodate rare occurrences like this.

Breaching Defenses
One of the main things space organizations consider in making spacecraft is resilience against the harshness of
space weather. Solar winds and interstellar radiation bombard satellites and probes with large amounts of
biologically toxic radiation and plasma.
Luckily, Earth’s magnetic shield does a good job of protecting us from these dangers. But we may not be as
insulated from harmful interstellar radiation as we previously thought.
Researchers from India and Japan have concluded an unusually large solar storm cracked the magnetosphere,
allowing space radiation to pass through, according to a new paper published in Physical Review Letters.
Back in June 2015, a burst of galactic cosmic rays born from a giant cloud of plasma on the Sun’s corona struck
Earth’s magnetic field at 2.5 million kph pounded for two hours. This produced radio signal blackouts at high
altitude areas and created an unusually pronounced aurora borealis.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, located in the Tata Institute in India, has determined those cosmic rays actually
cracked the magnetosphere, warping its size and allowing additional radiation to pass through.
The bombardment was able to compress the magnetosphere, from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. The
telescope also detected that these cracks allowed lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our
atmosphere.

Freaky Weather
Solar storms and space weather are a major concern for space flight, having a myriad of dangerous effects. Any
spacecraft has to be built to withstand these bursts of cosmic particles, so astronauts only reach permissible
radiation levels when these storms occur.
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NASA

Here on Earth, space weather has a large effect on modern electronics. They can disrupt power grids and
hamper GPS navigation and high-frequency radio communications. In fact, during certain space weather events,
airplanes traveling through the poles need to use different routes to avoid communications problems.
That’s why these kinds of findings on the magnetosphere are important in designing better devices and aircraft
that can handle these space weather events. Just like any other adverse weather occurrence, preparedness is
key when it comes to interstellar radiation.
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Cosmic-ray detector finds possible crack in Earth’s magnetic
shield
gephardtdaily.com/national-international/cosmic-ray-detector-finds-possible-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/

United Press International

11/4/2016

Geomagnetic storms can trigger incredible light shows. Here, charged particles can be seen
exciting the gas in the upper atmosphere of the northern hemisphere. Photo by NASA/UPI
MUMBAI, Nov. 3 (UPI) — The world’s largest, most sensitive cosmic-ray detector has identified a potential
crack in Earth’s magnetic field.
The weakness was revealed by a burst of galactic cosmic rays, detected by GRAPES-3 during a severe
geomagnetic storm in June 2015. The storm as triggered by a plasma cloud ejected from the sun’s corona.

It was one of the largest geomagnetic storms in recent history, generating an intense aurora borealis and
thwarting radio communication systems among the most northern latitudes. The storm was strong enough to
compress Earth’s magnetosphere for several hours.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope is a massive array situated in southern India, a joint effort among scientific
institutes in Japan and India. Data revealing the cosmic ray breach were analyzed by scientists at Tata
Institute of Fundamental Research in Mumbai.
Researchers published their analysis of the potential magnetosphere crack this week in the journal Physical
Review Letters.
Life itself has Earth’s magnetosphere to thank. Its ability to block out the harmful rays and particles flying
through space allowed life to flourish. But as the latest research suggests, it’s not a fail-safe shield.
High-intensity storms can reveal stress fractures, so to speak. Researchers suggest the 2015 storm triggered
a phenomenon called magnetic reconnection, whereby magnetic energy is simultaneously converted into
kinetic energy, thermal energy and particle acceleration.
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In this instance, the process was powerful enough to open a crack through which a burst of cosmic rays
slipped through.
Scientists hope their continued work with GRAPES-3 will offer an improved understanding of the stresses put
on the magnetosphere by intense storms, to better predict vulnerabilities in the future.
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Massive Solar Flare Cracks Earths Magnetic Shield
globalrumblings.blogspot.i n/2016/11/massive-solar-flare-cracks-earths.htm l

The magnetic field that protects Earth from deadly cosmic radiation may be more vulnerable than previously
thought.
A crack in the shield caused by a solar flare which exposed the planet to a bombardment of radiation
has been detected.
Researchers from the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in India made the discovery when analyzing a
galactic cosmic ray burst that caused radio blackouts across North and South America and a supercharged
aurora borealis in 2015.
The cosmic ray source was a giant solar plasma cloud that traveled 40 hours from our sun to reach Earth,
where the researchers believe it caused a transient “weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield”, according to their
findings published in the journal Physical Review Letters. [RT]
Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, which acts as the first line of defense,
shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from
these high intensity energetic radiations.
Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power grids, global
positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor operating on Earth is
playing a very significant role in the study of such events. This recent finding has generated widespread
excitement in the international scientific community, as well as electronic and print media. [INDIATIMES]
Massive Solar Flare Cracks Earths Magnetic Field – The Real Strategy: 'via Blog this'
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GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth’s magnetic shield
healthmedicinet.com/i/grapes-3-indicates-a-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at TIFR’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty recorded a burst of galactic
cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015 lasting for two hours.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of
about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere
from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis,
and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.
Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, which acts as the first line of defence,
shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from
these high intensity energetic radiations. Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 collaboration on
this event indicate that the Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic
reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere. Earth’s magnetic
field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth where it was
detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015. The data was
analyzed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core computing
farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory
in Ooty.
This work has recently been published in Physical Review Letters
Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power grids, global
positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor operating on Earth is playing
a very significant role in the study of such events. This recent finding has generated widespread excitement in
the international scientific community, as well as electronic and print media.
###
Links to articles
Research paper: P. K. Mohanty et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 117, 171101 (2016),
APS Physics highlight: http://physics.aps.org/synopsis-for/10.1103/PhysRevLett.117.171101
http://physicsworld.com/cws/article/news/2016/oct/21/flash-physics-physicists-call-for-food-strategy-lhc-trio-bagprize-cosmic-rays-elude-geomagnetic-field
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Earth’s Magnetic Shield Weakened, Develops a Crack, Indian
telescope GRAPES-3 Detected
hngn.com/articles/215924/20161108/earth-s-magnetic-shield-weakened-develops-crack-indian-telescope-grapes-3-detected.htm

11/8/2016
By Dipannita Nov 08, 2016 05:36 AM EST

Earth’s Magnetic Shield Weakened, Develops a Crack
In a startling finding, Indian telescope GRAPES-3 has detected a crack in the magnetic shield of Earth.
The detailed study and the findings have been published in the Physical Reviews Letters.
The said crack may prove harmful as it has allowed deadly cosmic ray particles to enter the atmosphere of the
Earth. This rupture in the magnetic shield was detected by GRAPES-3, which is also the largest and the most
sensitive cosmic ray monitoring system on Earth. It is located in Ooty, India, at the Tata Institute of Fundamental
Research's (TIFR) Cosmic Ray Laboratory.
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Scientists found that the telescope had recorded a two-hour burst of galactic cosmic rays of around 20 GeV on
22 June 2015. The reason for the burst was attributed to the ejection of a huge cloud of plasma from the Sun's
corona, reports Nature World News. This cloudburst struck Earth at a super high speed of 2.5 million kilometers
per hour, leading to a severe compression of Earth's magnetosphere.
The strong impact caused an intense geomagnetic storm, resulting in aurora and radio signal blackouts in many
countries, situated at high latitude. After the burst, the GRAPES-3 collaboration that includes scientists from
India and Japan did a detailed study and performed numerical simulations. The simulations revealed that the
magnetic shield of Earth had weakened temporarily and it allowed the lower energy cosmic rays to enter the
atmosphere of Earth.
The shield bent the particles about 180 degrees and from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth. Using the
1280-core computing farm, developed by the team at GRAPES-3, the scientists analyzed the data gathered by
the telescope and concluded that the simultaneous occurrence of the burst in all nine directions indicates that its
origin was close to Earth.
It also indicated a temporary weakening of the magnetosphere but it holds great potential. It could hold clues
about predicting future superstorms that can lead to massive loss of lives and technological infrastructure on
Earth.
It is worth mentioning here that the magnetosphere protects Earth from high-intensity radiations and the
continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays.
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Thru world's largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor,
located in India, Scientists detect crack in Earth's magnetic
shield
hotrokhachhang.inf o/showthread.ph p

#1

Thru world's largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, Scientists detect
crack in Earth's magnetic shield
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, located in Ooty, recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays that
indicated a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield
The world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of
galactic cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield, according to scientists. The burst
occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed
causing massive compression of the Earth’s magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray
Laboratory in Ooty recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays last year lasting for two hours.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona,
and moving with a speed of about 2.5 million km per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression
of Earth’s magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm
that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries, according to the
study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this week.
Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of
defence, shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our
planet from these high intensity energetic radiations.
Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate
that the Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection,
allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.
Earth’s magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the
Earth where it was detected as a burst by the telescope around midnight on June 22, 2015.PTI
The data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the
1280core computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at
the Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty.
Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by crippling large electrical power grids,
global positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
Indian scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic shield
India’s Telescope Detects Crack in the Earth’s Magnetic Shield
______________________________
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Crack Found In Earth’s Magnetic Shield
i4u.com/2016/11/117077/crack-found-earth-s-magnetic-shield

As we speak the Earth may be vulnerable to dangerous matter from outer space. It seems the Earth magnetic
shield may have cracked. The shield is the Earth’s first line of defense against outer space radiation.
Don't Miss: Black Friday 2016 Deals on Sale Now
How did we come to this conclusion of colossal proportions? We can credit the GRAPES-3 experiment with this
new proposition. The GRAPES-3 experiment is a study of different rays which affect the Earth.
The study consists of a Cosmic Ray Laboratory (CRL) in Ooty, India. The lab contains two components; an array
of 400 plastic scintillator detectors along with a large area muon telescope.
The GRAPES-3 experiment is led by Professor Sunil K.Gupta, who oversees a team of 30 scientists from 7
different universities from all over India, and 5 members are even from Japan.
According to the GRAPES-3 team the muon telescope observed a burst of galactic cosmic rays on the 22nd of
June in 2015. The rays which recorded for about 20 GeV lasted for two hours.
The rays were shot from a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the Sun. The cloud originated from within the solar
corona and moved with a speed of about 2.5 million km/hours.
The cloud of rays was then recorded to have struck the Earth. The collision resulted in a severe compression of
Earth’s magnetosphere. The magnetosphere was cracked to such an extent its size went from 11 to 4 times the
radius of Earth.
Subsequently a severe geomagnetic storm around the earth’s shield was triggered which led to an aurora
borealis, which can be credited for radio signal blackouts in high latitude countries.
Basically the Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked and allowed lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles
to enter.
This study has recently been published in Physical Review Letters.
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GRAPES-3 Indicates a Crack in Earth's Magnetic Shield
ineffableisland.com/2016/11/grapes-3-indicates-crack-in-earths.html

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research's (TIFR's) Cosmic Ray
Laboratory in Ooty recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015 lasting for two
hours.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of
about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth's magnetosphere
from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis,
and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor recorded a burst of galactic
cosmic rays that indicated a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield

Credit: TIFR

Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, which acts as the first line of defence,
shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from
these high intensity energetic radiations. Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 collaboration on
this event indicate that the Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic
reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.
Earth's magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth
where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015. The
data was analyzed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core
computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray
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Laboratory in Ooty.
This work has recently been published in Physical Review Letters
Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power grids, global
positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor operating on Earth is playing
a very significant role in the study of such events. This recent finding has generated widespread excitement in
the international scientific community, as well as electronic and print media.
Contacts and sources:
Pravata K Mohanty
Tata Institute of Fundamental Research
Citation: Transient Weakening of Earth’s Magnetic Shield Probed by a Cosmic Ray Burst
P. K. Mohanty, K. P. Arunbabu, T. Aziz, S. R. Dugad, S. K. Gupta, B. Hariharan, P. Jagadeesan, A. Jain, S. D.
Morris, B. S. Rao, Y. Hayashi, S. Kawakami, A. Oshima, S. Shibata, S. Raha, P. Subramanian, and H.
Kojima Phys. Rev. Lett. 117, 171101 – Published 20 October 2016APS Physics highlight:
http://physics.aps.org/synopsis-for/10.1103/PhysRevLett.117.171101
http://physicsworld.com/cws/article/news/2016/oct/21/flash-physics-physicists-call-for-food-strategy-lhc-trio-bagprize-cosmic-rays-elude-geomagnetic-field
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A Recent Geomagnetic Storm Cracked Earth’s Magnetic Shield
And Endangered Life By Exposing Atmosphere To Deadly
Cosmic Radiation

inquisitr.com/3678479/a-recent-geomagnetic-storm-cracked-earths-magnetic-shield-and-endangered-life-by-exposing-atmosphere-to-d

Science
November 4, 2016
JohnThomas Didymus
A recent powerful geomagnetic storm cracked and shrunk the Earth’s magnetic field, leaving human populations
vulnerable and exposed to deadly cosmic radiations, scientists have revealed in a new study.
The recent transient cracking and weakening of the Earth’s magnetosphere were discovered in a new analysis of
data from the GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India.
According to research scientists, the weakening and cracking of the magnetosphere were caused by heavy
bombardment of the Earth’s magnetic field by high-energy cosmic rays following a massive coronal mass
ejection (CME) from the Sun.
The Sun released a massive cloud of plasma associated with a surge of high-energy radiation that hit the
magnetosphere at 2.5 million kilometers per hour, causing a dramatic compression of the Earth’s magnetic shield
from about 11 to four times the radius of Earth.
The impact triggered a violent geomagnetic storm that generated a supercharged aurora borealis and
widespread radio signal blackouts in North and South America.
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The Earth’s magnetic shield cracked temporarily, exposing the Earth’s atmosphere to deadly cosmic radiation.
The GRAPE-3 muon telescope at the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research (TIFR) in Ooty, India, recorded the
burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV associated with the coronal mass ejection (CME) from the Sun on
June 22, 2015, according to Phys.org.
The storm was so powerful that it caused widespread radio signal blackouts in high latitude countries and North
and South America. The Earth’s magnetosphere reeled under the force of the assault and multiple cracks
appeared in the magnetic shield.
Scientists were able to obtain a precise estimation of the full extent of the weakening and damage to the
magnetosphere caused by the heavy cosmic ray bombardment after a recent analysis of data collected using the
GRAPE-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India.
The GRAPE-3 muon telescope is the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, according to Phys.org.
Analysis of data obtained from the telescope showed that the burst of cosmic rays disrupted the Earth’s magnetic
shield.
The analysis, conducted by experts at the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research (TIFR), involved using data
collected from the telescope to run multiple simulations of the impact of the cosmic ray bombardments on the
magnetosphere.
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An artist’s depiction of the Earth’s magnetosphere [Image by Marc Ward/Shutterstock]

The simulations revealed that the radiation caused multiple small cracks in the magnetosphere that exposed the
Earth to potentially harmful radiation. Scientists were also worried to discover that the intense bombardment
caused the magnetosphere to shrink from 11 times to four times the Earth’s radius.
But the magnetosphere recovered from the damage and weakening after the bombardment subsided, the
scientists said.
According to the researchers in a paper published in the Physical Review Letters, data analysis and simulations
showed that sufficiently intense cosmic ray bombardment of the magnetosphere could “reconfigure” and disrupt
the Earth’s magnetic shield.
The scientists noted that the results of their study have far-reaching implications because the Earth’s
magnetosphere is very vital to life on Earth as it shields the atmosphere from deadly cosmic rays.
An artist’s depiction of the Earth’s magnetosphere deflecting solar wind and radiation [Image by
Koya979/Shutterstock]
The study reveals that the Earth’s magnetosphere is more vulnerable than previously thought, the researchers
said.
“The occurrence of this burst also implies a two-hour weakening of Earth’s protective magnetic shield during this
event,” the study said. “It indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield.”
Powerful solar storms can cause widespread disruption of modern civilization by tripping electrical power grids,
global positioning systems, and satellite communications.
Scientists fear that sustained intense bombardment of the magnetosphere could damage it permanently and
expose Earth to powerful high-energy radiation that could strip Earth of its protective atmosphere and end life on
Earth.
Although there is nothing that modern science and technology can do to help in the event of such catastrophe,
scientists said the results of the new study and the knowledge obtained could “hold clues for a better
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understanding of future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth, and
endanger the lives of the astronauts in space.”
Astronauts on deep space missions outside the Earth’s protective magnetosphere — such as during a trip to
Mars — are particularly vulnerable to the effect of high-energy cosmic radiation.
[Featured Image by Aaron Rutten/Shutterstock]
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Crack In Earth’s Magnetic Field Alerts Scientists
jobsnhire.com/articles/47041/20161105/crack-in-earths-magnetic-field-alerts-scientists.htm

11/5/2016
The Earth's magnetic field which protects our planet from cosmic radiation has been breached and scientists are
investigating how severe the crack was. A massive galactic cosmic burst in India was recorded last June 22 in
India by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest cosmic ray monitoring system.
Advertisement
The recorded crack in the Earth's magnetic field occurred for two hours with highly energized energy particles
broke through the magnetosphere travelling close to the speed of light. These rays are very strong and can
easily penetrate the hulls of space ships, posing a danger to spacemen.
ADVERTISEMENT
Reviewing the events leading to this incident in India, scientists discovered that a cloud of oversized plasma
exploded from the Sun's outer layer called the corona and sent cosmic rays to the Earth at the speed of 2.5
kilometers per hour. This is a normal occurrence and such radiation waves are usually prevented by the Earth's
magnetic field from penetrating the atmosphere of the planet.
In the event in India, the cosmic radiation cause geometric storm that cause radio signal outage in polar
countries in North and South America. The storm caused the formation of aurora borealis in the atmosphere,
which may indicate a breach in the Earth's magnetic field.
Advertisement
Scientists made laboratory simulation of the conditions in the July 22 India incident and concluded that the
Earth's magnetic field has been breached causing radio signals to behave erratically haywire in areas near the
poles. The Earth's magnetosphere may have been temporarily reshaped by the powerful rays and that there are
now cracks or weakened spots in the Earth's protective layer.
Scientists continue to be on the lookout for similar occurrences since the latest crack in the Earth's magnetic field
means that magnetic rays can breach and reshape the protective layer that surrounds the Earth. Only research
can provide the data that can provide a solution to the problem.
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Did a Solar Storm Damage Earth's Magnetic Field?
labroots.com/trending/space/4631/solar-storm-damage-earth-s-magnetic-field

23/11/2016
In the Summer of 2015, a solar storm reportedly wreaked havoc on the Earth’s magnetic field. During the freak
event, which reportedly lasted just a couple of hours, the Earth’s magnetosphere reportedly shrunk from 11
times the Earth’s radius to just four.

The Earth's magnetic field is supposed to protect the planet from stellar radiation, including solar wind.
Image Credit: NASA
The solar storm was so strong that not only did it get passed Earth’s natural defense against cosmic radiation,
but it also impacted technology in certain regions of the world, particularly in the Northern hemisphere.
Although it put on a spectacular Northern Lights (Aurora Borealis) show, it may have also left a considerable dent
in the Earth’s magnetic field permanently.
Despite happening more than a year ago, a study has just popped up in Physical Review Letters that actually
shows just how scary this kind of thing really is.
Powerful solar winds capable of breaking through the Earth’s magnetic field could have dire consequences, as
the magnetic field is the Earth’s only real defense against them. They have the potential to knock out various
kinds of technology because they act a lot like electromagnetic pulses (EMPs).
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But aside from that, these solar winds carry harmful radiation that could harm life on Earth, or even the
astronauts orbiting Earth.
Humans in particular are sensitive to the Sun’s radiation, but if more radiation is allowed through the magnetic
field, which normally deflects most of the harmful particles away from us, then skin cancers of all kinds could
easily become far more widespread in the affected areas.
The study referenced suggests that we must continue to be mindful of our magnetic field, because it allows our
planet to be the beautiful planet it is today. Magnetic storms like this one could further damage the Earth’s
magnetic field, eventually turning it into an ineffective means of protection against radiation from space.
If this happened, we have an idea of what could happen to our planet already. You can turn your attention to
Mars, a planet that was once thought to have a thriving magnetic field, but seems to have a very weak one
today. Mars, which once had flowing water and possibly even life, is now a barren wasteland of sand and rock.
It’ll probably be a very long, long, longggggg time before Earth’s magnetic field is ever ineffective, since it has
lasted this long already, but space can be unpredictable. Fortunately, experts in the field have all kinds of
observation equipment to keep track of this sort of thing.
Source: Wired
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Cosmic rays leaking into earth’s atmosphere; High intensity
event may cause unexpected damage

latinoshealth.com/articles/19432/20161108/cosmic-rays-leaking-into-earth-s-atmosphere-high-intensity-event-may-cause-unexpected-d

08/11/2016
By Qudsia Ibrahim staff@latinoshealth.com
Nov 08, 2016 04:42 AM EST

The cosmic rays originated from the Sun's surface (Photo : Getty / NASA)
A crack has taken place in earth's magnetic shield. The news of this crack did not surface until India's GRAPES3 muon telescope released data.
The telescope recorded increased level of cosmic rays in earth's atmosphere back in June, 2015. This indicated
that earth's magnetic field may have been damaged or cracked.
According to reports published on " Wired", a cloud of speedy plasma entered the earth's atmosphere. The cloud
was comprised of particles created from the surface of the sun that were moving in the space with a speed of 2.5
million kilometers per hour.
The fast-moving cloud of plasma damaged earth's magnetosphere. The solar winds entered our atmosphere and
triggered severe magnetic storms that damaged radio signals and the northern part of the world witnessed clear
northern lights.
The area of earth containing the planet's magnetic field shrank in its radius from 11 times to four times from the
high-speed attack.
Solar winds contain ultraviolet radiation. The earth's magnetic field deflects the radiation. The decrease in the
size of magnetic field or its damage can increase the penetration of ultraviolet radiation into the earth.
This radiation makes out skin tan and is also responsible of causing cancer. The crack in the earth's magnetic
field was for a short while during which the galactic cosmic rays penetrated earth's atmosphere.
Though the leaked cosmic rays were little in amount yet they sparked huge geomagnetic storms. According to a
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study reported by Physical Review Letters strong cosmic activity can weaken earth's magnetic shield.
Further study of the sudden event may disclose clues of upcoming mega-storms that would cripple the
infrastructure of our modern technology.
Apart from crippling the technological infrastructure, the health risks are also looming. What we need to prepare
for is the security of human advancement and life on the planet earth.
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Is Earth's protective shield cracking? Bursts of deadly cosmic
rays raises fears that our planet's magnetic field is
disappearing

newsfeeds.pegitboard.com/news/is-earth-s-protective-shield-cracking-bursts-of-deadly-cosmic-rays-raises-fears-that-our-planet-s-mag

Invalid Date
Simulations indicate the Earth's magnetic shield temporarily crackedThis was caused by magnetic reconnection
of our magnetic field linesThis allowed lower energy galactic cosmic rays to enter our atmosphereIt could also be
a sign our magnetic shield is weakening, researchers saidThis would cause widespread havoc on Earth
including black outs and exposure to harmful UV radiation
By Abigail Beall For Mailonline
Published: 08:36 EDT, 3 November 2016
| Updated: 08:40 EDT, 3 November 2016

It might not be something you think about every day, but you should be grateful for the Earth’s magnetic field.
It protects you from harmful radiation, charged particles and meteorites and causes the spectacular Northern
Lights.
But a new study has indicated there was a temporary 'crack' in the magnetic field, that allowed dangerous
galactic cosmic ray particles into our atmosphere.
Scroll down for video
A new study has indicated there was a temporary 'crack' in the magnetic field, that allowed dangerous galactic
cosmic ray particles into our atmosphere. This was caused by the process of magnetic reconnection, which is
visualised above
The crack indicates that Earth's magnetic shield is weakening.
MAGNETIC RECONNECTION
Magnetic reconnection occurs wherever charged gases, called plasma, are present.
It's rare on Earth, but plasma makes up 99 per cent of the visible universe, fueling stars and filling the nearvacuum of space.
This plasma contains magnetic fields that affects the way charged particles it encounters move.
Under normal conditions, the magnetic field lines inside plasmas don't break or merge with other field lines.
But sometimes, as field lines get close to each other, the entire pattern changes and everything realign into a
new configuration.
As they come together, the field lines will cancel and re-form, each performing a sort of U-turn and curving to
move off in a perpendicular direction.
Magnetic reconnection taps into the stored energy of the magnetic field, converting it into heat and kinetic energy
that sends particles streaming out along the field lines.
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The amount of energy released can be formidable.
If this continues, it could cause widespread havoc on Earth including power black outs and exposure to harmful
UV radiation
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, at TIFR's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty, in India, recorded a burst of galactic
cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015, lasting for two hours.
'The simultaneous occurrence of the burst in all nine directions suggests its origin close to Earth,' the authors
wrote in the study, published in Physical Review Letters.
'It also indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield, and may hold clues for a better understanding
of future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth, and endanger the lives of
the astronauts in space.'
Numerical simulations indicate the Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of
magnetic reconnection.
Magnetic reconnection can occur anywhere there are powerful magnetic fields, such as in the sun's magnetic
environment.
As field lines get close to each other, the entire pattern changes and everything realign into a new configuration.
This allowed the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, struck our planet at a speed of
about 1.55 million miles (2.5 million kilometres) per hour.
This caused a severe compression of Earth's magnetosphere - the region around the planet which holds the
magnetic field - from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.
Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of defence,
shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays and protecting life on our planet from
these high intensity energetic radiation.
The magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, where they were detected as a burst by the GRAPES3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, pictured, is the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor. In June last year
it recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays that indicated a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield
Solar flares (pictured) and coronal mass ejections explode in the sun's atmosphere, the corona, sending light
and high energy particles out into space, along with a stream of charged particles known as the solar wind. Solar
wind is a plasma
Views of the solar wind from NASA's STEREO spacecraft (left) and after computer processing (right). Scientists
used an algorithm to dim the appearance of bright stars and dust in images of the faint solar wind
There is a solar storm facing Earth at the moment, The severe geomagnetic storm has generated stunning
displays of Northern Lights, like this one pictured on Skye, in Scotland, and radio signal blackouts in many high
latitude countries
HOW THE SOLAR WIND IS FORMED
The sun and its atmosphere are made of plasma – a mix of positively and negatively charged particles which
have separated at extremely high temperatures, that both carries and travels along magnetic field lines.
Material from the corona streams out into space, filling the solar system with the solar wind.
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But scientists found that as the plasma travels further away from the sun, things change. The sun begins to lose
magnetic control, forming the boundary that defines the outer corona – the very edge of the sun.
The breakup of the rays is similar to the way water shoots out from a squirt gun.
First, the water is a smooth and unified stream, but it eventually breaks up into droplets, then smaller drops and
eventually a fine, misty spray.
The images in a Nasa study capture the plasma at the same stage where a stream of water gradually
disintegrates into droplets.
If charged particles from solar winds hit Earth's magnectic field, this can cause problems for satellite and
communication equipment.
The data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core
computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray
Laboratory in Ooty.
Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power grids, global
positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
There is a solar storm facing Earth at the moment.
The severe geomagnetic storm has generated stunning displays of Northern Lights, and radio signal blackouts in
many high latitude countries.
Geomagnetic storms are more disruptive now than in the past because of our greater dependence on technical
systems that can be affected by electric currents.
The Earth's magnetic field, so important to life on the planet, has weakened by 15 per cent over the last 200
years and this, scientists claim, could be a sign that the Earth’s poles are about to flip.
Experts believe we are currently overdue a flip, but they are unsure when this could occur.
If a switch happens, we would be exposed to solar winds capable of punching holes into the ozone layer.
The impact could be devastating for mankind, knocking out power grids, radically changing Earth’s climate and
driving up rates of cancer.
‘This is serious business’, Richard Holme, Professor of Earth, Ocean and Ecological Sciences at Liverpool
University told MailOnline.
‘Imagine for a moment your electrical power supply was knocked out for a few months – very little works without
electricity these days.’
HOW DOES A LIQUID IRON CORE CREATE A MAGNETIC FIELD?
Our planet’s magnetic field is believed to be generated deep down in the Earth’s core.
Nobody has ever journeyed to the centre of the Earth, but by studying shockwaves from earthquakes, physicists
have been able to work out its likely structure.
At the heart of the Earth is a solid inner core, two thirds of the size of the moon, made mainly of iron.
At 5,700°C, this iron is as hot as the Sun’s surface, but the crushing pressure caused by gravity prevents it from
becoming liquid.
Surrounding this is the outer core there is a 1,242 mile (2,000 km) thick layer of iron, nickel, and small quantities
of other metals. The metal here is fluid, because of the lower pressure than the inner core.
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Differences in temperature, pressure and composition in the outer core cause convection currents in the molten
metal as cool, dense matter sinks and warm matter rises.
The 'Coriolis' force, caused by the Earth’s spin, also causes swirling whirlpools.
This flow of liquid iron generates electric currents, which in turn create magnetic fields.
Charged metals passing through these fields go on to create electric currents of their own, and so the cycle
continues. This self-sustaining loop is known as the geodynamo.
The spiralling caused by the Coriolis force means the separate magnetic fields are roughly aligned in the same
direction, their combined effect adding up to produce one vast magnetic field engulfing the planet.
At the heart of the Earth is a solid inner core, two thirds of the size of the moon, made mainly of iron. At 5,700°C,
this iron is as hot as the sun’s surface, but the crushing pressure caused by gravity prevents it from becoming
liquid

Read more:
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Earth’s Magnetic Shield Vital for Humanity Cracks, Indian
Researchers Discover
newsgram.com/earths-magnetic-shield-vital-for-humanity-cracks-indian-researchers-discover/

NewsDesk2

11/6/2016

According to scientists, the world's largest and one of the most sensitive cosmic ray monitors, located in India
recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays
By
NewsDesk2
November 6, 2016
83

Earth. Pixabay
Republish
Reprint
November 6, 2016: According to scientists, the world’s largest and one of the most sensitive cosmic ray
monitors, located in India recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays which indicates a crack in the magnetic shield
of the earth.
According to PTI report, “The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck
Earth at a very high speed causing massive compression of the Earth’s magnetosphere and triggering a severe
geomagnetic storm.”
NewsGram brings to you latest new stories in India
A burst of galactic cosmic rays was recorded last year, of about 20 GeV that lasted for two hours. It was
recorded by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray
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Laboratory in Tamil Nadu.
When a huge cloud of plasma moving with a speed of 2.5 million kilometres per hour ejected from the solar
corona and struck our planet, the burst took place, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere.
“It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high
latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this week.”
Go to NewsGram and check out news related to political current issues
The magnetosphere of the Earth extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as a shield-the first line
of defence, protecting us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays and guarding our planet from
all these energetic radiations of high intensity.
Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty indicates, “The
Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower
energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.”
“Earth’s magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth
where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015.”
Through extensive simulation, the data was interpreted and analysed at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty.
Look for latest news from India in NewsGram
Solar storms can disrupt human civilisation to a large extent by crippling large electrical power grids, global
positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
by NewsGram team with PTI inputs
Click here for reuse options!
Copyright 2016 NewsGram
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Crack discovered in Earth’s magnetic shield
nxtwire.com/crack-discovered-in-earths-magnetic-shield/

11/4/2016
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at TIFR’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty recorded a burst of galactic
cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015 lasting for two hours.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of
about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere
from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis,
and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.
Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, which acts as the first line of defence,
shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from
these high intensity energetic radiations. Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 collaboration on
this event indicate that the Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic
reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere. Earth’s magnetic
field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth where it was
detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015. The data was
analyzed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core computing
farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory
in Ooty.
This work has recently been published in Physical Review Letters.
Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power grids, global
positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor operating on Earth is playing
a very significant role in the study of such events. This recent finding has generated widespread excitement in
the international scientific community, as well as electronic and print media.
Story Source:
Materials provided by Tata Institute of Fundamental Research. Note: Content may be edited for style and length.
Share this:
Click to share on Twitter (Opens in new window)
Click to share on Facebook (Opens in new window)
Click to share on Google+ (Opens in new window)
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Crack In Earth's Magnetic Shield Greater Than Expected
opposingviews.com/i/world/indian-scientists-detect-crack-earths-magnetic-shield

Analysis of a cosmic event from Jun. 2015 revealed Earth's magnetic shield cracked, allowing cosmic rays to
leak into the atmosphere and causing geomagnetic storms in the Northern Hemisphere.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India, detected a spike in cosmic ray levels in Jun. 2015, but the
severity of the event wasn’t revealed until Nov. 2016 through a study published in the scientific journal Physical
Review Letters.
The study reports for two hours on Jun. 22, 2015, particles from a giant cloud of fast-moving plasma penetrated
the Earth’s atmosphere at approximately 1.6 million mph. The particles, originating from the surface of the sun,
caused the Earth’s magnetosphere to shrink from 11 times to 4 times the earth’s radius -- allowing harmful solar
winds to breach the Earth’s surface.
Earth’s magnetosphere acts as the first line of defense between the Earth and the flow of galactic cosmic rays,
which shield life on the planet from harmful ultraviolet radiation. It has a radius of over 620,000 miles, according
to Wired.
Numerical simulations of the event performed by the GRAPES-3 collaboration propose that the Earth’s magnetic
shield cracked due to magnetic reconnection, allowing low-energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter the
atmosphere.
"This vulnerability can occur when magnetized plasma from the Sun deforms Earth’s magnetic field, stretching
its shape at the poles and diminishing its ability to deflect charged particles," Katherine Wright explains on the
American Physical Society's website.
The solar wind triggered a severe geomagnetic storm at the time of the event, generating vivid aurora borealis -also known as "northern lights" -- and radio signal blackouts in many high-altitude countries.
The study reports the surge in cosmic activity indicates “transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield.”
The study authors remain optimistic for Earth geomagnetic future, saying the research may “hold clues for a
better understanding of future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth.”
Sources: Physical Review Letters, Wired, American Physical Society / Photo credit: NASA via Science Alert
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Scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic field, here is why
you should care
owzen.com/science/scientists-detect-crack-in-earth%E2%80%99s-magnetic-field-here-is-why-you-should-care/

#Earth #Mars – Scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic field, here is why you should care : A breach in the
protective magnetic shield of the earth has been observed by the largest and the most sensitive cosmic ray
monitor in the world, the GRAPES -3 muon telescope located in Ooty. The telescope detected a burst of the
galactic cosmic radiation, which indicated a crack in the planet’s magnetic shield. The break happened when a
massive blast of a giant cloud of plasma which has been ejected by solar corona struck Earth at a very high
speed.
This resulted in the compression of the magnetic field of Earth and caused a massive geomagnetic storm. The
breach in the magnetic field was detected by Tata Institute of Fundamental Research Cosmic Ray Laboratory in
Ooty and lasted for two hours. The giant plasma plume ejected by the sun’s corona raced at more than 2.5
million kilometres miles per hour and struck the planet precipitating a massive geomagnetic storm causing radio
blackouts in countries situated in the high altitudes..
Readmore This Story
Favorite
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Cosmic-Ray Detector Finds Possible Crack in Earth’s Magnetic
Shield
pddnet.com/news/2016/11/cosmic-ray-detector-finds-possible-crack-earths-magnetic-shield

11/4/2016
The world's largest, most sensitive cosmic-ray detector has identified a potential crack in Earth's magnetic field.
The weakness was revealed by a burst of galactic cosmic rays, detected by GRAPES-3 during a severe
geomagnetic storm in June 2015. The storm as triggered by a plasma cloud ejected from the sun's corona.
It was one of the largest geomagnetic storms in recent history, generating an intense aurora borealis and
thwarting radio communication systems among the most northern latitudes. The storm was strong enough to
compress Earth's magnetosphere for several hours.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope is a massive array situated in southern India, a joint effort among scientific
institutes in Japan and India. Data revealing the cosmic ray breach were analyzed by scientists at Tata Institute
of Fundamental Research in Mumbai.
Researchers published their analysis of the potential magnetosphere crack this week in the journal Physical
Review Letters.
Life itself has Earth's magnetosphere to thank. Its ability to block out the harmful rays and particles flying through
space allowed life to flourish. But as the latest research suggests, it's not a fail-safe shield.
High-intensity storms can reveal stress fractures, so to speak. Researchers suggest the 2015 storm triggered a
phenomenon called magnetic reconnection, whereby magnetic energy is simultaneously converted into kinetic
energy, thermal energy and particle acceleration.
In this instance, the process was powerful enough to open a crack through which a burst of cosmic rays slipped
through.
Scientists hope their continued work with GRAPES-3 will offer an improved understanding of the stresses put on
the magnetosphere by intense storms, to better predict vulnerabilities in the future.
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Solar flare radiation burst ‘cracked’ Earth’s magnetic field,
caused radio blackouts
riseearth.co m /2016/11/solar-flare-radiation-burst-cracked.htm l

The magnetic field that protects Earth from deadly cosmic radiation may be more vulnerable than previously
thought. A crack in the shield caused by a solar flare which exposed the planet to a bombardment of radiation
has been detected.
Researchers from the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in India made the discovery when analyzing a
galactic cosmic ray burst that caused radio blackouts across North and South America and a supercharged
aurora borealis in 2015.
The cosmic ray source was a giant solar plasma cloud that travelled 40 hours from our sun to reach Earth,
where the researchers believe it caused a transient “weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield”, according to their
findings published in the journal Physical Review Letters.

The magnetic field shrank dramatically as well as cracking. © NASA
The sun’s flare was so intense the team claim it would have shrunk the magnetic field from 11 times the
radius of Earth to four times its radius before it eased, allowing the shield to recover.
Researchers used data from the GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India, to simulate the burst. Results
indicated the effect on Earth would have required a crack in the magnetic field that lasted approx. two hours.
Unfortunately not a lot can be done to protect Earth from any future cracks in the shield, which could leave the
planet under constant exposure to radiation and could potentially lead to the eradication of our atmosphere.
The team were optimistic the knowledge gained would have positive results though, claiming it could “hold
clues for a better understanding of future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure
on Earth, and endanger the lives of the astronauts in space.”
Astronauts onboard the International Space Station (ISS) fall within the field’s 56,000km extension around
Earth but future voyagers to Mars would likely be exposed to the rays for long periods.
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Crack Detected in Earth’s Magnetic Shield, Causing
Supercharged Aurora Borealis, Radio Signal Blackouts In High
Latitude Countries
sparkonit.com/2016/11/05/crack-detected-earths-magnetic-shield-causing-supercharged-aurora-borealis-radio-signal-blackouts

11/6/2016

The GRAPES-3 moun telescope located at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory (CRL) in Ooty, India recorded a
massive burst of galactic cosmic rays about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015 lasting for 2 hours. Report says the
burst temporarily caused a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of
Earth, and it triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that supercharged aurora borealis, and radio signal
blackouts in many high latitude countries in North and South America.
The source of the cosmic ray burst was a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, which traveled
at a speed of about 2.5 million kilometers per hour and eventually struck the planet’s magnetosphere.
Magnetosphere is what makes the earth a habitable place, and if its magnetic field becomes ineffective, it
would mark the end of the world. This vast region surrounding the planet extends over a radius of a million
kilometers and it protects us from high intensity energetic radiations such as solar winds and galactic cosmic
rays.
The data the team from the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in India obtained by performing numerical
simulations based on the GRAPES-3 data indicated that the Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due
to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection.
Magnetic reconnection can occur in any place where ionized gas called plasma are present. The plasma
contains magnetic field lines which under normal circumstances don’t break or merge with other field lines.
However, the geomagnetic storm that was taken place was so powerful that it forced the fields lines to get
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close to each other, causing reconfiguration of our magnetic shield and eventually allowing the lower energy
galactic cosmic ray particles to slip through our atmosphere. The magnetic field then bent these particles
about 180 degree from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth where it was detected as a burst at the midnight of 22 June 2015.

REFERENCE:
Transient Weakening of Earth’s Magnetic Shield Probed by a Cosmic Ray Burst – Physical Review Letters
ABSTRACT:
The GRAPES-3 tracking muon telescope in Ooty, India measures muon intensity at high cutoff rigidities (15–
24 GV) along nine independent directions covering 2.3 sr. The arrival of a coronal mass ejection on 22 June
2015 18:40 UT had triggered a severe G4-class geomagnetic storm (storm). Starting 19:00 UT, the GRAPES3 muon telescope recorded a 2 h high-energy (∼20 GeV) burst of galactic cosmic rays (GCRs) that was
strongly correlated with a 40 nT surge in the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF). Simulations have shown that
a large (17×) compression of the IMF to 680 nT, followed by reconnection with the geomagnetic field (GMF)
leading to lower cutoff rigidities could generate this burst. Here, 680 nT represents a short-term change in
GMF around Earth, averaged over 7 times its volume. The GCRs, due to lowering of cutoff rigidities, were
deflected from Earth’s day side by ∼210° in longitude, offering a natural explanation of its night-time detection
by the GRAPES3. The simultaneous occurrence of the burst in all nine directions suggests its origin close to
Earth. It also indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield, and may hold clues for a better
understanding of future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth, and
endanger the lives of the astronauts in space.
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Cosmic Burst Cracked Earth's Magnetic Field Wide Open
static.icopyright.net/user/view.act

Lola Posted with permission from STEAM Register
Our magnetic field may not be all it's cracked up to be.
Republish
Reprint
Lola Gayle, STEAM Register
On June 22, 2015, a burst of galactic cosmic rays was recorded by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at
TIFR's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty.
That burst of rays occurred when the sun let loose a giant cloud of plasma that struck our planet at a speed of
roughly 2.5 million kilometers per hour, causing a severe compression of Earth's magnetosphere from 11 to 4
times the radius of Earth.
As you can imagine, the cosmic bombardment triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora
borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.
Thankfully, we are protected by the Earth's magnetic field. This shield extends over a radius of a million kilometers
and is our first line of defense against the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic radiation.

Note: Earth's magnetic field, also known as the geomagnetic field, is the magnetic field that extends
from the Earth's interior out into space, where it meets the solar wind, a stream of charged particles
emanating from the Sun.
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Schematic illustration of Earth's magnetic field. Credit: Peter Reid, The University of Edinburgh

See Also: Our Sun Could One Day Unleash A Deadly Superflare
If something should go wrong, we're really in for it. And during this particular two-hour 20 GeV blast, it almost did.
According to a statement from the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, "Numerical simulations performed by
the GRAPES-3 collaboration on this event indicate that the Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the
occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our
atmosphere. Earth's magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of
the Earth where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around midnight on June 22, 2015."
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The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays that indicated a crack in the
Earth's magnetic shield. Credit: TIFR

Phew! A near miss this time. But thankfully the GRAPES-3 muon team is keeping an eye to the sky.
Results of this work are published in the journal Physical Review Letters.
See Also: The Changing Shape of the Van Allen Belts
Never miss a single story! Follow us on Facebook, Twitter and Pinterest.
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Cosmic Burst Cracked Earth’s Magnetic Field Wide Open
steamregister.com/cosmic-burst-cracked-earths-magnetic-field-wide-open/

11/5/2016

Lola Gayle, STEAM Register
On June 22, 2015, a burst of galactic cosmic rays was recorded by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at
TIFR’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty.
That burst of rays occurred when the sun let loose a giant cloud of plasma that struck our planet at a speed of
roughly 2.5 million kilometers per hour, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere from 11 to 4
times the radius of Earth.
As you can imagine, the cosmic bombardment triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora
borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.
Thankfully, we are protected by the Earth’s magnetic field. This shield extends over a radius of a million
kilometers and is our first line of defense against the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic radiation.

Note: Earth’s magnetic field, also known as the geomagnetic field, is the magnetic field that
extends from the Earth’s interior out into space, where it meets the solar wind, a stream of
charged particles emanating from the Sun.

Schematic illustration of Earth’s magnetic field. Credit: Peter Reid, The University of Edinburgh

See Also: Our Sun Could One Day Unleash A Deadly Superflare
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If something should go wrong, we’re really in for it. And during this particular two-hour 20 GeV blast, it almost
did.
According to a statement from the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, “Numerical simulations performed by
the GRAPES-3 collaboration on this event indicate that the Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to
the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our
atmosphere. Earth’s magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of
the Earth where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around midnight on June 22,
2015.”

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays
that indicated a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield. Credit: TIFR

Phew! A near miss this time. But thankfully the GRAPES-3 muon team is keeping an eye to the sky.
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A recent cosmic burst cracked the Earth’s magnetic field wide
open
usnewz.co m/2016/11/05/recent-cosmic-burst-cracked-earths-magnetic-field-wide-ope n

11/6/2016

A recent cosmic burst cracked the Earth’s magnetic field wide open
Raw Story4 days ago
Lola Gayle, STEAM Register On June 22, 2015, a burst of galactic cosmic rays was recorded by the
GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at TIFR’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty. That burst of rays occurred
when the sun let loose a giant...
Read more: rawstory.com
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Crack in Earth's magnetic shield detected
vegassports-odds.co m /2016/11/crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield-detected /

GETTYSolar storms have weakened the magnetosphere

The Earth's magnetic field which protects our planet from cosmic radiation has been breached and scientists
are investigating how severe the crack was.
A team of Indian scientists in the southern Indian state of Tamil Nadu recorded an explosion of galactic cosmic
rays indicating a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield. However, a newly discovered crack by a telescope in
India, have scientists anxious about its implications. This shield is what allowed life to flourish on Earth for
millions of years.
At the time, India's GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the world's most sensitive cosmic-ray monitoring system,
recorded a powerful blast of solar energy that lasted for more than two hours. It is created to study cosmic
rays with an array of air shower detectors and a large area muon detector; and it is the largest and most
sensitive cosmic ray monitor operating on Earth.
Scientists hope their continued work with GRAPES-3 will offer an improved understanding of the stresses put
on the magnetosphere by intense storms, to better predict vulnerabilities in the future.
The Sun released a massive cloud of plasma associated with a surge of high-energy radiation that hit the
magnetosphere at 2.5 million kilometers per hour, causing a dramatic compression of the Earth's magnetic
shield from about 11 to four times the radius of Earth. The impact triggered a strong geomagnetic storm that
resulted in aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high-latitude countries.
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GETTYAn illustration of the magnetic shield
But now researchers have finally realised the full extent of that relentless bombardment of cosmic rays.
According to the researchers, the Earth's magnetic field bent the particles about 180 degrees, from the dayside to the night-side of the Earth, where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope.
An in-house team of physicists and engineers at the laboratory in Ooty analysed and interpreted the data
through extensive simulation over several weeks.
This research can help us understand how future superstorms of cosmic rays could affect the planet and our
technological infrastructure, and even endanger the wellbeing of astronauts living on the International Space
Station.
What do you think about the Earth's magnetic shield being temporarily weakened?
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Solar flare radiation burst ‘cracked’ Earth’s magnetic field,
caused radio blackouts
verifiedsources.com/pin/18498/

TomAbigail
The magnetic field that protects Earth from deadly cosmic radiation may be more vulnerable than previously
thought. A crack in the shield caused by a solar flare which exposed the planet to a bombardment of radiation
has been detected.
Researchers from the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in India made the discovery when analyzing a
galactic cosmic ray burst that caused radio blackouts across North and South America and a supercharged
aurora borealis in 2015.
The cosmic ray source was a giant solar plasma cloud that travelled 40 hours from our sun to reach Earth,
where the researchers believe it caused a transient “weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield” , according to their
findings published in the journal Physical Review Letters.
The sun’s flare was so intense the team claim it would have shrunk the magnetic field from 11 times the radius of
Earth to four times its radius before it eased, allowing the shield to recover.
Researchers used data from the GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India, to simulate the burst. Results
indicated the effect on Earth would have required a crack in the magnetic field that lasted approximately two
hours.
Unfortunately not a lot can be done to protect Earth from any future cracks in the shield, which could leave the
planet under constant exposure to radiation and could potentially lead to the eradication of our atmosphere.
The team were optimistic the knowledge gained would have positive results though, claiming it could “hold clues
for a better understanding of future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth,
and endanger the lives of the astronauts in space.”
Astronauts onboard the International Space Station (ISS) fall within the field’s 56,000km extension around Earth
but future voyagers to Mars would likely be exposed to the rays for long periods.
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GRAPES-3 Indicates a Crack in Earth's Magnetic Shield
w2.technobahn.com/articles/2016110315440067.html

SCIENCE — space — earth

GRAPES-3 Indicates a Crack in Earth's Magnetic Shield

More

Posted 11 days ago
by Tata Institute of Fundamental Research
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at TIFR's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in
Ooty recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015
lasting for two hours.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona,
and moving with a speed of about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our
planet, causing a severe compression of Earth's magnetosphere from 11 to 4
times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated
aurora borealis, and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.
Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, which acts
as the first line of defence, shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and
galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from these high intensity
energetic radiations. Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3
collaboration on this event indicate that the Earth's magnetic shield temporarily
cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower
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energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere. Earth's magnetic
field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of
the Earth where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope
around mid-night on 22 June 2015. The data was analyzed and interpreted
through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core
computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and
engineers at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty.

fascinated by
lightning. This
month, NASA
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launch a new
satellite...

This work has recently been published in Physical Review Letters
Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large
electrical power grids, global positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and
communications.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray
monitor operating on Earth is playing a very significant role in the study of such
events. This recent finding has generated widespread excitement in the
international scientific community, as well as electronic and print media.

This story provided by ScienceNewsline, the daily online science and
technology news portal. The views expressed in this article are those of the
authors and do not necessarily reflect the official policy or position of the
ScienceNewsline or Technobahn.com.
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GRAPES-3 muon telescope indicates a crack in Earth’s
magnetic shield
yubanet.com/scitech/grapes-3-muon-telescope-indicates-a-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/

11/3/2016
Nov. 3, 2016 – The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located
at TIFR’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty recorded a
burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22
June 2015 lasting for two hours.
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma
ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed
of about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our
planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s
magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. It
triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated
aurora borealis, and radio signal blackouts in many high
latitude countries.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive
cosmic ray monitor recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays that
indicated a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield. Credit: TIFR

Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a
million kilometers, which acts as the first line of defence,
shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from
these high intensity energetic radiations. Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 collaboration on
this event indicate that the Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic
reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere. Earth’s magnetic
field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth where it was
detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015. The data was
analyzed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core computing
farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory
in Ooty.
This work has recently been published in Physical Review Letters
Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power grids, global
positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor operating on Earth is playing
a very significant role in the study of such events. This recent finding has generated widespread excitement in
the international scientific community, as well as electronic and print media.
Links to articles
Research paper: P. K. Mohanty et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 117, 171101 (2016),
APS Physics highlight: http://physics.aps.org/synopsis-for/10.1103/PhysRevLett.117.171101
http://physicsworld.com/cws/article/news/2016/oct/21/flash-physics-physicists-call-for-food-strategy-lhc-trio-bagprize-cosmic-rays-elude-geomagnetic-field
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Solar storms can weaken Earth’s magnetic field
zenexp.co m /solar-storms-can-weaken-earths-magnetic-field-12945279/ 2

By Steven Andrian

10/31/2016

Gupta and his team collected data from a telescope in India that measures the number of charged particles
called muons that are created as byproducts when cosmic rays hit Earth’s atmosphere.
Looking at data from 22 June 2015, they found a statistically significant spike in the number of muons that
day. This result was consistent with a weakening of Earth’s magnetic field that allowed cosmic rays to stream
more freely through Earth’s magnetnosphere and into the atmosphere without being deflected.
“The weakening of Earth’s magnetic field opens up floodgates for low-energy solar plasma to pour into the
atmosphere,” says Gupta, whose team reports its findings this month in Physical Review Letters.

Overall, the team showed that Earth’s magnetic field is susceptible to temporary damage, rendering our
planet’s atmosphere the last line of defense against energetic particles from space. Without Earth’s magnetic
field, astronauts above the atmosphere are exposed to particles that can rip through human bodies and
damage DNA, potentially causing cancer.
The new results also suggest a possible method to detect impending geomagnetic storms. A successful early
warning system is key to reducing the economic impact of such storms, which has been estimated by the
National Academy of Sciences to be several trillion dollars in the most severe cases.
Even with only a few hours of advance warning, power grids could redistribute currents to reduce their
vulnerability to currents traveling through Earth and airplanes flying polar routes could be rerouted to avoid
losing radio contact with controllers, for example.
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GRAPES-3 Telescope Records Cosmic Ray Burst, Highlights
Crack In Earth’s Magnetic Field
techtimes.com/articles/185158/20161108/grapes-3-telescope-records-cosmic-ray-burst-highlights-crack-in-earth-s-magnetic-field.htm

11/8/2016
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the world's largest and
most sensitive cosmic ray monitor recorded a burst of
galactic cosmic rays. These indicated a crack in the
Earth's magnetic shield.
( TIFR )

The Gamma Ray Astronomy PeV EnergieS 3rd
establishment (GRAPES-3) muon telescope, the largest
cosmic ray monitor, has observed a burst of galactic
cosmic rays suggesting a crack in Earth's magnetic
shield.
The burst took place when a very large cloud of plasma erupted from the solar corona and collided with our
planet, causing a significant compressions of the Earth's magnetosphere. The collision also triggered an acute
geomagnetic storm.
The telescope is currently located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research (TIFR)'s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in
Ooty, and the galactic cosmic rays it observed were approximately 20 GeV. The event took place on June 22,
2015, and went on for about two hours.
The blast happened as the cloud formation of plasma distanced from the solar corona, moving with a speed of
roughly 2.5 million kilometers per hour, touched Earth. As a result of this event, a compression of the
magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of our planet was created. The geomagnetic storm created aurora
borealis, as well as radio signal interference at the level of various countries around the globe being located in
high altitudes.

Effects On The Magnetosphere
The magnetosphere of our planet is stretched over 600,000 miles, its most important purpose is that it acts as a
line of defense, protecting the planet from galactic and solar cosmic rays, along with the lives and environment.
The high-intensity radiations contain harmful energetic fields, which could significantly endanger our planet's
forms of life.
Simulations were carried out by the GRAPES-3 collaboration, in this respect, show that our planet's magnetic
shield is cracked for the moment because of the magnetic reconnection and its effects, which permits to the
cosmic ray particles of lower energy to enter our atmosphere.
The magnetic field of our planet bent the particles roughly 180 degree; therefore, the effects shifted from the
day-side to the night zones of Earth.
The data observed that night was carefully analyzed and interpreted, through the means of expanded
simulations, during the following weeks. The machine was designed in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of
engineers and physicists. The place where the instrument was built, just like the telescope, was at the research
facility in Ooty.
The GRAPE-3 telescope is an Indian-located project consisting of cosmic ray study, through the air shower
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detector array, as well as large muon detectors. The purpose of this project is to comprehend nuclear
composition of the cosmic rays, as well as high-energy gamma-ray astronomy or modulation of solar activity.
© 2017 Tech Times, All rights reserved. Do not reproduce without permission.
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Cosmic-ray detector finds possible crack in Earth’s
magnetic shield
solarmaxnews.com/cosmic-ray-detector-finds-possible-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/
November 21,
2016

SPACE DAILY
The world’s largest, most sensitive cosmic-ray detector has identified a potential crack in Earth’s magnetic
field. The weakness was revealed by a burst of galactic cosmic rays, detected by GRAPES-3 during a severe
geomagnetic storm in June 2015. The storm as triggered by a plasma cloud ejected from the sun’s corona.
It was one of the largest geomagnetic storms in recent history, generating an intense aurora borealis and
thwarting radio communication systems among the most northern latitudes. The storm was strong enough to
compress Earth’s magnetosphere for several hours.
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope is a massive array situated in southern India, a joint effort among scientific
institutes in Japan and India. Data revealing the cosmic ray breach were analyzed by scientists at Tata
Institute of Fundamental Research in Mumbai.
Researchers published their analysis of the potential magnetosphere crack this week in the journal Physical
Review Letters.
Life itself has Earth’s magnetosphere to thank. Its ability to block out the harmful rays and particles flying
through space allowed life to flourish. But as the latest research suggests, it’s not a fail-safe shield.
High-intensity storms can reveal stress fractures, so to speak. Researchers suggest the 2015 storm triggered
a phenomenon called magnetic reconnection, whereby magnetic energy is simultaneously converted into
kinetic energy, thermal energy and particle acceleration.
In this instance, the process was powerful enough to open a crack through which a burst of cosmic rays
slipped through.
Scientists hope their continued work with GRAPES-3 will offer an improved understanding of the stresses put
on the magnetosphere by intense storms, to better predict vulnerabilities in the future.
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India’s Telescope Detects Crack in the Earth’s Magnetic
Shield
1newsamerica.com /indias-telescope-detects-crack-in-the-earths-magnetic-shield/
1NewsAmerica.com

11/5/2016

Short resume:
space
90%
telescope
90%
cosmic
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grapes
60%
Observations from India’s GRAPES-3 cosmic-ray telescope indicated a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield,
which was weakened by a geomagnetic storm in 2015.
Source Nature World News
– Read More…
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Earth’s Magnetic Shield Weakened, Develops a Crack,
Indian telescope GRAPES-3 Detected
1newsamerica.com /earths-magnetic-shield-weakened-develops-a-crack-indian-telescope-grapes-3detected/
1NewsAmerica.com

11/8/2016

Short resume:
shield
80%
grapes
70%
magnetic
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rumors
60%
In a startling finding, Indian telescope GRAPES-3 has detected a crack in the magnetic shield of Earth. The
detailed study and the findings have been published in the Physical Reviews Letters.
Source Headlines & Global News
– Read More…
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Study: Solar Flare Caused A ‘Crack’ In Protective Field
Around Earth
onenewspage.com /video/20161113/6027959/Study-Solar-Flare-Caused-Crack-In-Protective.htm
11/13/2016

Edition: Global
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Duration: 01:07s - Published: 5 months ago< > Embed
A new study led by a team out of India has found that Earth’s protective
magnetic field cracked after an intense geomagnetic storm observed by the
GRAPES-3 muon telescope on June 22, 2015. A team of scientists suspects
that Earth’s magnetic field temporarily cracked due to a solar flare, reports RT.
A news release by the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in India reports
that the two-hour event was spotted by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope on
June 22, 2015. The release goes on to state that “The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma
ejected from the solar corona, and...struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s
magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.” This area is considered to be a shield from
strong radiation. A geomagnetic storm is believed to have resulted from the activity, as The Wire
reports, which “allowed an unusually high flux of cosmic ray particles to arrive on Earth.” According to
the institute, consequent simulations indicated that “the Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked
due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray
particles to enter our atmosphere.” While such damage can’t necessarily be avoided in the future,
the team believes the research could help to enable “a better understanding of future superstorms.”
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Indian Scientists Have Detected a Crack in Earth’s
Magnetic Shield
industrytap.com /indian-scientists-detected-crack-earths-magnetic-shield/39655
Nidhi
Goyal

11/28/2016

A team of scientists from Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in
India detected a crack in Earth’s magnetic shield which allowed galactic cosmic rays to leak into the
Earth’s atmosphere and caused huge geomagnetic storms.

The world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, GRAPES-3 muon telescope, located in Ooty (India),
has recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays. As per scientists, this burst of galactic cosmic rays indicates a crack
in the Earth’s magnetic shield.
This telescope has recorded a burst of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015. This bombardment lasted for 2 hours
and emitted immensely high-energy radiation. This burst took place when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from
a solar corona, and traveled through space at about 2.5 million kilometers per hour and struck Earth.
This all resulted in triggering of severe geomagnetic storms that generated aurora borealis, and radio signal
blackouts in many high-latitude countries in North and South America
From that very day, researchers at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in India have performed various
simulations based on the data they received from GRAPES-3, by using the 1280-core computing farm,
developed by the GRAPES-3 team.
Their results indicate that the magnetosphere (the area containing the planet’s magnetic field) had been
temporarily cracked. The team explained that this high-speed strike was relentless; it resulted in severe
compression of the magnetosphere, forcing it to shrink from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.
Nidhi Goyal
Nidhi is a gold medalist Post Graduate in Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences. You can also find Nidhi on
Google+.
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Giant Coronal Mass Ejection Created A Crack In Earth’s
Magnetic Shield
messagetoeagle.com/giant-coronal-mass-ejection-created-a-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/
MessageToEagle

11/5/2016

MessageToEagle.com – Scientists have discovered that a giant plasma cloud ejected from the solar corona,
moving with a speed of about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression
of Earth’s magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.
A coronal mass ejection (or CME) is a giant cloud of solar plasma drenched with magnetic field lines that are
blown away from the Sun during strong, long-duration solar flares and filament eruptions.
Earth is enveloped in a protective magnetic envelope called the magnetosphere, extending over a radius of a
million kilometers.
It can change shape in response to the Sun’s effects, causing various types of space weather on Earth.

Huge solar flare erupting from the Sun. Credit: SDO/Helioviewer/NASA

Earth’s magnetic field is our planet’s first line of defense – a shield – against the bombardment of the solar
wind. This stream of plasma is launched by the Sun and travels across the Solar System, carrying its own
magnetic field with it.
Our magnetosphere is the first line of defense, shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic
cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from these high intensity energetic radiations. Without it there
would be no life on our planet.
Scientists have previously warned that Earth’s magnetic shielding has been “severely compromised and
it may be in danger.
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Image credit: NASA

On 22 June 2015, the GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor
operating on Earth located at TIFR’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays
of about 20 GeV lasting for two hours. It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated Aurora
Borealis, and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.
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The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays that indicated a crack in
the Earth’s magnetic shield. Credit: TIFR

Physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory have conducted multiple simulations and analyzed
the effects of the giant plasma cloud hitting out planet. The results show the Earth’s magnetic shield
temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic
cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere. Earth’s magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree,
from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth.
This temporary ‘crack’ in the magnetic field, that allowed dangerous galactic cosmic ray particles into our
atmosphere.
“The occurrence of this burst also implies a two-hour weakening of Earth’s protective magnetic shield during
this event,” the study said. “It indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield.” The research has
been published in Physical Review Letters.
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TH‐SUNDAY ‐ GRAPES‐3 facility ‐ first to detect effect of solar storms on earth's magnetic
field, gets an upgrade:

Telescope upgrade to sniff out solar storms
thehindu.com
10:22 PM · Mar 18, 2017
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Hole found in Earth’s magnetic field – humanity at risk of
cosmic radiation
endtimeheadlines.org /2017/02/hole-found-in-earths-magnetic-field-humanity-at-risk-of-cosmic-radiation/
2/14/2017

A Huge hole has been detected in the Earth’s magnetic shield, leaving millions of human beings
vulnerable to deadly cosmic radiation, scientists have warned. From analysing data from the GRAPES-3 muon
telescope in Ooty, India, experts have concluded that the magnetosphere has come under such heavy
bombardment in recent years that it weakening.

On June 22, 2015, there was a massive burst of galactic cosmic rays which traumatised the Earth’s magnetic
shield for two hours. Roughly 40 hours before the Earth was bombarded by cosmic rays, the sun ejected a giant
cloud of plasma which caused high energy radiation to strike the Earth’s magnetosphere at 2.5 million kilometres
per hour.
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Earth’s Magnetic Field Has A Crack
solarsystemdigest.com /earths-magnetic-field-crack/
By admin

11/23/2016

13000

A telescope known as the GRAPES-3 muon recorded a burst of cosmic rays. These rays were about 20 GeV.
This occurred on June 22nd of 2015.
The burst lasted 2 hours and happened due to a solar corona. It was moving at about 2.5 million kph when it hit
our planet. The hit caused a geomagnetic storm that was responsible for an impressive display of the aurora
borealis. It also triggered blackouts in radio signals.
Running simulations have indicated that the planets magnetic shield cracked temporarily during that event. This
was because of magnetic re-connection. This allowed for low energy cosmic ray particles to enter the
atmosphere.
The Cosmic Ray Laboratory spent many weeks and crafted many simulations on the event and have finally put it
together piece by piece as to better understand how this event took place and why.
Without the GRAPE-3 muon the burst might not have been detected at all. Thanks to this telescope and the
ability for the simulations; should any other cosmic bursts happen we will have the ability to know about them,
recreate the event, and study it. This allows us greater insight to the workings of our universe.
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GRAPES-3
wikiwand.com /en/GRAPES-3

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
GRAPES-3 Air Shower Array
The GRAPES-3 experiment (or Gamma Ray Astronomy PeV EnergieS phase-3 ) located at Ooty in India
started as a collaboration of the Indian Tata Institute of Fundamental Research and the Japanese Osaka City
University, and now also includes the Japanese Nagoya Women's University.
GRAPES-3 is designed to study cosmic rays with an array of air shower detectors and a large area muon
detector. It aims to probe acceleration of cosmic rays in the following four astrophysical settings. These include
acceleration of particles to, (i) ~100 MeV in atmospheric electric fields through muons, (ii) ~10 GeV in the Solar
System through muons, (iii) ~1 PeV in our galaxy, (iv) ~100 EeV in the nearby universe through measurement of
diffuse gamma ray flux.
The GRAPES-3 is located at N11.4 o, E76.7 o, 2200m above mean sea level. The observations began with 217
plastic scintillators and a 560 m 2 area muon detector in 2000. The scintillators detect charged particles
contained in extensive air showers produced by interaction of high energy cosmic rays in the atmosphere. At
present the array is operating with ~400 scintillators that are spread over an area of 25,000 m2. The energy
threshold of muon detectors is 1 GeV.

Objectives
Study of
1. The origin, acceleration and propagation of >10 14 eV cosmic rays in the galaxy and beyond.
2. Existence of “Knee” in the energy spectrum of cosmic rays.
3. Production and/or acceleration of highest energy (~10 20 eV) cosmic rays in the universe.
4. Astronomy of multi-TeV γ-rays from neutron stars and other compact object.
5. Sun the closest astrophysical object, accelerator of energetic particles and its effects on the Earth.

Overview
The first cosmic ray experiment was started in 1955 by B. V. Sreekantan by setting up cloud chambers that
heralded the beginning of research at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory (CRL) in Ooty.[citation needed] The next decade
witnessed a variety of experiments involving high energy interactions and extensive air shower studies in this
laboratory. The world's largest multiplate cloud chamber was operated here[citation needed] as part of an air
shower array and significant results[which?] on the high energy nuclear interactions and cores of extensive air
showers were obtained. A triple set-up comprising an air Cerenvok counter, a multiplate cloud chamber and a
total absorption spectrometer was operated in the early seventies to study the differences in the characteristics
of interactions with nuclei of protons and pions in the energy range 10-40 GeV.[citation needed] This enabled the
time structure study of nuclear active components of air showers and led to the discovery that the nucleon-antinucleon production cross-section considerably increases with energy.[citation needed]
In continuation of the work on cosmic ray research at CRL, GRAPES-1 experiment was upgraded in various
stages to GRAPES-2. However, due to the technical and administrative problem in its further expansion, a new
experiment was set up at the RAC[clarification needed] site 8 km from the old site which is called GRAPES-3. The
GRAPES-3 experiment at present is operating with ~400 (each 1 m2) plastic scintillator detectors with a
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separation of 8 meters, to record the density and arrival time of particles in cosmic ray showers, and in
continuous operation.[citation needed] At present, GRAPES-3 array is the highest density conventional EAS array
in the world,[citation needed] and also, this experiment associated with a huge 560 m 2 area tracking muon
detector, is also the largest area tracking detector anywhere.[citation needed]

Results
Several results have recently been obtained from the GRAPES-3 experiment on a variety of topics, a few of
which are listed below.
Measurement of primary composition in the energy 50 TeV - 1 PeV overlapping with direct
measurements [citation needed]
Precision measurements of Forbush decrease events including rigidity dependence of its amplitude [citation
needed]

Measurement of turbulent magnetic field in the shock-sheath region in the Coronal mass ejections
(CMEs) by using multi-rigidity muon data[citation needed]
Precision measurement of the solar diurnal anisotropy and its higher harmonics including its rigidity
dependence[citation needed]
Precision measurement of the density gradient of cosmic rays in the solar system by probing Swinson
flow[citation needed]
Precision measurement of the anti-correlation between changes in solar wind velocity and cosmic ray
intensity[citation needed]

Publications
External links
Categories
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How India uses recycled pipes to detect ferocious solar
storms
obyoriji.com /2017/04/how-india-uses-recycled-pipes-to-detect-ferocious-solar-storms/
4/5/2017

What does a sensational scientific discovery about a solar storm in the Earth’s magnetic field have to do
with old, recycled steel pipes which lay buried for more than a decade under a now-defunct gold mine in India?
Almost everything.
More than 3,700 such pipes are actually at the heart of a most significant scientific finding.
A team of Indian and Japanese scientists recently published an internationally-feted paper which recorded the
events that unfolded after a breach in the Earth’s magnetic shield.
Using the GRAPES-3 muon (a sub-atomic particle) telescope – the world’s largest of its kind – at the Cosmic
Ray Laboratory in Ooty, a hill station in the southern state of Tamil Nadu, the scientists recorded a two-hour burst
of galactic cosmic rays that invaded the atmosphere on 22 June 2015.
The magnetic field breach was the result of charged particles from the Sun striking the Earth at high speed.
Solar storms of such high magnitudes can knock out satellites and aircraft autopilots, cause catastrophic power
outages, and take us, according to one of the scientists leading the research, Dr Sunil Gupta, “back to the Stone
Age”.
Grey line
Solar storms
The sudden release of magnetic energy stored in the Sun’s atmosphere can cause a bright flare
This can also release bursts of charged particles into space
These solar “eruptions” are known as coronal mass ejections or CMEs
When headed in our direction, the charged gas collides with the magnetic “sheath” around Earth
The subsequent disturbances in the Earth’s magnetic envelope are called solar storms
They can interfere with technology: satellites, electrical grids and communications systems
They can also cause aurorae – Northern and Southern Lights – to be seen at lower latitudes
The largest such solar storm in recorded history took place in 1859 and disrupted a robust and new
communication system involving telegraph lines
Scientists record breach in magnetic field
Grey line
Low-cost telescope
The world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray telescope located in Ooty is made up of four-decades old
recycled zinc-coated steel pipes.
“Necessity is the mother of invention. When you don’t have the money to buy new, expensive stuff, you look
within the system to find out your own solutions to reduce costs. India’s scientists have mastered the art of
recycling and coming up with their own inexpensive solutions,” Pallava Bagla, India correspondent for Science
magazine, told me.
A notable example: India’s 2014 operation mission to Mars, cost the exchequer 4.5bn rupees ($67m;£54m),
almost 10 times less than the American Maven orbiter. (This prompted Prime Minister Narendra Modi to quip that
India’s real-life Martian adventure cost less than Hollywood film Gravity.) The Ooty laboratory’s annual budget is
about $375,000.
The 6m (19.65 ft) long pipes, which acted as sensors in the telescope, lay in underground caverns below the
centuries-old Kolar Gold Fields in southern Karnataka state, home to one of the world’s deepest gold mines, for
nearly two-decades.
The pipes were imported from Japan – where they are normally used at building construction sites – to help a
team of Indian and Japanese scientists examine neutrinos, sub-atomic particles produced in high energy
interactions in the galaxy and beyond. The scientists had laid them 2km (1.24 miles) below the earth for their
experiment.
Highly sensitive
When gold prices fell to unprofitable levels and the fields began shutting down in the early 1990s, authorities
planned to remove the pipes and dispose them off as scrap. “We said we want to re-use them for our
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experiments,” Dr Gupta told me.
Eventually, some 7,500 of the pipes were transported by truck to a hilly 100-acre campus that the laboratory
shares with a radio astronomy centre. The place skirts a forest populated by deer, bison, tigers and wild boars.
Recently, CCTV cameras captured a tiger strolling past the sensors at night.
Work on recording cosmic rays in Ooty began in right earnest in 1998, when the scientists began making muon
sensors from the discarded pipes to research high energy cosmic rays.
Today, 3,712 steel tubes, stacked up against layers of concrete, are housed across 560 sq m in four squat
brown-and-white colour buildings, home to the world’s largest such muon telescope. There are a couple of
dozen such telescopes in the world, but none as powerful as the one in Ooty.
At the laboratory, a small group of scientists and assorted helpers – local gardeners and carpenters, for example
– continue to recycle the old pipes, so that they can be used as cosmic ray detectors.
Making the sensors
To do this, they open the pipes and clean them with high pressure water jets. They insert a 100 micron – as thick
as a strand of human hair – tungsten wire into the pipe and anchor it at both ends with hermetic seals. The pipes
are then filled with a gas comprising methane and argon and an electric potential run through it to enable it to
become an effective sensor.
Finally, they are laid out in rows – below two metres of concrete, which act as absorbers – to become a muon
telescope.
The fabled jugaad – an Indian colloquial word that means ingenious improvisation in the face of scarce
resources – extends to using the pipes as sensors.
When the scientists at the laboratory wanted to make doubly sure that the old pipes were not leaking, they
modified a helium spray gun by attaching a 7-cent injection syringe needle to the nozzle of the gas jet to help
them to carry out the precise leak tests.
“Every day, we make 10 such recycled pipes ready for our experiments. The plan was to make very sensitive
sensors to detect the weakest of signals. We wanted to measure cosmic rays with higher sensitivity than ever
done before”, says Atul Jain, a scientist at the facility.
Home grown
The laboratory itself is a shining example of home-grown innovation. The majority of the electronic equipment is
designed, assembled and manufactured in-house. The software for the computer programmes is locally made.
The 40GB of raw data from cosmic rays that it generates every day is stored and processed by a cluster of
computers which has been largely assembled in-house, cutting costs and saving hefty maintenance fees. Old
computers are stripped for parts. A locally developed cooling system using fans saves electricity and protects the
computers.
At the moment, the scientists plan to pore over 17 years of data on cosmic rays recorded by the lab’s sensors to
find out whether they offer more clues about forecasting space weather and advance warnings about solar
flares. They say there have been some 38 severe solar storms in the past 17 years.
“We should be able to sift through our data to find out more about them. For us, they are a gift from the Sun,
because they add to our knowledge on space weather,” says Dr Gupta.
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Hole found in earth's magnetic field-humanity at risk of
cosmic radiation
usmessageboard.com/threads/hole-found-in-earths-magnetic-field-humanity-at-risk-of-cosmicradiation.571389/

Page 1 of 2
1 2 Next >
1. Feb 13, 2017 #1 Offline

MindWars Gold Member
A Huge hole has been detected in the Earth’s magnetic shield, leaving millions of
human beings vulnerable to deadly cosmic radiation, scientists have warned. From
analysing data from the GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India, experts have
concluded that the magnetosphere has come under such heavy bombardment in
recent years that it weakening.
Hole found in Earth’s magnetic field – humanity at risk of cosmic radiation
------------------------------------------------Oh special, and I think this has been around for a little while, but either way add this to
Fukushima and all this radiation and aren't we living in a great environment.
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GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth's magnetic shield
reporter.vn /article/97355/grapes-3-indicates-a-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield
5 months ago | Phys
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor recorded a burst of galactic
cosmic rays that indicated a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield. The burst occurred when a giant cloud of
plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed causing massive compression of the
Earth's magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.
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http://myweb.pro.vn/index.php/n3/2185407-solar-flare-caused-a-crack-in-protective-field-around-earth-video/?linkTitle=by-the-GRAPES-3-muon-telescop

myweb.pro.vn
A team of scientists suspects that Earth’s magnetic field cracked due to a solar flare.
A news release by the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in India reports that the two-hour event was
spotted by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope on June 22, 2015.
The release goes on to state that “The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar
corona, and…struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere from 11 to 4
times the radius of Earth.”
This area is considered to be a shield from strong radiation. A geomagnetic storm is believed to have
resulted from the activity, as The Wire reports, which “allowed an unusually high flux of cosmic ray
particles to arrive on Earth.”
According to the institute, consequent simulations indicated that “the Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily
cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray
particles to enter our atmosphere.”
While such damage can’t necessarily be avoided in the future, the team believes the research could help to
enable “a better understanding of future superstorms.”
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